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Foreword
Data governance is the subject of intense debate in advanced economies and increasingly
among large emerging markets. And yet many complex policy questions remain unanswered. In response, World Development Report 2021: Data for Better Lives surveys the emerging
landscape and provides policy makers with a framework for thinking through the issues,
opportunities, and trade-offs. One thing is clear: the perspective of lower-income countries
has so far been largely absent from these global debates and urgently needs to be heard.
Data are a double-edged sword. On the one hand, they offer tremendous potential to create
value by improving programs and policies, driving economies, and empowering citizens. On the
other hand, data accumulation can lead to a concentration of economic and political power, raising the possibility that data may be misused in ways that harm citizens. Data are a resource that
can be used and reused repeatedly to create more and more value, but there is a problem—the
more data are reused, the higher is the risk of abuse.
It is hard to imagine a more dramatic example of these opportunities and tensions than
the COVID-19 pandemic. Countries around the world have moved swiftly to repurpose mobile
phone records to monitor the spread of the virus. But at the same time they have struggled to
balance this benefit against privacy concerns and the risk of misuse.
Beyond pandemic times, the statistical capacity to produce and effectively use core economic
and social data is limited. Many poor countries are unable to accurately track public finances,
report on external debt, or monitor their development goals. Without such data, the ability to
hold governments accountable and track progress withers.
Data governance arrangements to facilitate greater use of data while safeguarding against
misuse remain in their infancy. The legal and regulatory frameworks for data are inadequate in
lower-income countries, which all too often have gaps in critical safeguards as well as shortages
of data-sharing measures. There, the data systems and infrastructure that enable interoperability and allow data to flow to more users are incomplete; less than 20 percent of low- and middleincome countries have modern data infrastructure such as colocation data centers and direct
access to cloud computing facilities. Even where nascent data systems and governance frameworks exist, a lack of institutions with the requisite administrative capacity, decision-making
autonomy, and financial resources holds back their effective implementation and enforcement.
To address these concerns, World Development Report 2021 calls for a new social contract for
data—one that enables the use and reuse of data to create economic and social value, promotes
equitable opportunities to benefit from data, and fosters citizens’ trust that they will not be
harmed by misuse of the data they provide. However, in seeking such a social contract, lowerincome countries are too often disadvantaged because they lack the infrastructure and skills
to capture data and turn them into value; the scale and agency to participate equitably in global
data markets and their governance; and the institutional and regulatory frameworks to create
trust in data systems.
Forging a new social contract for data is a pressing domestic policy priority that will require
strengthening national data systems and engaging all stakeholders at the national level. Because
of the global scale of data, some of the most challenging aspects of the social contract also call for
closer international cooperation to harmonize regulations and coordinate policies—bilaterally,
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regionally, and globally. Critical areas for international engagement include reform of international taxation rights for data-driven businesses, World Trade Organization arrangements for
trade in data-enabled services, regional collaboration on the development of data infrastructure,
international harmonization of technical standards to support interoperability, and bilateral
collaboration on law enforcement and antitrust regulation.
The World Bank stands ready to support its client countries on this important and challenging agenda. The findings of this World Development Report will shape support for client countries
by identifying where public and private sector investments are the most critical, defining a rich
program for policy reform and technical assistance, and highlighting areas in which global initiatives can help to convene and facilitate cross-border cooperation.
Realizing the full value of data will depend on a substantial commitment and effort, and it
will be difficult. But the cost of failure is a world of missed opportunities and greater inequities.

David R. Malpass
President
The World Bank Group
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OVERVIEW

“

You can have data without
information, but you cannot have
information without data.
—Daniel Keys Moran, computer programmer
and science fiction author
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ata, which are growing at an unprecedented
rate, are becoming an integral part of the daily
lives of most people everywhere. But how
does that matter for the more than 700 million people
living in extreme poverty? Is the explosion in the new
types and uses of data improving their lives? Or will
poor people and poor countries be left behind, creating
a widening gap between those who reap the benefits
of this new data-driven world and those who do not?
The innovations resulting from the creative
new uses of data could prove to be one of the most
life-changing events of this era for everyone. Like
many general-purpose technologies such as the steam
engine and electricity, the transformations emerging
from the data revolution could touch all aspects of
societies and economies. But such sweeping changes
are not automatic. The productivity value of the
steam engine and electricity was realized decades
after they were first introduced. The delay occurred
not because people did not recognize the importance
of these innovations—sooner or later everyone did—
but because the new manufacturing systems needed
for these innovations to realize their economic potential could not take shape overnight. Just as electricity
itself did not result in economic development, data
alone will not improve well-being. Data can improve
social and economic outcomes, but only if they are
used systematically in ways that create information
that generates insights that improve lives.
This Report aims to answer two fundamental
questions. First, how can data better advance development objectives? Second, what kind of data governance arrangements are needed to support the generation and use of data in a safe, ethical, and secure way
while also delivering value equitably?

One important message of this Report is that
simply gathering more data is not the answer. Significant data shortfalls, particularly in poor countries, do exist, but the aim of this Report is to shift
the focus toward using data more effectively to improve
development outcomes, particularly for poor people in
poor countries.

Advancing development
objectives through data
Part I of this Report develops a conceptual framework that links data to development through three
institutional pathways (figure O.1). The middle pathway is the use of data by governments and international organizations to support evidence-based policy making and improved service delivery. The top
pathway is the use of data by civil society to monitor
the effects of government policies and by individuals to enable them to monitor and access public and
commercial services. The bottom pathway is the use
of data by private firms in the production process—
use that fuels their own growth as well as wider
economic growth. One implication of the conceptual
framework is that data alone cannot solve development problems: people (in society, governments,
and firms) are the central actors transforming data
into useful information that can improve livelihoods
and lives.1 Alongside capital, land, and labor, data
are also an input to the development objectives that
emerge along all three pathways. But, unlike capital,
land, and labor, using data once does not diminish
its value. Data that were initially collected with one
intention can be reused for a completely different
purpose (chapter 1).
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Figure O.1 How data can support development: A theory of change
Data analytics and
processing
Greater transparency
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Reuse
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More data on individuals

Government
International
organizations

Better policy making
and service delivery
Political surveillance

Development

Reuse

Production process in firms

Private sector

Increased business opportunities
Market concentration
Widening inequality
Discrimination

Source: WDR 2021 team.
Note: Positive impacts are shown in green; negative impacts are shown in red.

Disseminating, exchanging, and
sharing data to enhance data reuse and
repurposing
Because the potential of data to serve a productive
use is essentially limitless, enabling the reuse and
repurposing of data is critical if data are to lead to
better lives. It is thus a central aspect of the conceptual framework. Figure O.1 uses two-way arrows to
depict these flows. The two-way arrow between the
private sector and government/international organizations indicates the reuse and repurposing of data
originally collected for commercial purposes for public policy, and vice versa. Similarly, the two-way arrow
between individuals/civil society/academia and government/international organizations indicates data
being exchanged and reused by those parties. The
final two-way arrows reflect the use of private sector
data and data-driven applications by individuals/civil
society/academia and the use of data and analysis
generated by individuals/civil society/academia by
firms. In practice, however, those holding data may
be unwilling to exchange data. They may have concerns about data protection and security or the need
to capture returns on investments in collecting data.
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Or they may hope to gain market power from accumulating data to capture economies of scale or obtain
any other kind of political or competitive advantage
from hoarding them.
The phrase “sharing and reuse” is shorthand used
in this Report for all the types of transactions and
exchanges of data that permit reuse, from government
open data initiatives for sharing data to market-based
transactions for data involving private firms. In theory,
defining clear economic property rights over data
should enable data to be traded widely on markets.
But in practice, the extent of the data trade (beyond the
market for advertising) has been limited by competing
claims on ownership, tensions between the wide dissemination of data and incentives to accumulate more
data for private commercial gain, and difficulties in
assessing the quality and accuracy of data.
Each of the three pathways illustrated in figure O.1
shows how data can improve lives, but those same
pathways create openings for data to be used in ways
that harm people. Through the government pathway,
data can be abused for political ends, such as politically motivated surveillance or discrimination along
lines of ethnicity, religion, race, gender, disability

status, or sexual orientation. In the pathway running
through individuals, there is the potential for cybercriminals to inflict considerable harm by stealing
and manipulating sensitive information. The “dark
net” is a vast parallel network of hidden websites that
provides an underground digital platform for a wide
array of criminal activities, facilitating illegal trade in
drugs, counterfeit currency, stolen goods, credit card
numbers, forged papers, firearms, and human organs.
Similarly, through the private sector pathway, examples of harmful use include, among other things, the
exploitation of information about consumer preferences and behavior to engage in aggressive or manipulative marketing techniques based on microtargeting of persuasive messages or to apply algorithms
that facilitate collusion among market players.2
Unlocking data for the public good
and safeguarding against misuses:
Some COVID-19 examples
Many countries have used data to control the
COVID-19 pandemic. This use includes tracking
people’s locations to better understand mobility patterns during lockdowns or to aid in disease contact
tracing. Using call detail records (CDRs) from March
through May 2020 aggregated to mask individuallevel data, policy makers in The Gambia were able
to review maps showing the movement of people
across administrative boundaries (map O.1). These
maps helped them understand the extent to which
lockdowns were succeeding in reducing movement

and allowed them to identify the factors linked to
lockdown c ompliance and noncompliance and plan
accordingly. Meanwhile, the government of Israel
approved emergency regulations in March 2020 to
allow the individual-level data collected from cellphones to be used to track people and then, through
contact tracing, to curtail the spread of COVID-19.
CDRs were not created to aid public policy making
or to allow the government to track the movements
of individuals, but they are an example of data being
reused and repurposed (flowing in the vertical channels in figure O.1 ). In Israel, these data were being
collected before the pandemic, but they could be
accessed only for national security purposes.3
These early efforts at repurposing CDRs to track
infected individuals seemed to have a positive effect.
In The Gambia, the maps helped reveal that the
lockdown disproportionally affected poorer districts,
indicating a need for relief and recovery efforts to target these areas. In Israel, analysis of the cellular data
suggested their use led to identification of more than
one-third of all of the country’s coronavirus cases in
the early weeks of the pandemic (more than 5,500 of
the 16,200 people who had contracted the disease),
possibly contributing to Israel’s exceptionally low initial rates of coronavirus infections and deaths.
This new use of CDR data to track large parts of
the population of Israel sparked debate and pushback
over concerns about the potential misuse of the data
by government. In Israel, many lawmakers raised
privacy concerns, and the Supreme Court eventually

Map O.1 Use of aggregated cellphone records to track mobility week by week during
COVID-19 lockdowns in The Gambia, March–May 2020
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detail records.
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halted the program. The Court ruled in late April 2020
that the government must legislate the use of cellphone tracking and that “a suitable alternative, compatible with the principles of privacy, must be found.”4
Many of the themes of this Report are illustrated in
this example. The sharing and reuse of private sector
CDR data with public authorities created social value
by supporting the control of COVID-19 infections,
thereby saving lives. At the same time, this transfer
of data raised fundamental concerns about trust, with
citizens concerned that their CDR data could then be
repurposed by government officials for other unintended and potentially harmful purposes beyond public health. Issues of equity were also at stake. Whereas
in a high-income country like Israel smartphone penetration was 93 percent, in a low-income country like
The Gambia smartphone penetration was only 75 percent. In each case, that minority of the population lacking a smartphone was unable to generate CDR data
and would not necessarily benefit directly from the
public health protection afforded by contact tracing.
These examples also illustrate a key conundrum.
The potential benefits that people realize in the
form of improved policies and service delivery may
increase rapidly as more data, especially personal
data, are shared and reused—but the risks of data
being misused increase as well. These potential benefits depend on data being disseminated or exchanged
between parties. But parties must trust the systems,

Figure O.2 A social contract for data founded on
value, trust, and equity

VALUE
The full value of data
materializes when systems enable
the use and reuse of data for
different purposes.

THE
SOCIAL
CONTRACT
TRUST

EQUITY

A trust environment is created
when the rights and interests that
all stakeholders have in data
are safeguarded.

All share equitably in the benefits
of data when investments and
regulations create a level
playing field.

Source: WDR 2021 team.
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regulations, and institutions that underlie the security of such exchanges to willingly engage in them.
How can people trust that their data will be protected and that they will share in the value that data
can produce? The mounting nature of such concerns
suggests the need for a new social contract around
data—that is, an agreement among all participants
in the process of creating, reusing, and sharing data
that fosters trust that they will not be harmed from
exchanging data and that part of the value created by
data will accrue equitably (figure O.2). The idea that
societies engage in these sort of agreements, or social
contracts, has existed for centuries, often linked to
the writing of philosophers such as Thomas Hobbes,
John Locke, and Jean-Jacques Rousseau.
Legal systems, and governance more generally, can
be viewed as instruments for establishing, facilitating,
and enforcing social contracts. Persuading parties to
abide by the rules of a social contract is not an easy
task and will hinge on ensuring that the benefits
from using data are shared in an equitable way—that
is, everyone has something to gain. In this process,
lower-income countries are too often disadvantaged,
lacking, as they often do, the infrastructure and skills
to capture data and turn them into value; the institutional and regulatory frameworks to create trust in
data systems; and the scale and agency to participate
equitably in global data markets and their governance.
With data reshaping our lives, our societies, and
the world more generally, social contracts for data are
needed both nationally and internationally, especially
because of the cross-border nature of data transactions and flows. Spotlight 8.1 extends this idea of a
social contract to the international realm, calling for a
global consensus to ensure that data are safeguarded
as a global public good and as a resource to achieve
equitable and sustainable development.
The untapped potential of data; the evolving legal,
regulatory, and governance frameworks for data
generation, use, and reuse; the importance of country
context (history, culture, governance, and political
economy) in shaping appropriate frameworks; the
role of technical capabilities for making the most of
data safely; and the need for trust and more equitable
sharing of the value of data—all these are the themes
at the core of this World Development Report.
Part I of the Report begins by describing in more
detail the potential development impact of data collected for public purposes—public intent data (chapter
2); data collected by the private sector as part of routine business processes—private intent data (chapter 3);
and the synergies that arise from the joint use of
different types of data (chapter 4). This distinction
between public intent and private intent data is used

regardless of who collected the data or the methods
used to gather the data (such as customer surveys,
accounting records, or digital transactions).
Public intent data can improve service
delivery, targeting, accountability, and
empowerment
Public intent data hold great potential for designing,
executing, and evaluating public programs and policy
(chapter 2). Because public intent data are a prerequisite for many government functions, government
agencies are the primary producers of these data by
means of censuses, administrative data collection,
and more. Citizens, civil society organizations, nongovernmental organizations, academic institutions,
and international organizations contribute critically
to the production of public intent data using surveys,
crowdsourcing platforms, and other means.
These kinds of data can lead to better lives through
three main pathways: first, by improving policy making and service delivery; second, by prioritizing scarce
resources and targeting them to reach marginalized
populations and areas; and third, by holding government accountable and empowering individuals to
make better choices through more information and
knowledge.
An example from Nigeria illustrates the power
of public intent data to improve and target service
delivery. The 2015 National Water Supply and Sanitation Survey commissioned by Nigeria’s government
gathered data from households, water points, water
schemes, and public facilities, including schools and
health facilities. These data revealed that 130 million
Nigerians (or more than two-thirds of the population
at that time) did not meet the standard for sanitation
set out by the Millennium Development Goals and
that inadequate access to clean water was especially
an issue for poor households and in certain geographical areas (map O.2).5 In response to the findings from
the report based on these data, President Muhammadu Buhari declared a state of emergency in the
sector and launched the National Action Plan for
the Revitalization of Nigeria’s Water, Sanitation and
Hygiene (WASH) Sector.6
The higher the quality of the data (in terms of
features such as timeliness, accuracy, and resolution),
the greater is their potential to generate value for
development. Yet a variety of factors prevent countries—particularly low-income ones—from realizing
greater value from data for the public good. These
impediments include lack of resources, technical
capacity, data governance, and demand for datainformed decision-making. The World Bank’s Statistical Performance Indicators, released as part of this

Map O.2 Highly refined data pinpointed areas of
Nigeria that needed better sanitation
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Source: World Bank 2017. Data at http://bit.do/WDR2021-Map-O_2.
Note: Geographic hotspots of inadequate access to improved sanitation are shown from the least
severe ( ) to the most severe ( ) in terms of the percentage of the population in that area that
meets an international benchmark for sanitation.

Report, identify gaps in the availability, quality, and
usability of public intent data across 166 countries,
focusing on features related to the timeliness, granularity, interoperability, and accessibility of those data.7
Unleashing the full potential of public intent data
requires high-level prioritization of data in the policy
process. Governments would then prioritize the production of high-quality data and the open and transparent use of data for decision-making. Transparency
and reliability of official statistics can help build trust
in government actions. A lack of transparency, such as
not revealing a country’s debt burden, can have harmful economic consequences and damage the public’s
trust in government (see spotlight 1.2). Fulfilling the
potential of data requires long-term, stable financing
of data; investments in statistical and technical capacity; and laws conducive to safe data production and
reuse. Other areas that must be addressed include low
levels of data literacy affecting the demand for data,
policy makers’ lack of incentives for and interest in
using data, low trust in the quality of public intent
data, and lack of infrastructure for accessing and
using the data. These investments and initiatives rely
on one another, and so failure to succeed in one area
jeopardizes the overall value that data can bring to
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development. Effective use of data can generate more
demand for data, thereby justifying investments to
produce more, and higher-quality, data.
Private intent data can fuel growth and
boost development
Data collected and curated by the private sector for
commercial purposes also hold great potential to
spur development (chapter 3). Innovations in the use
and application of data by businesses are creating tremendous economic value by enhancing data-driven
decision-making and reducing transaction costs.
A 2011 study of 179 large firms in the United States
indicated that firms adopting data-driven decisionmaking increased their productivity by 5–6 percent
relative to what would be expected in view of their
other investments and use of information technology.8
Although data are in many ways an input to the
production process of firms, much of the recent
explosion of new data has come about as a byproduct of economic activity, such as digitization of
firm operations, mobile phone usage by individuals,
digital transactions, and social media interactions.
These data are collected at high frequency and can
provide detailed information on individuals, businesses, economic outcomes, and phenomena. They
not only enhance the economic efficiency of the firms
themselves, but also offer potential to be repurposed
for public policy needs such as COVID-19 tracking. For
example, financial services providers are increasingly
adopting alternative credit scoring techniques to
solve the long-standing issue of lack of data on potential borrowers (or more specifically, asymmetric information) in banking. These techniques take advantage
of users’ digital footprints to assess creditworthiness
for those who otherwise lack documentation. Two
prominent examples of this approach are Lenddo,
which operates in the Philippines, and Cignifi, which
operates in Africa, Asia, and Latin America.
But these trends also come with new risks that
must be addressed to ensure that the data-driven
economy raises social welfare. Concerns are growing
about excessive data collection, insufficient governance of data held by private firms, and inadequate
protection of personal data. Many of these concerns
revolve around the misuse of personal data. Such misuses include the failure of firms to properly protect
the financial information of clients—exposing them
to theft of funds or identity—or firms’ engagement in
unauthorized use of, or failure to protect, individuals’
confidential health or location data.
Many of the processes through which firms create
value with their data are driven by algorithms and
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machine learning. In these models, algorithms determine, among other things, what information, products, or services individuals are exposed to and at
what price; what insurance packages they are offered;
whether their loan applications are approved; what
jobs they qualify for; and what medical advice they
receive.
All these types of activities have the potential to
significantly improve economic efficiency. For example, by consuming more data types and extracting
relevant information from seemingly unrelated patterns, machine learning could generate credit scores
for more individuals with greater precision. However,
if the data fed into the machine learning embed
discriminatory assumptions, machine learning will
amplify that discrimination, not only producing
harmful results, but also magnifying them.9 This
point brings to mind the decades-old data science
adage “garbage in–garbage out,” meaning that a data
processing system such as machine learning is no better than the data it is given to process.10 But there is a
deeper concern: the output from machine learning is
typically opaque and changes frequently as new data
enter the system. Almost by design, it creates a rule
that is not transparent, and so identifying discriminatory elements of the algorithm can be technically
very challenging.
Often, data-driven markets exhibit positive network externalities, leading to increasing returns
to scale and a propensity for a few large firms to
dominate. The result can be the exclusion of smaller
or more traditional firms to the detriment of local
entrepreneurship, with possible risks for consumer
welfare. These effects may be exacerbated in developing markets, where entrants find it harder to raise
start-up capital and where there is limited human capital in data sciences. To counteract this, policy makers
can address the underlying constraints to achieving
scale, such as geoblocking (restricting access to internet content based on the user’s geographical location)
or lack of harmonization of data policies across countries. They can ensure that sector regulations and
government support schemes provide a level playing
field for all firms.
Combining and repurposing data can
deepen their development impact
Combining and repurposing different types of data
can enhance the impacts of data on development
(chapter 4). Development problems are complex,
spanning economic, cultural, environmental, demographic, and many other factors. Policy design based
on data covering only one factor will be incomplete,

and sometimes ill-advised. Combining different types
of data can fill data gaps and offer new perspectives
on development problems.
As one example, public intent household surveys,
which gather extensive data on living standards, consumption, income, and expenditures, are the basis for
estimating national poverty rates in most countries.
Because the survey instrument is so extensive and
time-consuming to administer, the samples tend to be
relatively small. Estimates of poverty are usually statistically valid for a nation and at some slightly finer level
of geographic stratification, but rarely are such household surveys designed to provide the refined profiles
of poverty that would allow policies to mitigate poverty to target the village level or lower. Meanwhile, for
decades high-resolution poverty maps have been produced by estimating a model of poverty from survey
data and then mapping this model onto census data,
allowing an estimate of poverty for every household in
the census data. A problem with this approach is that
census data are available only once a decade (and in
many poorer countries even less frequently).

Modifications of this approach have replaced population census data with CDR data or various types
of remote sensing data (typically from satellites, but
also from drones). This repurposing of CDR or satellite data can provide greater resolution and timelier
maps of poverty. For example, using only household
survey data the government of Tanzania was able to
profile the level of poverty across only 20 regions of
the country’s mainland. Once the household survey
data were combined with satellite imagery data, it
became possible to estimate poverty for each of the
country’s 169 districts (map O.3). Combining the two
data sources increased the resolution of the poverty
picture by eightfold with essentially no loss of precision. Other examples of this innovative analysis are
occurring in some of the world’s most data-deficient
environments such as Afghanistan and Rwanda,
offering solutions to pressing data gaps.11
Examples of other ways of repurposing data
include using online media and user-generated
content to map water/flood events in real time for
water management and food security and combining

Map O.3 Combining satellite imagery with household survey data increases the resolution of
the poverty map of Tanzania
a. Poverty map using the Household Budget Survey
(20 regions)
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Source: World Bank 2019. Data at http://bit.do/WDR2021-Map-O_3.
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satellite imagery data from public and private sources
to monitor crop yields and forecast malnutrition.12
Similarly, many examples in this Report highlight the
potential for repurposing data to improve programs,
policies, and outcomes in areas such as monitoring public health (including the spread of disease),
managing crisis response and resource allocation,
ensuring road safety in transport and transit, and
monitoring illegal fishing and deforestation.
Novel ways to create and use data enable civil
society to hold governments accountable for policies
and to better monitor corruption.13 For example, utilizing crowdsourced data and web scraping (extracting data from websites), social media discussion
boards are emerging as ways in which local leaders
can act against corrupt officials and receive realtime feedback on the impact of anticorruption policies. The “I paid a bribe” online initiative launched
in 2011 by the Janaagraha Centre for Citizenship and
Democracy in India has developed into one of the
largest crowdsourced anticorruption platforms in
the world. This tool collects citizens’ reports of corrupt behavior and merges them with geospatial data
to highlight problem areas. In doing so, it empowers
individuals, civil society, and governments to fight
corrupt behavior.
To encourage more efforts to repurpose and combine data sources, this Report describes ways in which
donors, governments, and companies could invest
in the people, partnerships, and research needed to
leverage these new data sources for public benefit.
Low-income countries should emphasize policy initiatives and investments in building the data skills
of analysts and decision-makers; expanding tertiary
education to encompass data science and analytics;
promoting partnerships with universities and private
companies in higher-income countries; strengthening the data literacy of senior government leadership;
creating institutional environments that encourage
the use of sophisticated data and evidence in policy
making; and revamping national statistical offices to
perform nontraditional roles with private intent data.

Aligning data governance with
the social contract
A well-designed data governance framework allows
countries to capture the full economic and social
value of both public intent and private intent data
and leverages synergies between them. This involves
creating trust in the integrity of the data system,
while ensuring that the benefits of data are equitably
shared. Such a framework is the tangible expression
of a country’s social contract around data.
10
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Part II of this Report describes these building
blocks of data governance, which can deliver the
potential benefits of data while safeguarding against
harmful outcomes (figure O.3). These building blocks
include data infrastructure policies (chapter 5); policies, laws, and regulations around data (chapter 6);
related economic policies (chapter 7); and data governance institutions (chapter 8).
Although much of data governance is domestic
in focus, an efficient and equitable resolution of
many data governance challenges is possible only
with international collaboration. Bilateral efforts are
needed to manage cross-border spillovers of antitrust
decisions and to join forces to combat cybercrime.
Multilateral cooperation is essential to address global
free-rider problems (such as data protectionism or
tax evasion in data-enabled services) and to reduce
transaction costs through harmonization of legal and
technical standards for data protection and interoperability. At the same time, regional collaboration can
help amplify the voice of low- and middle-income
countries in global data governance negotiations and
help realize scale economies in the development of
data infrastructure.
Improving data infrastructure helps ensure
equitable access for poor people in poor
countries
The digital character of modern data calls for digital
infrastructure—a prerequisite for collecting, exchanging, storing, processing, and distributing data (chapter
5). Yet the availability of such infrastructure is marked
by inequity both within and between countries.
Because the social and economic value of data infrastructure rises steeply as more and more citizens are
connected, universal service policies have long existed
to promote service rollout. In recognition of the transformative opportunities that broadband connectivity
presents for both individuals and nations, the United
Nations Broadband Commission has committed
the international community to reaching 75 percent
broadband-internet user penetration by 2025.14
That said, efforts to move toward universal access
face fundamental challenges. First, because of the
continual technological innovation in mobile technology service, coverage is a moving target. Whereas
in 2018, 92 percent of the world’s population lived
within range of a 3G signal (offering speeds of 40
megabytes per second), that share dropped to 80
percent for 4G technology (providing faster speeds
of 400 megabytes per second, which are needed for
more sophisticated smartphone applications that
can promote development). The recent commercial
launch of 5G technology (reaching speeds of 1,000

Figure O.3 Data governance layers at the national and international levels
National
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Infrastructure
policies

• Universal coverage of broadband
networks
• Domestic infrastructure to exchange,
store, and process data

• Global technical standards for
compatibility of hardware and software

Laws and
regulations

• Safeguards to secure and protect
data from the threat of misuse
• Enablers to facilitate data sharing
among different stakeholders

• Cybersecurity conventions for
collaboration on tackling cybercrime

Economic
policies

• Antitrust for data platform businesses
• Trade in data-enabled services
• Taxation of data platform businesses

Institutions

• Government entities to oversee,
regulate, and secure data
• Other stakeholders to set standards
and increase data access and reuse

• Regional collaboration on data
infrastructure to achieve scale

• Interoperability standards to facilitate
data exchanges across borders

• International tax treaties to allocate
taxation rights across countries
• Global trade agreements on
cross-border trade in data-enabled
services
• International organizations to support
collaboration on data governance and
promote standardization
• Cooperation on cross-border regulatory
spillovers and enforcement issues

Source: WDR 2021 team.

megabytes per second) in a handful of leading-edge
markets risks leaving the low-income countries even
further behind. Policy makers can hasten technological upgrades by creating a supportive environment
for private sector investment in the underpinning
fiber-optic networks, while introducing more effective management of critical spectrum resources.
Sharing infrastructure can also greatly reduce the
cost of upgrades. Yet a careful balance must be struck
between promoting competition in broadband provision wherever possible and encouraging cooperation
between service providers in market segments where
demand is too limited to support more than one infrastructure network.
The second challenge is that a substantial majority of the 40 percent of the world’s population who do
not use data services live within range of a broadband
signal. Of people living in low- and middle-income
countries who do not access the internet, more than
two-thirds stated in a survey that they do not know
what the internet is or how to use it, indicating that
digital literacy is a major issue.15 Affordability is also
a factor in low- and middle-income countries, where
the cost of an entry-level smartphone represents
about 80 percent of monthly income of the bottom

20 percent of households.16 Relatively high taxes and
duties further contribute to this expense.17 As costs
come down in response to innovation, competitive
pressures, and sound government policy, uptake
in use of the internet will likely increase. Yet even
among those who do use the internet, consumption
of data services stands at just 0.2 gigabytes per capita
per month, a fraction of what this Report estimates
may be needed to perform basic social and economic
functions online.
A third challenge in expanding connectivity is
its potential impact on global warming. The climate
impacts of increased connectivity present a set of
complicated trade-offs. In 2018 the electricity needed
to support data infrastructure was equal to approximately 1 percent of global consumption—a significant draw with environmental consequences. But
because of reliance on renewable energy–supported
data infrastructure and increasing energy efficiencies, greenhouse gas emissions linked to data infrastructure are disproportionately lower than for other
sectors. Furthermore, access to data infrastructure
can have significant positive climatic effects as illustrated by the massive reduction in travel and increase
in videoconferencing during COVID-19 (spotlight 5.2).
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Map O.4 Data infrastructure is not yet widespread across all parts of the world
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Sources: PeeringDB, Interconnection Database, https://www.peeringdb.com/; PCH Packet Clearing House, Packet Clearing House Report on Internet Exchange Point Locations
(database), accessed December 14, 2020, https://www.pch.net/ixp/summary; TeleGeography, Submarine Cables (database), https://www.submarinecablemap.com/. Data at
http://bit.do/WDR2021-Map-O_4.

Full participation in the data-driven economy
entails not only connecting individual citizens but
also developing adequate data infrastructure at the
national level. For the most part, low- and middleincome countries lack domestic facilities to allow
their own locally generated data to be exchanged (via
internet exchange points, IXPs), stored (at colocation
data centers), and processed (on cloud platforms)—
see map O.4. Instead, many continue to depend on
overseas facilities, requiring them to transfer large
volumes of data in and out of the country—for which
they pay a substantial penalty in terms of slower
speed and higher prices.
Policy makers can do much to improve access to
data infrastructure progressively. This process begins
by encouraging the creation of domestic IXPs and
then fostering a suitable investment climate for colocation data centers. In these centers, popular internet
content can be stored locally, and access to overseas
cloud infrastructure can be facilitated through the
provision of on-ramps. Such facilities can be shared at
the regional level, where suitable fiber-optic connectivity exists between countries and there is adequate
regulatory harmonization. Because of the extremely
high standards of reliability required for data infrastructure, as well as concerns about the carbon
footprint of data, the ideal private sector investment
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climate should provide for reliable, clean, low-cost
electricity, natural cooling, and negligible disaster
risk—conditions that are not always readily met in
low- and middle-income countries.
Data laws and regulations can help create
an environment of trust
Trust in data transactions can be supported through a
robust legal and regulatory framework encompassing
both safeguards and enablers (chapter 6). The establishment of such a framework remains a work in progress
across all country income groups (figure O.4).
Safeguards promote trust in data transactions by
avoiding or limiting harm arising from the misuse
of data. A fundamental prerequisite for trust in data
systems is cybersecurity. Achieving adequate cybersecurity calls for creating a legal framework that
obliges data controllers and processers to adopt technical systems to secure data.18 To date, only a small
minority of low- and middle-income countries have
adopted adequate legal frameworks for cybersecurity.
Kenya’s new Data Protection Act stands out as a good
example of comprehensive cybersecurity provisions.
Creation of an adequate legal framework for data
protection is also critical. Such a framework should
clearly differentiate between personal data (data
that identify the individual) and nonpersonal data

(data that do not contain any personally identifiable
information). Among middle-income countries, Mauritius is notable as having relatively well-developed
safeguards for personal data. Indeed, it has distinguished itself as one of the first Sub-Saharan African
countries to ratify the Council of Europe’s Convention
108+ for the Protection of Individuals with Regard to
the Processing of Personal Data.19
The protection of personal data is grounded in
international human rights law, which requires
that the interests of the data subject be adequately
safeguarded before enabling any kind of data transaction.20 This protection is usually achieved by compelling the subjects of data to provide some form of
explicit consent for use of the data. But is such consent meaningful? Evidence indicates that it would
take the average person 76 days a year to thoroughly
read the numerous disclosure documents soliciting
his or her consent to each website and application
visited!21 This finding suggests the need to strengthen
the legal obligations for data service providers to act
in the best interest of the customers whose data are
being used.
Because of the less sensitive nature of nonpersonal
data, they can for the most part be adequately protected through intellectual property rights, allowing
some balancing of interests between data protection
and data reuse. However, this Report finds that most
low-income countries surveyed do not have intellectual property rights in place for private intent data.
Complicating matters further, the distinction
between personal data and nonpersonal data is
becoming increasingly blurred. This blurring arises
from the widespread mixing and processing of different data sources using sophisticated algorithms that
may render nonpersonal data (such as from mobile
phones) personally identifiable, or at least make it
possible to identify specific social groups.
Enablers facilitate access to and reuse of data
within and among stakeholder groups to ensure
that the full social and economic value of data can
be captured. The nature and extent of provisions to
support data sharing differ markedly across public
intent and private intent data. Significant efforts have
been made around the world to safely disclose public
intent data through open data policies (encouraging
proactive publication of government data), together
with access to information legislation (giving citizens
a legally enforceable right to compel disclosure). For
real impact, however, open data policies must be
supported by a consistent protocol for classifying
sensitive data, combined with interoperable technical standards, machine readable formats, and open
licensing to facilitate subsequent reuse.

Figure O.4 The legal and regulatory framework for
data governance remains a work in progress across
all country income groupings
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Source: WDR 2021 team, based on Global Data Regulation Survey conducted exclusively for this Report
(https://microdata.worldbank.org/index.php/catalog/3866). Data at http://bit.do/WDR2021-Fig-O_4.
Note: The figure depicts the percentage of good practice laws and regulatory measures in place for
countries covered by the survey in each country income group.

Governments have much less influence when it
comes to disclosure of private intent data. Sharing of
such data may serve as a remedy for the concentration of market power, such as in the Arab Republic
of Egypt, where a merger between two major
ride-hailing applications was made conditional on
their sharing driver and rider information with
smaller competitors. In other contexts, private intent
data may also be critical for addressing important
public policy challenges, such as the use of mobile
phone records for contact tracing to control the
spread of COVID-19. And yet relatively little attention
has been paid so far to the possibility of incentivizing
the exchange of private intent data through measures
such as open licensing, data portability, and various
types of data partnerships. Some countries—notably
France—have nonetheless enacted legislation mandating the sharing of private sector data deemed to
be in the public interest.22
Aligning data regulation with economic
policy objectives can support the creation
of value
Data play a central role in rapidly expanding platform-based business models. For example, search
engines collect data on users’ site visits, which they
can sell to marketing companies so they can target
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advertisements more precisely. These platform-based
business models are becoming increasingly important in low- and middle-income countries. The design
of legal and regulatory frameworks for data has a real
impact on the buoyancy of data-driven businesses and
requires difficult policy balances. Providing access to
essential sources of market data, for example, may
be critical for promoting competition among platform businesses, but it also may affect incentives for
investment and innovation in data-driven businesses.
Again, regulations designed to protect personal data
may restrict cross-border data flows and materially
affect a country’s competitive edge in the burgeoning
trade of data-enabled services (chapter 7).
Competition and antitrust policy. Competition policy plays a critical role in ensuring that the value
created by platform-based business models is equitably shared by producers and consumers. The presence
of economies of scale in data collection externalities
that increase the value of networks as more participants join platforms may lead to rapid accumulation
of market power. Addressing such market dominance
calls for two complementary strategies.
First, in countries that have sufficient capacity to
enforce antitrust regulation, ex post antitrust enforcement should be applied—albeit with any adaptations

that may be needed to address the challenges posed
by data-driven businesses. For example, the standard
test of market dominance—overpricing by a market
leader—may not be meaningful in sectors where platforms routinely provide consumer services for free.
However, even though several landmark antitrust
cases involving platform businesses have emerged
in middle-income countries, such as Egypt, India,
and Mexico, this Report finds that not a single lowincome country has completed such a case, despite
the presence of the same globally dominant firms in
these markets.
Second, in parallel with antitrust efforts, ex ante
regulatory measures to make essential data accessible to rival firms and new entrants also merit serious
consideration, as does empowering consumers to
switch among competing providers by mandating
full portability of their personal data. Care should
always be taken to verify that access to data is critical
for competition and does not unduly affect incentives
for innovation in data-driven businesses.
Trade policy. Platform-based businesses also open up
new avenues for international trade, entailing substantial cross-border flows of data (figure O.5). A country’s
regulatory framework for personal data protection
has a material impact on participation in such trade,

Figure O.5 Since 1990, the global trade in data-driven services has grown
exponentially and now constitutes half of trade in services
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creating some tension between trust and value creation. Countries have adopted a variety of approaches
for dealing with this. Some, notably the federal jurisdiction in the United States, permit open data flows
based on private sector standards, with limited government involvement. Others, such as China, Nigeria,
the Russian Federation, and Vietnam, apply more
stringent regulatory requirements, requiring copies
of certain personal data to be stored domestically (data
localization) and state authorization for many international exchanges. In between are countries (including
members of the European Union and others such as
Argentina and South Africa) that make cross-border
transfers of personal data conditional on whether the
partner trading country offers an adequate data protection regime. This Report finds that a combination of
well-defined domestic personal data protection measures with relative ease of cross-border movements
appears to offer the most favorable environment for
international trade in data-enabled services.23
Tax policy. Even though data-driven transactions
are creating more economic activity, the governments
of low- and middle-income countries are struggling
to share equitably in this value by mobilizing the
associated tax revenues. For indirect taxes (such as
value added taxes), the revenue rights are clearly
allocated to the country in which the final sales
are made. However, the administrative capacity to
capture this revenue is typically lacking. Estimates
for East Asian countries suggest that losses to fiscal
revenues could amount to as much as 1 percent of
the gross domestic product (GDP) by 2030.24 As for
direct taxes (such as corporate taxes), agreed-on international rules are lacking for allocating rights to tax
businesses that operate in markets without any physical presence. In the absence of such a consensus, an
increasing number of countries have been resorting
to the application of ad hoc digital service taxes as a
compensatory measure.
Sound institutions and governance can
improve the development impact of data
If institutions do not function well, policies and
laws and regulations are unlikely to be implemented
or enforced effectively, and infrastructure will not
deliver on its potential. An effective institutional
framework for data governance must fulfill several
critical functions, such as setting policy objectives,
developing supporting rules and standards, enforcing
compliance with such regulations, and continually
improving governance through learning and evaluation (chapter 8). For example, Uruguay’s creation

of a lead agency close to the Office of the President
and acting with a whole-of-government perspective
has been critical in driving the country’s successful
e-government reforms since 2007.
Although there is no one-size-fits-all approach
for governments seeking to create robust institutional arrangements for data governance, certain
institutional design characteristics are of universal
importance. Institutions should be formally mandated, sufficiently resourced, and have the technical
capacity needed to effectively undertake their functions in a coordinated manner across the whole of
government. The main institutional actors within
this framework often include data governance entities, data protection authorities, and cybersecurity
agencies, as well as new types of institutions such
as data trusts—accountability-oriented data intermediaries allowing individuals to pool their legal rights
over data and assign them to trustees with explicit
fiduciary duties. Institutional independence and
functional autonomy may be critical in some cases
to shield data governance institutions from undue
political or commercial influence. Behavioral and
cultural norms and political economy constraints
often stymie reform efforts, creating implementation
gaps, especially in low- and middle-income countries.
Change management, collaborative leadership, and a
culture of performance and incentives can help institutions overcome barriers to implementation and
coordination and effectively perform their roles and
responsibilities.
To maximize buy-in from all participants in the
data governance ecosystem, including society more
broadly, data management must be socially inclusive
and perceived as legitimate. Legitimacy is enhanced
when governments manage and use data in a
transparent manner and are subject to meaningful
systems of accountability. Nongovernmental actors
and emerging mechanisms such as data intermediaries can play an important role in the ecosystem
by helping governments and end users responsibly
share and use data to better harness their development value, while safeguarding against the risks of
misuse or abuse. Engaging with stakeholders, across
society and internationally, in a collaborative and
transparent manner will foster trust and legitimacy
and strengthen the social contract around data use.
For example, the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations (ASEAN) has adopted a regional Framework
on Digital Data Governance, which helps coordinate
members’ data governance arrangements with a view
toward interoperability.
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Moving toward an integrated
national data system
A well-functioning data governance framework
ensures that infrastructure, laws, economic policies,
and institutions work together to support the use of
data in a way that aligns with each society’s values,
while protecting individuals’ rights over use of their
data. This framework defines the rules, and associated compliance mechanisms, for how data can be
safely shared, used, and reused by all stakeholders.
Part III of this Report concludes with an aspirational vision of an integrated national data system
(INDS) that can deliver on the promise of producing
high-quality data and then making data open in a
way that they are both protected and accessible to be
shared and reused by all stakeholders (chapter 9). The
aspirational INDS works seamlessly with the governance structure. If the governance framework can
be viewed as creating and enforcing the “rules of the
road,” the INDS can be seen as the “network of highways” that connect all users, ensuring safe passage of
data to and from destinations.
The INDS is built on an intentional, whole-ofgovernment, multistakeholder approach to data
governance. It explicitly builds data production, protection, exchange, and use into planning and decision-making across government entities and actively
integrates the various stakeholders from civil society,
the public sector, and the private sector into the data
life cycle and into the governance structures of the
system.25
A well-functioning system requires people to
produce, process, and manage high-quality data;
people to populate the institutions that safeguard and
protect the data against misuse; and people to draft,
oversee, and implement data strategies, policies, and
regulations. The system also needs people to hold the
public and private sectors accountable and people
capable of using data from the production process of
private firms to improve policies in the public sector.
All this requires robust data literacy so that a wide
cross section of people benefit from an INDS.
For a sound INDS, institutions and actors must
also have the right incentives to produce, protect, and
share data, and funding must be sufficient to implement the infrastructure and institutions needed for
the system to function well. Finally, a culture of data
use helps foster a high-quality supply of data and
stimulate the demand for data-informed decisionmaking without which the national data system is
not sustainable.
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When government agencies, civil society, academia, and the private sector securely take part in
a national data system, the potential uses of data
expand and so does the potential impact on development. In fact, the more integrated the system and
the more participants involved, the higher is the
potential return. If two participants safely exchange
data, data can flow in two directions. If three participants exchange data, data can flow in six directions,
and with four participants, in 12 directions. As data
are reused and repurposed, these connections will
increase rapidly. Higher degrees of integration
require close coordination and shared governance
between participants, but such integration is other
wise compatible with a decentralized data architecture. The system is designed to ensure that data flow
freely and safely—not remain in one place. A distributed system may be best placed to achieve this safe
flow of data.
Even though most countries are far away from the
aspirational goal of developing a well-functioning
data system, setting sights on this target can provide
countries with guidance on the next steps in developing such a system. How countries move toward
this vision of an INDS will depend on their current
capacity and the parameters of the social contract for
data. There is no singular blueprint for how to build
an INDS. Instead, this Report proposes a maturity
model to help assess progress. Countries in the initial
stages are likely to benefit the most from establishing the fundamentals for an integrated national data
system. This includes developing policies and strategies aimed at better data governance, strengthening
the technical capacity for data production and use
of government agencies and the national statistical
office, and promoting data literacy through education and training. With the fundamentals in place,
governments can work on initiating and systemizing
data flows across and between the participants in
the national data system. This requires policies and
standards that ensure the consistency and interoperability of data and institutions and infrastructure
to enable the secure exchange of data that mitigates
privacy risks. At advanced levels of data maturity, the
goal is to optimize the system through shared data
governance and collaboration between the various
stakeholders from government, international organizations, civil society, and the private sector.
The structure of this system will differ from
country to country, reflecting local norms for the
safe reuse and sharing of data. Nonetheless, certain common attributes are needed to realize the

Figure O.6 What happens in an integrated national data system?
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development gains from reusing and sharing data. A
well-functioning data system defines and establishes
the authority and responsibility for data production,
flow, and use in a nation. This system would build
on the infrastructure, policies, laws and regulations,
and institutions discussed here; integrate the many
sources of data; and connect all the stakeholders
(figure O.6).
For many countries, a system in which highquality data flow and are used safely among various
participants remains a distant vision. A low-income
country suffering from high levels of poverty,

fragility, and poor governance may struggle to produce even the most fundamental data, let alone set up
a whole-of-government, multistakeholder approach
to data governance. Yet keeping this vision in sight
matters for all countries, even those struggling the
most with data, because it can serve as a guide in
making decisions on how to develop their data systems (box O.1).
Coalescing around a common understanding of
a new social contract for data—one built on trust to
produce value from data that are equitably distributed—and finding the right blueprint for building an
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Box O.1 Toward an integrated national data system: Country examples
Important steps in the right direction. Many countries
have adopted important initiatives that embody aspects
of what is envisioned in an integrated national data system. South Africa’s Department of Planning, Monitoring
and Evaluation has developed a system that includes
the data produced by citizens who monitor the performance of government programs. In Chile, civil society
participation is mandated by the 2011 Law on Associations and Citizen Participation in Public Management,
and the national statistical office has put in place a civil
society council. The inclusion of multiple stakeholders
in a national data system encourages sustainability and
helps ensure that all participants have an opportunity to
access and benefit from it. The Nepal Data Literacy Program, established in 2019, comprises a 100-hour modular, customizable pedagogy to support both technical
skills building and efforts to enhance a culture of data
use among Nepalis. The program is now partnering with
Kathmandu University School of Management (KUSOM)
to incorporate data literacy toolkits into the university
programs and develop a data-driven course that will be
free to other institutions and thousands of students.
A fully realized vision. In Estonia, the government
has set up a national data system to safely manage
citizens’ personal data for use by government agencies
and participating businesses. X-Road is an open-source
data exchange layer solution that allows linked public and

integrated national data system—one that unleashes
the value of data to improve lives through creative,
innovative applications by a widening array of
users—are highly aspirational goals. Achieving
these goals will require significant changes in how

private databases to automatically share information,
ensuring confidentiality, integrity, and interoperability
between data exchange parties. It combines a technical
solution (enabling technical architecture and a series of
protocols) with a governance solution (the once-only
principle enshrined in national law that obliges public
sector agencies to refrain from duplicating data requests).
Under this system, citizens have to supply government
agencies and participating businesses with their information only once. It is then automatically transmitted to
other participating entities. X-Road’s cryptography protocols also enhance transparency because they log entries
into the system and give individuals detailed insights into
who is sharing their data and for what purposes.
The X-Road arrangement both builds on and
enhances Estonia’s social contract on data by providing
trust, equity, and value. Its transparency engenders trust.
Its national scope, available to all, promotes equity. Its
ease and comprehensiveness provide value. To work
well, this digital data system depends on some “analogue” components. Cooperation is fostered between
government and the private sector and between components of infrastructure. Change management is built
into the entire system, from its foundations in national
law (and the social contract) to its design, uptake, and
upkeep. A culture of trust and sharing (data sharing)
is encouraged.

data are produced, managed, protected, shared, and
used. Making these changes will be difficult and
will depend on substantial commitment and effort,
but the cost of failing to change is a world faced with
greater inequities and many missed opportunities.

Notes
1.	Chapter 1 reviews definitions of data and describes how
the term data is used in this Report.
2.	Amnesty International (2019); Zuboff (2019).
3.	Scheer and Cohen (2020).
4.	Scheer and Cohen (2020).
5.	World Bank (2017).
6.	FMWR (2018).
7.	World Bank, Statistical Performance Indicators (database), http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/8157
21616086786412/Measuring-the-Statistical-Performance
-of-Countries-An-Overview-of-Updates-to-the-World
-Bank-Statistical-Capacity-Index.
8.	Brynjolfsson, Hitt, and Kim (2011).
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9.	For an extensive discussion of this problem and many
other concerns about machine learning, see O’Neil (2017).
10.	For an early reference to “garbage in–garbage out” in the
statistical literature, see Parzen (1964).
11.	Aiken et al. (2020).
12.	
Burke and Lobell (2017); Osgood-Zimmerman et al.
(2018).
13.	An early illustration of how data can be used to improve
accountability for public expenditure can be found in
a study of the use of education budgets in Uganda by
Reinikka and Svensson (2001).
14.	See Broadband Commission for Sustainable Development, International Telecommunication Union, “Target 3:

Connectivity” (accessed October 31, 2020), https://broad
bandcommission.org/Pages/targets/Target-3.aspx.
15.	Chen (forthcoming). Analysis is based on Access Survey
2017–18 data collected by Research ICT Africa in 22
low- and middle-income countries across Africa, Asia,
and Latin America.
16.	GSMA (2019).
17.	World Bank analysis of World Trade Organization ad
valorem duties for “Telephones for cellular networks
‘mobile telephones’ or for other wireless networks”
(Harmonized System code 851712).
18.	ITU et al. (2018).
19. COE (2018).
20.	Safeguards for personal data are grounded in a human
rights framework based on international law. These
safeguards have their origin in the establishment of the
“rule of law” with the expression of individual rights in
the Enlightenment and were codified in international
law after World War II. They were further refined in the
context of analog data in the 1970s and 1980s with the
Fair Information Practices, the Council of Europe’s 1981
Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard
to Automatic Processing of Personal Data (Convention
108), and the first guidelines issued by the Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD).
The OECD guidelines and Convention 108 were updated
in the digital context after launch of the World Wide
Web in 1995 and continue to evolve.
21.	Madrigal (2012).
22.	OECD (2019).
23.	Ferracane and van der Marel (forthcoming).
24.	Al-Rikabi and Loeprick (forthcoming).
25.	An integrated national data system does not imply that
all data are integrated in a national database. Instead,
various participants are integrated in a system in
which data are safely flowing and used. This is akin to
a national statistical system in the sense that an ensemble of participants jointly collects, protects, processes,
and disseminates official statistics. But unlike in the
national statistical system, the scope of an integrated
national data system goes well beyond official statistics;
it requires an intentional approach to governing the participants and their roles.
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PART I

Advancing development
objectives through data
1. Harnessing the value of data for the poor
2. Data as a force for public good
3. Data as a resource for the private sector
4. Creative reuses of data for greater value
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Harnessing the value of data
for the poor
Main messages
1

Data can improve people’s lives in many ways. However, economic and
political factors typically prevent benefits from being shared equitably.

2

The value of data for development is largely untapped. Realizing data’s
full value entails repeatedly reusing and repurposing data in creative
ways to promote economic and social development.

3

The challenge is to develop a trust environment that safeguards against
harmful misuse of data as they are exchanged between parties and
enables data to be created, reused, and repurposed.

4

A strong data governance framework, composed of appropriate policies,
laws, regulations, and institutions, is needed to ensure that the full value
of data is realized and shared safely and equitably.
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The untapped potential of data
to serve development objectives

A

t the turn of the nineteenth century, English
sociologist Seebohm Rowntree interviewed
a sample of families with the aim of better
understanding the poverty experienced not only by
those he interviewed, but also by everyone in the town
of York.1 The findings from this work changed preconceptions by revealing that poverty was pervasive

outside of London and by demonstrating that people
cycled in and out of poverty over the course of their
lives.
How to turn data into information and information into insights that can help the poor is at the
heart of this Report (see box 1.1 on the use here of the
term data). In the twenty-first century, data possess
the power to be truly life-changing. Most of the new
and fascinating ways in which data affect the lives of
many of us worldwide are linked to people being able

Box 1.1 What this Report means by data
The term data is difficult to define. It has meant different
things at different times, and in different disciplines.
Originally simply defined as facts, the term slowly
came to mean facts as they related to mathematical
representations. Despite the changing nature of data,
most people would not have thought of things such as
pictures, sounds, or words as data even as recently as
a few decades ago. But times have changed, and major
advances in computing power, together with innovative thinking, have resulted in, for example, radiomics,
the science of converting medical images into data
that, once structured and analyzed, can help improve a
patient’s diagnosis and prognosis.a Similarly, sound can
now be digitized and analyzed to, for example, explore
and better understand the galaxies.b And the growing
field of text analytics converts words (such as keywords
from Google searches) into structured data that help us
better understand many social phenomena.c Because the
evolving definition of data stems simply from technological advances in computing and creative thinking, it is
challenging to provide a specific description of data that
would not soon seem archaic or anachronistic.
In very general terms, Carrière-Swallow and Haksar
point out that “data can be quantitative or qualitative
in nature, and may be stored on analog (that is, paper,
stone tablets) or digital media.”d This view conforms
with how this Report uses the term. Indeed, some data
are still collected on paper in many countries. Processing these data—digitizing them and entering them in a
spreadsheet or database—allows them to be more easily
analyzed, but a digital format is not necessarily an attribute of data.
The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) states broadly that data are
“characteristics or information, usually numerical, that
are collected through observation.” More specifically,
data are “the physical representation of information in
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a manner suitable for communication, interpretation, or
processing by human beings or by automatic means.”e
Although this description aligns fairly well with how the
term is used in this Report, a few distinctions are worth
noting. Here, data are sometimes collected through
observation, though they need not be. Data can be the
result of digital transactions or simply by-products of
our daily digital lives. Also, in this Report, data are not
synonymous with information. Rather, data must be
processed, structured, and analyzed to be converted
into information. This semantic distinction between data
and information emphasizes the critical role of improved
data management, literacy, and analysis for extracting
information, and creating value, from data.
An expansive description of data that resonates well
with how the term is used in this Report is provided by
the UK National Data Strategy:
When we refer to data, we mean information about
people, things and systems. . . . Data about people
can include personal data, such as basic contact
details, records generated through interaction
with services or the web, or information about
their physical characteristics (biometrics)—and it
can also extend to population-level data, such as
demographics. Data can also be about systems and
infrastructure, such as administrative records about
businesses and public services. Data is increasingly
used to describe location, such as geospatial reference details, and the environment we live in, such as
data about biodiversity or the weather. It can also
refer to the information generated by the burgeoning
web of sensors that make up the Internet of Things.f
a. Gillies, Kinahan, and Hricak (2015); Yala et al. (2021).
b. See, for example, Leighton and Petculescu (2016).
c. See, for example, Stephens-Davidowitz (2017).
d. Carrière-Swallow and Haksar (2019, 17).
e. Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD),
“Glossary of Statistical Terms: Data,” OECD Statistics Portal, https://stats
.oecd.org/glossary/detail.asp?ID=532.
f. See “What We Mean by Data” (DCMS 2020).

to extract greater value from data. Indeed, the data
produced by people can be used in innovative ways to
help them, but one does not have to be the producer
or user of data to benefit from the data revolution. In
fact, the data often collected from a small sample of
people can help shape policy to improve the lives of a
vastly larger population, whether they were part of the
sample or not—just as Seebohm Rowntree revealed
in his pioneering efforts. But for such approaches to
work, the samples must be truly representative of the
population, including the poor and other marginalized groups. And yet both traditional censuses and
sample surveys, as well as new data sources captured
by the private sector, may fail to fully cover the most
disadvantaged groups.
An important attribute of data is that using them
does not diminish their value to be reused for some
other purpose—data are inexhaustible. But reusing or
repurposing data typically requires well-functioning
data systems that facilitate the safe flow of data in
formats that make the data valuable to many users.
These systems, however, typically do not function
well in many low- and middle-income countries.
Moreover, data have a dark side. Making data
accessible to more users and creating systems that
facilitate their reuse also opens the door for data to be
misused in ways that can harm individuals or development objectives. With lives becoming increasingly
intertwined in the digital world, each day brings new
concerns about protecting personal data; misinformation; and attacks on software, networks, and data
systems.
Well-functioning data systems thus balance the
need to safeguard against outcomes that harm people,
while simultaneously enabling the potential for data
to improve lives. This Report returns often to the
need to strike this balance between safeguarding and
enabling.
The findings and recommendations in this Report
are drawn from an extensive array of material, including academic research, international development
agency reports, commercial experiences, and a series
of consultations with innovators and stakeholders in
the data world. Although this Report reinforces and
builds on findings from World Development Report 2016:
Digital Dividends,2 the World Bank report Information
and Communications for Development 2018: Data-Driven
Development,3 and many reports on digital technology,
this Report differs by focusing on how data themselves, rather than the adoption of digital technology,
can improve the lives of poor people.4
World Development Reports often synthesize established findings from analytical work and research, but

the issues and content surrounding data are evolving
rapidly. Many of the topics covered continue to be
widely debated in rich and poor countries alike. Consensus has yet to emerge, and research is at an early
stage, particularly on how these issues affect low- and
middle-income countries. The goal, therefore, is not
to be overly prescriptive, but to develop frameworks
to help policy makers and countries think through
the trade-offs and adopt a balanced approach to developing both safeguards and enablers. Countries should
make the most of data, but safely, and as appropriate
for their social, political, and economic context.
The growing literature on data over the last few
years is largely written from a high-income country
perspective.5 This Report therefore sets out to fill the
large gap in the literature on the effects of data on
poor people and poor countries.

A brief history of data
Many of the themes of this Report were emerging
even in the earliest days of data collection and use.
For millennia, people have been collecting data. The
oldest censuses date back to at least 2000–1000 BCE
to ancient Egypt, Greece, and China, who enumerated
people, livestock, and food items.6 The Romans fielded
a census of men and their possessions every five
years—a practice referenced in the Christian Bible.7
Over the long history of data collection, the type
of data collected and the ways data have been used
have changed as societies’ priorities, values, power
structures, and government objectives have changed.8
Record keepers in the Incan Empire between 1400
and 1500 CE counted people, dwellings, llamas,
marriages, and potential army recruits.9 Rulers and
administrators gave priority to counting sources of
wealth and power considered of strategic importance
(the data were kept secret from the public). They
collected information first and foremost on property
for taxation and men for military recruitment and
labor force purposes, as well as enumerating newly
conquered peoples and territories. With little reason
to believe that the data being collected were meant to
improve lives, distrust was widespread—it was not
uncommon for citizens to resist being counted or
having their possessions counted.10
The ascent of Enlightenment ideals in eighteenthcentury Europe, with their emphasis on objective scientific inquiry, brought a shift in attitudes toward the
role of data in society—from simply counting and registering phenomena to describing and understanding
living conditions for society as a whole.11 During
this era, and under the influence of the leading
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Figure 1.1 The share of people counted in a census grew from about 1 in 10 in 1850 to
9 in 10 today
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intellectuals of the day, notions of the rule of law (and
accountability of states) evolved, a social contract
between the individual and the state coalesced, and
the Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen emerged.12 These became the foundational elements of the current discussions of a social contract
for data based on human rights (see chapter 6).
Starting in the late eighteenth century, governments of the emerging nation-states in Europe and
North America established statistical agencies to publish official statistics on the state of the nation and
to inform public discourse. European nations began
systematically conducting full-fledged population
censuses, and a decennial national census became a
provision of the US Constitution. By the end of the
nineteenth century, half of the world’s population had
been enumerated in censuses (figure 1.1).13
These advances also led to some of the innovations in statistics and social science research methods
that enabled the rise of the sample survey. The earliest
examples of sampling date back to the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, but they lacked
the theoretical foundations to justify the method.14
Sampling remained highly controversial throughout
the nineteenth century, but methodological advances,
especially the concept of random sample selection,
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led to its gradual acceptance in the early twentieth
century. A series of influential articles in the 1930s,
1940s, and 1950s filled the holes in the theoretical
foundations of survey sampling around the same
time that sampling frames with universal coverage
became available.15 Sample surveys grew enormously
popular, especially in the United States, quickly covering a wide range of topics.
Modern geospatial data systems developed along
a similar timeline. Building on the much older science of cartography, this type of data is rooted in
the thematic maps of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. Its goal was to relate geography to other
types of information.16 A prominent early application
was the spatial mapping of disease outbreaks—for
example, of yellow fever in New York City at the end
of the eighteenth century and especially of cholera in
British and other European municipalities during the
pandemics of the nineteenth century.17 Most prominent among those is the map of London by physician
John Snow. During the 1854 cholera outbreak, Snow
plotted cholera-related deaths in London together
with the city’s water pumps, identifying a high concentration of cases close to a pump on Broad Street
and deducing that water from this pump was causing
infections (map 1.1). New cases in the area stopped

almost entirely once the pump had been removed.18
Since the advent of Snow’s map, innovations in printing and computer technology as well as the rise of
remote sensing have made geospatial data and their
applications versatile and ubiquitous.19
With the digital revolution, the types and scope
of data have changed dramatically, and the volume
of data collected has grown exponentially. In this
new landscape, private sector actors are playing an
increasingly larger role in data collection through
platform-based business models in which data are collected passively as a by-product of business processes.
Digital platforms have also expanded the opportunities for citizens to collect data, which often occurs
when governments fail to collect data (see spotlight
1.1). Examples include Utunzi, a platform that allows
individuals and organizations to report and document
violence against LGBTQI individuals,20 and various
platforms that allow users to report air pollution levels, deforestation, and other location-specific environmental data to raise awareness and spur action.
The foundational origins of data protection laws
can be linked to the Enlightenment era. Although
there is a clear arc from these historical concepts of
rights governing interactions between the state and
the individual to principles guiding data protection,
most policies guiding data regulation are very modern (see chapter 6). The principles of data protection
can trace their immediate roots to the US Fair Information Practice Principles developed in the 1970s and
that formed the basis for the 1980 OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development)
Guidelines (revised in 2013).21 Similarly, the basic
substantive rights and obligations in the European
Union’s General Data Protection Regulation, reflected
first in its 1995 Directive on the Protection of Personal
Data, trace their roots to the OECD Guidelines.22

A data typology
Although data can be used to improve development
outcomes, the challenges differ across data types.
To help readers conceptualize these data types and
better understand those challenges, this Report sorts
data types using a two-dimensional framework
(table 1.1). In the first dimension, data are classified
based on whether the original intent was for public or
commercial purposes. Both new and traditional types
of data collected for commercial purposes are called
private intent data. Data originally collected for public
purposes are called public intent data, regardless of
the collection instrument or the entity that manages

Map 1.1 John Snow’s innovative mapping of the
cholera epidemic in London in 1854 revolutionized
tracing of the disease

Source: Ball 2009. Map segment reproduced from John Snow, On the Mode of Communication of
Cholera, 2nd ed. (London: John Churchill, 1855).
Note: The solid black rectangles of various sizes represent deaths from cholera.

the data. Public intent data tend to be collected purposefully with a view toward representativeness. By
contrast, private intent data are self-selecting in that
they cover only users of cellphones and the internet,
for example, and collection of these data may be
more incidental.
The second dimension distinguishes between
“traditional” and “new” data collection methods. Public intent data are typically associated with traditional
data types such as censuses and surveys, although
newer sources of data (such as from satellite imaging
or e-government platforms) have become more prevalent. By design, traditional data collection efforts by
governments are for public purposes and are used to
inform policy making. But because the collection of
public data via traditional methods tends to be relatively costly,23 surveys are conducted infrequently,24
and they often lack the granularity necessary to make
meaningful inferences about subpopulations of interest. Meanwhile, traditional public intent data offer
important advantages over new private intent data
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Table 1.1 Examples of data types based on original intent and collection methods
Data collection
methods and tools

Public intent data

Private intent data

Traditional

Census, national accounts, household
surveys, enterprise surveys, labor force
surveys, surveys of personal finance,
administrative records

Any survey conducted by private entities,
including public opinion surveys deployed
by private entities; administrative data from
company financial accounts

New

Location data from satellite imaging, digital
identification, facial recognition from public
cameras, public procurement data from
e-government platforms

Just-in-time digital data on individual
behavior/choices from digital platforms in
the private sector

Source: WDR 2021 team.

in terms of their coverage of the population—and
thus their potential to benefit more people—and their
format, which makes them amenable to inferential
analytics by researchers and government officials.
Private intent data are often associated with new
sources of data produced using digital tools and
applications that are growing rapidly. Compared
with traditional public intent data, new private data
sources offer greatly improved timeliness, frequency,
and granularity of data, but they may not be representative in coverage. New private intent data can
contribute significantly to addressing public sector
development challenges. Private intent data collected
through cellphones, internet usage, satellites, remote
sensors, and other sources provide information about
individuals and geographic locations that traditional
surveys simply cannot.
Any simple framework used to classify data types
carries limitations. Although much public intent data
have long been collected using traditional methods,
those methods are being updated and adapted. The
new methods will increasingly supplement or replace
traditional methods, and so the traditional–new differentiation in table 1.1 is likely to evolve. The distinction between public and private stewardship of data
also may not be a salient one in some cases. For example, citizen‑generated data—data that people or their
organizations produce to directly monitor, demand,
or drive change on issues that affect them—can be
produced through crowdsourcing mechanisms or
citizen reporting initiatives, and such data are often
organized and managed by civil society groups. The
data may reside with a private entity, but they are
clearly collected for public purposes.
Although data gathered through new methods
for private purposes offer tremendous potential to
improve timeliness and detail through massive sample size, they are not a panacea for the shortcomings
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of public intent data collected using more traditional
methods. For one thing, private firms have little
incentive to curate their data for sharing, and thus
these data are not readily amenable for public use.
A potentially more difficult challenge is coverage.
Data collected for public policy purposes are almost
always designed to represent the relevant current
population (such as individuals, firms, health facilities, students, or schools). However, survey designers
face challenges in meeting the representativeness
objective in terms of both coverage (such as underrepresentation of slum inhabitants, top earners, or
informal enterprises) and timeliness (due to delays
in data processing). By contrast, collectors of private
intent data rarely need or have an interest in full population coverage; they focus much more on specific
subgroups (such as consumers and suppliers). Thus,
even though sample sizes can be massive and very
timely, they can provide only partial reflections of the
population. A study from the United Kingdom examined data from a variety of social media platforms and
found that none was representative of the population,
particularly underrepresenting the elderly, the less
well educated, and lower-income people.25
Public policies and programs need to be informed
by data that represent the relevant population. For this
reason, private intent data should not be viewed as a
substitute for public intent data in understanding the
scope of many development problems (box 1.2). That
said, the joint use of public intent data collected using
traditional methods and newer sources of private
intent data offers interesting opportunities to reap
significantly more value added than the isolated use
of one kind of data or the other. A key theme of this
Report is that governments should take advantage of complementarities between new and traditional data to confront
development challenges. For example, because the majority of the world’s poor live in rural areas and derive

Box 1.2 Innovation in traditional surveys: A COVID-19 example in
Brazil
A prime example of the importance of traditional surveys
and their potential for innovation comes from Brazil. In
May 2020, it was one of the first countries to complete
nationally representative surveys to produce data on the
prevalence of COVID-19.a Fieldworkers clad in personal
protective equipment conducted a serology test on randomly selected household members. This test detects
the presence of antibodies in the blood as a response to
a specific infection, such as COVID-19—that is, it detects
the body’s immune response to the infection caused by
the virus rather than the virus itself. While waiting for the
results of the test, the fieldworkers administered a brief
questionnaire to collect sociodemographic data and
asked the tested household member whether she or he
was experiencing symptoms associated with COVID-19.b
Asking questions about symptoms enabled the research
team to estimate rates of asymptomatic infection. Sociodemographic questions, especially those about work and
travel outside the home, enabled the team to measure
how much a household member adhered to social distancing guidelines.
The test results were conveyed to the household
member before the fieldworkers left the dwelling, and
information on positive tests was sent to health authorities to help them track the spread of the virus. In May,
25,025 interviews in 133 “sentinel cities” were completed
in the baseline survey. Cities were chosen because of
their primacy in the local region as hubs of commerce
and services for surrounding urban and rural areas.
The survey was conducted three more times, the most
recent round in late August 2020. Multiple survey rounds
enabled researchers and public health officials to track
the spread of the virus over time by region.
At least two findings based on these serology tests
and the interviews are striking. First, COVID-19 infections
were far more prevalent than had been recorded. Overall
seroprevalence—the share of the population that tested
positive for the pathogen—for the 90 cities with a sample size of 200 or greater was 1.4 percent in the baseline
survey. Extrapolating this figure to the full population of

their livelihoods from the land, measuring agricultural productivity is central to policies and programs
to eliminate extreme poverty. Yet recent research has
shown that agricultural productivity, specifically
crop yield, is poorly measured with traditional survey

these cities, who represent 25 percent of the country’s
population, produced an estimate of 760,000 cases,
compared with the 104,782 cases reported for those cities
in official statistics as of May 13, 2020. In the fourth round
of the survey in August, the seroprevalence rate had
climbed to 3.8 percent.c
Second, there was a remarkably wide regional variation in seroprevalence around the 1.4 percent national
average, ranging from less than 1 percent in most cities in
the South and Center-West regions to 25 percent in the
city of Breves in the Amazon (North region). Eleven of
the 15 cities with the highest seroprevalence were in the
North. The six cities with highest seroprevalence were
located along a 2,000-kilometer stretch of the Amazon
River. Beyond geography, seroprevalence varied across
ethnic groups and was highest among indigenous populations (3.7 percent in the baseline survey). Understanding the scope of the overall problem and identifying
regions and populations with the most pressing needs
would not have been possible without population-based
surveys. These data also provided information on the
effectiveness (or lack thereof) of approaches adopted to
combat the spread of the disease.
Broad support for investigating something as important
and urgent as the prevalence of COVID-19 might have been
expected, and yet opposition sprang up in some quarters.
For example, in some areas sample size was suppressed
by the rapid spread of disinformation through social media
that characterized the interviewers as “swindlers,” or even
as part of a plot to spread the virus. In 27 cities, interviewers
were arrested, and in eight cities the tests were destroyed
by the local police force.d Overall, however, the example
illustrates the importance of population-based surveys
(and public intent data in general) for understanding the
scope and nature of disease spread.
a. Hallal, Hartwig, et al. (2020). Brazil is the only country in Latin America to
complete a national survey.
b. Hallal, Horta, et al. (2020).
c. UFPEL (2020).
d. Hallal, Hartwig, et al. (2020).

approaches that rely on farmer-reported information
on crop production and land areas.26 When sample
surveys rely instead on objective measurement methods, the resulting data not only accurately capture
crop yields at surveyed locations, but also can be used
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to inform and develop remote sensing models that
combine data from surveys and satellites to provide
highly localized crop yield estimates across entire
regions and countries beyond the locations in which
sample surveys are conducted.27
Both public intent and private intent data have
advantages and disadvantages and pose distinct
challenges in terms of reuse and exchange to achieve
development objectives. But because public intent
and private intent data have inherent complementarities, they can be used jointly to bolster development.
A ministry of health would be able to issue better
public policy if it could connect its health data with
that of other ministries such as education, labor, and
planning, as well as with that of health providers,
whether public or private, around the country. A private firm would be able to operate more effectively if
it could link its data with other sources of information, such as satellite data on population density and
socioeconomic data on wealth and well-being.
Combining the two types of data could advance
evidence-based policy through more precise and
timely official statistics that are produced more
cheaply, while preserving the representativeness
characteristic of public intent data. For example,
building on the well-established infrastructure for
socioeconomic surveys conducted by governments,

satellite data and call detail records from mobile
phones offer new opportunities for updating poverty
estimates for small areas more frequently. More generally, the high frequency of data collected for commercial purposes holds promise for producing better
estimates of current socioeconomic conditions when
large-scale, costly surveys such as censuses or integrated household surveys such as those of the World
Bank’s Living Standards Measurement Study are
infrequent. Real-time data on prices, nighttime lights,
or trade flows could be used to help “nowcast” (that
is, generate an estimate for the current time based on
data collected with a lag in time) macroeconomic data
to avoid lags in availability.

The economics of data and
political economy issues
The potential to extract further value from the
proliferation of data is significant because data are
inexhaustible or “nonrival”—that is, a person’s call
detail records, location history, internet usage, and
medical records, among other things, can be used
repeatedly by firms and governments for different
purposes without depleting them.28 This finding is
illustrated by the data life cycle (figure 1.2), which
depicts the potential circularity of data use, reuse, and

Figure 1.2 The data life cycle
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repurposing, as long as data can be made safely accessible across a wide array of users and unless explicit
steps are taken to destroy the data.
Because of the nonrival character of data and the
implications for their limitless reuse, it is inherently
difficult to place an economic value on data, although
many attempts have been made to do so. The diverse
approaches taken range from a cost-based methodology that adds up different components of the
information value chain;29 to approaches that directly
quantify the economic benefits that data yield by
improving efficiency, reducing transaction costs,
or expanding markets;30 to estimates based on the
stock market value of data-intensive companies and
related acquisition transactions.31 Although all of
these approaches agree on the high value of data, the
partial nature of these estimates, together with the
heterogeneity of the approaches, prevent any definitive conclusion.
In view of today’s increasingly sophisticated application of machine learning and artificial intelligence
to drive data-based innovations, it is quite conceivable
that the economic value of unanticipated secondary
uses of data may far exceed the value of the primary
use of data—that is, the use for which they were originally collected. These characteristics raise the prospect of serious underinvestment in data collection
from a social perspective because the entities bearing
the cost of data collection will not necessarily be the
ones capturing its full economic value.
At the same time, data are not a pure public good
because they are excludable, allowing the entity that
originally collects and holds the data to prevent others from accessing them. Examples abound across
the public sector of the unwillingness of data holders
to share data with other government entities and the
public. In the private sector, firms may not want to sell
or exchange their data with others, perhaps because
governments and firms lack the capacity to share or
exchange their data in a safe manner, or more simply
because of a lack of incentives (or legal requirements)
to make the data available. In some cases, reuse and
sharing of data may cede informational advantages
to competing firms in the private sector or rival entities in the public sector. Although the excludability
of data suggests that they could readily be traded on
markets, other economic characteristics complicate
this classical approach to addressing allocation issues
(see box 1.3).
A fundamental reason for the lack of incentives to
share, sell, or exchange data is the considerable economies of scale that accrue to holding data and the associated economic or political power that they bring to

the data holder. Although the returns to the first few
bits of data are essentially zero, there is a point past
which the returns from additional data, and from
improvements in the systems supporting these data,
are substantial and increasing until they ultimately
level off.32 For example, in the field of artificial intelligence the size of datasets is a critical determinant of
the accuracy of predictive algorithms.33 Modern deeplearning techniques, with their complex models, have
an even more voracious appetite for large datasets
than traditional machine learning, and they may not
begin to experience diminishing returns until they
incorporate much larger scales with datasets containing tens or hundreds of millions of data points.
In addition to economies of scale, data are characterized by economies of scope because combining
different types of related datasets can yield insights
that otherwise would have been unavailable from
one type of data alone. Similarly, weak and seemingly
very tangential relations can be identified through
machine learning techniques with larger and larger
volumes of data. For example, Google’s search engine
data may be used to evaluate the effectiveness of
advertising on YouTube, which is also owned by
Google.34 Social media can also track users’ behavior
to then build very detailed advertising profiles.
Imbalances in information sharing,
concentrations of power, and equity
concerns: A dark side of data
Such strong economies of scale and scope in data,
and the resulting assemblage of valuable information by some actors at the potential expense of those
who are excluded from the transaction, may lead to
a concentration of power—economic or political—in
the hands of those with privileged access to large
volumes of data.35 In the private sector, market
forces are likely to lead to data agglomeration and
market concentration in data-driven businesses,
which may preclude entry by small firms and eventually create conditions for the abuse of market
power. Today, the firms that control the greatest
agglomerations of data are among the world’s largest. The concentration of personal information in a
handful of companies raises concerns about market
power and discrimination. A key theme throughout
this Report is balancing the gains in efficiency that
new data bring with such equity concerns. On the
government side, data agglomeration may lead to
a concentration of personal information, which
can be used to amass and maintain political power,
discourage dissent, and even discriminate against
some population segments. Measures that limit and
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Box 1.3 The challenges of trading data through markets
From an economic perspective, it seems plausible that
access to data is best solved by first defining clear
economic property rights over data and then allowing
parties to trade in data. However, the limited nascent
economic literature on this subject suggests that for two
reasons these propositions are not as straightforward as
they may initially seem.
First, legal and economic challenges confound the
definition of property rights over data. A central issue
is the ambiguity involved in allocating property rights
between the data subject and the data collector, each of
which has some legitimate claim to be the “data owner.”
Present legal frameworks such as the European Union’s
General Data Protection Regulation allocate certain specific rights to the data subject, implicitly leaving residual
rights to the data collector as a purely de facto property
right.a Typically, a greater degree of data protection will
benefit the data owner to the detriment of other potential
data users and vice versa. This finding suggests that there
is an economically optimal level of data protection. However, without efficient allocation of property rights, this
social welfare–maximizing outcome will not be attained.b
The large synergies and complementarities that arise
across different types of data (economies of scope)
raise the concern that fragmented ownership patterns
will prevent them from being realized, whether through
strategic behavior or through technical barriers such as
lack of interoperability. However, the classic trade-off
between the static objective of making data widely
available to maximize economic value and the dynamic
objective of preserving incentives for further data to be
collectedc has weakened considerably with the advent

neutralize this kind of dominance founded on the
control of data need to be central to any data governance framework.
Because reliable statistics can expose poor policy decisions and performance, dilute power, and
increase public scrutiny and pressure on governments, vested interests can be expected to intervene
to distort decisions about the collection, reuse, and
sharing of data. And indeed this Report finds strong
associations among country statistical performance,
independence of national statistical offices, and
freedom of the press, controlling for country size
and income level (chapter 2). The patterns indicate
that a free and empowered press is a critical check
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of digital data that are often collected without cost as a
by-product of other economic activities.
Second, although private bilateral market exchanges
of data are well established in certain niches (specifically,
trading personal data to target advertising), there are
as of today no open multilateral markets for data, and
many attempts to create such data markets have failed.d
Because data are one of many experience goods that are
difficult to evaluate in advance in areas such as price and
quality, an important challenge is how data providers can
convey information about the quality of their data before
providing access.e
In practice, data provenance has become the main
means of signaling the quality and accuracy of data,
relying on the reputation of the original source. However, the metadata needed to establish provenance may
themselves be subject to legal restrictions in areas such
as privacy, and data sellers may have strategic incentives to conceal or manipulate such information. The
theoretical literature demonstrates that the institutional
mechanisms currently available for trade in data have led
to a sharp trade-off between the feasible scale of a data
market and the ability to verify the quality of the data
traded.f Data may be traded via markets on a much larger
scale in the future, but legal and institutional adaptations
will be crucial to address challenges regarding data
property rights and quality.
a. Duch-Brown, Martens, and Mueller-Langer (2017).
b. Duch-Brown, Martens, and Mueller-Langer (2017).
c. Duch-Brown, Martens, and Mueller-Langer (2017).
d. Koutroumpis, Leiponen, and Thomas (2020).
e. This is known as the Arrow Information Paradox (Arrow 1962).
f. Koutroumpis, Leiponen, and Thomas (2020).

on government power and an important facilitator of
statistical independence and data transparency.
Alternative data sources can provide a check on
political influences when the accuracy or impartiality
of official statistics is in question. For example, online
prices obtained through web scraping have been used
to construct daily price indexes in multiple countries, providing a comparison with official inflation
figures. Researchers found that from 2007 to 2011,
when Argentina reported an average annual inflation
rate of 8 percent, online data indicated that the rate
exceeded 20 percent.36 The higher figure was consistent with inflation expectations from household surveys conducted at the time and similar to estimates of

some provincial governments and local economists.
Because online price data were available outside the
country, efforts by Argentina’s government to discourage local economists from collecting these data independently were largely ineffective. These practices
were halted in 2015 as Argentina took steps to reaffirm
its commitment to the transparency and reliability of
official data through its National Institute of Statistics
and Censuses (INDEC). Similar disparities between
official inflation statistics and those obtained from
online prices have recently emerged in Turkey.37
Governments can pose broader challenges to the
use of nonofficial data sources. For example, Tanzania’s 2018 amendment to its 2015 Statistics Act threatened members of civil society groups that published
independent statistical information with imprisonment. Approval of the National Bureau of Statistics
was required to publish such information, and publishing statistics that “invalidate, distort or discredit”
official statistics was deemed a criminal offense.
These provisions were subsequently amended amid
international pressure.38
Finally, the transparency and reliability of official
statistics can have important macroeconomic implications. At a time when public debt levels are exploding from pandemic-related spending (see spotlight
1.2), governments may be less than forthcoming with
data on the public debt, potentially enabling them to
overborrow and hide debts from both citizens and
creditors, at least for a while. Eventually, however,
that strategy can have negative repercussions. For
example, in Mozambique three state-backed companies took on in 2013 and 2014 more than US$2 billion
in government-guaranteed debt, equivalent to about
13 percent of the gross domestic product (GDP).39
Roughly US$1.2 billion of it was borrowed without
being disclosed to parliament and the public. The
country’s access to international credit markets was
severely curtailed after the hidden loans were revealed
in 2016. To rehabilitate its reputation, the government
has undertaken a complex reform package to foster
greater transparency and improve governance and
anticorruption frameworks.40

Data for development:
A conceptual framework
This Report poses two fundamental questions. How
can data better advance development objectives?
And what kind of data governance arrangements are
needed to support the generation and use of data in
a safe, ethical, and secure way while also delivering
value equitably? The first part of this Report identifies

the multiple pathways through which data can support
or inhibit the development process, relying on the conceptual framework presented in this chapter, together
with concrete illustrations and examples from recent
experience in less developed and emerging countries.
Three pathways by which data can
support development
Data can contribute to development by improving
the lives of the poor through multiple pathways.
The conceptual framework that guides this Report
focuses on three such horizontal pathways (figure 1.3).
The middle pathway is data generated by or received
by governments and international organizations to
support program administration, service delivery, and
evidence-based policy making (see chapter 2). The top
pathway is data created and used by civil society and
academia to monitor and analyze the effects of government programs and policies and by individuals to
empower and enable them to access public and commercial services tailored to their needs. The bottom
pathway is data generated by private firms. These data
can be a factor of production that fuels firm and economic growth. But data also can be part of production
processes in other ways (as an intermediate input,
an output, or a by-product) and can be mobilized and
repurposed to support development objectives (see
chapters 3 and 4).
In figure 1.3, two-way arrows link data production
and collection with the three groups of actors in the
center of the figure. These arrows indicate that data
do not merely flow to the actors. They also must be
collected with purpose, and data processing and
analytics by those actors provide important feedback
about what data should be produced and collected
going forward. The rectangle that encapsulates the
actors indicates their centrality in processing and
analyzing data to provide insights that lead to better
lives and better development outcomes. Among these
three pathways, data can be shared and exchanged
flowing vertically across public, private, and civil
society channels for further impact on development.
Data collected for use in one of these pathways can be
accessed and repurposed for a different use through
other pathways or by other data users.
Government and international organizations. At a
basic level, data enable governments to understand
the impact of policies and improve program administration and service delivery. For traditional data
types such as household and firm surveys, national
accounts, and administrative data, governments (or
agents authorized by governments) have been central
to collection efforts. They have collected data typically
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Figure 1.3 Three pathways along which data can foster development
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Source: WDR 2021 team.
Note: Positive impacts are shown in green; negative impacts are shown in red.

for specific purposes, often intended to improve policies and encourage development. However, without
strong data systems in place to support data analysis
in relevant applications, much of the potential for
data to improve outcomes is unrealized.
Important factors in supporting successful
national data systems include trained staff, budgetary autonomy for agencies that collect data, adequate
data infrastructure, connected databases, and international partnerships (see chapter 9). However, these
resources are often scarce in low-income countries,
leaving these countries the least equipped to collect
and effectively use the data necessary to assess and
understand the scope and nature of the development
problems they face and make inroads to solving them.
Enhancing the capacity of client countries to collect,
analyze, and utilize data therefore has been, and will
continue to be, a priority of the World Bank Group,
and it is a major focus of this Report. International
organizations can help countries to address lack of
funding, technical capacity, governance, and demand
for public intent data and to overcome these barriers.
Sovereign-supported multilateral and bilateral development institutions are also important collectors
and disseminators of data in their own right, and
they support country governments in their efforts to
improve and deploy data better.
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A better ability to exchange public intent data
across many platforms (interoperability) could
increase their impact on development. Despite their
advantages in coverage, suitability for some types of
analysis, and potential for informing and improving
policy, public intent data are often stored in different government agencies and formatted in different
ways. Fragmentation and incompatibilities thus limit
a government’s scope to use its data to the fullest
extent to improve policies, service delivery, and targeting. Interoperability across public intent data sources
is therefore an important goal.
The central role of government and international
organizations in fostering development through data
use and reuse is captured in figure 1.3 by the placement of this pathway in the center of the figure (see
chapter 2).
Individuals, civil society, and academia. In the top
pathway, making data widely available enables
individuals and civil society to hold governments
accountable for policy choices. Inputs from civil society provide a feedback mechanism through which
policies can be adapted and improved, leading to
more responsive governance. Civil society organizations themselves create data by collecting surveys
and crowdsourcing information directly from citizens. Such data can foster discussion, government

accountability, and transparency. Simply providing
individuals with better access to their own data collected by government, international, or private sector
actors is another way to enable citizens to advocate
for themselves and improve their lives.
This pathway includes the use of administrative
datasets by academic researchers to improve the
quantity and quality of available evidence on social
programs and policies.41 For example, administrative linked employer-employee datasets have been
used to document earnings inequality and to study
the sources of its decline in Brazil42 and to study
underreporting of wages by formal firms43 and the
effects of business start-up programs in Mexico.44
Often carried out in partnership with firms or governments, this type of research is being published
increasingly in top academic journals.45 However,
broadening researchers’ access to administrative
datasets remains a challenge, even in countries
with well-developed statistical systems.46
The private sector. Through the bottom pathway,
data generated by the private sector also hold promise for improving the lives of the poor (see chapter 3).
For one thing, data have become critically important
in the production process of many firms. Indeed, the
business models of some of the world’s largest firms
(such as Amazon, Google, and Facebook) are predicated on data. Some important platform business
models emerging in middle-income countries (such
as Grab in Indonesia and Mercado Libre in Latin
America) could greatly expand market access opportunities for small and medium enterprises. Other
data-based private solutions can directly improve
the lives of poor people—such as digital credit, often
applied for via cellphone, which facilitates financial
inclusion. Private financial services providers are also
using alternative credit scoring techniques that take
advantage of users’ digital footprints to train machine
learning algorithms to identify, score, and underwrite
credit for individuals who otherwise would lack documentation of their creditworthiness.
Data reuse, sharing, and repurposing for all pathways.
Enabling data reuse and repurposing is central to realizing their value (see chapter 4). Such reuse can take
place between actors within each of the three pathways, but also across pathways. The two-way arrow
in figure 1.3 between private firms and government
indicates the reuse and repurposing for public policy
of data originally collected for commercial purposes
and the reuse and repurposing of public intent data by
firms. Similarly, the two-way arrow between individuals/civil society/academia and governments indicates
the reuse, sharing, and repurposing of data between

those parties. The final two-way arrows reflect the use
of private sector data and data-driven applications by
individuals/civil society/academia and the use of data
and analysis generated by individuals/civil society/
academia by firms.
The many examples of repurposing data to
improve development outcomes include using geospatial location data from mobile phones, mobile call
detail records, or social media (Facebook) and online
search (Google) data to predict and trace the outbreak
of disease, especially COVID-19 (box 1.4).47 Online
media and user-generated content can be used to map
water/flood events in real time for water management and food security. Combining satellite imagery
data from private and public sources can be used to
monitor crop yields and forecast malnutrition.48
The COVID-19 experience has also shown how
public statistics constructed from private sector
data—on credit card spending, employment, and
business revenues—can serve as a new tool for
empirical research and policy analysis. In the United
States, indicators disaggregated by ZIP code, industry,
income group, and business size showed that small
businesses and low-income workers providing inperson services within wealthier ZIP codes were
hardest-hit by the reduction in consumer spending
during the crisis.49 The patterns suggest that widespread tax cuts or relief checks are not effective when
people are afraid to go out and spend. Unemployment
insurance benefits and grants or low-cost loans targeting struggling businesses are likely a better approach.50
Ways in which the same three pathways
can harm development
Although use, reuse, and repurposing of data offer
great prospects for fostering development, they
simultaneously pose significant risks that must be
managed to avoid negative development impacts. The
mounting nature of such concerns has prompted calls
for a new social contract around data. These risks can
manifest themselves through public, private, and civil
society pathways. Thus figure 1.3 also presents some
concrete (though by no means exhaustive) illustrations (in red) of such negative impacts through each
of the three pathways.
In the middle pathway, governments can abuse
citizens’ data for political ends. As public sector data
systems improve and become increasingly inter
operable, governments may accumulate a wide array
of information about specific individuals. As long as
public accountability is strong and state actors can
be presumed to act in the broader public interest,
this need not be a major concern. However, if those
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Box 1.4 Using private intent data to tackle COVID-19
At the onset of the COVID-19 outbreak, governments
began implementing policy measures to reduce social
contact and curb the spread of the pandemic. Data collected through mobile phones, such as call detail records
and global positioning system (GPS) location data,
proved extremely valuable in quantifying the effectiveness of policies ranging from partial curfews to strict
lockdowns.a These data enabled measurement of population density, travel patterns, and population mixing in
real time and at high resolution, making it possible to
better target policy interventions and inform epidemiological modeling. Analysis of GPS locations showed that
by March 23, 2020, social distancing policies had helped
reduce mobility in major US cities by half.b In Colombia,
Indonesia, and Mexico, travel restrictions and lockdowns
on mobility had different effects on mobility across
socioeconomic groups. Those in the top decile of wealth
reduced their mobility up to twice as much as those in
the bottom decile.c

Despite the potential of deploying mobility data in
the fight against COVID-19, their impact on policy has
been limited in lower-income countries. Bottlenecks
include a lack of technical expertise among government
organizations; restrictions on data access, especially
from mobile network operators; and a lack of investment
and political will required to scale up onetime projects.d
A review of the academic literature produces a
broader look at the impact of repurposed data on
the study of COVID-19 (figure B1.4.1 and map B1.4.1).
Between February and September 2020, more than 950
articles were published in scientific, medical, and technical journals that repurposed cellphone, social media,
Google search, and other types of private intent data
to track the disease and to offer policy and operational
solutions (figure B1.4.1). Despite the relatively large
number of articles in a short time frame, the coverage
of lower-income countries was quite limited, especially
in Africa (map B1.4.1). This pattern holds after adjusting

Figure B1.4.1 Use of repurposed data to study COVID-19: Published articles,
by type of private intent data used
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Source: WDR 2021 team, based on data from CORD-19 (COVID-19 Open Research Dataset) Semantic Scholar team, Ai2 (Allen Institute for AI),
http://www.semanticscholar.org/cord19. Data at http://bit.do/WDR2021-Fig-B1_4_1.
Note: Figure shows the number of articles published in scientific, medical, and technical journals across time from February to September 2020.
Article counts are divided by the COVID-19 death incidence rate. The cumulative sum across all categories is higher because some articles appear in
more than one category.

(Box continues next page)
presumptions do not hold, significant perils arise.
One clear risk is the potential to misuse such data for
politically motivated surveillance or discrimination
along the lines of ethnicity, religion, race, gender, disability status, or sexual orientation. Another concern
is the possible use of data by political incumbents,
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domestic political players, or even foreign actors to
unduly influence electoral processes by privately
targeting misinformation to marginal voters during
campaigns. Civil society actors can also misuse
data for surveillance (to recruit members for violent
extremism, for example) or to unduly affect electoral

Box 1.4 Using private intent data to tackle COVID-19 (continued)
Map B1.4.1 Use of repurposed data to study COVID-19: Published articles,
by country
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Source: WDR 2021 team, based on data from CORD-19 (COVID-19 Open Research Dataset) Semantic Scholar team, Ai2 (Allen Institute for AI),
http://www.semanticscholar.org/cord19. Data at http://bit.do/WDR2021-Map-B1_4_1.
Note: Map shows the number of articles published in scientific, medical, and technical journals across countries from February to September 2020.
Article counts are divided by the COVID-19 death incidence rate.

the number of articles for death rates associated with
COVID-19 in each country, and it likely reflects the
difficulties in accessing data and the limited research
funding and capacity.

processes, as can private firms, but governments are
more likely to do so. Again, these examples of misuse
of data are mentioned to be indicative rather than
exhaustive of all possibilities.
In the top pathway, individuals and organized
groups can inflict considerable harm through cybercriminals who steal and manipulate sensitive information. The so-called dark net is a vast parallel network of hidden websites that can only be accessed
using specific software tools and private authorizations. It acts as an underground digital platform for
a wide array of criminal activities, facilitating illegal
trade in drugs, counterfeit currency, stolen goods,
credit card numbers, forged papers, firearms, and
human organs. In addition to facilitating criminal
activity in the real world, the internet can be the locus
for cybercrime in the digital world, with burgeoning

a. Oliver et al. (2020).
b. Klein et al. (2020).
c. Fraiberger et al. (2020).
d. Oliver et al. (2020).

security breaches leading to the theft of critical data
and raising the risk of major disruptions to critical
services. One recent study estimated the annual cost
of such crime as between US$57 billion and US$110
billion in the United States alone.51 Data service providers have a tendency to underinvest in cybersecurity because the economic consequences of any data
security breach are largely borne by the clients whose
data are compromised.
In the bottom pathway, private firms can potentially abuse consumers’ data through anticompetitive
practices. Data-driven platform businesses experience steeply increasing returns to scale as user communities expand, leading to positive network externalities that make them more and more attractive to
additional users. This dynamic has led to strong market concentration in platform businesses—including
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e-commerce, search engines, and social media—
raising concerns about abuse of market power. For
services that are provided free of charge, abuse of
dominance may manifest itself in declining quality
of service, particularly in terms of the level of privacy
offered to consumers. In other cases, use of algorithms
can facilitate price collusion (tacit or otherwise). More
broadly, data-driven businesses may exploit their
vast information about consumer preferences and
behavior to engage in aggressive or manipulative
marketing techniques based on microtargeting of
persuasive messages—a practice known as nudging—
which may unduly influence consumers’ choices or
simply be a nuisance.52
Just as data can be reused for positive purposes, collecting and sharing sensitive data for illintentioned purposes can pose significant risks. For
example, researchers at Cambridge Analytica developed a technique to map personality traits based on
what people had “liked” on Facebook. The researchers
paid users small sums to take a personality quiz and
download an app that would scrape some private
information from their profiles and those of their
friends—an activity permitted at the time. Cambridge Analytica eventually obtained files for roughly
30 million users that contained enough information
for the company to match users to other records and
build psychographic profiles. However, only about
270,000 users—those who participated in the quiz—
had consented to having their data harvested.53 The
outcome was that political campaigns were able to
microtarget their political ads to individuals based on
these profiles.
Although social media data can be reused to affect
election outcomes, it is challenging to do so, and there
is little solid evidence that the approach has had such
effects thus far.54 However, the Cambridge Analytica
example demonstrates how private sector data can
be leveraged by third parties (in this case, a political
party) to attempt to influence voting behavior in ways
the originators of the data (Facebook users and their
friends) never intended.
The Cambridge Analytica example also highlights
the importance of transparency as data are increasingly created, used, reused, and repurposed by a wider
range of people, organizations, businesses, and other
parties. At the most basic level, documentation of
sources and collection and aggregation methods are
crucial for data quality and for inspiring trust among
users of data. But transparent documentation is not
a priority in all countries, and some governments
may consciously opt for data opacity, thereby significantly undermining public trust. In short, data policy
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options are fraught with complex political economic
constraints.

A data governance framework
to enforce the social contract
for data
Data governance entails creating an environment
of implementing norms, infrastructure policies and
technical mechanisms, laws and regulations for data,
related economic policies, and institutions that can
effectively enable the safe, trustworthy use of public
intent and private intent data to achieve development
outcomes. By providing predictability and confidence
that these rights are being protected and protections
are enforceable, a robust and effectively implemented
data governance framework can strengthen trust
in the data system, thereby incentivizing the use of
data-driven products and services, increasing their
value, and ensuring a more equitable distribution of
benefits. In effect, data governance enforces the social
contract around data, by applying the principles of
trust, value, and equity.
A data governance framework can be visualized
as four distinct layers that build on and support one
another (figure 1.4). The foundational layer is the
policy framework for data infrastructure—both the
policies that promote universal access to internet data
services and the policies that ensure that countries
have adequate infrastructure to exchange, store, and
process data efficiently over the internet. The next
layer consists of the legal and regulatory environment for data itself, which creates rules to enable the
reuse and sharing of data while safeguarding against
their potential abuse and misuse. This normative
framework for data interacts in significant ways with
wider economic policy issues represented in the third
layer, which affect a country’s ability to harness the
economic value of data through competition, trade,
and taxation. The fourth layer is the institutional
ecosystem that ensures that data can deliver on their
potential and that laws, regulations, and policies are
effectively enforced.
Infrastructure policies. The digital character of
modern data makes infrastructure indispensable
for collecting, exchanging, storing, processing, and
distributing data (see chapter 5). Individual access to
data infrastructure is a prerequisite for both contributing one’s own data and accessing the data of others.
The powerful network benefits, which arise as more
and more people are connected to data infrastructure, are the economic underpinning for universal
service policies that have also been widely endorsed

Figure 1.4 Data governance layers at the national and international levels
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Infrastructure
policies

• Universal coverage of broadband
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• Domestic infrastructure to exchange,
store, and process data

• Global technical standards for
compatibility of hardware and software
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• Safeguards to secure and protect
data from the threat of misuse
• Enablers to facilitate data sharing
among different stakeholders

• Cybersecurity conventions for
collaboration on tackling cybercrime

Economic
policies

• Antitrust for data platform businesses
• Trade in data-enabled services
• Taxation of data platform businesses

Institutions

• Government entities to oversee,
regulate, and secure data
• Other stakeholders to set standards
and increase data access and reuse

• Regional collaboration on data
infrastructure to achieve scale

• Interoperability standards to facilitate
data exchanges across borders

• International tax treaties to allocate
taxation rights across countries
• Global trade agreements on
cross-border trade in data-enabled
services
• International organizations to support
collaboration on data governance and
promote standardization
• Cooperation on cross-border regulatory
spillovers and enforcement issues

Source: WDR 2021 team.

politically. Significant policy efforts are needed to
ensure adequate coverage of last-mile infrastructure
that keeps pace with constantly evolving technological standards of performance. Policy makers also
need to consider how to address demand-side factors,
such as the affordability of handheld devices and data
charges, as well as people’s limited data literacy skills.
At the country level, affordable processing of data
transactions and adequate speed call for increasingly
sophisticated data infrastructure. A starting point is to
facilitate the creation of internet exchange points that
allow internet service providers to exchange domestic
internet traffic across their respective networks without incurring expense and slowing speed by routing
traffic overseas. A further step is to create a policy
environment suitable for investment in colocation
data centers. Such centers allow storage and retrieval
of vast volumes of digital data, including local replicas of popular global internet content, and they
can be used to provide dedicated access to overseas
cloud computing capacity that facilitates increasingly
sophisticated data processing and machine learning

techniques. Small-scale, regulatory deficiencies and
inadequate competition all conspire to hold back
the development of all forms of data infrastructure
in many low- and middle-income countries, posing
particular challenges for policy makers.
Laws and regulations. Legal and regulatory frameworks for data need to be adequately developed, with
a balanced emphasis on both safeguards and enablers
(see chapter 6). The legal and regulatory provisions
to safeguard personal and nonpersonal data differ
greatly because these two types of data are typically
generated, used, and treated in very different ways.
Personally identifiable data convey information
that is specific to a known individual, although identifiers (such as names, addresses, and social security
numbers) that directly or indirectly point to a person
(or entity) could be deleted.55 Some types of personal
data, such as health histories or banking transactions,
may be more sensitive than others, such as shopping
records. Nonpersonal data are generated about nonhuman subjects, including institutions or machines.
They may include data on prices, traffic patterns,
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weather, and agricultural practices. In practice, the
boundary between personal and nonpersonal data is
becoming increasingly blurred as it becomes possible
to infer personal characteristics from nonpersonal
data, such as mobile phone records. Advances in
artificial intelligence also are making the deidentification of personal data more challenging and making
personal inferences from combining multiple sources
of nonpersonal data possible, thereby blurring the
boundaries between personal and nonpersonal data.
The nature of data safeguards for personal data
versus nonpersonal data is quite different. For personal data, a rights-based approach to data protection
is appropriate, emphasizing the rights of data subjects as well as the obligations of data users as the
primary considerations. For nonpersonal data, intellectual property rights provide the relevant frame
of reference, and there is greater scope to weigh the
balance of economic interests between safeguards
and enablers. Another important and underdeveloped
aspect of data protection, affecting both personal and
nonpersonal data, is cybersecurity.
Complementing such safeguards, greater access to
data for reuse can be enabled by open data regulations
and by provisions that ensure technical interoperability between different types of data, allowing them to
be readily combined and repurposed. Data portability
provisions, which allow individuals to move their
own data from one service provider to another, also
help enhance the agency of data subjects.
Economic policies. Because of the proliferation of
data-driven platform business models, the design of
legal frameworks for data governance carries significant implications for the real economy that are often
overlooked (see chapter 7). Competition agencies
grapple with the market power of globally dominant
technology firms operating data-driven business
models. Tax authorities struggle to collect revenues
from platform businesses that often have scale in a
market without any physical presence and can readily
shift tax liabilities across international borders. Trade
policy introduces tensions between the need to protect data domestically and the desire to benefit from
a growing cross-border trade in data-based goods and
services. In each case, decisions about the design of
the domestic regulatory framework for data will
materially affect economic performance.
Institutions. For effective enforcement of the normative framework, a suitable institutional ecosystem
that encompasses both state and nonstate actors
must be in place (see chapter 8). The proliferation
of arrangements around the world suggests that
there is no single institutional blueprint for the
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implementation of data governance frameworks. The
important thing is to identify the critical functions
needed to deliver on the safeguards and enablers
embedded in legal statutes. Depending on the country context, it may make sense to assign some of these
roles to existing institutions (such as the national
statistical office or relevant sector regulators) or
to create new institutions (such as data protection
agencies or data intermediaries). Whatever the institutional architecture, common challenges facing the
effective implementation of data governance policies
include capacity and resource constraints, lack of
institutional autonomy, difficulties adopting a datadriven culture, and problems of coordination across
stakeholder groups.
International dimension. Although they are rooted
in the domestic environment, data governance frameworks also have important international dimensions
(as shown in figure 1.4 and further detailed in spotlights 7.2 and 8.1). In many instances, international
treaties provide the overarching legal framework
for the development of domestic legislation and
regulations. International agreements are also critical in reaching resolution of long-standing data
policy challenges such as how to treat cross-border
data flows in international trade or how to allocate
taxation rights for data transactions. At the institutional level, decisions made by policy makers and
regulators, particularly in the larger global markets,
will have important spillover effects in smaller countries, particularly those with which the markets have
strong economic ties. These effects underscore the
importance of cross-border cooperation in addressing
common data governance challenges such as the regulation of market power in data-driven businesses. At
the same time, data infrastructure is to a considerable
extent cross-border in nature, with large volumes
of data flowing to overseas storage and processing
facilities and opportunities for regional collaboration
around infrastructure development. Facilitation of
such cross-border data movements also entails global
harmonization of technical standards.
In addition, there is an important role for international cooperation in creating common standards and
guidelines for statistical activities (spotlight 2.2). The
creation of international measurement standards and
protocols helps improve comparability of measures
across countries in a way that allows national policy
makers to understand their country’s performance
relative to that of their neighbors. Cross-country
measurement of progress toward policy goals and,
more generally, of statistical performance ensure
that countries can benchmark and monitor their

data achievements and identify and strengthen
their weaknesses. Good data governance, both at
the national and international levels, ensures that
the various components work together to enable the
effective and safe use of data in order to extract value
in a trustworthy, equitable way.

Putting it all together:
Establishing an integrated
national data system
A well-functioning data governance framework
ensures that infrastructure, laws and regulations,
policies, and institutions work together to support the
use of data in a way that aligns with the social contract for data. This framework defines the rules, and
the associated compliance mechanisms, for how data
can be safely used, reused, and shared by all stakeholders, including government entities, international
organizations, civil society and individuals, academic

institutions, and the private sector. To realize data’s
potential, this framework must be built around a data
system that not only ensures that data transactions
are safe, but also actively promotes access to data by
all stakeholders (figure 1.5).
This Report concludes with an aspirational vision
of an integrated national data system (INDS) that can
deliver on the promise of producing high-quality data
and then making data open in a way that it is both
protected and accessible to be shared and reused by all
stakeholders (chapter 9). Such an aspirational INDS
works seamlessly with the governance structure. If
the governance system is viewed as establishing the
rules of the road (and the institutions governing those
rules), the INDS can be envisioned as a network of
highways that connects all users and ensures the safe
passage of data to and from destinations.
A well-functioning INDS is powered by people:
people to produce, process, and manage highquality data; people to populate the institutions that

Figure 1.5 Data flow safely across all stakeholders in an integrated national data
system
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safeguard and protect the data against misuse; and
people to draft, oversee, and implement data strategies, policies, and regulations. The system also needs
all people to have sufficient skills and knowledge to
use data in ways that allow them to hold the public
and private sectors accountable. All this requires
robust data literacy within data institutions, government ministries, the private sector, and the general
population.
There is no singular blueprint for how to build
an INDS. It certainly must be funded sufficiently to
implement the infrastructure and institutions necessary for the system to function well. Incentives need
to be in place to produce, protect, and share data,
and to create a data culture in which people demand
transparency and accountability. But how countries
move toward this vision of an INDS will depend on
their current capacity and the parameters of the social
contract for data. Although the path toward an INDS
will differ for each country, this Report proposes a
sequenced maturity model to help assess progress
and identify areas for more attention to further the
development of a well-functioning INDS.
The maturity model is based on a progression of
three stages: first, establishing fundamentals; second, initiating data flows; and third, optimizing the
system (chapter 8). Although progress within these
stages will differ by country—and for a given country
progress in dealing with certain types of data also
may differ—these three stages nonetheless serve as a
useful reference to help assess weak spots and gaps in
the construction of an INDS.
Establishing fundamentals first requires taking
stock to identify the existing data types and the data
processing activities carried out by different actors.
This analysis should focus on activities already taking place—both inside and outside of government—
that present potential development opportunities for
data use, reuse, and repurposing, along with risks.
Uncovering gaps in the stock of data or bottlenecks in
gaining access to these data can help prioritize efforts
to address gaps and remove barriers. Governments
should also engage with the private sector and civil
society stakeholders to develop legislation, rules,
and standards to safeguard data, while encouraging
data collection, processing, and use. Other steps in
establishing fundamentals include efforts to facilitate public-private data sharing and cross-border data
transfers by establishing contracts with information
management services (such as identification systems) or licenses for regulated entities (such as banks
and telecom operators) that create provisions for
secure, protected data transactions between public
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and private actors. Ensuring that the fundamentals
are in place also includes developing a data governance strategy with policies and laws that promote
the objectives of the INDS and enforce compliance
with rules.
The next phase is to ensure that data begin to flow
across all the stakeholders. One path to this goal is to
establish a government agency with sufficient power
to leverage compliance across ministries and public
sector agencies in how they manage and exchange
data. In addition, the rules and standards that enable
greater interoperability among datasets must be
established. Creating interoperability allows for
innovative new uses of multiple data files as these
data become accessible to a more diverse set of users.
It also allows for the development of measurement
standards to ensure data quality.56 Public-private and
cross-border data flows can be encouraged through
multistakeholder engagements with domestic and
international actors to promote harmonization principles, standards, and practices. Such engagements are
particularly important for data protection and cybersecurity, which require coordination to be effective.
To reach the optimized stage, the tools and methods
that helped create data flows should be incorporated into a unified whole-of-government approach.
Ongoing, recurrent investments in training increase
the effective use of data for decision-making and
accountability. Similarly, recurrent investments in
infrastructure keep systems sufficiently modern and
expand access. Data quality, data integration, and
data synchronization should be integral parts of all
processes at this stage. Meanwhile, the safe flow of
data through the data system should be continually
assessed and stress tested for weakness.

Organization of this Report
This Report is divided into three parts. Part I identifies the multiple channels through which data can
support or impede the development process, making
sense of the data landscape and pointing out the associated development opportunities and risks. This part
provides a conceptual framework (figure 1.3), together
with illustrations and examples from recent experience in low- and middle-income countries.
Part II, which describes the data governance layers
presented in figure 1.4, focuses on data governance
broadly defined to include data infrastructure policy
(chapter 5), the legal and regulatory framework for
data (chapter 6), the related economic policy implications (chapter 7), and institutions (chapter 8). These
diverse elements are effectively the building blocks

of a social contract that seeks to deliver the potential
value of data equitably while safeguarding against
harmful outcomes. Examples and case studies illustrate both the importance of establishing safeguards
to prevent the misuse of data that could harm development objectives and how data can be better enabled
to further development objectives.
Part III brings together the building blocks of the
Report to present the vision of an integrated national
data system (chapter 9).
Throughout the Report, spotlights at the end of
chapters highlight relevant cases in low- and middleincome countries and internationally and explore
various policy issues in more depth.
This Report was prepared against the backdrop
of the COVID-19 pandemic. The pandemic itself is a
vivid illustration of the usefulness of data in dealing
with obstacles to development and the complexity of
the associated governance challenges. Examples of
how countries have used data as part of their response
to COVID-19 are featured in chapters, using boxes and
narratives to illustrate many of the issues addressed
in the Report. Those issues include the deficiencies of
public sector data systems and the complementarities
between public intent and private intent data, as well
as the legal and regulatory issues posed by accessing
private intent data for public purposes. More broadly,
through a discussion of the many ways in which data
can help economic development, this Report aims to
describe the challenges to realizing these gains, offer
guidance on how to attain them, and propose safeguards for protecting citizens.
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Spotlight 1.1

Helping communities to gain the
ability to collect and analyze their
own data

A novel experiment in India empowered villagers—particularly women,
many of them illiterate—to design their own process for collecting and
deploying data to track changes in the quality of public services and in
their living standards and to make better decisions in village meetings.

In 2014 the World Bank’s Social Observatory, working
closely with the Pudhu Vaazhvu Project of the South
Asia Livelihoods team in the south Indian state of
Tamil Nadu, developed a method called participatory
tracking.1 This effort built on the institutional context in India, whereby democratically elected village
councils hold regular, open village meetings in which
budget priorities are planned and monitored, and
there is a network of women’s self-help groups with
a strong presence in every village in the state. Participatory tracking proceeded in three steps.
First, representatives of women’s groups from 200
villages engaged in several weeks of deliberations to
think about what constitutes the good life for them,
turn those ideas into indicators measured using survey questions, and then test those questions in their
villages through a simple questionnaire that took no
more than 30 minutes to answer.
Second, the community-designed questionnaire
was incorporated into tablet-based software. A member of each women’s group was trained via video
on how to administer the questionnaire in her own
village. In the pilot, women were able to conduct a
census of 40,000 households in about six weeks. Once
the survey was conducted, the data were dispatched
directly to a cloud server to prevent anyone from tampering with them.
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About one-third of villagers could not read or
write. Thus, the team developed ways of showing
the data that would be understandable to people who
were not literate.
Third, the Social Observatory team “coproduced”
data visualizations with the community. Figure S1.1.1
provides an example, developed to demonstrate variations in decision-making within the household. If
a member of the family has more authority over a
decision, his or her face becomes bigger. If women
have more authority, the colored background shades
from dark gray toward dark green. The village
median is displayed alongside that of another village for comparison. These data were presented
at village planning meetings. They substantially
improved the quality of deliberation by allowing
citizens and officials to focus on the issues of
concern rather than debate the facts about where
decision-making power lay.
Versions of participatory tracking that focus more
on the management of public goods and common
property are being designed and will be scaled up in
the Indian states of Tamil Nadu (where the pilot was
developed) and Karnataka, which will cover more
than 75 million people, and nationwide in Indonesia,
which will cover another 145 million.

Figure S1.1.1 A citizen-led method to ascertain who has authority in household
decision-making in rural Indian villages

’

Source: Palaniswamy, Sakhamuri, and Xia 2017.
Note: The figure shows a screenshot of a data visualization developed to demonstrate variations in household decision-making. If a member of the family has
more authority over a decision, his or her face becomes bigger. If women have more authority, the colored background shades from dark gray toward dark
green.

Note
1. Palaniswamy, Sakhamuri, and Xia (2017).

Reference
Palaniswamy, Nethra, Smriti Sakhamuri, and Cassandra Xia.
2017. “Participatory Tracking: Customizing Visualizations.” Social Observatory (blog), September 2017. http://
socialobservatory.worldbank.org/articles/participatory
-tracking-customizing-visualizations.
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Spotlight 1.2

The importance of good data in
helping low- and middle-income
countries to manage debt during and
after the COVID-19 pandemic

Improvements in the collection, reporting, and monitoring of data about
debt will be critical to borrowers and creditors alike.

Data on public debt remain opaque in some countries,
potentially enabling governments to overborrow and
hide debts from their citizens and creditors, at least for
some period (see the example of Mozambique from
chapter 1). This vulnerability is compounded by the
high (reported) debt levels of lower-income countries
at the outset of the COVID-19 crisis and the changing
composition of private creditors and debt instruments. In 2019 almost half of all low-income countries
were either in debt distress or at high risk of it. As
the pandemic pushes as many as 150 million people
into extreme poverty,1 countries may need to take on
substantial additional debt, which could result in large
debt overhangs that could take years to manage.
The proliferation of complex debt instruments
may make it easier for governments to obscure their
debt position. Moreover, the composition of creditors
is changing: China, the largest creditor, increased its
share of the combined debt owed by Debt Service
Suspension Initiative (DSSI)-eligible countries to
G-20 countries from 38 percent to 57 percent between
2013 and end-2019 (figure S1.2.1). These changes could
create new exposures, especially regarding access to
future debt. While most lower-income countries owe
a relatively small share of their external public debt
to private creditors, some countries, including Chad,
Côte d’Ivoire, Ghana, Saint Lucia, and Zambia, owe as
much as 50–60 percent to private creditors. Private
sector participation in achieving a sustainable debt
trajectory will become increasingly critical for many
countries.
Recognizing the pressing need to manage the debt
burden of low-income countries, the World Bank and
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Figure S1.2.1 In six years, the
composition of debt has shifted
dramatically
DSSI-eligible countries’ bilateral debt: Composition of
creditors, 2013 and 2019
China
Other G-20
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0
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Source: World Bank, Debt Data (dashboard), https://datatopics.worldbank
.org/debt/. Data at http://bit.do/WDR2021-Fig-S1_2_1.
Note: For more information, see “What Is the External Debt Reporting
System (DRS)?” World Bank, Washington, DC, https://datahelpdesk
.worldbank.org/knowledgebase/articles/381934-what-is-the-external
-debt-reporting-system-drs. DSSI = Debt Service Suspension Initiative.

International Monetary Fund (IMF) have proposed
the DSSI.2 In managing current and future debt,
governments and partners will need to improve the
coverage, quality, timeliness, granularity, and transparency of debt data.3 This effort requires investing
in both the data themselves and in the systems for
collecting, managing, analyzing, and reporting data,
especially for countries where the risks are greatest.
The World Bank and IMF have offered the following
recommendations to the G-20:4

• E stablish clear and internationally harmonized concepts
and definitions of debt. Governments should adopt
international reporting and statistical standards
that clearly define debt concepts. New standards
should be developed where gaps exist to improve
the granularity of debt data.
• Strengthen legal frameworks within countries. Stronger
legal frameworks have clearly defined organizational structures, roles, and responsibilities; sufficient monitoring, auditing, and compliance mechanisms in place to avoid conflicts of interest; internal
controls to make sure that laws, procedures, and
policies are followed; and well-coordinated debt
management and other fiscal policies and financial
frameworks.
• Build a functional debt recording, management, and
dissemination system. A robust system is needed to
facilitate the production and use of timely, accurate,
high-quality, reliable, and complete data. The system should be interoperable with other key applications and be protected by appropriate security
and data protection controls. Disseminating debt
data openly in user-friendly formats and building
the capability of systems to produce reports for
borrowers and inform debt service transactions can
facilitate the use of data.
• Improve the organizational structure. High-level gov
ernment commitment and clear mandates are
essential.5 Effective coordination and accountability mechanisms can help to disentangle fragmented debt management functions across institutions and entities and ensure the timely sharing of
data and analysis. Debt management offices should
have the authority to collect data from state-owned
enterprises or other indebted public entities.
• Strengthen staff capacity. Highly skilled staff with
technical capacity to extract, analyze, and publish
debt data are needed and should be retained and
adequately compensated.
Multilateral institutions such as the World Bank
and IMF play a critical role in improving debt transparency by improving coverage in the databases they

manage, providing technical assistance, performing
assessments on a country’s current debt management framework, designing international standards
on debt, and building awareness. Lenders, along with
borrowers, also have a responsibility to report debt
information fully, accurately, and transparently.
All of these steps will help creditors to assess
accurately the debt sustainability of their potential borrowers, citizens to hold their governments
accountable for the debt they assume, and borrowers
to design strategies based on a clear understanding of
the level, cost, and risk profile of their debt portfolio.
Increased debt transparency will also help many lowand middle-income countries to assess and manage
their external debt during and after the COVID-19 crisis and to work with policy makers toward achieving
sustainable debt levels and terms.

Notes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

World Bank (2020b).
World Bank (2020a).
IMF and World Bank (2018).
World Bank (2020a).
Teeling (2018).
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Data as a force for public good

Main messages
1

Public intent data, a foundation of public policies, can play a transformative
role in the public sector. However, gaps in the availability, quality, and
usability of these data are pervasive, particularly in low-income countries—
the countries that stand to benefit most from improving public intent data.

2

Lack of resources, technical capacity, and data governance hamper the
production of useful data for public policy. Lack of data literacy and
demand for data limits their use for public policy.

3

These problems can be addressed through the high-level prioritization
of data, including long-term financing, investments in human capital, and
laws conducive to the safe production, exchange, and use of data. Some
investments in better data have paid for themselves.

4

Ensuring a political commitment to and predictable government financing for the production of public intent data remains a central struggle in
lower-income countries. The political will to prioritize funding for data
systems can be stimulated by boosting the demand for data.
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The central role of public
intent data

S

uppose a woman walks into a doctor’s office
and is given a diagnosis without examination
by the doctor: no measurement of her heart
rate, no recording of her symptoms, and no review of
her medical history. The doctor just prescribes a medication. Such an approach, and such a world in which
crucial data are not gathered, analyzed, and acted on,
would not be welcome, to say the least.1
Yet all too often governments make decisions
affecting people’s well-being without understanding
or even taking into account essential data. Designing
policies without data is akin to a shot in the dark.2
This problem is particularly acute in the poorest
countries, where gaps in both the availability and the
use of data are severest.3
Just as data gathered by a doctor can help improve
a patient’s diagnosis and ultimate well-being, data
gathered by governments, international organizations, research institutions, and civil society can
improve societal well-being by enhancing service
delivery, prioritizing scarce resources, holding governments accountable, and empowering individuals.
These data serve as the foundation for core functions
of governments and their endeavors to reduce poverty. The data a doctor gathers often take the form of a
conversation or some other means of communicating
information between patient and doctor. In the same
way, data gathered with the intent of informing public
policy should enrich the policy dialogue and allow for
systematic flows of information and communication
among governments, their citizens, and commerce.
Such flows of information and communication
require long-term investments in statistical capacity,
infrastructure, data governance, data literacy, and
data safeguards. These investments depend on one
another. Failure in one area jeopardizes the value that
data bring to development. Too often these investments are not made in the poorest parts of the world,
contributing to data deprivations and poverty.
How should such deprivations be addressed? This
chapter discusses the pathways through which data
for public policy generate value for development, the
obstacles to safe realization of value, and how those
obstacles can be overcome.

Public intent data and
development: Three pathways
for adding value
Public intent data—data collected with the intent
of serving the public good by informing the design,
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execution, monitoring, and evaluation of public policy, or through other activities—are a prerequisite
for many government functions. For that reason,
government agencies are the primary producers of
public intent data through censuses, surveys, and
administrative data, among other things. Citizens,
civil society organizations (CSOs), nongovernmental
organizations (NGOs), academic institutions, and
international organizations also contribute critically
to the production of public intent data through surveys, crowdsourcing platforms, and other means.
Data from firms can also be used for public policy—
a topic that will be covered in chapter 4.4 This chapter
distinguishes between six types of public intent data
that all serve the public good (box 2.1).
The discussion that follows uses country examples
to describe three important pathways through which
public intent data can bring value to development by
(1) improving service delivery, (2) prioritizing scarce
resources, and (3) holding governments accountable
and empowering individuals. But these are not the
only pathways. Others include regulating the economy and markets, fostering public safety and security, and improving dispute or conflict resolution.
The country examples reveal several conditions
that should be in place to maximize the value of public intent data. The data need to be (1) produced with
adequate spatial and temporal coverage (complete,
timely, and frequent); (2) high in quality (granular,
accurate, and comparable); (3) easy to use (accessible,
understandable, and interoperable); and (4) safe to
use (impartial, confidential, and appropriate)—see
figure 2.1.5 With these features, development-related
data have the potential to transform development outcomes. For this potential to be realized, the data must
be used explicitly to generate public good, including
through the three pathways summarized in the following sections.
Pathway 1: Improving service delivery
Increasing access to government services. One of the
fundamental ways in which public intent data can
improve livelihoods is by increasing access to government services. More access often requires data
representative of all residents. Use of administrative
data, particularly foundational identification (ID)
systems such as national IDs and civil registries as
well as digital identification, ensures that all persons
are covered and access is equitable. In Thailand at the
turn of the century, only 71 percent of the population
was covered by a public health insurance scheme
that was intended to be universal. Yet the country
had a near-universal foundational ID and population

Box 2.1 Six types of public intent data
Administrative data—such as birth, marriage, and death records and data from
identification systems; population, health,
education, and tax records; and trade
flow data—are generated by a process of registration or
record keeping, usually by national authorities. Administrative data also include data used by governments to
run projects, programs, and services. The digital revolution has created new types of administrative data—for
example, when education and health inspectors’ use of
smartphone apps channels data to a central register.
Censuses aim to systematically enumerate
and record information about an entire
population of interest, whether individuals, businesses, farms, or others. Most
prominently, population and housing censuses record
every person present or residing in a country and provide
essential information on the entire population and their
key socioeconomic conditions.
Sample surveys draw on a smaller, representative sample of the entire population,
typically from censuses, to collect detailed
information more frequently. These surveys cover many domains such as household surveys,
farm surveys, enterprise surveys, labor force surveys,
and demographic and health surveys. Key official statistics, such as unemployment and national accounts, rely
on survey data, often in combination with administrative
data and census data.a
Citizen-generated data are produced by
individuals, often to fill gaps in public and
private sector data or when the accuracy
of existing data is in question. These data,
which can have an important monitoring and accountability function, contribute to solving problems that

citizens face.b Examples include HarassMap, an Egyptian
tool that maps cases of sexual harassment based on
citizen reports, and ForestWatchers, a platform through
which citizens monitor the deforestation of the Amazon.
By contrast, machine-generated data are
automatically generated by a sensor,
application, or computer process without
human interactions. An example is the
sensors that monitor air pollution. These data emerge
when devices are embedded with sensors and other
technologies, allowing them to transfer data with each
other, a system known as the Internet of Things.
Geospatial data relate multiple layers of
information based on their geographic
locale. Public intent geospatial data
include satellite imagery of the Earth
such as that provided by the US National Aeronautics
and Space Administration’s Landsat program and the
European Space Agency’s Copernicus program; weather
data; and cadastral (property and land record) data.c
These data types are neither exhaustive nor mutually
exclusive. For example, all data sources can be geo
referenced and thus can be used in geospatial applications, and some administrative data and geospatial data
can be machine-generated. Data sources are interoperable when they can be linked across and within these
types though common numeric identifiers for persons,
facilities, or firms; geospatial coordinates; time stamps;
and common classification standards.

a. Sample surveys also include the surveys that are implemented by social
media companies and target a sample of users who are active on their
platforms. Examples include the Future of Business and Gender Equality
at Home surveys conducted on the Facebook platform.
b. Meijer and Potjer (2018).
c. Such data sources are discussed in greater detail in chapter 4.

Figure 2.1 Certain data features can maximize the value of public intent data
Ensuring the data have
adequate coverage
• Completeness
• Timeliness
• Frequency

Ensuring the data
are of high quality
• Granularity
• Accuracy
• Comparability

Ensuring the data
are easy to use
• Accessibility
• Understandability
• Interoperability

Ensuring the data
are safe to use
• Impartiality
• Confidentiality
• Appropriateness

Source: WDR 2021 team, drawing on Jolliffe et al. (forthcoming).
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registration system in which citizens and residents
were issued a personal ID number when they were
born or when their households were registered for the
first time. Leveraging this register and the personal
ID information from the existing public insurance
scheme, the government was able to identify the population not covered and so was able to increase health
insurance coverage from 71 percent to 95 percent.6
Machine-generated data also have the potential to
markedly improve access to services such as water.
In Kenya, sensors on water hand pumps, which are
inoperable in one-third of rural Africa, provide realtime data on their functionality. This system helped
reduce the average time to repair a broken pump from
27 days to three days and the median time from six
days to one day (figure 2.2).7
Better preparing for and responding to emergencies.
Public intent data can also lead to a better emergency
response when disasters hit, whether environmental,
financial, health, or conflict related. For example,
weather data, especially weather forecasts, can help
people anticipate and prepare for extreme events.
The value of such data was revealed by two intense
cyclones in the Bay of Bengal 14 years apart. The
1999 cyclone caught the Indian state of Odisha by
surprise, causing massive devastation, killing more
than 10,000 people, and destroying housing and
public infrastructure. Since then, the Odisha State
Disaster Management Authority and the government
of Odisha have invested in weather forecast data and
disaster response measures. When another cyclone
hit in 2013, nearly 1 million people were evacuated to
cyclone shelters, safe houses, and inland locations,
and only 38 people died during and immediately after
the storm.8 These impressive results would not have
been possible without the weather data that gave
sufficient advance warning of the cyclone.

Figure 2.2 Improving access to water: Using
real-time sensor data to reduce repair time for broken
hand pumps in Kenya
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Mobile technologies have the potential to speed
up emergency responses. In Uganda, a health reporting program that provides beneficiaries, health professionals, and the Ministry of Health with real-time
health data by using text messaging was able to cut
the response time to outbreaks of disease by half. The
technology was used after the 2012 Ebola outbreak
to help implement quarantines and other protective
measures.9 As these examples demonstrate, timely
data can contribute to quick reactions to a crisis.
Generating useful knowledge. Data generated and
used by academic institutions, think tanks, and international organizations play a vital role in ensuring
that policies are evidence-based. Impact evaluations of
reforms and development projects are frequently used
to assess whether past policies have had the intended
consequences and to improve program design. In the
last few decades, numerous field experiments have
tested policies in a real-life setting under strict statistical conditions that allow cause and effect to be ascertained. Findings from such experiments have been
used to implement new policies and scale up existing
programs. One estimate suggests that the new policies and programs built on the research findings have
reached more than 400 million people worldwide.10
In Brazil, evidence from 2,150 municipalities found
that many mayors are willing to pay to learn the
results of impact evaluations, and that informing
mayors about research on a simple and effective policy increases the probability by 10 percentage points
that their municipality implements the policy.11
Research also plays an important role in ensuring
the accuracy of the data collected by governments,
which is critical to preventing policy recommendations based on inaccurate or misleading data.12 The
World Bank’s Living Standards Measurement Study
(LSMS) program, while supporting the production of
household survey data in 106 countries between 2011
and 2020,13 has also drawn attention to the importance of research on survey methodologies and the
role of better measurement in eliminating systematic
measurement errors in self-reported survey data that
otherwise bias empirical analyses and policy conclusions.14 Much of the methodological research led by the
LSMS is carried out in partnership with national statistical offices (NSOs), in turn facilitating the adoption
of improved methods in downstream national surveys.
Pathway 2: Prioritizing scarce resources
Targeting resources and reaching marginalized populations
and areas. When public intent data are granular—that
is, they are tied to an individual or a specific location—
they can help target resources and foster inclusion.
In Croatia, data from the population census were

combined with household survey data and administrative data to create detailed maps of poverty and
deprivations (map 2.1).15 The maps revealed large differences in living standards across municipalities and
within the territorial boundaries used for allocating
funds from the European Union (EU).16 More than
one-third of the EU’s annual budget—equivalent to
more than €50 billion—is dedicated to investments in
infrastructure, such as hospitals and schools, in less
economically developed areas. Because the allocation
of funds depends on an area’s gross domestic product
(GDP) per capita, poor municipalities situated in nonpoor regions may not receive funding. Armed with
the poverty map, Croatia responded with proposals
for new geographical subdivisions that concentrate
EU funds in the poorest areas.17 This reordering,
thanks to better data and analysis, has the potential to
reduce inequality and pockets of poverty in Croatia.
A long-running and rich example of the value
of granular data are the Demographic and Health
Surveys, which cover topics such as HIV/AIDS and
gender-based violence (see spotlight 2.1). Over the last
few decades, data from 82 of these surveys, disaggregated by sex, have been used as inputs for developing
laws banning domestic violence, developing HIV
education programs, and more.18 In Vietnam, a survey
on gender-based violence revealed that more than
half of women have experienced physical, sexual, or
emotional abuse; that nearly half of these had physical injuries as a result; and that seven in eight did not
seek any help. These data spurred a public discussion
about the topic, informed the National Strategy on
Gender Equality, and introduced counseling, health,
legal, and shelter services for women subject to violence at home.19
Saving money and resources. Interoperability
between geospatial data and government records
can help governments save resources. Incomplete
and out-of-date property and taxpayer records are an
important reason that taxes remain uncollected in
many low- and middle-income countries. In Tanzania,
the government introduced a Geographic Information System for tax reporting and revenue collection.
The system identified buildings via satellite imagery,
collected and digitized data on their characteristics,
and provided a comprehensive, up-to-date record of
taxable properties. Using this new method, the city
government of Arusha identified 102,904 buildings—
nearly five times more than with earlier databases.
One year after the system was introduced, the eight
participating cities increased their revenue collection
by 30 percent on average.20
Interoperable administrative data have also been
used to increase efficiencies and save costs in public

Map 2.1 Reducing poverty: Mapping pockets of
poverty in Croatia allowed better targeting of
antipoverty funds
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Source: World Bank 2016a. Data at http://bit.do/WDR2021-Map-2_1.

welfare systems. For example, in Argentina the government identified ineligible beneficiaries across
various social programs using the country’s system
of unique taxpayer ID numbers. The exercise generated estimated savings of US$143 million over eight
years.21 More generally, investments in better data
systems have been shown to pay for themselves.22
Monitoring progress and determining priorities. Public
intent data can also help prioritize resources by monitoring progress on key indicators and deliverables
over longer periods of time. Such monitoring is vital
for creating and tracking national and international
development goals. The Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs), for example, rely heavily on public
intent data.23 If the data needed to measure one of the
targets were collected only every 10 years, tracking
progress would become challenging.
Cross-country comparable composite indexes—
often created by think tanks, research institutions,
and international organizations—allow countries to
benchmark their performance over time and against
peers and to decide on priorities. These data can
induce countries to respond with reforms in areas
where they are lagging. Multidimensional poverty
indexes, which measure poverty at the household and
individual levels, track certain indicators in countries
Data as a force for public good
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over time, helping countries decide on areas of focus.
Costa Rica issued a presidential directive calling for
use of such an index for budgetary planning and as
an official measure for allocating resources and monitoring and evaluating social programs. The country
has used the index to modify its budget allocation,
which helped accelerate poverty reduction during a
period of austerity without an increase in budget.24
Pathway 3: Holding government
accountable and empowering individuals
Fostering transparency and increasing government
accountability. CSOs and individuals are frequent producers and users of public intent data. Their demand
for data can encourage transparency through data
analysis and data feedback systems. In China, media
and watchdog organizations in Beijing noted inconsistencies between official government data on
air quality and data from independent air quality
monitoring systems. Heightened concerns about air
quality have fueled a dramatic expansion in publicly
available, real-time data from thousands of air quality monitoring locations.25 The central government
launched a US$275 billion plan to improve air quality
throughout the country, and the Beijing municipal
government promised an additional US$160 billion
toward that goal.26
Good data can also encourage transparency in and
improve public procurement. Too often, public projects are not implemented adequately due to poor procurement such as inflated costs, corruption, or ghost
contracts. Because 12 percent of global GDP is spent
on public procurement, this finding matters tremendously for development outcomes.27 In Uganda, in
an attempt to improve procurement outcomes, local
government entities made administrative procurement data from the bidding process down to the level
of execution of contracts available to certain CSOs.
These CSOs trained community members to understand the information in the contracts and conduct
site checks to verify it. The findings revealed mismanagement of resources by contractors and government
officials and a high dependence on noncompetitive
contracts. Not only did Uganda undertake reforms to
ensure that contracts were complying with national
procurement standards, but the national public procurement agency also upgraded its procurement portal in line with international open contracting data
standards, making Uganda the first African country
to do so.28
Government accountability can also be enhanced
through e-governance.29 In Pakistan, a smartphone
app that equips government health inspectors with
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real-time data on rural public health clinics led to a
74 percent increase in clinic inspections. In turn, doctor attendance rose by 18 percentage points, thereby
improving health care services.30
Empowering individuals. Disadvantaged groups are
sometimes left out of government efforts to collect
data because governments fail to acknowledge inclusion of those groups as a policy objective. Citizens
must then often collect the data needed to empower
themselves. That data, such as on harassment and
early warning systems, can help fill a gap that neither
the public sector nor the private sector can fill. The
map-based mobile app Safetipin allows users to report
mobility and safety issues in cities related to lighting,
walk paths, visibility, public transport, and security.
Beyond informing citizens where it is safe to be in
their city, these data can be used to conduct citywide
audits. In Bogotá, Colombia, the city government
wanted to use this tool to map safety around bike
paths. The biking community helped collect images
along 230 kilometers of bike paths in the city, which
were then analyzed by Safetipin (map 2.2). This
analysis supported the authorities in understanding
where to improve lighting and add closed-circuit TV
cameras.31
Public intent data can also empower individuals
to make better choices through more information
and knowledge. The digital revolution has greatly
increased the accessibility of data, as well as how
easily information can be spread. One example is
providing smallholder farmers with agricultural
information digitally, often through text messages,
to increase their productivity. Such data transmission can improve on extension services, which rely
on in-person agricultural advice and are more costly
to sustain and whose quality is more difficult to
ensure. A meta-analysis suggests that providing
agricultural information increases yields by 4 percent
and farmers’ probability of increasing productivityenhancing agrochemical inputs.32 With more than
2 billion people living on smallholder farms, these
numbers can have major effects on global poverty
and shared prosperity.
Many of the features of public intent data that
increase their value for development can also increase
their potential for harm. Data may be misused for
political surveillance and control or discrimination
and exclusion, or they may inadvertently expose sensitive information about individuals.33 For example,
in República Bolivariana de Venezuela, a digital biometric fingerprint system was introduced initially for
voter registration and identification, but it has since
been integrated with other registers. Identification

with the digital fingerprint has become mandatory
to purchase basic goods such as food and medicine,
which has led to numerous cases of stores refusing
to sell young people, foreigners, and LGBTQI individuals such goods.34 To avoid data being harmful in this
and other ways, certain prerequisites must be put in
place, notably robust data protection laws, independent oversight, and legal and technological solutions
to safeguard the confidentiality of individuals and
prevent misuse of data.

Map 2.2 Improving public safety: The use of
citizen-collected data in Bogotá led to greater
safety around bike paths

Gaps in the coverage, quality,
and usability of public intent data
Despite the demonstrated value of public intent
data, gaps in their availability, quality, and usability
persist, particularly in poor countries. This section
documents these gaps, drawing on the World Bank’s
Statistical Performance Indicators (SPI), described in
box 2.2, as well as two other prominent indexes rating
public intent data availability and quality.35
When the coverage of data is inadequate:
Lack of timeliness, frequency, and
completeness
Lack of timely and frequent data remains an issue in
many thematic areas and across all types of public
intent data. Timeliness is particularly an issue with
survey and census data because long lags commonly
occur between their collection and their release. For
example, according to the Statistical Performance
Indicators, half of low-income countries have not
undertaken a population and housing census in the
last 10 years, and 18 percent have not done so in the last
20 years.36 The census has a foundational function in
any statistical system and is critical for political representation and resource allocation. The costs of allowing the census to become outdated are demonstrable.37
Monthly or quarterly industrial production indexes,
which are important to track current economic
activity, are available in only 9 percent of low-income
countries, compared with 40 percent of lower-middleincome countries, 48 percent of upper-middle-income
countries, and 64 percent of high-income countries.38
Ground-based sensors, deployed in Internet of
Things systems, can measure some outcomes, such
as air pollution, climatic conditions, and water quality, on a continual basis and at a low cost. However,
adoption of these technologies is still too limited
to provide timely data at scale, particularly in lowincome countries.39
Lack of completeness is often less of a problem in
census and survey data because they are designed to
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Source: Safetipin 2016.
Note: Safety ratings of poor to excellent for Bogotá bike paths are based on safety scores.

cover the entire population of interest. For administrative data, the story is different. Civil registration
and vital statistics systems (births and deaths) are
not complete in any low-income country, compared
with completeness in 22 percent of lower-middleincome countries, 51 percent of upper-middle-income
countries, and 95 percent of high-income countries.40
These gaps leave about 1 billion people worldwide
without official proof of identity.41 More than onequarter of children overall, and more than half of
children in Sub-Saharan Africa, under the age of five
are not registered at birth.42
Although population and housing censuses are
designed to represent all individuals at the time of
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Box 2.2 The World Bank’s Statistical Performance Indicators
The World Bank’s Statistical Performance Indicators
(SPI) measure statistical performance across 174 countries.a The indicators are grouped into five pillars: (1) data
use, which captures the demand side of the statistical
system; (2) data services, which looks at the interaction
between data supply and demand such as the openness
of data and quality of data releases; (3) data products,
which reviews whether countries report on important
indicators; (4) data sources, which assesses whether censuses, surveys, and other data sources are created; and
(5) data infrastructure, which captures whether foundations such as financing, skills, and governance needed
for a strong statistical system are in place. Within each
pillar is a set of dimensions, and under each dimension

the census, they can leave out some of the poorest and
most vulnerable. Many vulnerable groups are hard
to count in the first place, especially when census
enumeration focuses on residence and the concept
of the household. These groups include the displaced,
the homeless, slum inhabitants, nomads, migrants,
young children, and the disabled.43 The extent of

Figure 2.3 Gaps in geospatial datasets are especially
large in lower-income countries
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is a set of indicators to measure performance. The indicators provide a time series extending at least from 2016
to 2019 in all cases, with some indicators going back to
2004. The data for the indicators are from a variety of
sources, including databases produced by the World
Bank, International Monetary Fund (IMF), United Nations
(UN), Partnership in Statistics for Development in the
21st Century (PARIS21), and Open Data Watch—and
in some cases, directly from national statistical office
websites. The indicators are also summarized as an index,
with scores ranging from a low of 0 to a high of 100.
a. World Bank, Statistical Performance Indicators (database), http://www
.worldbank.org/spi; Dang et al. (2021a, 2021b).

undercounting is difficult to measure systematically,
but in 2013 it was estimated that globally between 170
million and 320 million people were missing from
population census frames, with the poorest more
likely to be missed.44 As noted, in many countries the
census determines the allocation of resources and
political representation. Thus these omissions have
real consequences and can disenfranchise vulnerable
populations.45 They also affect the representativeness
of household surveys that use census-based sampling
frames.46
Lower-income countries also are susceptible to
coverage gaps in geospatial data, especially in some
of the geospatial reference datasets such as administrative boundaries, postal codes, and maps. The
Global Open Data Index of the Open Knowledge
Foundation assesses the availability and openness
of three such geospatial datasets in 94 countries:
administrative boundaries, addresses and locations,
and national maps. The assessment reveals that all
three datasets are often incomplete in lower-income
countries (figure 2.3).
Similarly, the road network coverage of the open
mapping platform OpenStreetMap is complete in
many high-income countries, but less so in lowerincome countries. OpenStreetMap is a citizengenerated geospatial application that relies on its
users to digitize the location of roads and other infrastructure. Its coverage disparities reflect the barriers
to making this type of data work for the poorest
countries. In India, by 2015 only 21 percent of the road
network had been digitized.47

When data quality is poor: Lack of
granularity, accuracy, and comparability
Lack of granularity can occur when data are not
available at the desired level of disaggregation.
The gaps in data on women and girls are particularly severe. Only 10 of the 54 gender-specific
indicators (19 percent) in the SDGs are widely

available, based on international standards for
measurement, and only 24 percent of the available gender-specific indicators are from 2010 or
later.48 Gaps in sex-disaggregated data related to
the COVID-19 pandemic are also pervasive, causing
knowledge of the gender impacts of the pandemic to
be incomplete (box 2.3).

Box 2.3 Gender data and the COVID-19 pandemic
Figure B2.3.1 Proportion of COVID-19
cases reported with sex-disaggregated
data by 190 countries
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The COVID-19 pandemic was not gender-blind; it affected
men and women differently and may have exacerbated
gender inequalities.a Yet knowledge of the gender
impacts of COVID-19 is incomplete because of data
gaps across all dimensions of well-being. At the most
basic level, data are lacking on COVID-19 infections and
deaths among men and women. In March 2020, only 61
percent of reported COVID-19 cases were disaggregated
by sex, and these data were provided by 26 countries. By
November 2020, reporting had grown to 80 countries,
but the proportion still stood at 60 percent. The reporting
was irregular throughout 2020, as shown in figure B2.3.1.
Understanding the gender dimensions of the COVID-19
impacts extends well beyond case and mortality data.
The data systems in place prior to the pandemic had
notable gender data gaps that hampered the ability to
track impacts and inform policy. For example, monitoring impacts on jobs requires regular and timely data
on informal employment where women predominate.
However, only 41 percent of low-income countries (LICs)
and lower-middle-income countries (LMICs) report data
on informal jobs disaggregated by sex. And in seven
of the 10 countries where the recent economic contraction is severest, less than 38 percent of Sustainable
Development Goal economic opportunity indicators are
available by sex.b Furthermore, preexisting biases in
face-to-face household survey design and implementation bled into phone surveys implemented during the
pandemic, limiting measurement of the gender-related
impacts of the crisis. These biases include designing
phone surveys aimed at household heads and lack of
survey content on time use.
There are also notable gaps in the gender data needed
to inform policy design and effectiveness. Although the
expansion of social protection programs is arguably the
largest policy response to offset the economic impacts
of the crisis, comparable sex-disaggregated measures of
social protection coverage are largely unavailable. Data
on personal identification cards and mobile phone ownership should inform program design decisions, especially as countries scale up digital platforms. Yet data

2020
Sex-disaggregated?

No

Yes

Proportion of countries reporting sex-disaggregated data
Sources: Global Health 50/50, University College London, COVID-19
Sex-Disaggregated Data Tracker (database), November 30, 2020, data
release, https://globalhealth5050.org/the-sex-gender-and-covid-19
-project/; Global Change Data Lab, University of Oxford, Our World in
Data, Coronavirus Pandemic (COVID-19) (database), https://ourworld
indata.org/coronavirus; calculations of Open Data Watch, Washington,
DC. Data at http://bit.do/WDR2021-Fig-B2_3_1.

on gender differences in ownership of personal identity
cards are missing for more than a third of countries. Less
than a quarter of LICs and LMICs report data on mobile
phone ownership by women.c
Even though the pandemic created new demands for
statistics, it also interrupted the supply. More than half
of LICs and LMICs reported that the COVID-19 pandemic
affected national statistical offices’ ability to produce
socioeconomic statistics.d This problem requires immediate attention, but building effective, gender-aware
data systems will require sustained financial and human
capital investments.
Sources: Mayra Buvinic (Center for Global Development), Lorenz Noe
(Data2x), and Eric Swanson (Open Data Watch), with inputs from the
WDR 2021 team.
a. UN Women (2020).
b. Buvinic, Noe, and Swanson (2020).
c. Buvinic, Noe, and Swanson (2020).
d. UNSTATS and World Bank (2020).
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Although data disaggregated at the individual level
are central to understanding and addressing conditions that uniquely affect the lives of women, men,
children, adults, the elderly, and persons with disabilities, the required data are not being sufficiently
produced. For example, survey data on ownership of
physical and financial assets have traditionally been
collected at the household rather than the individual
level, limiting their usefulness in understanding
women’s relative wealth, rights, and decision-making
power in their families.49 Monetary poverty estimates are also based on household-level measures of
resources, and “poor individuals” are identified based
on the poverty status of their entire households,
regardless of differences within households among
women, men, and children in access to and use of
resources.50 Meanwhile, gaps remain in the adoption
and proper implementation of the survey questions
developed by the Washington Group on Disability
Statistics—questions that are critical for obtaining
internationally comparable estimates on disabilities
and for disaggregating relevant SDG indicators by
disability status.51
Finally, despite the enormous potential of geographically granular data for targeting policies effectively, such disaggregated data are rarely available
comprehensively. According to the 2020 Open Data
Inventory, about 90 percent of official statistics, even
when they are available, are not consistently reported
at the regional level (first administrative division),
and almost none are consistently reported at the district level (second administrative division).
Poor accuracy of data can limit their usefulness.
For those collecting individual-level data through
household surveys, a concern is the choice of survey
respondents. Relying on proxy respondents to elicit
individual-level information—a common cost-saving
mechanism in large-scale household surveys—has
been shown to produce wrong estimates of gender
differences in asset ownership, labor market outcomes, decision-making, and control of income.52
Reported levels of income, wages, and firm profits
vary, depending on the length of the period over
which they are recalled by survey respondents.53 The
length of recall also matters for the accuracy of survey
data on agricultural production, health, and labor.54
Accuracy is also a concern for administrative data.
One reason for the proliferation of survey data is the
perception that administrative records are unreliable and incomplete.55 A study of multiple African
countries found overreporting of vaccination rates in
health information systems by 5 percent of countries
and of primary enrollment rates in education management systems by a third. This data inflation appears
62
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to be connected to making aid flows conditional on
results, creating an incentive to misreport.56
Data quality concerns and methodological
challenges also characterize data produced by the
Internet of Things. For example, the quality of data
generated by low-cost commercial sensors used for
air pollution monitoring has been found to vary
widely when benchmarked against reference measurements.57 Sensors must be calibrated to the
specific conditions in which they are used to yield
accurate results, but the calibration process remains
expensive and time-consuming.58
Lack of comparability is particularly a concern
among low-income countries. Only 40 percent of
low-income countries, 20 percent of countries in
fragile and conflict-affected situations (FCS), and
40 percent of countries in Sub-Saharan Africa (figure 2.4) have at least three comparable estimates of
extreme poverty.59 It is therefore difficult to understand changes in living standards over time and
design policies to eradicate poverty. Recent innovations in data collection in these countries suggest a
slightly more optimistic picture for the future.60 It is
also important to note that some lack of comparability over time is necessary, particularly when adopting
new global standards.
When data are not easy to use:
Lack of accessibility, understandability,
and interoperability
Lack of data accessibility prohibits actors from using
data. According to an assessment of the Open Data
Inventory, lower-income countries lag far behind in
overall data openness (table 2.1), although even highincome countries have mediocre openness scores.
Only 11 percent of low-income countries consistently
make data available with a license classifiable as open,
compared with 19 percent of lower-middle-income
countries, 22 percent of upper-middle-income countries, and 44 percent of high-income countries.
The Open Data Inventory assessment also reveals
some limitations to machine readability. To the
extent that governments publish official statistics,
only 37 percent of low-income countries make at least
some of these available in machine readable formats,
compared with 51 percent of lower-middle-income
countries, 61 percent of upper-middle-income countries, and 81 percent of high-income countries.
One reason for lack of data accessibility is that data
systems in the public sector can be very fragmented.
The health sector, for example, often has many different health information systems because of its tendency to have many different service providers. These
include many private providers whose data are often

Figure 2.4 Lower-income countries, especially those affected by fragility and
conflict, have less comparable poverty data than other country groups
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bit.do/WDR2021-Fig-2_4.
Note: Only those economies with at least one international poverty estimate are included. FCS status refers to the World Bank’s “Classification of Fragile and
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Table 2.1 Assessment of the openness of data, by country income group
Low-income

Lower-middleincome

Upper-middleincome

High-income

Openness score (0–100)

38

47

50

66

Available in machine readable format (%)

37

51

61

81

Available in nonproprietary format (%)

75

85

81

84

Download options available (%)

56

68

68

78

Open terms of use/license (%)

11

19

22

44

Indicator

Source: WDR 2021 team calculations, based on 2020/21 Open Data Inventory indicators (Open Data Watch, ODIN [Open Data Inventory] [database],
https://odin.opendatawatch.com/), also used as part of the World Bank’s Statistical Performance Indicators database, http://www.worldbank.org/spi.
Note: The openness score is the average by country income group on a scale of 0–100. All other indicators are the percentage of published data averaged by
country income group.

unavailable to the Ministry of Health. In Ethiopia, a
study of the health sector found 228 different digital
health information applications, of which only 39 percent sent data to the Ministry of Health.61 Administrative data, in particular, are too often siloed in different
systems, prohibiting their effective use for monitoring
and policy design. Although data coordination within
agencies is often limited, the challenge of siloed systems is even greater across government agencies.62
Lack of understandability prevents even those data
that are accessible from generating value. To be

understandable, data must be well disseminated,
backed up with sufficient metadata, responsive to
user needs, and, for certain purposes, summarized
and visualized for the user. A majority of countries
have data portals and provide metadata for their published data—practices that facilitate wider data use.63
Low-income countries perform comparatively well in
the data portal and metadata categories, but even here
they lag. A larger gap remains in terms of advance
release calendars, which commit government units
to release data on a predetermined timetable. Only
Data as a force for public good
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Table 2.2 Data dissemination practices and openness, by country income group
Low-income

Lower-middleincome

Upper-middleincome

NSO uses advance release calendar

30

75

92

98

NSO has data portal

84

91

95

92

NSO has conducted user satisfaction survey

10

20

19

33

NSO makes metadata available

63

91

97

100

Indicator

High-income

Source: Cameron et al. 2019.
Note: Data are for 2019. The percentages reflect the proportion of the population in each income group whose national statistical office (NSO) has the listed
attribute.
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Figure 2.5 Lower-income countries
are less likely than other countries
to adhere to international bestpractice statistical standards and
methodologies
100

Share of countries (%)

30 percent of NSOs in low-income countries publish such calendars, compared with almost all highincome countries. Across the board, only a few NSOs
utilize user satisfaction surveys, which could play an
important role in gauging and understanding data
demand (table 2.2).
Limitations to interoperability. The use of common
standards, methodologies, and classifications across
public intent data sources ensures interoperability
and enables data integration. Common and unified
identification is needed across producers of public intent data for geographic divisions below the
national level, such as regions, states, and districts.
There is significant scope for expanding the use of
georeferencing in censuses, surveys, and collection
of administrative data, particularly in low-income
settings. The use of common and unified personal
identifiers to match data across multiple data sources
is more contentious because of privacy and equity
concerns, and robust data protection legislation is a
prerequisite for their use.64 Personal identification
also requires trust and comprehensive civil registration and vital statistics systems, which have so
far been elusive in the poorest countries. The use of
tokenized identifiers in line with privacy by design
principles is a potential solution.65
Adhering to set methodologies and standards
in line with international best practices greatly
increases the interoperability and usability of public intent data. The World Bank’s Statistical Performance Indicators capture this aspect of public
intent data systematically. Under the indicator on
data infrastructure, standards related to systems of
national accounts, employment status, consumption,
consumer price indexes, and government finance
statistics, among others, are assessed. The indicator
shows a strong income gradient in the adherence to
international best-practice standards and methodologies.66 For example, the International Classification
of Status in Employment is being used in two-thirds

80
60
40
20
0
At least 1993 System of International Classification
National Accounts in use of Status in Employment
in use

Low-income
Upper-middle-income

Lower-middle-income
High-income

Source: WDR 2021 team calculations, based on World Bank, Statistical
Performance Indicators (database), http://www.worldbank.org/spi. Data at
http://bit.do/WDR2021-Fig-2_5.

of high-income countries but in only 7 percent of
low-income countries (figure 2.5). By contrast, a large
share of all countries globally is using at least the 1993
international standards for the System of National
Accounts (SNA 1993).
When data are not safe to use:
Lack of impartiality, confidentiality,
and appropriateness for development
Gaps also remain in the safety of data. These can
occur when data are not immune to influence from
stakeholders, when they are not stored securely, or
when they are not properly deidentified. For example,
Greece’s debt statistics appear to have deliberately
misrepresented the country’s financial situation in

the lead-up to the 2009 euro crisis, and data breaches
are all too common in government and private sector
databases.67
Similarly, deidentifying individuals has not always
proved to be enough to maintain confidentiality. In the
1990s, the governor of Massachusetts in the United
States approved making deidentified medical records
of state employees available for researchers. Although
key identifiers such as name and address were removed
from the data, by triangulating the information available with other public information a researcher was
able to identify the medical records of the governor and
other individuals (see chapter 6 for more details).68 One
way to minimize these concerns is to ensure that only
appropriate data are produced—data that measure concepts of interest, have a clear policy purpose, and are
not produced from attempts to collect excessive information or surveil individuals. Such data, of course, can
still be misused and mishandled.

Why data gaps persist:
The political economy of
public intent data
The previous two sections describe how public
intent data can yield great value for development, yet
gaps in public intent data are severe, particularly in

low-income countries—the countries that stand to
benefit most from the data. Why do these data gaps
persist? This section answers that question, complementing existing data sources with structured
interviews with NSOs across all income groups and
geographical regions.69 This approach requires digging one level deeper and understanding the main
roadblocks on the pathways to data for public policy,
or conversely, the enablers of public intent data. The
main roadblocks identified are lack of financing, technical capacity, data governance, and demand for data
(figure 2.6).
A common reason for these roadblocks is lack of
understanding of and commitment to the use of data
for policy making. In a positive feedback loop, realizing the value of public intent data increases understanding of the potential of the data, leading to a commitment to the further production and use of public
intent data. To spearhead such commitments, SDG
Target 17.18 calls for increasing the availability of highquality, timely, and disaggregated reliable data, and
SDG Target 17.19 calls for developing measurements of
progress related to statistical capacity building.
Deficiencies in financing
Underinvestment and misaligned investment priorities are perpetuating data gaps.

Figure 2.6 A positive feedback loop can connect enablers and features of public
intent data with greater development value

Enablers of public intent data
Financing

Technical capacity

Governance

Data demand

Desirable features of public intent data
Adequate coverage
Completeness
Timeliness
Frequency

High quality
Granularity
Accuracy
Comparability

Easy to use
Accessibility
Understandability
Interoperability

Safe to use
Impartiality
Confidentiality
Appropriateness

Value of public intent data
Improved service
delivery

Prioritization of
scarce resources

Accountability and
empowerment

Source: WDR 2021 team.
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Figure 2.7 Most countries do not fully fund their national statistical plans
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Underinvestment by governments. Underinvestment
in public intent data systems is widespread. Only half
of countries had a national statistical plan that was
fully funded in 2019 (figure 2.7).70 Lack of national
funding for statistics is especially a struggle for fragile and conflict-affected countries, countries in SubSaharan Africa, and low-income countries. Whereas
93 percent of high-income countries have a fully
funded national statistical plan, not a single low-income
country has one. A recent review of public financing
of statistics found that seven of 10 low- and middleincome countries analyzed funded less than half of
their respective national statistical plans, with country
contributions ranging from 9 percent to 77 percent.71
This problem is more pressing in low-income
countries with less government revenue to spend
on multiple priorities. However, the cost of public
data systems is modest relative to that of other
government functions. Decision-makers in budget
offices may not fully understand how much funding
is needed to produce high-quality data or lack the
incentives to prioritize data. How well public data
systems are funded is thus also a matter of high-level
government officials recognizing the value of public
intent data and offering leadership to encourage collection of them.72 A key factor in such an effort is the
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perceived relevance and credibility of public intent
data and its producers.73
Another reason for lack of funding for data is the
absence of a benchmark guiding how much governments should spend, unlike for other areas of government spending. For example, the Education 2030
Framework for Action urges countries to allocate at
least 4–6 percent of GDP or at least 15–20 percent
of their total public expenditure to education. The
Abuja Declaration urges countries to spend at least
15 percent of their annual budget to improve the health
sector.74 No similar guidelines are found on data.
Underinvestment by donors. Donors also invest relatively little in public intent data. The share of total
official development assistance devoted to statistics
has ranged between 0.35 percent and 0.4 percent in
recent years, or US$693 million in 2018.75 The combination of national and donor contributions leaves a
funding gap of between US$100 million and US$700
million a year globally to upgrade public intent data
systems, depending on the scope of improvements.76
Misalignment of investment priorities. Beyond the
size of investments in public intent data, how donors
invest matters as well. With insufficient government
funding of data and with donors stepping in to fill
needs, the risk is that donor priorities will be funded

at the expense of national priorities and that donors,
instead of national stakeholders, will become the
main clients of NSOs.77
Because investments in data tend to be small,
donors have limited incentives to make longer-term
commitments that strengthen data systems such
as technical capacity, research and development,
infrastructure, or recording of administrative data.
Instead, many investments prioritize the production
of new data or specific survey efforts such as a oneoff survey on a specific topic.78 In particular, donor
priorities skew toward monitoring and international
reporting.79 Although most national governments
subscribe to international reporting, there is arguably a more immediate need for frequent and highly
geographically disaggregated data and strong administrative data systems for the effective day-to-day
functioning of government.80
Within the development community, lack of
donor coordination can undermine public intent
data systems, leading to duplication of and parallel
systems for data collection. Each project uses its own
set of indicators to report results instead of relying on
and strengthening country data systems.81 Such situations can arise if donors need to fulfill their internal
reporting requirements or are suspicious of the accuracy of government-reported data.
Lack of funding is also an issue for citizengenerated data. Interviews with representatives from
NGOs in Argentina, Kenya, and Nepal revealed that
lack of funding can constrain the collection of citizengenerated data.82 Similarly, although the cost of sensors has steadily fallen over the last few years, the
costs of equipment, deployment, and transmission, as
well as the lack of off-the-shelf tools for environments
facing resource constraints, are still major barriers to
the generation and use of machine-generated data,
especially in smallholder agriculture.83
Deficiencies in technical capacity
Data gaps are also persisting because of underqualified, understaffed, and underpaid data producers and
lack of technology and infrastructure.
Lack of qualified staff, proper staff renumeration, and
career incentives. The gaps in public intent data also
stem from limited technical capacity, especially in
lower-income countries—a result in part of the limited and misaligned resources previously discussed.
A shortage of skilled data scientists, statisticians, and
economists across public data systems is a critical constraint on the performance of the data producers and
the production of data, especially at a time when data
from digital sources are becoming more important.

The absence of key personnel in strategic positions
who have a commitment to data is especially costly
because of the importance of relationships between
ministries and NSOs and with civil society as a catalyst for the flow of data and information.84
According to a global survey of NSOs conducted
by PARIS21, after a shortage of funds the biggest
obstacle to countries’ successful development of
capacity is lack of skilled staff to implement programs.85 In a list of 15 goals for capacity development,
86 percent of African NSOs selected strengthening
human resources as one of their five most important
goals, higher than any other category. It is particularly
difficult for NSOs to recruit new staff with the skills
needed to achieve their objectives. When reporting
the most frequent methods of human resource development, only 7 percent of NSOs reported recruitment
of staff with new skill sets, and most of these NSOs
were in high-income countries.86
Recruitment and retention of skilled staff are
difficult without competitive pay scales and career
tracks.87 Consultations with NSOs revealed that
differences in pay scales across government entities
especially make it difficult for NSOs to recruit skilled
staff. In Ethiopia, the Central Statistical Agency follows civil service rules and regulations for remuneration of staff, whereas research institutes and universities have their own rules and regulations.
A common challenge for other government agencies that produce data is that they lack designated
data scientists or statisticians. This is particularly
problematic when other agency staff may lack the
time and capacity to make better use of the data collected within their institution.88
Lack of technology, software, and infrastructure.
Even when producers of public intent data have
staff with the skills needed to collect, process, and
disseminate those data, they often lack the technological infrastructure to be effective in their work.
Constraints in technology and information technology (IT) infrastructure compound constraints
in technical capacity. For example, as part of the
Global COVID-19 Survey of NSOs, many NSOs in
low- and middle-income countries noted their need
for software to collect data remotely to meet new
data demands.89 In the PARIS21 survey, the option
most selected to achieve priorities for a national
statistical system in the medium term is acquiring
up-to-date technology and infrastructure.90 Technological shortcomings also constrain the ability
of individuals to produce data themselves because
many types of citizen-generated data rely on phone
or web technologies.91
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not a concern. Although a process to modernize the
law has been at the forefront of political discussions
for a decade, a revised version has yet to be formally
implemented. This issue is a concern more generally
because the older the national statistical law, the lower
is statistical performance in general and data openness
in particular at any country income level (figure 2.8).
Other important elements of the legal framework
are regulations governing data protection and the
right to information. When these safeguards are
lacking or weak, data exchanges can entail serious
risks to data protection.95 Lack of comprehensive data
protection regulations is a problem in many parts of
the world.96 A review of African countries found that
only 28 percent had procedures in place to ensure
deidentification of data before publication.97 Without
a requirement to share data and guidance on how
to treat confidential information, any risk-averse
government employee would face few incentives to
share data, especially confidential data, considering
the possibly high costs should confidentiality be
breached. The absence of comprehensive data protection legislation can also facilitate misuse of data such
as for political control or discrimination. 98
Independence of the NSO. The legal, financial, and
institutional independence of the NSO is an important element of a successful public intent data system, especially its data quality and openness.99 The

Deficiencies in governance
In addition to shortages of skills and funding, various
failures and problems with data governance impede
the potential of public intent data from being realized.
At the national level, clear institutional mandates and
good coordination among the data-producing agencies are critical for the exchange, interoperability, and
timely publication of data.92 In practice, exchanges of
data across ministries and between ministries and
NSOs and beyond are rare, even in well-resourced and
high-capacity environments.93 The absence of clear
mandates, responsibilities, and incentives to effectively coordinate data production and data exchanges
can obstruct collaboration and lead to duplication of
data-gathering efforts.94
Deficiencies in the legal framework. The legal framework governing data production and data exchanges
is a common barrier. Outdated statistical laws can
make it difficult for NSOs and data-producing agencies to operate and collaborate effectively in light of
recent changes in the data landscape, such as the proliferation of new data types, sources, and producers.
In Chile, the National Institute of Statistics (INE) has
had difficulties accessing key data from other public
institutions in a timely fashion, primarily because
the national statistical law is not sufficiently clear in
authorizing INE’s access to statistical information.
When the law was passed in 1970, data exchanges were

Figure 2.8 The older a country’s statistical laws, the lower is its statistical performance and the
less open are its data
b. Openness of data
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Sources: WDR 2021 team, based on UNSTATS (Statistics Division, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, United Nations), UNSTATS (database), https://unstats.un.org/unsd/dnss/cp
/searchcp.aspx; Partnership in Statistics for Development in the 21st Century (PARIS21), https://paris21.org/knowledge-database?keyword=&type%5B%5D=Statistical-Legislation
-Country-Documents&date-from=&date-to=&page=; World Bank, World Development Indicators (database), https://databank.worldbank.org/source/world-development-indicators.
Data at http://bit.do/WDR2021-Fig-2_8.
Note: In panel a, the regression coefficient on age, controlling for GDP per capita, is –0.48, p < .01; in panel b, –0.39, p < .01. For the Statistical Performance Indicators, see World Bank,
Statistical Performance Indicators (database), http://www.worldbank.org/spi. For the Open Data Inventory (ODIN), see Open Data Watch, https://odin.opendatawatch.com/.
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Figure 2.9 Greater NSO independence and freedom of the press are positively correlated with
better statistical performance
a. NSO independence and statistical performance
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Note: The x’s represent countries. Panel a shows only African countries, and panel b shows all countries with data available. The NSO independence score ranges from 0 to 100. The
World Press Freedom Index ranges from 100 to 0—lower values imply greater press freedom. For the Statistical Performance Index, see World Bank, Statistical Performance Indicators
(database), http://www.worldbank.org/spi. NSO = national statistical office; RSF = Reporters Without Borders.

independence of producers of public intent data also
reinforces the credibility of and trust in the data and
its producers, which encourages data use in both government and civil society.100
An indicator capturing the independence of NSOs
in all African nations is included in the Ibrahim Index
of African Governance.101 The indicator measures the
institutional autonomy and financial independence
of an NSO. A perfect score indicates that an NSO is
able to publish data without clearance from another
government branch and has sufficient funding to do
so. A higher score on the NSO independence indicator
is highly correlated with statistical performance as
captured by the World Bank’s SPI (figure 2.9, panel
a). In 2019 the average score on NSO independence
was 34 out of 100, with low-income African countries
scoring below average. These findings illustrate
that NSO independence is precarious, particularly
in lower-income countries. Anecdotes of attacks on
NSO independence around the world suggest that
fragile NSO independence is not limited to the African context.102 For example, in 2007 the Argentine
government began interfering with the independence
of Argentina’s NSO, the National Institute of Statistics
and Censuses (INDEC). The effort initially focused
on the consumer price index and later expanded to
other official statistics, casting doubt especially on
reported inflation statistics. Recognizing the harmful
effects of these measures, by 2015 a new government
had undertaken efforts to rebuild the institute, and
INDEC resumed the delivery of trustworthy statistics

with transparency and complete adherence to international principles.103
A government’s interest in having an independent
national statistical system can be affected by several
competing factors. On the one hand, a government
may have a vested interest in curtailing statistical
independence and the production and dissemination
of reliable data, fearing these could expose poor policy
decisions and performance, dilute power, and increase
public scrutiny and pressure.104 In this case, lack of
independence and the availability of reliable data
would make it harder to hold governments accountable.105 On the other hand, an independent statistical
system producing reliable data in a transparent
fashion best informs government decision-making
and increases citizens’ trust in government data and
public institutions in general.106 Such transparency
can also facilitate favorable capital market and investment conditions and foster GDP growth.107 Finally,
international cooperation can boost statistical independence and data transparency when adherence to
standards of data quality and the independence of
their producers is required for accession to international organizations or agreements. An example is
Colombia’s successful bid to join the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD).108
Civil society performs a vital function in demanding transparency and holding government accountable. Citizen-generated data can be used to challenge
official statistics when their accuracy or impartiality
are in question. A free and empowered press is a
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critical check on government power in general and
on government interference with statistical independence and data transparency in particular. Greater
press freedom, as measured in the World Press Freedom Index compiled by Reporters Without Borders,109
is highly correlated with statistical performance as
well as with statistical independence, regardless of a
country’s size or income level (figure 2.9, panel b).
Deficiencies in data demand
Even when high-quality data are available and accessible, they must be put to an appropriate use to have
an impact on development. As such, lack of data use
is blocking the path to development.
Low levels of data literacy. Several barriers to data use
remain. Low levels of data literacy among both policy
makers and civil society are one barrier.110 Potential
data users need to have both a conceptual understanding of how data can inform policy questions and the
technical skills to extract the relevant information
from data. An analysis of the use of statistics in news
articles in 32 countries in four languages revealed considerable scope for journalists to improve their critical
engagement with statistics—and that finding is likely
to apply to civil society at large.111 For policy makers as
well, data literacy is frequently identified as a barrier

Figure 2.10 Data supply and demand can generate
either virtuous or vicious cycles of data production
and use
High
demand

Data supply–
constrained
countries

Virtuous cycle
countries

Low quality
and supply

High quality
and supply
Data demand–
constrained
countries

Vicious cycle
countries

Low
demand
Source: Adapted from Sanga (2013).
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to data use.112 Among the general population, comparably low literacy and numeracy rates in lower-income
countries fundamentally diminish the pool of potential data users.113
Lack of incentives for and interest in data use. Even
when policy makers have the skills to use data, they
may not be interested in exercising those skills
because they do not attach value to data. Accordingly,
another major factor affecting demand for public
intent data is lack of incentives to use the data.114
When political leaders exhibit a commitment to data
use, they can generate expectations for civil servants
to rely on data more frequently and create incentives
for accountability. “Political champions,” as well as
changes in administration or individual government
officials, often create opportunities for data-driven
policy making.115 A data-literate society plays a major
role in creating these political commitments to data
use by demanding—and rewarding—the justification
of policy decisions with data.
Low trust in the quality of public intent data. Another
reason for lack of data use is the often low trust in the
quality of public intent data. Although data users can
check for signs of internal coherence, the accuracy of
data cannot be inferred from the data alone, and incorrect statistics can take years to be detected, if they are
detected at all.116 A survey of data producers and users
in 140 countries found that NSO officials have much
greater confidence in the quality of national statistics
than ministry officials have.117
Lack of infrastructure to access and use the data. A
final reason for lack of data use is related to the infrastructure needed to access and use data. For example,
internet access is key to obtaining data, but penetration rates are lower in poorer countries. The exclusive
sharing of data via online channels may exclude large
shares of potential data users who are hampered by
limited internet connectivity.118 And certain users may
be unaware that data are available for use.119 Lack of
internet connectivity, reliable power, and data centers
are also major challenges in the use of Internet of
Things systems and sensor data.120
Use of public intent data by a diverse group of
actors often translates into greater demand for
high-quality data. The rise in demand can drive
investment in data and capacity, setting off a virtuous
cycle of increasing data demand and supply (figure
2.10). For example, government ministries’ reliance
on and demand for high-quality data have been
associated with NSOs in Latin America exhibiting
higher capacity.121 In the same region, demand for and
interest in accurate and high-quality statistics in civil

society, academia, the media, and the private sector
have led to better funding, autonomy, and capacity
in national statistical systems.122 Conversely, countries with a low supply of data are likely to use data
less, creating a vicious cycle of data production and
use. In general, countries can benefit from assessing
whether their constraints are primarily on the supply
side or the demand side for data. They can then use
such an assessment to prioritize data-related policies
and maximize their return on development.123

Realizing the potential of public
intent data
To maximize the impact of public intent data on
governments need to address the

Figuredevelopment,
2.11

financing, technical capacity, governance, and data
demand roadblocks. This section describes policies to
overcome these foundational challenges. Figure 2.11
summarizes some of the main policies governments
can enact, categorized by the actors and barriers they
primarily address. International organizations also
have a role to play, and spotlight 2.2 discusses how
they can contribute to addressing the key roadblocks.
Chapter 9 builds on the analysis in this section,
specifically in the domain of data governance, laying out a bold vision for an integrated national data
system. Such a system can transform the role the
public sector plays in the data modernization agenda
by incorporating public intent data alongside private
intent data, integrating the users and producers of
both, and enabling safe data exchanges.

Figure 2.11 Policies to realize the potential of public intent data

Political commitment

Create a broad-based political and societal agreement on the value of high-quality public intent data

Civil society and
academia

Other government
agencies

NSOs

Financing

• Create a target fraction of
government spending or
a line item in the national
budget dedicated to the
NSO.
• Engage recurrently with
the Ministry of Finance to
understand and support
its data needs.

Technical capacity

• Ensure more competitive
pay scales.
• Devote more time and
resources to building
capacity among staff.

• Designate a budget line
for data in each ministry
and agency.

• Create technical units in
charge of data production
and use.

• Ensure use of produced
data across the public
sector for monitoring,
evaluation, and more.

• Create a governmentwide
approach to the salaries of
statisticians and data
scientists.

• Allocate resources to
citizen-generated data
collection.

• Promote data literacy in
primary and secondary
education.

Governance

Data demand

• Ensure that NSO
independence is anchored
in laws and institutional
setup.

• Build trust in integrity of
official statistics via public
release calendars and best
practices in dissemination.

• Prevent statistical laws
from becoming outdated.

• Engage proactively with
nongovernmental entities.

• Assign clear roles,
mandates, and
responsibilities along the
data life cycle for
government agencies
(see chapters 8 and 9).

• Designate knowledge
brokers in government
agencies to champion the
flow and use of data.

• Ensure that laws and
regulations facilitate the
safe dissemination of data.

• Enable citizens to engage
more easily with data
through open data
platforms, machine
readability, and data
visualizations.

• Enhance tertiary education
in data science and
statistics.

• Institutionalize
data-intensive
management practices.

Source: WDR 2021 team.
Note: The figure summarizes policies governments can enact, categorized by the actors and barriers the policies are primarily addressing. Many policies span several actors and barriers but are placed into one box here for simplification. The role of the private sector in realizing the potential of public intent data is discussed in chapter 4. The role of international
organizations is examined in spotlight 2.2. NSO = national statistical office.
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A common reason for the four roadblocks on the
pathways to data for public policy just described is
the lack of a political understanding and appreciation
of the value of data for policy making. Achieving
high-quality production and use of public intent data
requires an unequivocal high-level political commitment to data for development, even when data do not
yield politically convenient insights. A broad-based
political and societal agreement on the value of public
intent data is the most effective way to ensure a robust
political commitment to data. Such a social contract
for data can build the trust of all participants that
they will not be harmed in the production, exchange,
and use of data. Actors from across the public sector,
private sector, civil society, and academia can play an
important role in demanding and encouraging agreement. One mechanism for formulating such broad
agreement and formalizing a commitment to data
is confirming the importance of data in countries’
national development plans. Another mechanism
is formulating a national data strategy—a topic discussed in greater detail in chapters 8 and 9.
Financing needs: Strengthening and
sustaining financial resources for data
producers
Most low-income and lower-middle-income countries
severely underspend on data. Securing sustainable
financing is an enduring struggle for data producers
and users. To reap the full value of data for development, governments must raise current spending
levels drastically. At the same time, it is painfully hard
to obtain and benchmark how much governments are
spending on data. Thus one priority is to improve the
statistics on government spending on data.
One way to increase the priority given to financing of data is to establish a target (percentage) for
the government expenditure on the national statistical system. Such a target can be derived with a
view toward the resources needed to fully fund the
national statistical plan or be based on the spending of
peer countries that have achieved sufficient funding.
If a government commits to such a target through a
national development plan or through other means, it
arms data producers during later budget negotiations.
Another way to implement stable and transparent
government financing is to insert a line item in the
national budget dedicated to the NSO. The absence of
such a budget line has been a problem for even highincome countries. For example, the European Union’s
statistical agency, Eurostat, recently saw its budget
line merged into an overarching digitization and
modernization budget, raising fears that funding for
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statistical needs could be at risk. Conversely, one of
the biggest steps in ensuring the independence of
the United Kingdom’s Office for National Statistics in
2007 was giving the office authority over how it uses
its budget. Similarly, data-producing ministries and
other government agencies could each receive a designated budget line for the production, processing,
management, and safe sharing of the administrative
data they produce. Other investment priorities should
be closing existing coverage gaps in vital statistics
and other registers and including populations that
are hard to reach.
The Ministry of Finance has a special role to play
as the most influential actor in budget negotiations
for government-financed producers of public intent
data. Recurrent engagement with, and consequently
systematic use of, public intent data and official
statistics by the Ministry of Finance is also likely to
improve the funding for data producers and the NSO
in particular.124 As documented in the examples earlier in this chapter, it is important that the Ministry
of Finance understand that investing in data may
improve budgets through increased revenue collection and elimination of duplication in beneficiaries,
among other things.
Stable government financing can also be secured
by ensuring that data play a role in government
programs and projects. When government projects
have numerical targets, data management and data
analysis are a must. Where relevant, the legislature
could require that government program budgets be
supported or justified by evidence, necessitating the
use of data and therefore funding for data. Although
linking funding for data to monitoring government
targets may also create disincentives in producing
accurate data, resisting such disincentives must be at
the core of an NSO’s mission to ensure credibility of
and trust in official statistics.
Sometimes the financing for data is sufficient, but
the resources need to be better spent. Government
funding of citizen-generated data, for example, can
complement that of other public intent data and be a
less costly alternative. But doing so requires that civil
society data platforms have sufficient capabilities
and resources for community outreach, coordination,
monitoring of data collection, and quality assessments of the data.125
Technical capacity needs: Investing in
human capital for production of public
intent data
Once more and better funding is provided, investment in technical capacity is a top priority. Such an

effort should start with human capital: investing in
statisticians, data scientists, and applied economists
across the public sector and in data literacy in the
population at large. These investments would promote demand for public intent data and bolster the
credibility of and trust in public intent data producers.
These goals could be achieved through a combination
of education and training initiatives.
Meanwhile, the public sector at large and the
NSO in particular should seek qualified statisticians,
applied economists, and data scientists. One way of
doing so is to create a governmentwide approach to
the formulation of salary scales and renumeration
of the positions across the public sector, including in
the NSO, the central bank, and line ministries. Such
an approach could minimize differentials in salary
scales within and across government agencies and
subsequently create an opportunity to adopt more
competitive salary scales to attract and retain talent.
A strategic area in which NSO capabilities in lowand middle-income countries could be strengthened
is research on the development of improved methods
and standards for data production. The capacity to
conduct such methodological research is critical to
improving the availability, quality, and usability of
public intent data. NSOs could establish a business
line on experimental statistics, which may serve as
an avenue for participating in cutting-edge, multidisciplinary research efforts centered on integrating
public intent and private intent data. Low-capacity
NSOs, however, will have to strengthen, and in certain cases create, capabilities in data science and
geographic information systems. Twinning arrangements between NSOs with established programs on
experimental statistics and those beginning to build
these capabilities may be one way to accelerate progress. These activities are also aligned with the call for
international organizations to sustain investments in
the search for improved methods of data collection,
curation, and analysis (see spotlight 2.2).
Beyond NSOs, data-related capabilities in ministries and other government agencies are often
insufficient. They could remedy the situation by first
creating technical units in charge of data production, processing, management, and dissemination to
improve data quality. These units could also develop
ministry-specific action plans for capacity building,
and should be empowered by receiving the financial,
technological, and human resources they need to fulfill their mandated roles in the national data system.
Their goal would be delivery of high-quality knowledge disseminated in accordance with a ministryspecific public release calendar.

Capacity building should also be pursued in a
country’s education system.126 In line with the aspirations of SDG Target 4.6, primary and secondary
educational institutions should elevate foundational
numeracy and statistical literacy skills so that, like
general literacy, they are part of the fundamental
curricula. These skills would empower an informed
public of data users and create a pool of potential candidates for specialized data professions. In tertiary
education and data-driven academic fields, advanced
education on statistics should be enhanced in ways
that equip future technocrats with data skills that
meet policy makers’ demands.
An example at the country level is Politeknik
Statistika, a highly selective university established
by Statistics Indonesia in 1958. Politeknik Statistika
awards bachelor’s degrees, with an emphasis on
applied training in official statistics, in preparation
for statistical careers at Statistics Indonesia and the
public sector at large. Examples at the regional level
include the Ecole Nationale Supérieure de Statistique
et d’Economie Appliquée (ENSEA) in Côte d’Ivoire and
the Eastern Africa Statistical Training Center (EASTC)
in Tanzania.
Degree and certificate programs with a data
science theme, including those offered online, can
facilitate development of statistical capacity in
techniques that cut across statistics and computer
science, such as artificial intelligence and machine
learning. A noteworthy example is the Think Data
Science Program that was launched in 2019 by the
Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics (PCBS), in
partnership with the Arab American University
in West Bank and Gaza. As part of this program,
students have to complete a graduation project at
the PCBS, which gets accredited by the Ministry of
Higher Education.
Finally, investments in human capital should be
accompanied by investments in physical infrastructure, IT platforms, and software capabilities (see
chapter 5).
Governance needs: Making laws and
regulations conducive to production and
use of quality data
Effective use of public intent data depends on having
in place a governmentwide national data strategy or
another high-level document that outlines the roles,
responsibilities, and mandates of various government agencies. Such arrangements are discussed in
detail in chapters 8 and 9.
The NSO must be truly independent, impartial, and nonpolitical. Its independence should be
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anchored in laws and an institutional setup that
curtails political interference in official statistics
and other public data products.127 Debatable is
whether placement of the NSO under the executive
branch of government leaves it open to attacks on
its independence. On the one hand, it is important
that the NSO be positioned to inform public debate
and policy. But this may be difficult to achieve if the
NSO is administratively separated from other parts
of the government and does not maintain a close
relationship with influential ministries such as the
Ministry of Finance or Treasury and the Ministry of
Commerce or Industry. On the other hand, reporting
to a specific ministry or an individual as part of the
executive branch leaves the NSO vulnerable to being
questioned, pressured, or otherwise influenced in
its involvement with politically sensitive statistical
activities.
Another way to safeguard against the politicization of data is by making deidentified public intent
datasets publicly available and accessible. Ensuring
the creation and dissemination of deidentified public
intent datasets is partly a political task and partly a
technical one.
On the political front, the NSO and other government agencies must promote open data for development. These agencies should ensure that statistical
laws and regulations permit the public dissemination
of deidentified public intent data—both aggregated
data and microdata. They should also actively engage
with data users to cultivate a shared understanding
of the value of reusing open data for research and for
design and evaluation of public policy. Administrative
data in particular are often not accessible beyond the
ministry collecting the data.
On the technical front, safeguarding the confidentiality of subjects of public intent data production
is an unconditional requirement. Confidential data
include both personally identifiable information and
the geographic coordinates of data subjects, including communities, households, facilities, and establishments. Although best practices, standards, and
tools for microdata deidentification are available,128
the risk of disclosure is increasing with enhancements in the interoperability of public intent data.
These trends call for continued improvement of
deidentification techniques. Building capabilities
within technical units of ministries and NSOs in the
use of analytical tools to remove sensitive information, spatially deidentify microdata, and deal responsibly with the risk of disclosure will also foster a
better culture of open data.
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Data demand needs: Expanding the use of
public intent data
The precondition for the widespread use and reuse
of data is greater data literacy among the citizenry
at large and government decision-makers. The
integrity of and public trust in official statistics are
also critical to the demand for data. The integrity of
official statistics is closely tied to the perceived independence and trustworthiness of the NSO. Existing
best practices can ensure integrity of and trust in
the computation of official statistics and the timing
of their release, even in the face of political pressures. A first set of practices centers on effective
outreach and communication about NSO products.
These practices include publishing a release calendar and providing a public explanation of potential
deviations from release dates, as well as publicly disseminating meticulous documentation and metadata allowing findings to be replicated. Other best
practices include refraining from participating in
national politics and carrying out periodic outreach
efforts to cultivate public understanding and acceptance of the importance of an independent statistical agency.
NSOs could also increase use of and demand for
their data by engaging proactively with and listening
to stakeholders in government, academia, the private
sector, CSOs, and the media.129 These engagements
may have multiple objectives such as disseminating
statistical outputs, understanding and responding
to user needs, exploring links between NSO data
products and other data, and strengthening statistical literacy. Statistics Canada, Statistics Indonesia,
and Mexico’s National Institute of Statistics and
Geography (INEGI) have engaged in recurrent
training of journalists in print, radio, television, and
digital media outlets on official statistics. INEGI
has expanded its work program on data and statistics related to crime and victimization in Mexico in
response to the growing demands from policy makers and data users. Elsewhere, the Palestinian Central
Bureau of Statistics regularly disseminates official
statistics on important international observances,
such as International Workers’ Day and International Women’s Day.
Closely involving civil society in the use and
production of data is critical. This involvement can
be achieved by establishing advisory boards composed of independent technical experts who can
help prepare national statistical strategies in view of
the needs of all users—not only the needs of various
government agencies.

Data visualization is another way in which NSOs
could increase the reach of official statistics and the
public’s understanding of them. It does little good
to achieve greater mastery of advanced analytics
without also ensuring that the policy makers designing and enacting interventions that improve lives
understand and appreciate the value added by data.130
Distilling complex phenomena into compelling visuals and narratives for broad audiences is a timeless
idea that can effectively influence public debate and
policy making (for a pioneering example, see box 1.2
in chapter 1).
From the perspective of government ministries
and agencies, one way to jump-start data use in
planning and policy making is through the institutionalized adoption of data-intensive management
practices. In Rwanda, as part of the nationwide
Imihigo performance contracts launched in 2006,
mayors commit to setting development targets. Each
target is subsequently evaluated and ranked by the
national government with respect to its achievement
and whether it was monitored appropriately.131 Management of these contracts not only requires large
amounts of data to evaluate performance, but, more
important, puts data on development outcomes at the
center of the policy discourse.132
When low data literacy or appreciation of data
are barriers to their use, knowledge brokers can
facilitate data use in the public sector. A knowledge
broker points policy makers to the relevant data and
creates value through collaboration.133 The important
role of knowledge brokers is highlighted by evidence
from a survey conducted by AidData: policy makers
reported that they learn about sources of data primarily through personal interactions.134
The role of knowledge broker can be fulfilled by
government officials and by outsiders. Central analytical units and technical staff in line ministries can
serve as intermediaries for NSOs seeking to reach
senior officials and increase data use, presenting data
in both technical and nontechnical ways tailored to
the needs of decision-makers.135 Another useful technique is joint analytical exercises by the government
and researchers. Collaboration between external
researchers and policy makers is a major facilitator of
the use of evidence and data.136
If governments address these financing, human
capital, governance, and data demand roadblocks,
the value of public intent data can be maximized.
Chapter 9 discusses sequencing of the required
government interventions, placing such activities
within an integrated national data system. Another

way in which data can lead to better lives is via
the private sector. That is the topic of the next
chapter.
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Spotlight 2.1

Deploying data to curtail violence
against women and girls

For too long, violence against women and girls has been a deep, dark
secret. Now, data collection efforts around the world are shedding light on
this tragic problem and leading to solutions.

or both. At least 200 million girls and women have
undergone female genital mutilation (FGM), and in
at least 11 countries, more than half of women ages
15–49 have undergone FGM (figure S2.1.1).1 We know

Violence against women and girls (VAWG) is a global
pandemic. One out of three women and girls (35
percent) worldwide between the ages of 15 and 49
has experienced physical violence, sexual violence,

Figure S2.1.1 Prevalence of female genital mutilation in women ages 15–49,
by country income level, 2010–19
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these facts because representative population-based
studies have been undertaken to understand the prevalence of VAWG. These studies have used a standardized methodology in more than 90 countries across
all regions and all income groups. For example, data
for 55 low- and middle-income countries are available
through a standardized module measuring VAWG,
and this module has been incorporated in the Demographic and Health Surveys (DHSs).2
The availability and accessibility of reliable, comparable, and nationally representative VAWG data are
leading to solutions, including laws banning domestic
violence.3 Moreover, the data are informing diagnostic
work, prevention and response efforts, and policies in
low- and middle-income settings in key areas such as
health, education, social protection, and governance.
For instance, kNOwVAWdata,4 an initiative led by the
United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA), collects
VAWG data on 27 countries in Asia and the Pacific,
shedding light on why survivors are not accessing services. The World Bank has used these data as a basis for
its analytical and operational work. In the Great Lakes
region of Africa, an in-depth analysis of DHS data
helped to identify and target emergency and women’s health activities and to prevent and respond to
VAWG in Uganda. In 2019 Peru’s president welcomed
an in-depth analysis of VAWG data and expenditures,
setting the stage for a national results-oriented budgetary plan to reduce VAWG that was supported by
the Ministry of Economy and Finance and the Ministry of Women and Vulnerable Populations.

used to monitor important life-saving measures, like
providing victims with post-exposure prophylactics
(PEP) within 72 hours of a sexual assault. Tracking
how many survivors receive PEP can unveil barriers
related to the supply chain of essential medicines or
gaps in the training of health service staff.
Integrating service-based data with data representative of a given population can yield important
insights. The Gender-Based Violence Information
Management System (GBVIMS) provides a global
example.5 This multiagency initiative facilitates the
safe, ethical, effective, and efficient standardization
and coordination of service-based data. While such
efforts are critical, it is also important to ensure that
investments in gender-based violence data systems
do not divert limited funds and staffing away from
the provision of services to the survivors of violence.
Separate streams of investment—and greater investment—in service provision and data systems are
necessary.
The first and foremost purpose of the GBVIMS
and service-based data is to improve the quality and
accessibility of services for survivors of VAWG. But
for these systems to be effective, several foundational
issues must be addressed. First, efforts to integrate
data should be driven by the needs of women and
girls seeking services, not by the ease of access to
centrally located data. Second, to overcome silos and
promote national monitoring, coordination is needed
across multiple institutions with different mandates
and data systems.

Investing in data to understand
the barriers preventing survivors
of violence from using essential
support services

Addressing the surge in VAWG
during the COVID-19 pandemic

In addition to amassing data on the prevalence of
VAWG, many countries and agencies that provide
essential services to survivors of violence keep track
of service-based data. Data on reported cases of
VAWG allow countries to understand who is seeking help, when, for what types of violence, and how
often. Various barriers, including fear and lack of
knowledge, may prevent women from seeking services; data help countries to understand and address
these barriers. For instance, service-based data can be
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VAWG has surged during the COVID-19 pandemic.6
Lockdown measures designed to contain the spread of
the virus as well as the economic and health stresses
associated with this crisis have contributed to an
increase in violence—especially intimate partner violence.7 In the early days of the pandemic, the UNFPA
warned that 31 million additional cases of gender-based
violence could occur as a result of six months of lockdowns.8 Complicating matters, providing services has
become more difficult because some resources have
been diverted to the COVID-19 response and some
services have been suspended altogether.9

Reliable data are crucial to understanding and
addressing this situation. However, collecting reliable
data on VAWG has been especially challenging during
the COVID-19 pandemic. Face-to-face data collection,
the predominant mode in low- and middle-income
countries, has been widely suspended. The alternatives—remote data collection through telephone,
text messaging, or the Web—increase the risk of violence: confidentiality is nearly impossible to ensure,
and even electronic communications leave traces.10
Instead, sources of indirect information should be
used: for instance, service-based data or key informant interviews with frontline workers.

Collecting VAWG data ethically
Special care must be taken when handling data on
VAWG. Soberingly, collecting VAWG data can and
has caused women to experience more violence.
Ethical and safety guidelines must be followed when
considering both the collection and sharing of such
data. These guidelines identify minimum standards
for the collection of VAWG data, such as the ability
to offer referrals for support to all who say they have
experienced violence; the ability to guarantee confidentiality and privacy for survivors when collecting
and reporting on data; and the commitment to use
the data collected for increased and improved action.
The World Health Organization (WHO) has issued the
following guidelines:
• “Putting Women First: Ethical and Safety Recommendations for Research on Domestic Violence
against Women” (2001)11
• “Ethical and Safety Recommendations for Interviewing Trafficked Women” (2003)12
• “Sample Design, Ethical and Safety Considerations,
and Response Rates” (2005)13
• “Ethical and Safety Recommendations for Researching, Documenting, and Monitoring Sexual Violence
in Emergencies” (2007)14
• “Ethical and Safety Recommendations for Inter
vention Research on Violence against Women”
(2016),15 building on lessons from the publication
“Putting Women First: Ethical and Safety Recommendations for Research on Domestic Violence
against Women” (2001)

The Sexual Violence Research Initiative of the
Medical Research Council in Pretoria, South Africa,
has also issued important guidelines:
• Ethical and Safety Recommendations for Research
on Perpetration of Sexual Violence (2012)16

Notes
1. Female genital mutilation “does not provide any health
benefits, but rather causes serious risks for women’s
health, including chronic infections and pain, menstrual
problems, and complications in childbirth” (Kashiwase
and Pirlea 2019). See also United Nations Children’s
Fund, Female Genital Mutilation (dashboard), updated
February 2020, https://data.unicef.org/topic/child
-protection/female-genital-mutilation/.
2. The country count is as of August 2020. For DHS data on
violence against women and girls, see ICF International,
STATcompiler (DHS Program STATcompiler) (database),
http://www.statcompiler.com/. Select “Choose Indicator”
and, from the dropdown menu, “Physical or sexual
violence committed by husband/partner.” Then click
“Next,” “Filter by World Region,” “Select All,” and “Next.”
The data will appear and can be augmented and refined
by choosing more categories from the “Indicators” and
“Countries” menus on the right.
3. For case studies of the impact of VAWG data on policy,
see “Disaggregated Data: Impacts of Demographic
and Health Surveys,” Data Impacts Case Studies, Open
Data Watch, https://dataimpacts.org/project/health
-surveys/.
4. See Measuring Prevalence of Violence against Women
in Asia-Pacific (dashboard), Regional Office for Asia and
the Pacific, United Nations Population Fund, https://asia
pacific.unfpa.org/knowvawdata.
5. See GBVIMS (Gender-Based Violence Information
Management System) (dashboard), Inter-Agency
GBVIMS Steering Committee, https://www.gbvims
.com/.
6. Bettinger-Lopez and Bro (2020); Johnson et al. (2020).
7. United Nations (2020); UNDP (2020).
8. UNFPA (2020).
9. Johnson et al. (2020).
10. UN Women (2020).
11. WHO (2001).
12. WHO (2003).
13. García-Moreno et al. (2005).
14. WHO (2007).
15. WHO (2016).
16. Jewkes, Dartnall, and Sikweyiya (2012).
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Spotlight 2.2

The role of international organizations
in improving public intent data

International organizations can aid countries bilaterally to address
challenges regarding funding, technical capacity, governance, and data
demand and create global public goods to overcome these barriers.

More and better financing for
data production
Coalitions of international organizations and development partners can provide coordinated global
solutions for activities that fulfill specific data needs.
Governments can finance such activities either under
national budgets or through loans or grants from
multilateral development banks. For example, the
World Bank’s Data for Policy Package identifies a core
set of social, economic, and sustainability statistics
crucial for monitoring and evaluating development
outcomes and provides governments with loans or
grants to address these data needs. For relatively lower
income, data-deprived countries, this aid can help
governments to prioritize which gaps to fill and supplement scarce national funding. Another example is
the 50x2030 Initiative to Close the Agricultural Data
Gap, a multipartner initiative that seeks to transform
agricultural data systems across 50 low- and middleincome countries by 2030. It uses innovative funding
mechanisms, leveraging donor funding to mobilize
national funding and create national ownership.

Advancing research and
development in methods and
tools
In addition to investing in improvements in the
technical capacity of data producers and users,
international organizations can also foster technical
capacity more broadly by providing global public

goods through research and development in methods
of data collection, curation, and analysis. For example, they can support innovations in data capture,
including through portable sensors and mobile applications. These innovations must be validated rigorously through methodological research activities that
compare the relative accuracy, cost-effectiveness, and
feasibility of new and traditional methods of data
collection. Based on such research, guidelines can be
formulated for integrating validated innovations into
surveys, censuses, and administrative records. International organizations can play an important role
in carrying out such research and promoting these
innovations and associated guidelines. Partnerships
between international organizations and national statistical offices (NSOs) in methodological research and
development increase the likelihood that innovations
in data capture will be adopted and implemented.

Developing, disseminating, and
implementing global standards
for statistical activities
International organizations can also support efforts
to develop, disseminate, and implement international
standards and guidelines for statistical activities.
International statistical standards and guidelines
need to be disseminated and adopted at the country
level for data to be comparable across countries and
hence for policy makers to be able to compare their
performance with that of their peers. Among many
examples are the Systems of National Accounts
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developed by the United Nations in collaboration
with several other partners; the International Labour
Organization’s International Standard Classification
of Occupations; and the monitoring and harmonization of data related to drinking water, sanitation,
and hygiene by the World Health Organization and
United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF). Technical
collaboration—including joint research among likeminded international organizations, NSOs, technical
partners, and academia—is critical to the successful
production of international standards and guidelines, as are international forums for peer review,
discussion, endorsement, and promotion of these
public goods.

Coordinating actions to ensure
the effective diffusion of public
goods and funding activities
In the absence of coordination, organizations might
finance overlapping activities or fragment investments, overwhelm national data systems, or produce
conflicting standards and guidelines. The InterAgency and Expert Working Groups as well as the
Intersecretariat Working Groups, under the aegis of
the United Nations Statistical Commission, provide
a platform for catalyzing collaborative work on the
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development of standards and should continue to
be supported with periodic reviews of their terms of
reference and desired outputs. Awareness of these
working groups needs to be expanded, particularly
within international organizations, to assure coordinated actions within an organization.

Making data accessible and
compatible with national
priorities and spurring local
demand
To satisfy increasing demand for data, international
organizations should make their own data, syntax files, and metadata widely available and easily
accessible beyond their own institutions. The data
that international organizations require, such as
data on the Sustainable Development Goals, affect
the data produced by countries and can even crowd
out the domestic production of data. It is thus
imperative for such standards and goals to be made
compatible with the interests, priorities, and goals
of countries. When this is the case, the data maintained by international organizations can spur local
demand for cross-country data, foster their continued
production, and create a virtuous cycle of data production and use.
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Data as a resource for the
private sector
Main messages
1

Businesses are reaping tremendous value from both data created through
businesses’ economic activities and data shared by governments. Used as
an input in data-driven decision-making, those data can spur innovation in
products and services and reduce transaction costs, ultimately boosting
productivity, export competitiveness, and growth.

2

Use of data in the production process of firms may help tilt the playing
field toward poor people and underserved populations (who can trade
across platforms and access free services) by reducing fragmentation
in markets. However, it can also exacerbate domestic inequalities where
foundational skills, infrastructure, and finance are not widely available
in countries.

3

Use of data by businesses can also tilt the playing field away from poor
countries, whose local enterprises may struggle to compete with large
global players in part because of economies of scale and scope from data.

4

Although the use of data in the production process presents many
opportunities to solve development challenges, policy makers should
heed the risks this use presents for the concentration of economic power,
patterns of inequality, and protection of the rights of individuals.
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Creating value and solving
development challenges through
data-driven business models

F

or millennia, farming and food supply have
depended on access to accurate information.
When will the rains come? How large will the
yields be? What crops will earn the most money at market? Where are the most likely buyers located? Today,
that information is being collected and leveraged at an
unprecedented rate through data-driven agricultural
business models. In India, farmers can access a datadriven platform that uses satellite imagery, artificial
intelligence (AI), and machine learning (ML) to detect
crop health remotely and estimate yield ahead of the
harvest. Farmers can then share such information
with financial institutions to demonstrate their potential profitability, thereby increasing their chance of
obtaining a loan. Other data-driven platforms provide
real-time crop prices and match sellers with buyers.
For remote populations around the world, receiving specialized medical care has been nearly impossible without having to travel miles to urban areas.
Today, telehealth clinics and their specialists can
monitor and diagnose patients remotely using sensors that collect patient health data and AI that helps
analyze such data.
Innovations like these herald the promise of business models that apply data to create new and better
goods and services, helping to address development
challenges in the process. Both private intent and
public intent data are increasingly being used by
firms to create value in the production process. At the
same time, data are continually being produced as a
by-product of economic activity, creating digital footprints that drive the data economy. With their growing capacity to collect, store, and process that data,
businesses find that their ability to extract value from
this data has been rising exponentially in recent years.
The COVID-19 crisis has created urgent demands
for the private sector to adopt data-driven solutions
to deal with the pandemic and increase resilience
and productivity for recovery. Big Tech companies
have been one of the few winners during the crisis as
consumers purchase more goods and services online.
As businesses shift toward recovery, the new reality
will likely accelerate trends toward data-driven technologies that allow for automation and traceability in
value chains.
For all their promise, however, the accelerating
pace of these trends also comes with risks related
to the concentration of economic power, greater
inequality, and protection of the rights of individuals.
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The degree to which individuals can benefit from
the data-driven economy—including consumers,
entrepreneurs, and job seekers—will differ according
to their access to finance, education levels, skills,
and technology. In charting a way forward, policy
makers—across all stages of development of their
country’s data-driven economy—should remain alert
to these risks so that the use of data by firms contributes to broadly shared benefits.

The role of data in the
production process of firms
The role of data in the production process can be
conceptualized in different ways, depending on the
specificities of the firms, industries, technologies,
and types of data being considered. There is as yet
no overarching theory or consensus on the role of
data in the production process. The categories that
follow summarize various ways of understanding
the role of data in the creation of value by firms—as
a factor of production, as a productivity enhancer, as
a by-product, or as an output.
Data as a factor of production. For some firms, data
are considered an input central to their business,
essential to fulfillment of their core objectives. In this
context, data have been referred to as a factor of production—on a par with labor, capital, and land—that
is a primary determinant of output and productivity.1
For example, many social media platforms are built
around monetizing their users’ data for advertising.
Data as a productivity enhancer. Data may also be
conceptualized as a driver of total factor productivity
(TFP). Increases in TFP reflect a more efficient use of
factors of production often thought to be driven by
technological change. Businesses use data along with
various technologies to become more productive by
improving their business processes, learning more
about their clients and customers, developing new
products, or making better data-driven decisions.2 In
this context, the addition of data to the production
process makes the main factors of production more
efficient, leading to better performance. According to
one study, in the US health care sector the use of big
data has been associated with a 0.7 percent increase
in productivity growth per year.3 Other studies have
found that among 179 large publicly traded US firms
the adoption of data-driven decision-making has led
to an increase in productivity of 5–6 percent.4
Data as a by-product of the production process. Data are
often passively created as a by-product of economic
activities. For example, call detail records (CDRs)
are a by-product of telephone usage. Observed data

on consumers’ browsing and buying patterns are a
by-product of online e-commerce. Data created in this
way can be used in the production of new products
or services, either by the firm that produced the
original data or by other firms with which the data
are shared, such as under commercial arrangements.
For example, e-commerce platforms use data created
as a by-product of transactions on their platform to
improve their product offerings; credit card companies sometimes sell their transaction data for a
specific location to firms involved in tourism in that
location; and new firms use CDRs for commercial
purposes, including analytics and advertising.5
Data as an output. For some firms, data are the primary output of the production process. Examples are
data intermediaries, including rating services such
as Nielsen; pollsters such as Gallup; and data aggregators such as dataPublica.6 These data are then used
either by other firms in their production processes or
by government in policy making.
In all cases, data have a role in creating value for
the economy, but the way in which data play into the
production process differs by context.

4. More effective intermediation and lower transaction
costs. Platform firms can help solve market failures
and lower the entry and transaction costs for firms
that connect to those platforms. This happens
in part by reducing information asymmetries,
thereby increasing trust in those firms. Distributed
ledger technologies (DLTs) not only can reduce
transaction costs but also enhance trust through
secure transactions. Better intermediation can
disrupt traditional market structure and reduce
the market power of intermediaries, particularly
in sectors such as agriculture where they have traditionally played a central role in the value chain.

Pathways to development
Whether the use of data in the production process is
conceptualized as a factor of production or a driver of
productivity, its transformative effects on development can be summarized by four channels:

Data-driven businesses and the
technologies that help them
create value

1. 
Quality improvements in existing products and services. This channel includes the use of data-driven
decision-making to provide consumers with better health diagnostics, better credit scoring, better
search results, and more personalized product
recommendations.
2. Cost reduction in delivering products and services. Data
and analytics can reduce the costs of delivery,
which can then lower prices (subject to markets
being sufficiently competitive). For example, better credit scoring can reduce the cost of delivering
loans and lead to lower interest rates on loans.
Sensor-based agricultural devices and platforms
that take and analyze soil readings can inform
farmers how much fertilizer they should apply,
which should reduce wastage and costs.
3. Greater innovation in development of new products and
services. Examples include the development of new
financial products, smart contracts and supply
chain tracking services, new products that rely on
applications such as online maps or translation,
and new consumer goods based on analysis of purchasing trends.

These four channels to increasing the impact of
data on development are driven by two key effects.
First, analytics applied to data can reveal patterns that
allow better data-driven decision-making. Second, data
can help to facilitate transactions, including by matching
the suppliers of goods and services with those who demand
them. In this way, the use of data can help overcome
market failures, with positive effects on productivity,
growth, jobs, and welfare (figure 3.1).

Data-intensive analytics can be used to discover new
insights, enhance decision-making, and optimize processes. When data are characterized by the “3 V’s”—
volume, velocity, and variety—they can serve as inputs
to big data analytics. Such analytics typically require
new methodologies and technologies to enable
enhanced decision-making (box 3.1). This chapter
focuses on the development impact of business models that use data-intensive technology or analytics as
their key value drivers, whether they are technology
firms (the providers of data-intensive technological
solutions) or traditional firms and entrepreneurs (the
adopters of data-intensive technologies).
Firms may use various data-driven technologies by
themselves or in combination. A key business model
that has emerged using data-intensive technologies
are data-driven platform businesses, which use data,
along with AI/ML and other analytics, to intermediate
between distinct user groups to match supply with
demand. By overcoming informational asymmetries
and reducing search costs, these businesses facilitate
market exchanges and generate more data on users
and their behavior. Some may also use a combination
of other technologies. For example, the platform
GrainChain uses DLT to broker secure transactions
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Figure 3.1

Figure 3.1 The role of data in the production process: Pathways to development
Quality
improvements

Better data-driven
decision-making

Data in the
production process

Cost reduction and
process optimization

Product
innovation
Data-driven
matching of demand
and supply and
transaction facilitation

intermediation
and lower
transaction costs

• Boost opportunities
for lagging regions
and populations
• Create new export
opportunities
• Promote productivity
and growth
• Create new markets
and disrupt the market
power of traditional
incumbents
• Support local
entrepreneurship
ecosystems

Related opportunities: access to “free” services, adaptation to COVID-19 challenges,
and support for the green agenda
Source: WDR 2021 team.

Box 3.1 Technologies and methods that support data-driven
decision-making and intermediation
Technology that supports data-intensive analytics:
artificial intelligence, including machine learning
Artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) can
help firms analyze their data with less manual effort. AI is
the development and use of any device that perceives its
environment and takes actions that maximize its chance
of success of reaching a defined goal (including learning
and adapting to its environment). It is not a single technology but a family of technologies. Machine learning is
one application of AI. The algorithms that underlay AI
rely on inputs of large amounts of data to learn and produce accurate and valuable insights. Based on adoption
patterns, studies predict that firms responsible for about
70 percent of economic output will have adopted at least
one type of AI technology by 2030.a
Data-intensive analytic applications and big data
analytics sometimes require that data be processed in
different formats and distributed across different locations. These may include cloud computing, bio-inspired
computing, or quantum computing. They also require the

capacity to store big datasets and to clean them to
correct inaccuracies.
Technology that collects data and actions insights
from analytics: smart devices and devices connected
through the Internet of Things (IoT)
Devices include sensors and monitors that generate
data. Smart devices rely on these “machine-generated”
data to improve their operations, often using AI. Devices
are increasingly being connected to the IoT, which allows
them to receive and send data from and to other IoT
devices on ground moisture, climate and air quality,
individuals’ health metrics, firm asset performance, and
the movement of goods through supply chains. IoT and
machine-generated data from devices are poised to multiply exponentially the data generated by businesses,
with potential for development in agriculture, health,
manufacturing, and transportation (such as driverless
vehicles). IoT devices already exceed the number of
internet users and are forecast to reach 25 billion by
(Box continues next page)
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Box 3.1 Technologies and methods that support data-driven
decision-making and intermediation (continued)
2025, with the introduction of fifth-generation (5G)
wireless technology.
Technology that creates transparency and trust in
data records: distributed ledger technology, including
blockchain
Distributed ledger technology (DLT) is a distributed
database in which data are recorded, shared, and synchronized across the nodes (or devices) of a network.
Blockchain is a type of DLT whereby information is consolidated into “blocks” that are linked in a way in which
they can add information layers to the ledger, which

between buyers and sellers of agricultural commodities, while employing Internet of Things (IoT) devices
to accurately measure variables such as commodity
weight. In those platform businesses that earn a significant proportion of their revenue from advertising,
data collected through the platform are used to inform
that advertising. Platform models are a key focus
of this chapter and of many of the economic policy
issues raised in chapter 7 because of their importance
to low- and middle-income countries.
The extent to which data-intensive technologies
can be deployed relies on the presence of key infrastructure, most fundamentally network coverage.
There is also the challenge of bringing more people
online, especially in countries with a gap between the
number of people who have access to networks and
those who are online. This gap is a function of affordability, the existence of local content, and digital skills
(see chapter 5). As more people and devices come
online and data usage matures, the network capacity
needed will grow, requiring sufficient spectrum to be
made available for mobile use—especially in lowerincome countries where mobile is the predominant
technology. Although 4G technology is sufficient for
many IoT uses, 5G will be needed for those uses that
require ultra-reliability and low latency such as smart
energy grids and autonomous vehicles. Reliability
of connection is important for DLT applications that
must keep a reliable and consistent record of data.
Storage and analysis of the data generated through
IoT devices and platform business models depend
on cloud computing (remote storage and processing infrastructure) and the ability to transmit data
over the internet to data centers either locally or
abroad. Beyond data infrastructure, most technology

cannot be changed (in an “append-only” fashion). Blockchain records transactions, tracks assets, or transfers
value between two parties in a verifiable and permanent
way without the need for a central coordinating entity.
Because everyone participating in the blockchain can see
all transactions, the technology engenders peer-to-peer
trust and has several applications, including enabling
payments, smart contracts, supply chain tracking, and
resolving data protection and security issues in the IoT.

a. MGI (2018).

applications require a suite of other foundational
systems to create value, including reliable payment
systems and logistics networks, transport infrastructure, and address systems. Data infrastructure policy
is discussed further in chapter 5.
Figure 3.2 summarizes how data are used as an
input to and produced as a by-product of economic
activity. It illustrates how data created through economic activity can be used as an input to either the
same economic activity or new activities.

Focus on platform firms in lowand middle-income countries
Platform businesses, one of the most ubiquitous and
transformative data-driven models today, reduce
transaction costs and alleviate market failures.7
Ranging from start-ups to businesses operating at
scale, they are a mix of both locally grown and foreign
firms, and they are expanding across low- and middleincome countries. More than 300 digital platforms
headquartered in Africa were active across major
Sub-Saharan African economies as of 2020.8 In Asia, a
study looking at local platforms that had reached scale
identified 62 major local platforms with an individual
market capitalization of at least US$800 million as of
2016, half of which were located in China.9
The diversity of new platforms is evident in recent
research examining both start-ups and scaled platforms. At least 959 platform firms have established a
physical presence in a sample of 17 low- and middleincome countries10 from all regions across four sectors
that are important for jobs or economic productivity:
e-commerce, transport and logistics (including both
freight and passenger transport), agriculture, and
Data as a resource for the private sector
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Figure 3.2 The role of data in economic activity

Source of revenue for
economic activities in
advertising-based
business models

Data used to inform
advertising

Economic activity (firms,
entrepreneurs, farmers)
Platforms and other data-driven
businesses using technologies, including
• Big data analytics for insights and
innovation, including using AI
• IoT devices and smart devices
• Transactions facilitated by DLT,
including blockchain

• Data observed—on users, objects, and
processes—through economic activity,
including machine-generated data
• Data inferred through analytics

Data produced
as a by-product
of economic
activity

Data inputs for
economic activity

Big data cleaning
and storage
• Data volunteered by users
• Open public data

Supported by network connectivity, storage capacity, and processing capacity
Source: WDR 2021 team.
Note: AI = artificial intelligence; DLT = distributed ledger technology; IoT = Internet of Things.

tourism.11 In the sample, Bangladesh, Brazil, Indonesia, Kenya, and Nigeria have relatively high numbers
of platform firms when controlling for gross domestic
product (GDP) per capita (figure 3.3, panel a).
Across the countries in the sample, most platform
firms are recent entrants—55 percent were established in the past five years.12 Only 11 percent of firms
were established more than 10 years ago. Firms also
tend to be small—over 80 percent have 50 or fewer
employees, and almost half (47 percent) have 10 or
fewer (figure 3.3, panel b). Most firms have remained
active (defined as having an active and up-to-date
online presence) since they were established; the
average share of firms currently active across regions
is more than 80 percent. Sub-Saharan Africa is an
outlier: nearly half of its firms appear to be inactive.13
E-commerce has the highest share of platform
firms in 82 percent of countries in the sample, with
the highest shares in South Asia and the Middle East
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and North Africa and the lowest in Europe and Central
Asia. The agriculture sector tends to have the smallest
share of firms across regions, with the exception of
Sub-Saharan Africa. The importance of e-commerce
in the data economy is also reflected in web traffic.
Although local data-driven firms are on the rise in
low- and middle-income countries, foreign-headquartered firms have a significant presence, underscoring
the global nature of the data-driven economy. Their
presence is also a reminder that the platform economy is still nascent in lower-income countries relative to high-income economies (partly due to issues
around trust, lack of digital skills, and lack of access
to finance). Of the top 25 websites in terms of traffic
in the 17 low- and middle-income countries sampled,
59 percent belong to firms with foreign headquarters
on average14—however, the figure varies across countries (figure 3.4). Although the presence of firms from
high-income countries in lower-income countries is

Figure 3.3 Platform firms are numerous in some lower-income countries, but tend to be small
b. Distribution of platform firms, by region
and number of employees
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Figure 3.4 The importance of domestic versus foreign-headquartered firms
differs across countries as indicated by firm share of top websites
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Figure 3.5 Users visit and spend more time on Facebook, Google, and YouTube
than other websites
a. Share of countries where
Facebook, Google, and YouTube are in the top 10
visited websites, by country income group
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Source: WDR 2021 team, based on data from Alexa Internet, “The Top 500 Sites on the Web, by Country” (accessed April 2020), https://www.alexa.com
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Note: Sample of 1,270 websites (top 10 websites in 127 countries).

widespread, the opposite is not true. Only 15 percent
of digital firms headquartered in Sub-Saharan Africa
operate outside the region, and the majority of those
have expanded to the Middle East and North Africa.15
The leading global platforms are highly relevant to
the digital ecosystems of lower-income countries and
their citizens, particularly for online search and social
media. Google, YouTube (which is owned by Google),
and Facebook are among the top 10 most visited websites in 62 of 77 low- and middle-income countries (figure 3.5, panel a). These platforms also have the highest
average daily time spent on the site per user globally
(figure 3.5, panel b). In online markets where firms
compete for the attention of viewers, such popularity
can significantly intensify these platforms’ market
power in advertising (which is, in turn, important for
suppliers of other products) and increase the amount
of data being collected about users. Google’s Next Billion Users initiative is specifically aimed at developing products and services for lower-income countries.
Facebook has launched an app aimed at providing free
data in lower-income countries. WhatsApp (owned
by Facebook) is by far the most used mobile application globally in terms of time.16 Because of the global
nature of these firms, dynamics in overseas markets
that affect the strategies and policies of these large
platforms will have repercussions for those in lowand middle-income countries.
Data traffic over the internet is also highly concentrated in a few companies. Six US companies
generate more than 40 percent of the world’s internet
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data flows (figure 3.6, panel a). Across the top 25
websites (by traffic) in the 17 sampled countries featured in figure 3.4, some 60 percent is owned by five
firms headquartered in the United States (Google,
Microsoft, Facebook, Verizon, and Amazon). Significant non-US parent companies include Naspers
(headquartered in South Africa), Alibaba (China), and
Jumia (which has its operations largely in Nigeria)—
see figure 3.6, panel b.

Data inputs for economic activity
The “digital footprint” and data collection
by firms
Everything a digital user does leaves a trail, whether
it is making a phone call, sending a text, conducting
an online search, posting on social media, or making
a digital transaction. The digital footprint of an individual or business is their collection of traceable digital activities and communications on the internet or
other digital media. Data collected through devices—
particularly IoT devices—can also capture insights
on individuals and firms. For firms, such insights
are gained from data on throughput and efficiency,
spare capacity, and asset quality, among other things.
For individuals, they typically involve health and bio
metric data.
Digital footprints can be actively created when
a user makes a choice to share information, such as
by posting on social media or volunteering information to register for services. Or they can be passively

Figure 3.6 Internet traffic in low- and middle-income countries is concentrated in
several US-based firms
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created, when data are left behind as a by-product
of other activities such as an Internet Protocol (IP)
address, search history, or internet clicks. Firms
typically collect both active and passive data. Often,
this information is collected at exceedingly high frequency and microgranularity.
Big data and ML algorithms enable firms to draw
inferences about the characteristics of individuals
(such as attitudes and socioeconomic status) and
other businesses (such as performance, capacity, and
reputation). In low- and middle-income countries,
digital footprints are best known for their ability to
predict repayment behavior. However, applications
also extend to the development of new products and
improvements in service delivery across the economy,
to the development of analytical tools for businesses,
and, importantly, to the creation of consumer profiles that can be used to sell advertising services—a
practice that ultimately subsidizes many of the “free”
products that consumers use today. A number of risks
have been identified and concerns raised about these
methods and applications. These are discussed later
in the chapter.
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Data collected through mobile phone use has been
one of the fastest-growing sources of user information and behavior. CDRs held by mobile network
operators (MNOs) contain certain data on every call
and text made, including the telephone number of the
caller and receiver, the date and time of the interaction, and the associated cellphone tower. This information is primarily collected for billing purposes but
can be used as well to identify the behavior, mobility
patterns, and social networks of users. MNOs can
also track data on use of value-added services, internet services, and mobile money transactions.17
Data-driven firms—including e-commerce, online
search, and social media firms—produce, in addition,
data on behavioral patterns that can be detected by
noting the time, frequency, and extent of transactions
or communications made. Several variables that can
help predict economic status are available to platform
firms, including the device type of their users (desktop, tablet, mobile), the operating system (Windows,
iOS, Android), and the channel through which a user
arrived at the firm’s home page. For example, having
an iOS device consistently correlates with being in the
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top quartile of the income distribution in the United
States.18 A study in Germany found that the time of
day that purchases were made on an e-commerce
site was predictive of a consumer’s self-control and
repayment behavior. People who made purchases
between noon and 6 p.m. were half as likely to default
on their payment for the products bought as those
who made purchases between midnight and 6 a.m.
Consumers coming from a price comparison website
were roughly half as likely to default as customers
directed to the site via search engine ads, consistent
with research on impulse shopping.19
Finally, firms collect data that are generated as
a result of phenomena that are not attributable to a
specific individual or business. These data are often
generated by machines or devices and can include
data on traffic, weather and climatic conditions, and
network usage in the case of computing or network
industries. This Report highlights many examples of
using this type of data for development purposes.
The use of open public intent data by
businesses
Public intent data are also used by businesses for
commercial purposes, particularly where those data
are nonpersonal and where there are positive spillovers from the private use of such data. The use
of open public intent data by private firms is prevalent in advanced economies with advanced national
data systems, although there are also examples from
low-income and emerging economies. Spotlight 3.1
discusses these uses in greater detail.

The positive development
impacts of data used in the
production process
This section presents examples of potential positive
development impacts that data used in firms’ production processes can facilitate (following the third
development pathway of data generated by private
firms described in chapter 1). It then turns to the
risks stemming from the use of data by firms that
policy makers need to consider. These examples are
included to help set out what the current production
possibility frontier might look like going forward.
Although many of the examples may be outliers, they
can indicate what may be possible and what countries
may want to aspire to.
Boosting opportunities for lagging regions and populations by reducing market fragmentation. Data-driven
business models can lower entry costs to markets
and provide new opportunities for small firms and
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low-income households.20 Firms in less populated
areas can expand their access to markets through
data-driven platforms, which match sellers and buyers, and through the logistics services of e-commerce
platforms, which provide support in bringing products to market from more remote areas. Costs associated with distance are as much as 65 percent lower for
online vendors active on global e-commerce platforms,
compared with those for offline vendors.21 Lowerincome countries could reap substantial benefits
from such e-commerce platforms: the cost-reduction
effects of platforms tend to be greater for exporting
countries that are unknown or less trustworthy to
consumers (as measured by corruption indexes).22
In China’s rural (and traditionally lower-income)
Taobao Villages, where annual e-commerce transaction volumes exceed 10 million yuan and at least 10
percent of households engage in e-commerce, rural
households trading goods on the Taobao platform
have significantly higher incomes and higher income
growth than those that do not.23 These data are suggestive of the large benefits of data-driven business
models in lagging regions, but the evidence base
is just beginning to develop, and not all signs are
encouraging. For example, a recent randomized trial
in China that connected rural villages to e-commerce
found little evidence of income gains for rural producers and workers. Understanding what factors led
to Taobao success and meager gains for other Chinese
villages is a crucial part of the future research agenda.
Creating new export opportunities. Not only can
entrepreneurs market their goods remotely, but
intangible data-enabled services now flow across
borders. The boom in data-enabled services creates
opportunities for new entrants in global trade and
may foster economic growth for countries traditionally lagging in access to global markets. For example,
the rise in Indian services exports has been associated
with gains in per capita income and a decline in urban
and rural poverty head count ratios.24 The Indian digital services industry has also created employment,
especially for women and in smaller cities with
populations of about 1 million or less, which can help
bridge economic and social inequalities.25
The Philippines is another important beneficiary,
exporting an estimated US$23 billion in services
enabled by information technology (IT)—equivalent
to almost half of the country’s merchandise trade
exports and more than double its total agricultural
exports.26 In Africa, Senegal, a low-income country,
boasts a dynamic digital services sector focused on
business services as well as apps and software solutions geared toward regional markets. Mauritius

has developed a fast-growing export-oriented digital
business services industry, diversifying its servicescentered economy away from the country’s tourism
sector.27 Such expansion into digital services has
proven important in light of the tourism collapse provoked by the COVID-19 pandemic. Studies show that
trade in services, in particular IT-enabled business
services, is not as prone to sudden collapses as other
forms of global trade.28
Promoting productivity and growth. Although evidence from lower-income countries is scant, across
four industries (hotels, restaurants, taxis, and retail
trade) in 10 member countries of the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)29
the average service provider enjoyed bigger increases
in the overall productivity of labor and capital in
countries with relatively high online platform development between 2011 and 2017.30 Increased e-sales
activities accounted for 18 percent of the labor productivity growth in 14 European countries from 2003
to 2010.31 There is also some evidence from Europe of
a smaller productivity gap between large and small
firms in the sectors that use online sales most.32
Machine learning could fundamentally revolutionize innovation, bringing data to the core of the
growth process.33 Empirical evidence on 18,000 US
manufacturing plants between 2005 and 2010 finds
that firms with more intensive data usage are significantly more productive due to not only technology
adoption but also data-driven decision-making.34
Globally, AI could deliver additional economic output
of about US$13 trillion between 2018 and 2030 (netting out competition effects and transition costs),
boosting global GDP by about 1.2 percent a year,
according to a 2018 modeling exercise.35
Of course, not all countries will be affected similarly, and the evidence base for low- and middleincome countries needs to be developed. The focus
in this chapter on data-driven business models and
productivity enhancement through data reveals an
imbalance toward case studies from higher-income
countries. That imbalance is itself a sign of the lopsided distribution of benefits deriving from data.
Creating new markets and disrupting the market
position of traditional incumbents. E-money platforms,
among others, have challenged traditional banks
and other service providers in transferring funds
to and from accounts. For example, M-Pesa reached
9.5 million customers within its first three years in
operation in Kenya, a country with only 8.4 million
bank accounts.36 Electronic freight exchanges such
as uShip and Mober that match carriers with cargo
holders have triggered global logistics providers such

as Schenker and DHL to develop their own digital
exchanges. Incumbent taxi providers who were protected by fixed license caps are now exposed to competition from ride-hailing apps, which can improve
inclusion of some parts of the population. For example, in Mexico City the proportion of female drivers
with Uber (5 percent) is higher than in Mexico’s taxi
industry (0.5–2.5 percent).37 A 2017 study of 2,000 firms
in 60 countries found that digital entrants boost the
size of an industry by both realizing latent demand
and taking market share from incumbents.38 Indeed,
the study showed that the profits of incumbents fall
significantly in response to competition from digital
entrants, and the slowest-growing incumbents are
the most affected. These effects should translate into
welfare benefits for users through more affordable
products and greater innovation, although the benefits are less likely felt by the lowest income groups
because they do not participate in these markets as
consumers or suppliers.
Supporting local entrepreneurship ecosystems. An ecosystem is an interconnected set of services accessed
through a single integrated experience. Facebook,
for example, enables users to shop, make hotel
bookings, message contacts, read the news, and chat
with a doctor—all with different firms but through a
single interface. Successful data-driven firms often
spark new business models through complementary
products and aftermarkets. Such local ecosystems,
consisting of symbiotic and interdependent firms,
frequently rise up around leading multinational
platforms. The leading global platforms are therefore
highly relevant for the digital ecosystems of countries
and their citizens.
Ecosystems built around larger firms can enable
lower-income economies to build digital capabilities,
especially because they integrate data across a series
of services to increase the scale and scope of datasets.
For example, Apple’s Healthkit platform offers Apple
device users the option to share their health and activity data across applications on their smartphones.
This integration allows researchers, hospitals, and
developers of health care and fitness apps to access
valuable data to inform patient care, marketing, and
product development. The development of a healthy
ecosystem relies on provision of access to data and
systems.
Related opportunities arising from
data-driven business models
Three related opportunities can arise from datadriven business models that are not linked directly to
the four channels discussed earlier. Evidence is just
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emerging, but it indicates that these models could be
important for lower-income countries.
Providing nominally “free” services to consumers. Nominally “free” or “zero price” services have become an
integral part of our lives. Free messaging services,
video communication, social connection tools, search
engines, map services, storage, and translation and
payment apps are now commonplace and increasingly being developed with low-income consumers in
mind. Google is rolling out scaled-down search and
e-mail apps for low-end smartphones, as well as voice
search in various dialects to overcome literacy challenges. Free services also offer important inputs for
other data-driven businesses. Digital start-ups often
rely on integration with digital payment systems,
cloud storage, and online analytical tools. For transformative business models that match and connect
users in different geographic locations, online map
services are a crucial input.
The welfare gains of nominally “free” digital goods
are substantial. However, they are likely to be underestimated because they are not captured in GDP—
they have a nominal price of zero. A recent study
found that including the welfare gains from Facebook
would add between 0.05 and 0.11 percentage points to
GDP growth per year in the United States.39
“Free” services reflect the very low marginal cost
of replicating and distributing data and certain digital services. But they are ultimately made possible
on a large scale because firms can monetize data
through advertising and data sales, thereby giving
rise to the idea that users in fact “pay with their data.”
This approach is reflected in the revenue structure of
some of the tech giants. Mobile advertising made up
84 percent of Google’s total revenue in 2019,40 while
Alibaba earns more than half its global revenues from
advertising.41
Both Google and Facebook have offered free
internet access in lower-income countries. Facebook’s
schemes have been criticized for mining the data of
low-income users while initially defying net neutrality rules and offering access to only a limited set of
sites.42 Meanwhile, Google attempted to monetize its
free Wi-Fi service (rolled out in nine middle-income
countries) by showing ads to users, but it recently
discontinued these services because they have proven
unprofitable.43
More limited opportunities in low- and middleincome countries for monetizing data may therefore limit the ability of firms operating locally to
offer free services. Facebook’s average revenue per
user in the United States and Canada was US$41.41
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in 2019, whereas it was US$2.48 in all countries
except the United States, Canada, and European
and Asia-Pacific countries. Firms focused on lowerincome countries may find it difficult to replicate the
free services offered by firms that operate globally
and can cross-subsidize their operations with global
advertising.
Adapting to new ways of doing business because of the
COVID-19 pandemic. Urgent demands have surfaced
for the private sector to adopt data-driven solutions
to deal with the pandemic and increase resilience
and productivity for recovery. Firms will also need to
increasingly invest in the transparency and traceability of value chains, increase their reliance on automation in the production process, and make more precise
predictions about their demand and input supply that
anticipate disruptions. Data-driven technologies will
play a critical role in helping firms adapt. Smart connected devices and robots that automate previously
manual processes while collecting and analyzing data
will serve as a key input in this reengineering of business processes during the recovery. AI that can predict consumption and production trends, combined
with platforms that provide matching through data
analysis, may also create on-demand labor forces.
Although the intensifying adoption of data-driven
business models can be an opportunity, these trends
also hold risks for the international competitiveness
of those countries not at the technological frontier,
with implications for jobs and inequality.
Impacts on the green and sustainability agenda. The
increased use of data-intensive technologies contributes to global carbon emissions. And yet these
technologies can also help firms better manage their
environmental footprint and become sustainable,
while allowing sectors such as agriculture to adapt
to climate change. By improving the efficiency and
traceability of supply chains and production processes, these technologies can reduce waste, enable
circular solutions, promote sustainable sourcing
of inputs, and empower consumers to make more
environmentally responsible decisions. By making
energy systems more efficient (including through
automated tracking of energy use), they can facilitate
the adoption of renewable energy through better
management of performance. Data-driven farming
can help farmers adapt to climate change while
rationalizing use of harmful inputs. However, the
net impact of such technologies on the environment
will depend on several factors, including responsible
actions by consumers and the decarbonization of the
energy sector.

How use of data in the production
process is transforming sectors
New business models that use data to drive value are
springing up in low- and middle-income economies.
The data and technology that can be most transformative depend on the types of market failures that
need to be solved and the development channels that
are possible. This differs across sectors.
Finance
Some 1.7 billion adults worldwide did not have a bank
account as of 2017.44 At least 200 million small firms in
low- and middle-income countries have unmet credit
needs estimated at US$2.2 trillion.45 Several market
failures are to blame. First, the high cost of traditional
banking relative to the low-value transactions and
balances of low-income individuals makes it less viable or attractive for traditional banking to serve this
market segment. Second, information asymmetries
between financial institutions and low-income borrowers make it difficult to assess credit risk, thereby
limiting the supply and raising the price of credit.
Finally, formal financial services lack relevant products and services for low-income users. Digitization
and data analytics can help overcome these challenges to make services more accessible, affordable,
and secure.
Alternative credit scoring algorithms. Financial service providers are increasingly adopting alternative
credit scoring techniques that take advantage of
users’ digital footprints to train ML algorithms to
identify, score, and underwrite credit for individuals who otherwise lack documentation of their
creditworthiness.
Two early movers that have achieved scale—
Lenddo (Philippines) and Cignifi (operating in
Africa, Asia, and Latin America)—use data that
con
sumers volunteer about their cellphone use
patterns, digital transactions, and social media and
web browsing activity to build algorithms that map
behavioral patterns and score the creditworthiness
of borrowers.
Payment and transaction histories have also
enabled e-commerce firms to move into lending.
Ant Financial’s MYbank app links directly to users’
Alibaba transaction data to score and extend credit.46
Amazon’s small business loan operation (which
operates in China, India, and other countries) relies
on a seller’s sales performance on Amazon to decide
whether to extend credit. Destácame, a Chile-based
alternative credit scoring start-up and the first of its

kind in Latin America, uses data on utilities payments
for its credit scoring.
Psychometric tests, which assess the abilities, attitudes, and personality traits of individuals, are also
being used to screen borrowers. LenddoEFL provides
financial institutions with psychometric tools that
analyze applicants’ answers on an online quiz, including factors such as how long it takes applicants to
answer and how they interact with the web interface.
LenddoEFL claims to have made more than 12 million credit assessments through more than 50 client
financial institutions around the world.47
Notwithstanding the opportunities these
approaches offer, observers have raised concerns
that using algorithms in this way can discriminate
against individuals and reinforce existing racial, gender, and economic inequalities. Lenddo, for example,
has been known to rate consumers as less creditworthy if they are friends on Facebook with someone
who was late paying back a loan.48 Algorithmic bias is
discussed later in this chapter and in chapters 4 and 6.
Payment systems. Digital payments are by definition flows of electronic data. They are central to
powering e-commerce and other online transactions,
while simultaneously generating data on purchasing
patterns that can provide insights into a plethora of
consumer characteristics.
Mobile payments in particular have reduced the
transaction costs of transferring resources, enabling
new ways for households and firms to make
payments, save, and send remittances. The welldocumented benefits of mobile money in lowerincome countries include lowering transaction and
transport costs; encouraging saving through the
relatively safe storage of value in a digital format;
empowering female users through greater privacy,
thereby increasing their bargaining power within
families; and allowing more effective risk sharing
between households.49 In India, mobile money has
improved the ability of households to share risk,
providing welfare benefits of 3–4 percent of income
on average.50 Research also has found a significant
link between the use of the mobile financial service
M-Pesa and a reduction in poverty among Kenyans,
with greater impacts on female-headed households
through changes in financial behavior and movement
of labor from subsistence farming to secondary jobs
and entrepreneurship.51
Use of transaction data for product development. Digital payments generate large amounts of data on how
people make purchases and transfers, which can be
especially important in economies that run largely
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on cash and among demographic groups that have a
small digital footprint. These data can enable firms to
see which regions and market segments are expanding, understand user preferences and behavior to
target services such as microcredit, and predict fraud
and increase security within and between platforms.
For example, Mastercard’s Tourism Insights service
allows the tourism industry to make better investments by leveraging big data to provide information
on travelers’ preferences.52 In South Africa, TymeBank
offers customers incentives to link their debit cards
to their retail loyalty programs, providing access to
data on customer spending that are used for product
design.
Distributed ledger technology, including blockchain.
Blockchain eliminates the need for financial intermediaries, drastically reducing settlement time and
making transfers almost instantaneous. The use of
digital technology can embed rules into smart contracts, including automated execution of contract.
The explicit terms and payments of DLT can simplify
complex negotiation and verification processes.53
DLTs’ use of smart contracts in the provision of loans
and credit can also improve trust. This is especially
important for new and smaller firms that lack the
requisite credit histories and collateral.
Despite the promise of blockchain, there are serious challenges to its widespread adoption, including
unclear or unfavorable regulatory approaches and
lack of user understanding. Adopting blockchain
where the technology does not address the underlying issue or consumer needs is also problematic.
Agriculture
Managing production and marketing risks is a key
challenge for smallholder farmers and agribusinesses.
Remote sensing and geographic information systems, together with data analytics, provide insights
into farming operations and propel the development
of smart farming, which can help manage production
and financial risks. For example, NubeSol, an Indian
agtech firm, provides sugarcane growers with a
monthly yield map of their plots, with forecasts of
yields and recommendations on inputs such as fertilizer based on remote sensing and data analytics.
JD.com, a technology firm in China, is adopting AI
techniques and big data to provide credit to farmers
who raise pigs. Farms install AI-enabled cameras that
can recognize pigs’ faces, as well as IoT technology to
transmit data about the farms’ physical conditions. If
a pig with feeding abnormalities has been identified,
the algorithm can quickly extract information about
its growth history and immune status to provide
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customized feeding care. The IoT system adjusts
farm conditions such as humidity, temperature, and
lighting based on real-time data on the farm. Using
information about farm operations, JD.com also
carries out credit assessments to provide farmers
with loans, which has reduced their nonperforming
loan ratio to nearly zero.
Platforms are using data as well to provide a
range of services and products along the value chain,
including by reducing idle capacity in machinery.
Hello Tractor, which emerged in Nigeria, operates a
platform connecting tractor owners and farmers who
lack their own equipment. Data about tractor locations and availability are monitored using an installed
device and then transmitted to Hello Tractor’s mobile
app platform, which farmers can use to submit a
booking request. In this way, farmers are able to find
the most cost-effective available tractor, and tractor
owners are able to monitor the use of equipment.
Another agriculture platform, DigiCow, pioneered
in Kenya, keeps digital health records on cows and
matches farmers with qualified veterinary services.
Integrated, data-focused solutions are emerging
along the whole agriculture value chain. Digifarm,
a mobile platform offered by Safaricom in Kenya,
provides farmers with one-stop access to a suite of
products, including financial and credit services,
quality farm products, and customized information
on best farming practices. Mobile money data from
M-Pesa and data on the way people behave on the app
are taken into consideration to provide farmers with
tailored products and services.
As agriculture supply chains become more complex, margins imposed by different intermediaries
mount, which raises the prices paid by consumers
and depresses the income earned by farmers. Food
traceability concerns also increase.54 Data-based solutions can improve food traceability, while disrupting
traditional market structures by reducing the need
for intermediaries. In Haiti, blockchain solutions
have allowed mango farmers to maintain ownership
of their produce until the final sale to US retailers
by facilitating traceability and direct payments.
Employed in conjunction with other value chain components such as third-party logistics services, intermediaries that previously held substantial market
power are circumvented. Customers can scan a QR
code on the final product to access information about
where the mango comes from, how it was packaged
and transported, and the costs involved at each step.55
Similarly, Walmart has collaborated with IBM to
trace mangoes from South and Central America to the
United States. Participants in this process cannot edit

information because of the decentralization feature
of blockchain technology, which ensures trust and
transparency.56
Personal data protection has specific complexities
for farmers. Data on their farms are identifiable and
could be used to reveal personal details such as their
wealth and income. However, farmers could also
benefit from using and pooling their data to develop
commercial insights. The governance regime for agriculture thus requires special considerations (see the
further discussion of governance issues in chapter 8).
Health
To deliver individual health care in lower-income
countries, data-driven applications require complementary improvements in infrastructure and basic
health services before they can become truly transformational. Some business models show promise
in helping overcome such challenges, which include
high logistical costs, counterfeiting of pharmaceuticals, difficulties in coordinating health care resources,
and low supplies of specialist expertise, especially in
rural areas. With strong mobile phone penetration,
rising investment in digitizing health information, and developments in cloud computing, more
health-focused businesses in low- and middle-income
countries are likely to adopt data-intensive advances
in coming years. Although such advances hold promise, the sensitive nature of health data implies an acute
need for policy makers to be aware of the risks posed
by the improper collection and use of these data.
Telehealth (mHealth and eHealth). Telehealth makes
use of data and connected devices to deliver care
remotely. In rural areas where the ratio of doctors to
patients is low, telehealth is a useful way to access consultations and disease diagnosis. The model has also
played an important role during the COVID-19 pandemic, where remote diagnosis has been necessary.
Mobile apps combined with AI technology and
wearable devices can provide in-the-field diagnoses
and recommendations. For example, Colorimetrix, an
app that allows a smartphone camera to read results
from color-based tests for diabetes, kidney disease,
and urinary tract infections, was designed specifically
with lower-income economies in mind. Algorithms
are used to compare the result with stored calibration values. Results are delivered to the smartphone,
allowing for further analysis of results for trends. The
hope is that such apps will eventually also be able to
detect HIV, malaria, and tuberculosis.57
Accuhealth Chile monitors patients in remote
areas by using a range of connected medical sensors.
Both quantitative data on patients’ progress and

qualitative data collected through custom-created
questionnaires are sent to a virtual clinical service
that conducts patient triage based on algorithmic
analysis. Accuhealth is also using predictive algorithms to make service delivery more cost-efficient.
In Cameroon, CardioPad was locally designed to
improve the access of patients living in rural areas
to cardiovascular health care. The CardioPad tablet is
paired with sensors that collect data on the patient’s
health statistics and transmit them over a mobile
network to hospitals where cardiologists can make a
diagnosis.
Drug verification. Substandard or falsified medical
products will be an urgent health care challenge in
the next decade, according to the World Health Organization (WHO).58 An estimated one-tenth of medical
products in low- and middle-income countries, particularly antimalarials and antibiotics, are substandard
or falsified.59
Mobile authentication services such as mPedigree
offer people in countries such as Ghana, India, Kenya,
and Nigeria an easy way to check the authenticity
of medicine. Launched in Ghana in 2007, mPedigree
allows pharmaceutical manufacturers to add a code
to their packaging that consumers can then verify using their mobile phones. mPedigree has also
begun using its consumer authentication data to
monitor for anomalies in real time so that it can then
generate warnings to brand owners, regulators, and
consumers.60
Supplies management. Digital platforms can also
help manage supplies in countries where centralized
provision is deficient or lacking. LifeBank is a Nigerian platform firm that matches hospitals requesting
blood with potential donors based on current demand
and location maps of all institutions involved in blood
distribution. Information about the donation, collection, screening, storage, and delivery procedures
are recorded on a blockchain, thereby increasing
confidence in blood quality. LifeBank claims to have
reduced the average delivery time from about 24
hours to 45 minutes.61 During the COVID-19 crisis, the
platform has also extended its services to matching
medical equipment.
Education
Despite significant improvements in school enrollment over the last decades, an average student
in low-income countries performs worse than 95
percent of the students in high-income countries.62
Lack of teaching resources and learning tools and
the traditional one-size-fits-all approach in education
have made it difficult to tailor instruction to students’
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individual abilities and needs, particularly where
classrooms are overcrowded.63 Recent advances in big
data and AI offer opportunities to provide individualized learning experiences for students. Machine
learning and data analytics techniques can help identify students’ behavioral patterns (such as mistakes
made frequently in tests) usually in a more efficient
way than teachers. For example, by memorizing and
understanding students’ learning paths, Byju, a digital supplemental learning platform in India, suggests
tailored learning materials such as videos, quizzes,
and flashcards that match the needs of individual students. Besides analyzing individual learning behaviors, the platform also analyzes aggregate data on how
all students learn on its platform. If many students
are having trouble with similar types of problem sets,
the system flags the need to add more explanatory
videos or materials to the entire platform.
In China, Squirrel Ai Learning is another firm specializing in intelligent adaptive education. Students
start with a short diagnostic test to leave a digital
footprint reflecting their knowledge level so that the
teaching system can provide a tailored curriculum,
which is updated as the student proceeds through
learning modules. Based on its comparison trials
among middle school students, Squirrel Ai Learning
claims that its system does a better job of improving
math test scores than traditional classroom teaching.64
During the COVID-19 pandemic, digital platforms that support live video communication have
been playing an indispensable role in transitioning
to online learning. As of May 2020, more than 140
countries had closed schools, affecting more than 60
percent of enrolled students.65 Lark, for example, is
providing educational institutions in India with free
cloud storage and video conference services. Dingtalk,
a communication platform that supports video conferencing and attendance tracking, has connected
more than 50 million students with teachers in China.
Transport and logistics
Data-driven firms in transport and logistics provide
matching services to facilitate the use of assets by
other market participants. By automating decisionmaking and navigation, these models increase the
efficiency of service delivery and the management of
supply chains. Prominent applications are for digital
freight matching, digital courier logistics, and IoTenabled cold storage.
Digital freight matching. These platforms (often
dubbed “Uber for trucks”) match cargo and shippers
with trucks for last-mile transport. In lower-income
countries, where the supply of truck drivers is highly
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fragmented and often informal, sourcing cargo is a
challenge, and returning with an empty load contributes to high shipping costs. In China, the empty load
rate is 27 percent versus 13 percent in Germany and
10 percent in the United States.66
Digital freight matching overcomes these challenges by matching cargo to drivers and trucks that
are underutilized. The model also uses data insights
to optimize routing and provide truckers with integrated services and working capital. Because a significant share of logistics services in lower-income countries leverage informal suppliers, these technologies
also represent an opportunity to formalize services.
Examples include Blackbuck (India), Cargo X (Brazil),
Full Truck Alliance (China), Kobo360 (Ghana, Kenya,
Nigeria, Togo, Uganda), and Lori (Kenya, Nigeria,
Rwanda, South Sudan, Tanzania, Uganda). In addition
to using data for matching, Blackbuck uses various
data to set reliable arrival times, drawing on global
positioning system (GPS) data and predictions on the
length of driver stops. Lori tracks data on costs and
revenues per lane, along with data on asset utilization, to help optimize services. Cargo X charts routes
to avoid traffic and reduce the risk of cargo robbery.
Kobo360 chooses routes to avoid armed bandits based
on real-time information shared by drivers. Many of
the firms also allow shippers to track their cargo in
real time. Data on driver characteristics and behavior
have allowed platforms to offer auxiliary services to
address the challenges that truck drivers face. For
example, some platforms offer financial products to
help drivers pay upfront costs, such as tolls, fuel, and
tires, as well as targeted insurance products.
Kobo360 claims that its drivers increase their
monthly earnings by 40 percent and that users save
an average of about 7 percent in logistics costs.67 Lori
claims that more than 40 percent of grain moving
through Kenya to Uganda now moves through its
platform, and that the direct costs of moving bulk
grain have been reduced by 17 percent in Uganda.68
Digital courier logistics. The growth of on-demand
couriers enables small merchants and the growing
e-commerce industry to reach customers rapidly
and reliably in expanding urban areas. Data-driven
matching and route optimization overcome high
search costs and traffic congestion and provide verification of safety standards through customer reviews.
The prime example of this business model is
Gojek, which is reportedly utilized by more than 1 million motorcycle drivers serving 500,000 micro, small,
and medium enterprises (MSMEs)—including more
than 120,00 MSMEs since the onset of the COVID-19
pandemic.69 Established in Indonesia in 2010 as a

call center to connect consumers to courier delivery
services, the company leveraged its data on consumer
behavior to expand into digital courier services in
2015. Its app now offers various logistics services,
including delivery of food and groceries and medicines and pharmaceuticals. Gojek uses AI and ML for
matching, forecasting (to inform drivers where to go
ahead of a surge in demand), and dynamic pricing.
Through its 8 billion pings with drivers per day, Gojek
claims it generates 4–5 terabytes of data every day.
IoT-enabled cold storage. According to WHO, 19.4
million people across the globe lacked access to
routine life-saving vaccines in 2018, partly because
of lack of efficient cold chain systems.70 IoT-enabled
cold storage solutions allow the transport and storage
of temperature-sensitive food and medication, with
greater control and tracking by the freight owner.
For vaccines, the ability to track temperature can help
ensure confidence in integrity before dispensation,
even before further testing.
Gricd, a Nigerian start-up founded in 2018, utilizes solar-powered, IoT-enabled mobile refrigeration
boxes whose internal probes collect temperature data
and transmit it to a server. Real-time information on
location and temperature can be accessed by freight
owners online or via a mobile app, ensuring that the
cold chain is effectively monitored and maintained.
Social media as a tool for connecting to
markets
High marketing and advertising costs hinder smaller
businesses trying to reach new markets and customers. Meanwhile, high search costs and frictions
related to contract enforcement raise prices for buyers and inhibit trade.71 Social media provide a lowcost sales platform for firms domestically and abroad
and reduce search costs for consumers. They enable
products to be better targeted to consumers and can
reduce marketing costs by as much as 90 percent,
compared with traditional television marketing.72
Social media platforms also allow sellers to incorporate market intelligence into their product development through real-time feedback and gathering
of online data.73 Given these advantages, it is not
surprising that nearly half of all enterprises in the
European Union had used social media for advertising purposes as of 2017.74
Reaching markets through social media could
disproportionately advantage smaller firms over
larger ones, as suggested by the high proportion
of small entrepreneurs who use Facebook. In 2018,
nearly four in 10 Facebook business users were
single-person firms connecting across 42 countries

(including low- and middle-income), although singleperson firms are only one-tenth of the general population of firms.75 Businesses run by women are more
likely to leverage online tools to facilitate business
success than businesses run by men.76
On the buyer side, social connections can increase
trade by building trust, including by reducing information asymmetries and providing a substitute for
the formal mechanisms of contract enforcement.77
According to a study of 180 countries and 332 European regions, social connectedness tends to increase
exports—particularly to those countries with a weak
rule of law—and to lower prices, especially for goods
whose prices are not transparent and that are not
traded on exchanges.78

Some potential risks and
adverse outcomes of data-driven
businesses to be addressed by
policy
Despite the potential transformative effects of datadriven firms, policy makers need to take into account
several (often interrelated) risks and adverse outcomes to ensure that the use of data in the productive
processes of firms safely fulfills their potential. The
relevance and immediacy of these concerns depend
on the data intensity of a country’s economy. However,
because of the global nature of many large data-driven
firms market dynamics in one country can often have
spillover effects internationally. This concern should
not discourage policy makers from fostering a datadriven economic ecosystem in their country, but they
should put the appropriate safeguards and enablers
in place to ensure that data-driven markets remain
competitive and vibrant—and that gains are shared
broadly across society—as the data intensity of the
economy increases. These topics are covered in part II
of this Report.
Potential to increase the propensity for
dominant firms to emerge
Proprietary data can provide a firm with a competitive advantage over rivals. Because data are often
created as a by-product of a firm’s economic activities,
once a firm has invested in the fixed cost of building
capacity to collect data, the marginal cost of creating
additional data is low. Moreover, better targeting of a
firm’s offering can attract more users, thereby leveraging network effects between platform users that can
lead to a “winner-takes-most” dynamic or, at the least,
a scale advantage that new entrants find difficult to
overcome.79 For example, an e-commerce platform
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that incorporates more consumer data creates a more
customized shopping experience, with more accurate
product recommendations, more preordered shopping baskets, and more consumer reviews. A platform
with a greater number of consumers will also attract
more suppliers through indirect network effects, raising users’ costs of switching to competing platforms.
The distribution of web traffic, a proxy for concentration in the e-commerce sector, is skewed toward a few
larger platforms. Among 631 business-to-consumer
online marketplaces in Africa, 56 percent of web visitors went to 1 percent of sites in 2019.80 Jumia alone
had 24 percent of users.
Data can also ease a platform’s entry into adjacent
markets. Well-known examples are M-Pesa’s move
from money transfers into savings and loan products; Uber’s entry into food and freight delivery; and
Google’s evolution from search to shopping, maps,
and other markets. By combining multiple types of
data, platforms can benefit from the broader scope of
their data, which has spurred a growing number of
mergers aimed at accumulating data (a prime example is Facebook’s acquisition of WhatsApp).81
The potential of a platform business to acquire
market power depends on its business model, including the types of users that interact on the platform
and its revenue model, which affect the type of data
that gives firms a competitive advantage (figure 3.7).
For example, firms that rely on advertising revenue
require frequently updated consumer data to create
holistic consumer profiles. Platforms that earn a fee

Figure 3.7

based on their transactions conducted may rely more
on historical data on product demand and consumer
profiles for a smaller range of products. The type of
data required affects, in turn, the ease with which
firms can access or replicate the data they need.
Where platforms rely on volunteered or observed
consumer data, firms with greater market power may
be able to collect data more easily because consumers
have fewer options—meaning those firms can further
entrench their market positions.
The greater propensity for dominance in datadriven markets raises the risk that smaller or more
traditional firms will be excluded, hindering local
entrepreneurship and posing risks for consumer
welfare. These effects can be exacerbated in developing markets, where entrants find it harder to raise
start-up capital and hire from the limited supply of
skilled programmers and data scientists. For example, of the total private market funding received by
the 10 highest-funded disruptive tech firms in Africa,
77 percent went to firms owned by the three largest
African internet companies (two by Naspers, two
by Jumia, and one by Ringier One Africa Media).82
Where few large data-driven players currently operate or where a few large firms provide much-needed
goods and services, the risks may be less immediately
apparent. However, because of the dynamism of such
markets and their tendency to tip toward concentrated structures, it is important that policy makers
safeguard against dominance that forestalls entry
and innovation.

Figure 3.7 Risks to market structure and market power stemming from platform firms
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Potential sides
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advertising-based)
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On DLT platforms, data access is not controlled
by one institution, thus reducing the extent to which
the benefits of network effects can entrench market
power. However, private blockchains still require a
central authority or institution that decides who can
participate in the system, thereby placing power in the
hands of the institution that acts as the gatekeeper.
By contrast, public blockchains such as Bitcoin do not
require a central authority but rather “proof-of-work”
(a system to deter frivolous or malicious uses of computing power) to participate. This system, in turn,
generates very high energy costs because it requires
computing power and resource usage.83
Phenomena linked to the issue of dominance and
market structure are described in the sections that
follow.
Tension between cooperation and competition in datadriven ecosystems. Complementary products are built
around larger platforms. These innovations can
become central to the business models of the larger
platforms. For example, Amazon, Uber, and Airbnb
would not be able to operate without the payment
systems embedded in their services. However, this
network structure also means that firms are dependent on accessing the systems and data of other firms
that could become rivals in the future.
Typically, firms access the systems and data
of other firms through application programming
interfaces (APIs) provided by the core platform in the
ecosystem. APIs link platforms to other platforms
and to developers of digital services. Through APIs,
a platform or digital service provider will typically
either draw data from or provide data to other firms
to support its own functioning or support the functioning of other players. In markets where data are a
key input, the owners of valuable data are gatekeepers
in the development of smaller entrepreneurs.
The emergence of potential competition from
complementors may provoke the lead platform to
restrict its API. For example, when Twitter perceived
a competitive threat from LinkedIn, Twitter restricted
the use of its API in 2012 to prevent users’ Tweets
from appearing on LinkedIn’s platform. In Kenya,
developers have complained about M-Pesa’s refusal to
share its API.84 In the United States, developers testifying before Congress in 2020 accused Apple of mimicking their products and of citing privacy concerns
to restrict how third-party developers collect location
data.85 Chapter 7 covers competition issues.
Data-driven mergers and acquisitions. In recent
years, waves of acquisitions by large local players
have occurred in e-commerce in China and India
and in transportation in Southeast Asia, where Uber

exited eight Southeast Asian markets after selling its
businesses to Grab, the region’s leading platform.86
Of the mergers involving digital platforms that have
undergone review by antitrust authorities around the
world, 82 percent involved an acquisition by a very
large firm.87 Mergers of two very large firms were the
most common type of transaction. Chapter 7 covers
issues related to mergers in more detail.
Suboptimal exchange of data. Although the broad
use, reuse, and repurposing of data by firms can generate larger gains, market mechanisms may generate
specific patterns of data exchange and reuse below
the level that yields the greatest social welfare.88 Regulators must take several steps to balance the costs
and benefits of mandating data sharing to address
these concerns. First, they should protect individuals’
rights related to personal data. Second, they should
recognize that mandated data sharing would dampen
firms’ incentives to invest in data collection if firms
must share data with competitors or potential competitors. And, third, they should take into account that
data sharing could jeopardize the provision of free or
subsidized services if a firm relies on monetization
of its data to cross-subsidize these services. Optimal
data sharing between firms could be lower in countries where data are less important to the economy.89
The right balance may differ in high-income and
lower-income economies, although policy makers in
some lower-income countries may wish to adopt a
forward-looking viewpoint in this area to set the stage
for future advances in their data economies. These
issues are further discussed in chapters 6 and 7.
Linked to data sharing is the debate over property
rights or access rights to data generated as a byproduct of economic activity—for example, in terms
of individuals versus firms in the case of personal
data or in terms of owners of devices or applications
versus the party using the device or application. This
issue is taken up in chapter 6.
Potential for exploitation of individuals
Excessive data collection. Data collected by firms tracking users across third-party websites, applications,
and devices can raise concerns. This practice is
dominated by a small number of large firms—for
example, a major part of Google’s data collection
occurs when a user is not directly engaged with any
of its products.90 Recent literature suggests that the
vast amounts of data collected in this manner may be
deemed excessive under existing European competition laws, where the focus is on the anticompetitive
harm that may occur whether or not data protection rules are infringed.91 More generally, both data
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protection authorities and competition authorities
have noted that firms often understate and obscure
their actual data practices, preventing consumers
from making informed choices.92 Excessive collection
of data on children and other vulnerable groups is of
particular concern (such as in the education, health,
and financial sectors), especially in countries and
locales where individuals lack adequate knowledge
to protect against these risks. These issues are further
discussed in chapters 6 and 7.
Insufficient governance of data held by private firms.
Firms choose how much to invest in cybersecurity
and data protection, but that investment may fall
short of the level that yields the greatest social welfare because firms do not fully internalize the value
of privacy and security to the individual user or the
need to engender trust in the data economy. Infrastructure service providers may tend to underinvest
in cybersecurity because the economic consequences
of any breach in data security are largely borne by the
clients whose data are compromised. A 2018 report by
the US Council of Economic Advisers estimated that
malicious cyberactivity cost the US economy between
US$57 billion and US$109 billion in 2016, representing
between 0.31 and 0.58 percent of that year’s GDP.93
Governments may need to provide incentives or
regulations to offset the tendency of firms to underinvest in cybersecurity, including imposing adequate
penalties for data breaches.94
Pricing, discrimination, and algorithmic risks. Because
firms have so much information on customers’ personal characteristics and purchase histories, they can
adjust their offerings to charge higher or lower prices
based on an individual’s price sensitivity. This practice
can allow low-income sectors of society to be served
that otherwise would not be. It can also help firms
clear their stock, thereby reducing wastage. However,
such price and quality discrimination can also harm
some consumers. This kind of price discrimination
is not inherently bad—it is a transfer of surplus from
consumers to producers, and governments can use
taxes and transfers to distribute it back again—but
data and data-driven business models do make it
easier to discriminate by price.
Algorithms can facilitate anticompetitive behavior
by firms, ultimately harming individuals through
higher prices. Algorithms can be trained to collude
independently by surreptitiously following the behavior of a price leader, or they may be unintentionally
biased because of inherent bias in their training data.
This bias can magnify marginalization because the
most vulnerable populations are often those that are
least represented in digital data. Although algorithms
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hold the promise of impartiality, this promise is
not always realized because ultimately they reflect
the same biases in human judgment and behavior
(due to logic bias and flawed assumptions) reflected
in their training datasets. But because algorithmic
decision-making is opaque, the potential biases and
anticompetitive effects may be difficult to detect.
In algorithmic decision-making, including credit
scoring, these risks could lead to discrimination
along socioeconomic lines that entrenches existing
inequalities.95 Groups with more limited access to
mobile phones, the internet, and bank accounts,
such as women, may become less visible in data and
decision-making if algorithmic bias is perpetuated
through use of biased datasets. If decisions are based
on data about those with whom a person interacts,
such as friends and neighbors, this, too, may amplify
discriminatory effects. For example, a poor credit
score for an individual may contribute to lower scores
for those in their neighborhood or social network.
Furthermore, alternative scoring tools may be used to
identify vulnerable individuals susceptible to predatory loans and other product offerings.96
These concerns suggest the need to establish a system of oversight, inspection, and auditing of firms’
algorithms. However, adequate standardized legal
and regulatory frameworks to deal with risks from
AI and regulatory capacity to determine harm and the
appropriate safeguards are lacking.
Indirect management of the workforce through algorithms. Remotely collecting data on workers and
service providers to drive automated or semiautomated decision-making on parameters such as task
allocations, performance evaluations, and incentives
for certain types of behavior has become particularly
prevalent in the gig economy.97 In addition to the risks
algorithmic management raises for bias and discrimination, the practice makes it easier for firms to avoid
classifying individuals as employees and thus avoid
providing workers with benefits. Better understanding of the organizational and welfare impacts of algorithmic management and data collection on workers
would help identify appropriate protections.
Potential to increase inequality within and
among countries
Adoption of data-driven business models could
widen gaps within countries, between countries, and
between different types of firms, different types of
workers, and individuals in different income groups.
Within a country, the impact of the data-driven
economy on individuals—as consumers, entrepreneurs, or job seekers—will depend on their access

to finance, education levels, skills, and technology.
Although selling through platforms can close the
productivity gaps between large and small firms for
those small firms that go down this sales channel,
overall smaller firms and entrepreneurs around the
world lag their larger counterparts in adopting basic
technologies such as fast broadband, having an internet presence, selling online, and utilizing cloud computing. Although the gig economy provides opportunities for job creation, only those who have the
assets and skills to participate (such as cars, mobile
devices, and literacy) will be able to benefit. And even
though automated decision-making may mean more
efficient and cost-effective service delivery for some
individuals, it may lead to greater bias and discrimination against others.
Likewise, the degree to which a country can
benefit from the data-driven economy depends on
its underlying infrastructure, capabilities, and scale.
The amount of data that can be derived locally
depends on a country’s level of digital economic activity. Firms from larger, more connected economies—
or firms that already operate across countries—with
access to larger datasets will have an advantage
that only grows with time. Firms from low- and
middle-income countries are more likely to lack
both access to finance to cover the initial costs of
collecting and managing their data and the analytical
capabilities to derive value from them. When combined with fewer (or more uncertain) opportunities
for monetizing data, either now or in the future (such
as through advertising or development of new products), firms from lower-income economies also have
less incentive to invest in collecting and analyzing
data, which can worsen inequality between countries
on a macro level.
Discouraging international data-driven firms
from operating or locating in lower-income countries
(such as through restrictive data policies) is not a
viable solution because it deprives the local economy
of the pro-growth and development benefits that
data-driven firms can provide. Moreover, it prevents
the development of a local ecosystem of data-driven
entrepreneurs built around these larger firms—a scenario that could slow the advancement of infrastructure and capabilities needed for lower-income countries to bridge the gap in the longer term. Instead,
governments can seek to harness the positive welfare
effects of the data-driven economy while mitigating
the risks to inequality through a combination of digital inclusion policies, public investments, and robust
legal and regulatory tools. These are the topics of
part II of this Report.
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Spotlight 3.1

The huge potential of open data for
business applications

Public intent data play a foundational role as a system of reference for the
entire economy.
Public intent data add tremendous value to the economy as a whole and to various sectors. The gross value
added from public data is estimated to range from 0.4
percent to 1.4 percent of GDP, according to a 2016 metastudy that focused mainly on high-income countries.1
Specific public intent data products also yield great
value for particular sectors. For example, Denmark’s
open access dataset of addresses generated direct
economic benefits of €62 million (over DKr 450 million) between 2005 and 2009, returning the €2 million
(roughly DKr 15 million) cost of investments in data
many times over.2 This example is relevant for low- and
middle-income countries, where the lack of addresses
and address datasets have been a barrier to the development of data-driven transport and logistics services.

Creating value using public
intent data
Entrepreneurs create value using public intent data in
ways similar to how they use other data. First, com
panies use public intent data to improve their o perations.
US retailers, for example, combine data from the American Community Survey with their own sales data to
customize inventory regionally.3 On the operations
side, businesses rely on price-level data to set wages
and allowances, among many other uses.4 Second,
firms use public intent data to develop new products
or services, including research and analytics services.5 For
example, the global energy analytics sector depends
on data from the Energy Information Administration
to monitor worldwide patterns of energy use.6 Other
businesses use data to provide new forms of advice to
their customers. Farmerline, a company in Ghana, combines government meteorological and administrative

data with proprietary data to provide advice to farmers via text message. Firms also rely on demographic
statistics and business registers to inform their decisions about whether and how to enter new markets.
Finally, firms may act as data intermediaries (see chapter 8), aggregating and repackaging government data
in more accessible, user-friendly formats.

The changing landscape of
business sectors driven
by public data
While businesses driven by public data have been
studied in high-income economies in some detail,7
there is little systematic information on private sector use of public intent data and their value to the
economy in lower-income countries. Nevertheless, a
handful of sources shed light on the business use of
public intent data, including in emerging economies.8
These sources indicate that companies using public intent data span a wide range of sectors in both
high-income and low- and middle-income economies. Around the world, the technology sector clearly
dominates. In low- and middle-income economies,
the research and consulting sector is the second most
frequent user of public intent data. Companies using
such data tend to be young and small in terms of the
number of employees, with a large majority of global
companies that use GovLab’s OpenData500 Global
Network database having 200 or fewer employees. In terms of the data used, half of the US-based
OpenData500 companies use data from multiple
government agencies. The US Census Bureau is one
of the most used sources (16 percent). Similarly, in
Mexico, the national statistics office, the National
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These assessments indicate that the business
sector that uses public data is much smaller in most
low- and middle-income countries than in highincome economies. This pattern is related closely
to challenges with public intent data in general.9 In
many cases, national data systems are limited with
respect to the amount of data being produced as well
as their quality and usability, timeliness, openness,
and accessibility (see chapter 2).10 Indeed, companies
driven by open data surveyed by the World Bank

Institute of Statistics and Geography (INEGI), is the
most important source of public intent data for businesses, with 88 percent of companies reporting that
they use INEGI data. Among the 200 firms in low- and
middle-income countries included in the Open Data
Impact Map compiled by the Open Data for Development Network, geospatial data are the most commonly used type of public intent data (41 percent),
followed by demographic data (36 percent), economic
data (30 percent), and health data (27 percent).
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Figure S3.1.1 Private company use of public data is extremely valuable in the
United States, suggesting the value of open government data

Source: Verhulst and Caplan 2015. Data at http://bit.do/WDR2021-Fig-S3_1_1. © The GovLab. Used with permission of The GovLab; further permission
required for reuse.
Note: The figure centers on 500 US firms. Starting with the right-hand, purple-shaded half of the circle, the gray lines emanating from the federal agencies
show which type of private sector firms have used data from which government departments. The portion of the semicircle for each department reflects
the number of firms using its data. Moving to the left-hand, green-shaded half of the circle, the gray lines emanating from the private sector reveal which
categories of company have used data from which government agency. For example, firms in the finance and investment sector have used open data from
19 US departments and agencies.
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reported poor quality and lack of openness of and
accessibility to public intent data as major concerns.11
The more active public data–driven business sectors in Mexico and other Latin American countries
illustrate the potential for low- and middle-income
countries. Realizing this potential requires better
financing mechanisms and high-capacity, integrated,
and open national data systems (see chapter 9).
Figure S3.1.1 visualizes the huge potential of open
data. The figure centers on 500 firms based in the
United States. It reveals widespread private sector use
of publicly available federal government data, though
data from some agencies are used more than from
others. For example, fewer firms use open data from
the Department of Agriculture than from the Department of Commerce (home of the US Census and
many other important data), as evidenced by a smaller
portion of the circle allocated to the Department of
Agriculture. But, even in the case of agriculture, firms
from seven distinct sectors have used the Department
of Agriculture’s open data. Figure S3.1.1 also reveals
that companies from some sectors rely on many types
of government data. For example, firms in the finance
and investment sector have used open data from 19
US departments and agencies. The intricacies of the
connections reveal the great potential for data use,
reuse, and repurposing. Such uses have only begun to
be exploited in both higher-income and lower-income
countries.

Notes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.
10.
11.

Lateral Economics (2014).
McMurren, Verhulst, and Young (2016).
Hughes-Cromwick and Coronado (2019).
Hughes-Cromwick and Coronado (2019).
Gurin, Bonina, and Verhulst (2019); Magalhaes and
Roseira (2017).
Hughes-Cromwick and Coronado (2019).
See, for example, Hughes-Cromwick and Coronado
(2019); Lateral Economics (2014); Manyika et al. (2013);
and Stott (2014).
See Morrison and Lal Das (2014); Center for Open Data
Enterprise, Open Data Impact Map (database), https://
opendataimpactmap.org/.
Gurin, Bonina, and Verhulst (2019).
Gurin, Bonina, and Verhulst (2019).
Morrison and Lal Das (2014).
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Creative reuses of data
for greater value
Main messages
1

Innovations in repurposing and combining public intent and private
intent data are opening doors to development impacts previously
unimaginable. These innovations can inform and advance policy goals,
help governments improve and target service delivery, and empower
individuals and civil society.

2

When private intent data are repurposed for public purposes, they can
help fill data gaps and provide real-time and finer-scale insights. When
public intent and private intent data are combined, some or many of the
limitations of each data type can be overcome.

3

Private intent data can be difficult to understand, monitor, and regulate.
They may also miss the poorest or other marginalized populations and
perpetuate discrimination and biases. Data protection is a key issue.
Responsive regulation and consumer protection measures are needed,
along with recognition of which populations are omitted from an analysis.

4

Using private intent data for effective policy making requires short- and
long-term coordinated investments in training, data partnerships, and
research. Best practices and guidelines need to be developed.
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The power of repurposing and
combining different types and
sources of data

L

ack of data and information is no more apparent than during a crisis such as the COVID-19
pandemic or an earthquake. Urgent questions—
What is happening? How can we help?—should
receive good answers, and right away.
Consider the earthquake that devastated Haiti in
2010. Large donations of supplies and money poured
into the country within days of the disaster, but
delivering relief was difficult because vast numbers
of people scattered. Censuses were no longer useful
in helping responders direct relief to the people who
needed it most. Using data from mobile phones,
researchers were later able to demonstrate that they
could have pinpointed population movements in

almost real time. They found that one-third of the
estimated 630,000 residents of the capital, Port-auPrince, had fled the city.1 Even though this study
was retrospective, it demonstrated how real-time,
spatially pinpointed information like this could have
expedited relief efforts and saved countless lives had
it been accessed contemporaneously. This example
highlights an emerging question in development
research: When a pressing crisis such as the Haiti
earthquake or the COVID-19 pandemic emerges, what
data can complement traditional public intent data to
solve complex development challenges?
Recent technological shifts in lower-income countries—such as the adoption of mobile phones, social
media, digital transactions, and mobile money—have
generated a wealth of granular private intent data
(see chapter 3 and box 4.1) suited to a wide range of
secondary uses.2 These data are being leveraged to

Box 4.1 Using cellphones to combat COVID-19
After the onset of the COVID-19 outbreak, governments
began implementing policy measures to reduce social
contact and curb the spread of the pandemic. Data collected through mobile phones, such as call detail records
and global positioning system (GPS) location data, have
been extremely valuable in quantifying the effectiveness
of policies, ranging from partial curfews to strict lockdowns. These data enable measurement of population
density, travel patterns, and population mixing in real
time and at high resolution, making it possible to better

target policy interventions and improve epidemiological
modeling.a Analysis of GPS locations showed that by
March 23, 2020, social distancing policies had helped
reduce mobility in major US cities by half.b In Colombia,
Indonesia, and Mexico, the impact of nonpharmaceutical
interventions (such as travel restrictions and lockdowns)
on mobility differed by socioeconomic group. Smartphone users living in the top 20 percent wealthiest neighborhoods in Jakarta, Indonesia, reduced their mobility up
to twice as much as those living in the bottom 40 percent

Map B4.1.1 Mapping the home location of smartphone users in Jakarta, 2020

JAKARTA

IBRD 45401 |
MARCH 2021

Smartphone users
(% of total population)
<1
1–4.99
5–7.49
7.5–12.49
>12.5
No data
National capital
Kelurahan boundaries
IBRD INS45645 | MARCH 2021

Source: Fraiberger et al. 2020. Data at http://bit.do/WDR2021-Map-B4_1_1.
Note: This map of Jakarta’s metropolitan area shows the spatial distribution of smartphone users’ home location as a percentage of
Jakarta’s total population.

(Box continues next page)
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Box 4.1 Using cellphones to combat COVID-19 (continued)
Figure B4.1.1 Smartphone location data reveal the changes in the time users
spend at home in Jakarta
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Source: Adapted from Fraiberger et al. 2020. Data at http://bit.do/WDR2021-Fig-B4_1_1.
Note: Figure shows the changes in the time users spent at home from February 1 to November 15, 2020, relative to the baseline period. PSBB =
Pembatasan Sosial Berskala Besar (large-scale social restrictions).

(map B4.1.1 and figure B4.1.1).c Using an epidemiological
model and estimates of population movements derived
from mobile phone data, research in China found that
nonpharmaceutical interventions implemented in late
January 2020 led to a 98.5 percent reduction in the number of COVID-19 cases one month later.
Meanwhile, mobile phones have proved to be a valuable tool for contact tracers seeking to alert individuals
who may have been in contact with an infected person.d
Although both private companies and government
actors have produced mobile phone applications for contact tracing (such as the Corona app 100m in the Republic
of Korea, TraceTogether in Singapore, and COVIDSafe in
Australia), their efficacy relative to more traditional forms
of contact tracing has not yet been established. Digital
contact tracing also raises important concerns about
data protection,e prompting researchers worldwide to
develop contact tracing technologies that preserve privacy. Examples are the Private Kit: Safe Paths developed
by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and
the Decentralized Privacy-Preserving Proximity Tracing

(DP3T) protocol developed by a consortium of European
research institutions.
Despite the potential of deploying mobility data in
the fight against COVID-19, their impact on policy thus far
has been limited, especially in lower-income countries.
Bottlenecks include a lack of technical expertise among
government organizations; restrictions on data access,
especially by mobile network operators; and lack of the
investments and political will required to scale up onetime projects.f To ensure that mobility data can be made
accessible and useful for policy purposes, it is important for all stakeholders—governments, mobile phone
operators, technology companies, and researchers—
to collaborate and form interdisciplinary teams to facilitate readiness and responsiveness to future crises.

a. Buckee et al. (2020).
b. Klein et al. (2020).
c. Fraiberger et al. (2020).
d. Servick (2020b).
e. Servick (2020a).
f. Oliver et al. (2020).
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monitor the effectiveness of policy measures and
predict outcomes of long-standing concern to development practitioners and policy makers.
Technological advances in the private sector have
turned data into an integral component of the production process, leading to gains in productivity and
generating even more data that can be repurposed
for development. Specifically, the same approaches
that are transforming efficiency and innovation
in the private realm are being repurposed to tackle
development bottlenecks in poor countries, making
the development process more efficient, innovative,
agile, and flexible. Because of the nonrivalrous nature
of data, private companies also are able to reuse and
repurpose publicly collected data, which can generate
welfare-enhancing economies of scope.3
That said, the reuse of private intent data is not a
panacea and may pose unique challenges for policy
making. For example, data created by businesses to
track mobile phone users may miss the poorest populations who do not have these technologies. Similarly,
the data required to target customer experiences and
to achieve business gains are different from the sociodemographic information on which policy makers
rely to design inclusive policy. Furthermore, many of
the algorithms used to process private intent data are
considered trade secrets and thus lack the transparency required for effective policy making. Transparency and oversight are also important considerations
when giving private companies access to sensitive
data such as those related to facial recognition and
surveillance (see chapter 6).
Despite these challenges, combining public intent
and private intent data can offer real-time insights
that not only are inclusive of the entire population
(or nearly so) but also are more precisely estimated
for specific population segments and localities. This
is especially important for the poorest people in
the poorest countries, which have the largest data
gaps. Too often, individuals on the lowest end of the
income distribution remain on the margins when
government, civil society, and the private sector lack
the data to effectively allocate and target resources
based on need. Leveraging all available data may
reveal insights for the poor and marginalized that
were previously unattainable.
This chapter begins by showcasing innovative
uses of public intent and private intent data for aiding
development policy. Examples include data repurposing and synergies to improve predictions of disease
spread, streamline service delivery, and allocate aid
in disaster recovery. The chapter then turns to an
exploration of the challenges that arise when private
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intent data are repurposed or when public intent and
private intent data are combined. It concludes with a
framework within which policy makers and funders
could invest in the human capital, data partnerships,
and research needed to gain useful insights from
these new types and combinations of data.
Features of private intent data that can
overcome gaps in public intent data
Private intent data are an alluring candidate to overcome public intent data gaps and offer new perspectives on development problems. These types of data
are increasingly large in scale, “always on,” zoomed in,
and, at times, less biased.
Big data. Private intent data are typically labeled
“big data,”4 recognizing their wide reach and scope.
The growing rates of mobile phone and social media
usage enable information to be gathered from all
users on these platforms. Although this process may
underrepresent certain parts of the population in
countries with lower usage rates, ever-larger portions
of a population are being brought into the fold as the
rates of mobile phone ownership and internet connectivity continue to increase, even in lower-income
countries. When private intent data are repurposed
toward a public goal, their volume and reach could
not only inform first-order policy goals of poverty
reduction and service delivery, but also facilitate
efforts to detect and study rare events, such as fraud,
corruption, or criminal activity, through techniques
such as anomaly detection.
“Always on” data. Private intent data are always
on5 because the daily use of new technologies
entails constant data collection. Call detail records
(CDRs) and apps that log locations pinpointed by
satellite-based global positioning systems (GPS) offer
traces of where cellphone users travel throughout
the day. When a sudden and unexpected shock hits,
such as a natural disaster or a disease outbreak, such
data can provide precious real-time information on
human mobility and call density. The timeliness of
private intent data therefore contrasts with public
intent data, which are generally collected at intervals
of one, five, or 10 years and thus are not always very
timely. In Africa, for example, 14 of 59 countries did
not conduct any surveys from 2000 to 2010, impeding
the construction of nationally representative poverty
measures.6 This critical situation sparked the call for a
“data revolution” by the United Nations in 2014, pushing for an increase in data collection efforts in Africa
and elsewhere.7 Although the situation is improving,
with the average number of surveys per country per
year increasing from 0.5 in 1990 to 1.5 in 2010,8 the

lack of timeliness of public intent data has resulted in
huge knowledge gaps, which are particularly glaring
following major economic shocks such as COVID-19.
Meanwhile, private intent data are increasingly being
used to help fill these gaps.
“Zoomed in” data. Private intent data can zoom in
on individuals and locations. Private companies want
to know who is using their products or services and
in what ways they can optimize their offerings and
operations. Private intent data zoom into individuals
to collect key metrics such as transaction histories
to predict consumer behavior and bolster successful
products. Internet Protocol (IP) addresses, browsing
histories, and smartphone app logs add to a rich dataset that companies collect on a single person over
time. Tracking whether app users enter a store or
whether IP addresses in a neighborhood are searching for products on their site enable companies to
better plan their store locations and stock their supplies. These data are now being applied to the public
sphere, ranging from improving population maps9 to
helping decision-makers target and optimize critical
development resources. A key challenge to using individual data patterns to allocate resources or establish
eligibility for products and services is data manipulation: individuals may strategically change browsing
or other data usage behavior to appear more favorable
in ranking criteria used by data algorithms to make
allocation decisions. More research and policy deliberations are needed to design algorithms and decision
rules that account for such user manipulation.
Potentially less biased data. Private intent data potentially reveal less “biased” information about people
than surveys or polls because researchers observe
actual behavior instead of relying on responses.
Although it is possible that respondents misreport
answers during surveys, they have little incentive to
do so when searching the internet. For that reason,
the Google internet search engine has been dubbed a
“digital truth serum.”10 This finding may apply especially to opinions on sensitive topics such as racism.
Few will admit their opinions in surveys, but they are
revealed through internet searches and can influence
political outcomes, among others.11 However, the
algorithms used by search engines are considered
private trade secrets and are usually optimized for
private benefit—not public benefit. Without knowledge of the workings of these algorithms, users of
search engine outcomes as an exclusive source of
data may find they lead to biased and discriminatory
policy predictions.
Overall, combining public intent and private
intent data is a powerful way to gain aggregate

population insights in real time, if enough attention
is given to addressing representativeness, discrimination, and transparency. Calibrating private intent
data with census and survey data is one way to estimate population-level needs.
The next section offers a broad range of innovative
examples of applications of private intent data to public policy and instances in which public intent and
private intent data have been combined to promote
inclusive and timely development solutions.

New insights from repurposing
and combining data
The last decade has seen a surge in innovative research
that repurposes private intent data and combines it
with public intent data to tackle development issues.
In the spring and summer of 2020 when the COVID-19
outbreak reached global dimensions, more than 950
scientific and medical articles were published that
used private intent data to tackle the pandemic (box
4.2). Researchers’ ability to respond quickly to the
pandemic builds on a growing trend of research that
combines diverse data to tackle emerging issues.
Monitoring public health
Monitoring public health is a key area that could
benefit from repurposing and combining public
intent and private intent data. In many lower-income
countries, infectious diseases routinely pose large
health threats. Five of the top 10 causes of death in
low-income countries are communicable diseases,
including lower respiratory infections, diarrheal diseases, HIV/AIDS, malaria, and tuberculosis.12 Viruses
have been responsible for more deaths than all armed
conflicts around the world over the last century.13
Especially in countries where data are limited, new
big private intent data sources can help inform public
policy interventions to reduce the mortality and morbidity rates from infectious diseases. Identification
of hotspots can help disease control programs target
activities more effectively to those areas, reducing
infection rates both directly and indirectly in destination areas that are receiving infected travelers.14
As early as 2008, researchers began exploring
how mobile phone data could be used to measure
population mobility and then be applied to the study
of epidemics.15 A seminal study applied this research
at scale for all of Kenya using mobile phone data on
nearly 15 million individuals to identify sources of
imported malaria infections stemming from human
mobility.16 During the 2014 Ebola outbreak in West
Africa, researchers highlighted the potential benefits
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Box 4.2 Leveraging private intent data to tackle COVID-19
Between February and September 2020, more than
950 articles were published in scientific, medical, and
technical journals that repurposed cellphone, social
media, Google search, and other types of big private
intent data to better understand the spread of COVID19 and to offer policy and operational solutions (figure
B4.2.1). Despite the relatively large number of articles in

a short time span, coverage of lower-income countries
was low, especially those in Africa (map B4.2.1). Lack
of expertise, poor training, difficult access to data, and
limited research support are key areas that funders could
address to ensure innovative uses of data in and about
lower-income countries.

Figure B4.2.1 Use of repurposed data to study COVID-19: Published articles,
by type of private intent data used

Number of articles
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“COVID” and . . .

750
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Big data
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Social media
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250
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2020
Source: WDR 2021 team, based on data from CORD-19 (COVID-19 Open Research Dataset) Semantic Scholar team, Ai2 (Allen Institute for AI),
http://www.semanticscholar.org/cord19. Data at http://bit.do/WDR2021-Fig-B4_2_1.
Note: Figure shows the number of articles published in scientific, medical, and technical journals across time from February to September 2020
Article counts are divided by the COVID-19 death incidence rate. The cumulative sum across all categories is higher because some articles appear
in more than one category.

(Box continues next page)
of using mobile phone data in the design of public
policy.17 However, use of these analytics at the time of
the crisis remained limited.18
After onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, countries
began to deploy this type of research and to pair
mobile phone data with public intent data. Belgium
formed a Data Against COVID-19 task force to analyze deidentified mobile phone data. These data are
being used to monitor changes in human mobility
trends due to lockdown measures and to inform
decisions related to appropriate lockdown measures.
In the Republic of Korea, mobile phone data are being
used to aid contact tracing efforts to contain disease
spread. By combining mobile phone data with medical facility records, credit card transaction logs, and
closed-circuit television recordings, the government
is identifying people at risk of exposure.19 Lower-
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income countries such as Ghana and Mozambique
are beginning to use deidentified mobile phone data
to combat the pandemic, typically with the support
of international organizations that provide analytical
skills for processing the data.20
Other types of big data are also being enlisted to
create measures of mobility that can improve the
effectiveness of the pandemic response. Facebook
disease prevention maps are being used to study
COVID-19 and have been expanded to include colocation maps that measure comingling among people
living in different areas and trends in whether individuals are staying near their homes or continuing to
go to other locations.21 Google has produced a new set
of measures to track the response to policies aimed
at flattening the curve of the COVID-19 pandemic.22
Other sources of data for GPS locations have been

Box 4.2 Leveraging private intent data to tackle COVID-19 (continued)
Map B4.2.1 Uses of repurposed data to study COVID-19: Published articles,
by country
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Source: WDR 2021 team, based on data from CORD-19 (COVID-19 Open Research Dataset) Semantic Scholar team, Ai2 (Allen Institute for AI),
http://www.semanticscholar.org/cord19. Data at http://bit.do/WDR2021-Map-B4_2_1.
Note: Map shows the number of articles published in scientific, medical, and technical journals across countries from February to September 2020.
Article counts are divided by the COVID-19 death incidence rate.

used by data analytics firms such as Baidu, Cuebiq,
and Unacast to assess the impacts of social distancing
measures for COVID-19.23 GPS data provide better
approximation of locations and mobility at a finer
spatial resolution, but their availability is limited by
smartphone penetration and usage. In many lowerincome countries, smartphone penetration is still low,
and even those individuals with smartphones may
only selectively turn on data or GPS because of high
costs and drain on battery life.
The potential of new data sources for supporting public health and epidemiology efforts goes far
beyond measures of mobility.24 Efforts are under
way to use data tools as early warning systems for
outbreaks and for understanding disease dynamics
and routes of transmission. For example, the company BlueDot provides infectious disease surveillance services using advanced data analytics. It was
able to warn of the outbreak of COVID-19 before the
official announcement in early January 2020 by analyzing news reports, disease networks, and official

proclamations.25 A similar prediction was made for
the 2015–16 Zika outbreak that affected an estimated
1 million people, mainly in Latin America.26 By combining online news sources, Google search queries,
Twitter posts, and government disease reports, local
outbreaks could have been detected two to three
weeks earlier, a retrospective study estimates.27 Combining public intent and private intent data sources
has also improved forecasts for Ebola in West Africa28
and dengue in Southeast Asia.29 Improved forecasting
of disease outbreaks and associated population movements is essential for efficient response measures to
curb incidence rates.30
Another open and fertile source of synergy is data
collected by wearables and other biotech devices. For
example, the Kinsa HealthWeather app tracks fevers
around the United States via smart thermometers
and uses the aggregate data to create prediction models for the spread of disease. This type of application
is particularly relevant in crises such as COVID-19,
where timely reporting of case growth can help
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accurately map disease spread and enable timely and
appropriate public policy responses.
Targeting resource allocations and
responses during crises
Approximately 20–30 million people worldwide are
displaced every year because of natural disasters
such as storms, floods, droughts, and geological
events.31 Over the last decade, about 600,000 people
lost their lives to natural disasters, most of them in
low- and middle-income countries.32 Effective disaster prevention, mitigation, response, and recovery
require timely, cost-effective data at fine spatial
scales. However, many countries lack the adequate
early warning systems and advanced geological tools
to aid in this process—at times with devastating consequences. During the 2018 earthquake and tsunami
in Central Sulawesi, Indonesia, the government could
have minimized the human cost had the country’s
warning system of buoys and seismographic sensors
not been defective.33 As climate change continues
to increase the frequency and damage of natural
disasters, lower-income countries will likely bear the
brunt of the economic and human impacts. Spotlight
4.1 highlights the importance of improved meteorological data for lower-income countries to confront
enhanced climate risks.
Recent data innovations have revealed that nontraditional sources of private intent data such as
mobile phone usage, social media activity, online queries, crowdsourcing platforms, and remote sensing
technologies can facilitate disaster management.34
These devices and activities are not a replacement for
advanced geological and meteorological equipment,
which can predict disasters and offer early warnings.
They can, however, help in government efforts to prevent loss and provide relief when such events occur.
Various studies in both lower- and higher-income
countries have found that scraping social media platforms for posts related to seismic activity produces an
in situ impact profile of seismic damage similar to the
ones produced by advanced geological instruments,
the traditional source of such data.35 Similarly, Tweets
have been analyzed for disaster-related keywords to
detect earthquakes in Australia and New Zealand.36
Deidentified CDR data are a good predictor of population movement for weather-related disasters such
as floods. For example, the textual content of Tweets
was used to understand how people were reacting to
the 2011 floods in Thailand. Messages were classified
by their content to help highlight precise needs in
affected communities.37
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The geospatial nature of social media posts can
further help prioritize resource allocation in times of
dire need. Moreover, combining geographic and social
media analytics can enhance aid recovery efforts after
a disaster. In the aftermath of the 2014 earthquake
in Napa, California, researchers trained a machine
learning algorithm to extract disaster-related semantics from Tweets and paired this information with
geolocations to identify spatial hotspots.38 From these
data, they were able to infer a disaster footprint and
assess damage. They also learned that this method
was transferrable to other social media platforms
and locations, with tweaks for cultural differences
in social media use. Similarly, researchers studying
Hurricane Irma, which hit Florida in 2017, found that
sentiment analysis39 on geolocated Tweets could be
used to guide resource allocation.40 Social media and
mobile records have also proven useful in tracking
recovery efforts. After Hurricane Sandy slammed into
the New York City area in 2012, researchers analyzed
Tweet topics and sentiment to see how those who
experienced the disaster were coping, compared with
those who did not experience it.
Finally, governments have long used satellite
imagery to assess damage in the aftermath of natural
disasters. However, this imagery usually lacks the spatial resolution needed for a granular assessment. It is
typically considered public intent data, but a growing
number of private companies are launching their own
remote sensing technologies and data collection. The
start-up Cloud to Street uses private satellite data to
provide near real-time flood assessments to assist
disaster recovery and adaptive planning. In three days
in 2018, it was able to build a flood monitoring system
to help the Democratic Republic of Congo deploy
resources to 16,000 asylum seekers who had sought
refuge along the flood-prone banks of the Congo River.
Cloud to Street leveraged high-resolution private
intent satellite data with data about cropland, population, and public assets (such as roads and infrastructure) to generate real-time impact estimates served
on an interactive web platform and with automated
alerts. As decision-makers transitioned from disaster
response to recovery, Cloud to Street transitioned to
using freely available satellite images—an effort that
enabled longer-term support with fewer resources.41
Mapping poverty and targeting service
delivery more precisely
Timely, reliable data on population characteristics
are vital for responsive social and economic policy
making. Mobile CDR and remote sensing data have

recently been used to predict poverty patterns on
a granular level and in a timely fashion, thereby
helping to better target government services. Use of
these data sources costs a fraction of that for fielding
censuses or household surveys. Similar data from
social media, online engagement, and satellite imagery are reducing the constraints to collecting data on
the most vulnerable and hard-to-reach populations.
Moreover, the same algorithms that Google and
Facebook use for online consumer marketing can be
tweaked to direct resources to people living in poverty. In the same way that these tech firms predict
the advertising that may interest consumers based
on their digital behavior, development actors can use
digital behavior to predict whether people are economically vulnerable.42
Research relying on data from Rwanda reveals
that past histories of mobile phone use extracted from
CDRs are a reliable predictor of socioeconomic status as validated against survey data.43 Moreover, the
researchers find that the predicted characteristics of
millions of mobile phone users can be aggregated to
the same distribution of wealth across the entire country or at the cluster level—approximately equivalent to
a village in rural areas or a ward in urban areas—as
that indicated by traditional data sources. Such highly
localized poverty maps can be used to effectively target
policies, programs, and resources to the poorest. These
methods can also improve demographic targeting of
services by gender, age, and income level. For example, CDR data have been used to identify the gender
of phone users,44 as well as to identify the ultrapoor.45
Beyond the realm of CDRs, research in higherincome countries has shown that online browsing
history and social media activity can also reliably predict household income. Social media footprints were
used in Spain to infer city-level behavioral measures
and predict socioeconomic output, specifically unemployment.46 Similarly, data from Yelp reviews of retail
shops were used to measure changes in gentrification
and predict local housing prices.47 Equipped with realtime and localized insights and trends, policy makers
can better inform policies to target areas that have
been affected by short-term economic shocks or longterm economic shifts.
Remote sensing technology is yet another novel
way to collect population characteristics, predict poverty patterns, and improve public service delivery.48
Researchers have relied on publicly available data
from Africa to both calibrate and validate machine
learning models. The Demographic and Health Survey (DHS) sponsored by the United States Agency for

International Development (USAID) and the World
Bank’s Living Standards Measurement Study (LSMS)
surveys provide high-resolution data on household
wealth and consumption expenditures. When calibrated with these surveys, satellite imagery can predict
poverty. At the survey cluster level, when used with survey data from Malawi, Nigeria, Rwanda, Tanzania, and
Uganda satellite imagery can explain 55–75 percent of
the variation in wealth and consumption per capita.
Estimates of economic well-being using this approach
outperformed both similar estimates using satellite
readings of nighttime light in the same countries and
estimates using mobile phone data in Rwanda. Critically, this approach has been shown to work reasonably
well for predicting wealth and poverty in countries
when they are excluded from the sample used to train
the model, suggesting the approach is scalable across
other countries, at least in Africa.
Ensuring road safety in transport and
transit
Road transport is an important element of economic
development. Access to transport and mobility are
highly correlated with income and quality of life.
Even though lower-income countries have only half
of the world’s vehicles, they account for 90 percent
of road traffic fatalities. In 2011 the World Health
Organization (WHO) and the World Bank launched
a Decade of Action for Road Safety, and they have
provided funding and technical assistance to build
systems aimed at reducing injuries and deaths on the
road. Despite these efforts, little progress has been
reported in low- and middle-income countries, and
the number of fatalities remains high.49
A new and growing body of literature studies how
alternative sources of data can be used to make progress toward achieving national road safety outcomes.
In the public sector, for example, a study in Nigeria
provided road safety agents with a monitoring system to investigate and record road safety events via
mobile phone.50 Access to this mobile phone–based
database helped disseminate information better and
enabled agents to respond faster to road accidents.
Such transit monitoring practices are becoming more
widespread, especially in the private sector. Commercial banks in Kenya now require a tracking device
in minibuses before approving loans to bus service
owners. As a result, today most long-range buses in
the country are equipped with GPS.51 This technology
advancement serves the dual purpose of tracking
assets under lien for the bank’s private benefit and
promoting safer driving for public benefit.
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Social media analytics have also been applied in
the private sector to understand the traffic safety
culture. A recent study in Washington State in the
United States mined Twitter data to understand the
patterns, behaviors, and attitudes related to road
safety.52 The study conducted sentiment analysis based
on traffic-related keywords to extract latent views on
topics such as safe driving measures, accidents, law
enforcement and patrolling, and accident-causing
behavior. It found that sentiment analysis using
social media posts can be used in developing policies
to improve traffic safety relevant to specific contexts.
This type of sentiment analysis could be applied in
lower-income countries as well, with substantial
benefits. Techniques are also being developed to fill
in gaps in data on the number and location of accidents in lower-income countries. Recently, researchers developed an algorithm to identify and geolocate
crashes from Twitter feeds to substantially increase
the digital data available to prioritize road safety
policies. Spotlight 4.2 describes how car crash danger
zones were pinpointed in Nairobi, Kenya, by combining police reports and crowdsourced data.53
More broadly, research in this area has focused on
the transit industry to answer broader development
questions in the realm of private sector development.
For example, a study in Kenya found that providing
bus owners with data on their employees’ driving
behavior can improve firm operations.54 Specifically,
they placed GPS devices in Kenya’s inner-city public
transport vehicles and tracked a variety of data that
captured driving behavior, including acceleration,
jerk, location, and timestamp to measure the number
of daily safety violations. The main contribution of this
data innovation was to correct informational asymmetry: once minibus owners could track driving performance, drivers could receive more generous contracts
for better performance. In turn, drivers operated in a
manner less damaging to the vehicle, more frequently
met targets, and reduced underreporting of revenues.
Thus incentives between the company (principal) and
the drivers (agents) were better aligned. These types
of data can also provide governments with feedback
to use in redesigning their road infrastructure and
guide interventions to reduce accidents.
Monitoring illegal fishing and
deforestation
Recent advances in combining public intent and
private intent data are also improving the monitoring of natural resource extraction. Box 4.3 features
one example: identifying illegal fishing in protected
ocean waters.
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Efforts to monitor deforestation have also begun to
leverage public and private datasets. Combining data
in this way has enabled indigenous groups to patrol
their forest reserves and defend against encroachment. With the aid of open-access or cheaper private
satellite imagery, cloud computing, community
observations, and publicly available property maps,
community-based forest monitoring has become
increasingly effective in identifying encroachment.55
In addition, through social media and platforms
such as Global Forest Watch the international community can better help local groups hold governments accountable in achieving national sustainable
development commitments.56 Similar data are being
used by companies to ensure that their suppliers are
meeting sustainability standards for forest products.
A recent initiative, Radar Alerts for Detecting Deforestation (RADD), was launched by the world’s 10 largest palm oil producers and buyers to monitor illegal
deforestation in palm oil plantations.57 By funding
development of a system to detect illegal deforestation using public radar imagery, property maps, and
private procurement data, this initiative may signal a
shift from civil society monitoring the private sector
to the private sector monitoring itself to ensure that
company commitments are met.
Keeping governments accountable
Emerging data types are enabling civil society to
better monitor corruption. Utilizing crowdsourced
data and web scraping, social media discussion
boards are emerging as ways in which local leaders
can act against corrupt officials and receive real-time
feedback on the impact of anticorruption policies.58
Data reported in newspapers have been used to target
corruption, thereby allowing civil society organizations to press for stricter governance measures. A
systematic, real-time view of corruption trends can
be gained from the news flow indices of corruption
(NIC) constructed by the International Monetary
Fund (IMF), drawing on country-specific searches of
more than 665 million news articles.59 Regressing the
NIC onto the real per capita gross domestic product
(GDP) revealed that changes in corruption levels as
measured by the NIC indicators were associated with
3 percent lower economic growth over the next two
years. Combined with election data, NIC data have
helped identify countries that had peaks in corruption
before or after elections. These findings can prove
helpful to international responses to corruption.
Private sector data are making it possible for
international organizations and civil society actors
to monitor policy and report on important events

Box 4.3 Preventing illegal fishing in protected maritime areas
Monitoring illegal fishing in Marine Protected Areas
(MPAs) is difficult because of their size and distance
from land. The boundaries of MPAs are curated and
made open access by the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP) and the International Union for
Conservation of Nature (IUCN). Yet identifying boats
in vast expanses of the ocean requires innovative
uses of data that are not publicly available. Global
Fishing Watch has data partnerships with the firm
ORBCOMM to access raw data from commercial trawlers’
automatic identification systems (AIS), which provides

the real-time geographic coordinates of each trawler to
help avoid collisions and provide other traffic services.
AIS data can be combined with optical and radar imagery from satellites to detect illegal fishing activity (figure B4.3.1). By overlaying MPA boundaries on AIS data
used to identify boats and determining fishing behaviors from the time spent in specific areas, researchers
found that 59 percent of MPAs in the European Union
were commercially trawled. In areas that were heavily
fished, the presence of sensitive species (such as sharks,
rays, and skates) was 69 percent lower.a

Figure B4.3.1 Public intent and private intent data can be combined to
detect illegal fishing activity
AIS
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Source: Infographic taken on July 8, 2020, globalfishingwatch.org. © Global Fishing Watch. Used with permission of Global Fishing Watch; further
permission required for reuse.
Note: Public intent data include satellite data. Private intent data include data from trawlers’ collision avoidance systems.
a. Dureuil et al. (2018).

such as elections in real time. The Inter-American
Development Bank, in partnership with governments
in Latin America, has launched a website that uses
crowdsourced civic feedback to monitor public works
projects.60 Similarly, Civic Cops, a start-up in India,

provides a suite of digital platforms to connect governments with civil society, notably offering a service that
allows civic complaints and citizen service requests
to be filed by mobile phone and directed to the corresponding public authorities. Civic engagement data
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have also been used to monitor elections in lowerincome countries. For example, in Sierra Leone’s 2012
elections a collection of citizen journalists traveled
throughout the country and reported election activity
through SMS text messages, which were then posted
on a Tumblr website, pegged to a Google map, and
disseminated on Twitter.61
Benchmarking policy priorities
Private intent data repurposed by international organizations, civil society actors, and private companies are
being used to track policy goals and benchmark policy
priorities. These initiatives are invaluable because they
provide unique and comparable data across countries
that are not collected by national governments.
The data being harvested and disseminated to
promote financial inclusion have been widely recognized by policy makers as critical to reducing poverty
and achieving inclusive economic growth. Partnering with the polling firm Gallup Inc., the World Bank

launched the Global Findex database in 2011, the
world’s most comprehensive database on how adults
save, borrow, make payments, and manage risks
(map 4.1). This dataset was created by adding a module to the Gallup World Poll, which offers a standing
global survey that produces comparable data across
countries and across time. Researchers, private companies, and international organizations use these
data to understand the lives of people everywhere.62
The Global Findex database has become a mainstay
of global efforts to promote financial inclusion.
In addition to being widely cited by scholars and
development practitioners, Global Findex data have
been used to track progress toward the World Bank’s
goal of universal financial access by 2020 and the
United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals
(SDG Target 8.10).
Data synergies can also help in critical policy areas
such as food security in both times of normality and
crises such as the COVID-19 pandemic. The potential

Map 4.1 Private intent data can provide unique and comparable information not collected by
national governments, such as the number of adults who lack a formal financial account
Globally, 1.7 billion adults lacked a formal financial account in 2017
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Source: World Bank, Global Findex (Global Financial Inclusion Database), https://globalfindex.worldbank.org/. Data at http://bit.do/WDR2021-Map-4_1.
Note: Data are not displayed for economies in which the share of adults without an account is 5 percent or less.
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to combine geospatial data with farmer output and
market pricing can improve the logistics and management of critical food systems. Meanwhile, international organizations have partnered with companies to create public intent surveys to track progress
toward the SDGs and inclusive development. For
example, in 2014 the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) began to add questions
to the Gallup World Poll to collect data for its Food
Insecurity Experience Scale (addressing SDG 2). In
2015 the International Labour Organization (ILO) and
Walk Free Foundation added questions that measure
the incidence of modern slavery (addressing SDG Target 8.7). Through a partnership with Facebook, in 2018
the World Bank and the Organisation for Economic
Co-Operation and Development (OECD) launched
the Future of Business biannual survey.63 The survey
targets active micro, small, and medium enterprises
(MSMEs) that host a Facebook business page. Using
these data, researchers have been able to study the
gender pay gap across 97 countries.64
Apart from surveys, companies are beginning to
repurpose their own data for the public good. During
the COVID-19 pandemic, Google began releasing
updated community mobility reports for 135 countries.65 These reports rely on users’ location data to
show daily changes in mobility patterns at the country
or state/provincial level, such as fewer trips to transit

stations, retail stores, parks, grocery stores, pharmacies, workplaces, or residential addresses. These data
give public health officials and the general public a
way to benchmark a region’s response to COVID-19
relative to other regions and over time. Because the
data are collected systematically across countries,
they can also be used to compare behavioral responses
across the world. Another example of a private company repurposing its own data for public benefit is the
internet speed test company Ookla, which provides a
global index for internet speeds that ranks countries
for their mobile and fixed broadband.66 These data
can be used by governments and funders to prioritize
investments in broadband coverage.
Researchers are also combining global public
intent and private intent datasets to prioritize funding streams for donors. One example is in the digital
agricultural space, where farmers can access extension services on their cellphones. Digital agricultural
interventions offer a solution to the dearth of agricultural extension agents in many lower-income countries, where the ratio of farmers to extension agents
often exceeds 1,000 to 1.67 Digital services can provide
farmers with expert scientific advice based on their
local field, market, and climatic conditions. Yet most
small-scale farmers live in areas with lower 3G and
4G coverage than in areas with relatively high shares
of large-scale farms (map 4.2 and figure 4.1).68 This

Map 4.2 Agricultural extension services can be tailored to the slower, older broadband internet
accessible to many small-scale farmers
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Source: Mehrabi et al. 2020. Data at http://bit.do/WDR2021-Map-4_2.
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Figure 4.1 Gaps in network coverage differ across
farm sizes, affecting agricultural extension services
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Source: Mehrabi et al. 2020. Data at http://bit.do/WDR2021-Fig-4_1.

finding suggests that the wave of digital agricultural
services should focus on 2G solutions (such as voice
and text messaging) to ensure that small-scale farmers are reached. Combining private intent broadband
coverage data from the data aggregation company
Mosaik (now part of Ookla) with public intent farm
size data yields localized estimates of broadband
usage at 10 square kilometer resolution. This type of
analysis can be used in making decisions about the
deployment of infrastructure to support the faster
broadband required for digital services that depend
on smartphones.

Limitations in using private
intent data for development
Despite the enormous potential offered by private
intent data through repurposing and synergies, several important limitations and challenges affect their
use for development projects. These issues should be
taken into account in the design of future research
and public policy.
Data coverage and representativeness
A key limitation of most private intent data is their
lack of representativeness. Private intent data are
often a by-product of the use of digital technologies
such as mobile phones or the internet. Having access
to these technologies typically requires infrastructure resources such as electricity or broadband that
are distributed unequally in lower-income countries. In addition, because smartphone ownership is
skewed toward those who can afford the phones, the
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data collected through these technologies primarily
highlight the characteristics of a relatively wealthier share of the population. A 2012 study combining
CDRs and surveys found that mobile phone owners
in Rwanda were wealthier, better educated, and
predominantly male.69 Similar conclusions emerged
from an analysis of the population of mobile phone
owners in Kenya.70 The lack of representativeness is
even more pronounced in social media data, which
typically require that users be literate in addition
to having internet access. Moreover, because of the
access charges associated with internet use, only the
wealthy can afford to use the internet on their mobile
devices. Estimates from Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, and
Senegal suggest that less than one-third of the population uses internet on a mobile phone, and less than
15 percent in Mozambique, Rwanda, Tanzania, and
Uganda.71 To overcome the lack of representativeness
of private intent data, development practitioners
often rely on statistical methods to combine them
with public intent data.
One important source of alternative data is satellite imagery, which can be either public intent or private intent, depending on the application. Images collected by satellites have the advantage of being fully
representative of the population, and they are well
suited to picking up measures of building density
that are highly correlated with population density
and, by extension, economic well-being. Satellite data,
however, come with an important limitation—they
are typically available only for aggregated geographic
units such as grids or villages. So-called “bottom-up”
statistical techniques combine survey data with
remote sensing indicators to permit greater geospatial precision (box 4.4).
Data profiling and discrimination
Because of the complexity and unstructured nature
of private intent data, data scientists are increasingly relying on modern machine learning methods
and algorithms to analyze them.72 These algorithms
can contain millions of parameters, which can be
extremely costly and time-consuming to calibrate.73
Machine learning experts thus typically rely on
algorithms that are “pre-trained” using very large
quantities of private intent data to make them easy
to use for a variety of tasks. Although these algorithms are extremely useful for extracting insights
from complex datasets, researchers in recent years
realized that biases in the data used to calibrate these
algorithms could contribute to discrimination,74 with
adverse consequences for people’s welfare. Other
research found that a machine learning tool created

Box 4.4 Using statistical methods and private intent data to improve
representativeness and geospatial precision
Combined data sources, by improving the representativeness and precision of survey data, enable indicators
to be reported at finer spatial scales. One statistical
approach to improving representativeness typically used
when combining survey data with mobile phone data or
satellite imagery is to average the data from different
sources using a common geographic unit of analysis.
For example, a welfare measure such as an asset index
could be averaged across all households in a village
(enumeration area). The results are then related to satellite imagery or mobile phone data. This procedure works
well when extrapolating from imagery to predict average
consumption for countries or large areas not covered by
a survey. This method can also be used to generate local
estimates of welfare within a country, provided that an
appropriate statistical method is used to directly incorporate information from the sample into the estimation
procedure to obtain more precise estimates.
Facebook engineers have used deep-learning algorithms to detect buildings in satellite imagery, allowing
them to downscale population estimates from the census to a much finer spatial resolution. However, these
methods have significant drawbacks. Predictions based
on models specified at aggregate levels will generally
not deliver precise estimates unless they are combined
in an appropriate way with survey-based estimates.
Precision is an important consideration because most
national statistical offices will not publish imprecise estimates due to quality concerns. Furthermore, geographic

to predict the future criminal behavior of defendants
in the United States embedded racial discrimination:
black defendants were twice as likely as their white
counterparts to be falsely classified as future criminals.75 Similarly, image search engines such as Flickr,
which have been the source of training data for various computer vision algorithms, have been shown to
overrepresent light-skinned men between the ages
of 18 and 40, leading to poorer performance by these
algorithms when making predictions of underrepresented categories such as women or minorities.76
Similar issues arise when machine learning algorithms are pre-trained using text containing racist
and sexist stereotypes. Text generation algorithms
trained on massive online text databases that were
scraped from the web, such as the GPT-2 database

downscaling relies on a few key assumptions. Facebook
assumes the population is distributed in proportion
to the “built-up area,” which leads to inconsistencies
between the estimates and the census. For example,
because a smaller portion of buildings in urban areas are
residential, relying on built-up area to distribute population could exaggerate population counts in urban areas
compared with rural ones.
An alternative method for estimating the population
of small areas is to use “bottom-up” methods that draw
on data from survey listing exercises rather than “topdown” disaggregation of census data. “Bottom-up”
techniques offer the important advantage of being
able to produce updated population estimates without
a census at a fraction of the cost. They use survey data
to calibrate a model that relates population in the areas
sampled by the survey to remote sensing indicators.
Geospatial indicators that predict population density
include the geographic size of the village, the number of
buildings, the extent of built-up area, and the presence
of nighttime lights. The model can then be used to generate population estimates nationwide. Similar methods
can be used to generate more precise estimates of
nonmonetary poverty.a They likely could be applied to a
variety of socioeconomic indicators, including monetary
poverty, labor market outcomes, health outcomes, and
educational attainment.
a. Masaki et al. (2020).

created by Open AI, have been found to generate racist
and anti-Semitic text in response to specific inputs.77
When trained on Google News, word-embedding
algorithms aimed at measuring the similarity between
words tend to propagate the sexist biases reflected in
the text, highlighting similarities between “man” and
“computer programmer,” whereas “woman” appears
to be associated with “homemaker.”78 Arguably, such
discrimination can have larger consequences in
lower-income countries, which typically lack safety
nets and social protection mechanisms.
Data transparency and manipulation
Both the data-generating process and the algorithms
used to process private intent data suffer from a lack of
transparency. The algorithms used by search engines
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are not public, and they are constantly optimized to
improve users’ experience. This process can lead to
inaccurate predictions of policy outcomes, such as the
notorious Google Flu Trends index. In 2009 a team
of scientists at Google published a paper describing
an innovative method to predict the number of flu
cases in the United States using the volume of search
terms related to the flu on Google.79 Their Google
Flu Trends index was initially able to predict official
numbers ahead of the US Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC), until it made headlines in 2013
for incorrectly predicting twice the number of actual
flu cases. Scientists investigating what went wrong
realized that many search terms used as predictors
were associated with the onset of winter instead of
the onset of colds.80 This “overfitting” is a major concern when private intent datasets containing highdimensional data (that is, data with a high number of
features or independent variables) are used to nowcast
policy outcomes that are infrequently observed. New
generations of forecasting models based on private
intent data should aim to rely on information coming
from multiple private data sources to avoid being too
dependent on the idiosyncrasies of a single source.
Even when accurate, predictive models are often
so opaque that their predictions cannot be easily
communicated to policy makers. Because machine
learning is increasingly used to shape development
policies, more research is needed to make complex
algorithms transparent and interpretable, thereby
increasing their legitimacy and ensuring they do not
contribute to unequal outcomes. More research is
also needed to understand trade-offs between interpretability and predictive performance. For example,
researchers have estimated models using data to
predict poverty from satellite imagery in both Sri
Lanka and Uganda by focusing on objects in images
that correlate with standards of living such as roads,
buildings, and cars.81 In each country, the interpretable model performed as well as commonly used
black-box computer vision algorithms, indicating
that model interpretability does not necessarily come
at the cost of performance. The performance of image
recognition algorithms may be constrained, however,
because they are initially trained to detect a wide variety of objects using millions of images, which may
not isolate the most important portions of the images
for the specific purpose of predicting poverty.
An additional challenge of relying on algorithms
to design policy is that they can be manipulated.
People can change their behavior in response to
algorithmic decision-making to trick the system and
maximize their interests. For example, the nonprofit
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GiveDirectly facilitates direct cash transfers to poor
households. As a proxy for poor living conditions, satellite imagery was initially used to target households
with thatched roofs. When GiveDirectly’s methods
became common knowledge, some families pretended to live in a thatched structure near their home
to qualify for the aid.82 This concern about manipulation increasingly motivates the design of machine
learning algorithms that assign more weight to
personal characteristics less likely to be subject to
manipulation.83

Investments in data innovations:
Building a culture of data
Effectively leveraging new types of data requires
investing in human capital, data sharing, and research
in lower-income countries. This section describes
areas in which governments, donors, and advocates
of corporate social responsibility can help promote
innovative uses of data for public benefit in lowerincome countries, thereby helping to build a culture
for the use of data and evidence.
Investing in people
Building the skills of analysts and decision-makers. Leveraging the comparative advantages of public intent and
private intent data requires a long-term approach to
enhancing domestic human capital in lower-income
countries. Investments in human capital should focus
on decision-makers and analysts. Strengthening the
data and statistical literacy of decision-makers can
help them understand the potential utility and limitations of these new data sources. This understanding
is key for them to champion a data innovation agenda
and advocate for the required human, technological,
and financial resources. Analysts, on the other hand,
need unique skill sets to leverage private intent data
that bridge many disciplines, including statistics,
economics, computer science, geographic information systems (GIS), and the multidisciplinary field of
data science. Although many of these skills are akin to
those needed to bolster the capacities of national statistical offices (NSOs), teams with exposure to private
sector data and data systems will be able to work more
efficiently across data types and foster collaboration.
At the country level, it is critical to build analysts’
skills to integrate public intent and private intent data
for public policy design and evaluation. These skills
include data engineering to manage, process, and link
public intent and private intent data; analyzing integrated datasets using traditional statistical and econometric methods and the latest advances in machine

learning; and visualizing the emerging insights. These
skills must be augmented with acute awareness of the
ethics and data protection dimensions of public intent
and private intent data sources. Several competency
frameworks developed for big data analytics are useful for a more granular understanding of the skill sets
required for data acquisition, processing, analysis,
visualization, and reporting.84 These broad directions
for capacity building focus on catalyzing the use of
new data sources, in contrast to the recommendations
presented in chapter 2, which focus on strengthening
data production within the public sector.
Enhancing tertiary education. The long-term process
of acquiring these skills begins by enhancing tertiary
education. Because of the wide array of competencies
that data scientists are expected to possess, university and graduate degree programs may have to be
altered, particularly in lower-income countries. Students need the foundational statistical skills central
to understanding and using public intent data, as well
as the frontier skills in artificial intelligence (AI) and
machine learning at the heart of leveraging the value
from the integration of public intent and private
intent data. The curricula of degree programs—in
the fields of statistics, economics, computer science,
and GIS—could be revised to align formal education
with the practical demands of jobs in data analytics.
In addition, new degree, graduate, and certificate programs with a data science theme could be established.
Promoting partnerships with universities and private
companies in higher-income countries. Such partnerships

can be instrumental in achieving these education
goals and enhancing training in contemporary data
topics such as machine learning and AI. These types
of initiatives can help tailor research in lower-income
countries that leverages private intent data to local
contexts and hires more local researchers. This would
be a welcome trend because this research field has
been predominantly led by principal investigators
who are not nationals of these countries.
Proficiency with AI is one of the most coveted
data skill sets. It involves feeding computers large
amounts of data to train them to identify patterns
and make predictions. For example, seismic activity
data are crunched by computers to learn how to predict earthquakes,85 and satellite images of agricultural
areas are processed to estimate crop yields.86 According to an analysis of self-reported job skills on the
professional network platform LinkedIn, the United
States leads in AI, followed by China (see figure 4.2).87
Low- and middle-income countries need to catch up
to these emerging trends in skills. In South Africa, the
minister of communications and digital technologies
argues there is no shortage of talent in the Africa
region, but rather a lack of visionary policy makers to
drive digitization and enable key infrastructure such
as data centers and cloud computing.88
Technical training can sometimes be obtained
cheaply or at no cost. Some digital companies provide
free online training, and their certifications often
attract job seekers.89 Cisco’s Networking Academy
has trained more than 10 million people in low- and

Figure 4.2 Artificial intelligence specialists gravitate to the US market, no matter
where they are educated
a. Location of employment (%)

b. Location of study (%)
Others, 10

Others, 10
United Kingdom, 4
Canada, 6

Israel, 3

China, 29

Iran, Islamic Rep., 3
United Kingdom, 4
Canada, 5

Europe, 10

India, 8
China, 11
United States, 59
Europe, 18

United States, 20

Source: MacroPolo, “The Global AI Talent Tracker,” https://macropolo.org/digital-projects/the-global-ai-talent-tracker/. Adapted with permission of
MacroPolo/Paulson Institute; further permission required for reuse. Data at http://bit.do/WDR2021-Fig-4_2.
Note: Country affiliations are based in panel a on the headquarters of institutions in which researchers currently work and in panel b on the country in which
researchers received their undergraduate degree.
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middle-income countries, often in partnership with
local academic institutions with no or low-cost tuition. It also offers free online courses.90 Although
basic tech knowledge is needed to participate in these
options, these offerings suggest that relevant training
can be obtained in many developing countries at low
cost provided good broadband internet connectivity
is available. Popular cloud data management and analytical applications also feature graphical user interfaces, making it easier for those without advanced
coding skills to use them.
Increasing training, mentorship, and on-the-job training. Improvements along the formal education supply chain can be augmented by on-the-job training
efforts that target a broad coalition of data producers
and users across the public sector, academia, and civil
society. Increasing access to online training platforms
(such as DataCamp and Coursera) and online degree
and certificate programs, as well as free courses
offered by prestigious universities in higher-income
countries, can help build capacity across an impressive array of topics related to both foundational and
frontier data analytics. These activities could be
supplemented by continued support of emerging
data science initiatives that provide scope for collaboration, mentorship, and learning, including the
Deep Learning Indaba Institute,91 Data Science Africa
conferences,92 and the competition platform Zindi.93
Skills training companies and platforms have
recently surfaced supporting the development of
digital data skills in developing countries and linking
trainees to employers. Upskilling platforms such as
Andela and Gebeya in Africa and Revelo in Brazil train
students in data analytics and software development.
Andela, founded in 2014, is training young people to
meet the demand for information technology (IT)
talent globally and within Africa. Gebeya, founded
in 2016, matches trainees with companies in Africa.94
And data labeling companies such as CloudFactory in
Kenya and Nepal and Samasource in Kenya are creating jobs for cleaning, categorizing, and labeling data
used for AI applications.95
As for its continued support of short-term training
and mentorship programs in lower-income countries,
the international community should evaluate the
conditions for achieving sustained improvements in
local capacity to identify short-term capacity-building
models that hold promise.
Strengthening data literacy among senior leadership
and creating institutional environments that encourage
the use of sophisticated data and evidence. The big push
to build an army of data scientists for jobs in the
public sector, private sector, and civil society must be
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complemented with efforts to create enabling institutional and leadership environments (see chapter
8) that place a high premium on the use of data and
evidence—both internally for management of these
institutions and externally for understanding and
producing policies that enhance welfare.
To help strengthen data literacy, especially in
low-capacity settings, regional and international
development partners can leverage their expertise or
technical partnerships to provide governments with
technical assistance. They can also organize objective
peer reviews for gauging the relevance and accuracy
of complex research that hinges on the integration of
public intent and private intent data sources, including efforts sponsored by international agencies themselves (see spotlight 2.2).
On the whole, strengthening the data literacy of
the senior leadership of public sector institutions will
not guarantee that they will seek data and evidence
when designing policies, especially if their insights
do not appear to contribute to the political objectives
of their government (see chapter 8). As discussed in
chapter 2, mutually reinforcing constraints in financing, human capital, data governance, and data demand
must be overcome as part of a long-term, holistic plan
backed by domestic support from politicians of the
major political parties, academia, and civil society.
In the short term, strengthening human capital in
NSOs and line ministries in lower-income countries in
the production and use of public intent data will indirectly contribute to the pool of skill sets required for
public intent and private intent data to be integrated
into official statistics and knowledge products generated within the public sector (see chapters 2 and 9 for
further discussion). International organizations can
provide these institutions with technical assistance
to cultivate open data practices and to build skills in
the creation and dissemination of public use census,
survey, and administrative datasets that are subject to
international best practices in deidentification. This
effort can catalyze downstream research that brings
together public intent and private intent data sources.
Statistical capacity-building projects financed by
international organizations and traditionally focused
on the production and use of public intent data should
be expanded systematically to allow for investments
in skills critical to the integration of public intent and
private intent data sources. NSOs could establish a
business line on experimental statistics (that is, statistics that leverage new data sources and methods to
better respond to users’ needs and can be viewed as
official statistics “in the making”). This business line
would provide a more direct route to investing in staff

who can conduct cutting-edge research grounded in
synergies among public intent and private intent data
sources.96
Revamping NSOs to perform nontraditional roles with
private intent data. In general, for NSOs to maintain
relevance in a landscape in which they no longer generate the majority of the data, they should be empowered data stewards endowed with qualified staff who
can perform nontraditional roles. NSOs must be able
to field requests for accessing confidential data that
can be used to calibrate and validate models that
fuse public intent and private intent data sources. By
pursuing a work program on experimental statistics,
NSOs should aspire to be proactive contributors to
research that would assess the public intent data
requirements of synergistic applications. The Data
Science Campus in the United Kingdom’s Office for
National Statistics (ONS) is an example of a unit in
an NSO that is tasked with leveraging the latest
advances in data science and the synergies between
public intent and private intent data sources to serve
the public good. The Campus works on data science
projects not only for the ONS, but also for the UK
government as well as international organizations in
collaboration with partners from academia and the
private sector.97 Twinning arrangements between the
NSOs in high-income countries with similar initiatives and NSOs in low- and middle-income countries
can be one way to strengthen NSO capabilities in
low-capacity environments to create units akin to the
ONS Data Science Campus.
NSOs will also need to grapple with data protection issues. They must, for example, determine
whether spatially deidentified data are sufficient for
calibration purposes and what minimum volume and
scope of confidential data will have to be accessed for
specific applications. NSOs also can carefully identify
applications in which access to confidential data are
not required. However, accommodating requests for
applications with well-defined and well-articulated
confidential data needs or responding to timesensitive requests tied to immediate policy needs
(such as a humanitarian or disaster response) ultimately require that NSOs have personnel who are
trained in data protection and law and who can enter
into and enforce data sharing agreements to mitigate
data protection risks. To fulfill these roles, NSOs must
receive a significant infusion of financial and human
capital and should consider actively engaging—at
least in the short term—international organizations
or academic institutions and research organizations,
at both the local and international levels, to bridge the
gaps in internal institutional and technical capacity.

Investing in data accessibility. Accessing private
intent data remains challenging, especially in lowerincome countries. Large barriers, such as protecting
customers and maintaining competitive advantages,
prevent companies from sharing their data. In addition, pulling data from a company’s database requires
computing and human resources that are typically
outside of a business’s key performance indicators. If
a public organization has poorly formulated requests
for a company’s data, compiling and exporting data
can become a time-intensive burden on companies.
Even if a company is willing and able to share its data,
because of the diversity of private intent data types it
is difficult to create standards to share data. Shared
data must have clear documentation, be in a usable
format that is interoperable with other private and
public datasets for integration, and have been deidentified. Creating these types of standards may require
third parties to coordinate efforts and will place more
resource burdens on companies.
Utilizing data collaboratives and research partnerships.
These cooperative arrangements are essential ways
for different sectors, research institutions, and governments to share data. The Open Data Lab describes
data collaboratives as moving beyond public-private
partnerships to pool data resources that researchers
use for public benefit.98 A successful example can
be found in Nairobi, Kenya, where researchers have
partnered with local government agencies to develop
spatially integrated road safety datasets with inputs
from administrative, social media, private, and traditional sources (see spotlight 4.2 for details).
Data collaboratives can be coordinated by civil
society or universities, or through corporate social
responsibility programs. Facebook’s Data for Good
initiative is an example of how technology companies can be incentivized to share their data through
corporate social responsibility programs. By leveraging customer data and engaging with civil society
and university partners, Facebook is offering a suite
of innovative datasets intended to aid public policy
decisions. Offerings range from mobility data and
downscaled population maps to data on electric grid
coverage.
Data collaboratives and research partnerships
could provide companies’ application programming
interfaces (APIs) and cloud services through tiers
made available to the public sector. Social media platforms such as Twitter provide APIs so that users can
download their text data using free tiers.
Private companies could be encouraged to share
their data at reduced cost for public initiatives, with
special grants for researchers or tax breaks for the
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data provider. Cloud computing services, such as
Google Cloud and Amazon Web Services, are offering
small education grants to researchers to access the
computing infrastructure needed to leverage these
datasets, which are often large. Flowminder, a Swedish nongovernmental organization, provides code,
instructions, and support for mobile network operators to aggregate, deidentify, and share their CDR
data. Their open-source tool, FlowKit, provides APIs,
code, and databases to aid companies sharing these
sensitive records with researchers.99
Trusted intermediaries are building platforms
that provide researchers with private intent data or
facilitate sending programming code to private companies, which can, in turn, run the code with their private intent data on behalf of the researcher and share
aggregated research insights. Opportunity Insights, a
nonpartisan, nonprofit research organization based
at Harvard University, offers a Track the Recovery
platform that gives researchers access to near realtime economic data to understand the COVID-19
policy response in the United States. As the broker of
the data sharing agreements, Opportunity Insights
deidentifies data to facilitate sharing by protecting
customers’ and companies’ data. For example, they
protect companies’ data through aggregation and by
creating relative indicators that mask actual revenue
and profit. OPAL (“Open Algorithms”) takes a different
approach. OPAL is a nonprofit partnership created by
groups at MIT Media Lab, Imperial College London,
the financial company Orange, the World Economic
Forum, and the Data-Pop Alliance. Its platform allows
researchers to send companies certified open-source
algorithms that are then run behind the companies’
firewalls.
Despite the promise of these innovative datasharing pathways, many are not available in lowerincome countries. For example, these countries
rarely participate in data collaboratives, according
to data compiled by the Open Data Lab.100 A similar
trend can be seen in the limited number of studies on
lower-income countries that leveraged private intent
data in the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic
(box 4.2). More investments are needed in accessing
private intent data for public benefit in lower-income
countries.
Investing in research
Investments in research are needed to develop
methods and enable lower-income countries to
grow research programs that leverage private intent
data for public policy. The research community can
achieve quick wins by focusing on foundational
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areas such as testing whether validated methods
in one region translate to contexts where data are
sparse. Over the longer term, research strategies
would benefit from building validation and training
datasets in lower-income countries to avoid issues
similar to data profiling and discrimination when
using pre-trained models from higher-income countries. The selections that follow describe some of the
high-priority research needed to advance the use of
private intent data for public benefit in the short and
long term.
Shorter-term research needs. Because much of the
current innovation in using private intent data is led
by researchers and technology companies in higherincome countries, many of the available methods
are not tailored to the development context.101 Even
when a solution is developed for and validated in
a particular lower-income country, understanding
whether and when the solution can be extended to
other lower-income countries can enable research
in data-sparse contexts. For example, even though
international phone call usage correlates with wealth
more strongly in Rwanda than in Balkh province
in Afghanistan, such a finding can still be useful in
contexts such as Balkh province.102 Similarly, granular
poverty maps that use digital trace data from mobile
phones hold great potential for better targeting social
services, but the patterns that algorithms use to make
poverty predictions may differ from context to context.103 Research is needed to determine when granular poverty estimates created for one country can be
transferred to another country and when they will
lead to misleading maps.
In the short term, researchers also need to produce
methods that preserve privacy while combining public intent and private intent data. As more datasets are
made available to researchers and decision-makers,
more opportunities arise to reverse-engineer traditional deidentification methods. If these risks are
not eliminated, individuals and companies may be
reluctant to share their data. One example of how
public intent data are being designed to prevent
de-anonymization is the GPS data collected from
household surveys for the Demographic and Health
Survey and the Living Standards Measurement
Study. Even if surveys collect GPS-based locations
for communities and households, the resulting data
are not included in public use datasets to ensure
the confidentiality of respondents. Any third-party
user that obtains DHS- or LSMS-type survey data
has access only to spatially offset locations of survey
enumeration areas. For example, a household’s location is represented using the 10 square kilometer area

within which the house is located. These surveys are
also good examples of providing documentation that
makes the precision and accuracy of the deidentified
data explicit.
Concerns about data protection have limited
the eagerness to share data, even in critical times
such as during the Ebola crisis. Historically, data
deidentification techniques have maintained equilibrium between the producers and consumers of
data, preserving individuals’ privacy while limiting
information loss. However, deidentification techniques have proven to be increasingly imperfect with
high-dimensional private intent data. Despite the use
of standard deidentification techniques, one study
found that four data points were enough to reidentify
95 percent of individuals in a mobile phone dataset of
1.5 million people.104 In this context, new data sharing
frameworks have been proposed to mitigate privacy
risks while maximizing the informative potential of
private intent data. Researchers have proposed four
models for use of mobile phone data, depending on
the level of risk tolerance and the number of potential
third-party users.105 The Social Science One initiative,
which allows researchers from academic institutions
to access Facebook data at scale,106 is an example of
how new data sharing frameworks could be applied
to access private intent data, paving the way for
future public-private collaborations. As noted, more
research will be needed to design methods that allow
the privacy of private intent data to be protected,
while minimizing the loss of precision associated
with using these data in applications aimed to inform
public policy.107
In a context of low data and coding literacy, off-theshelf programming tools can lead to more effective
and responsible use of private intent data. Flowminder’s FlowKit is an example of an open-source solution
that helps companies to deidentify, clean, and export
their data effectively for policy applications.108 Using
FlowKit, Flowminder and its partners have been able
to rapidly integrate CDRs into the COVID-19 response.
Aequitas is another open-source toolkit that provides
an intuitive way to audit machine learning models for
discrimination and bias.109 These types of tools enable
researchers to access data and companies to share
data without the need for specialized skills to collate
and deidentify the datasets. Ideally, these research
tools should be designed to promote access to data
and to share technical knowledge between lowerincome countries, from higher-income countries to
lower-income countries, or from lower-income countries to higher-income countries. Research funding
would not only operate on short-term project cycles

but also support the institutional setup of research
labs and institutes in lower-income countries.
Longer-term research needs. These needs include
devising best practices and quality standards. Most
decision-makers will not be well versed in the latest
data methods. Best practices and quality standards
can facilitate trust in leveraging new data types
for policy. These types of standards and governing
institutions are available for public intent data. Conceivably, then, they could be translated for private
intent data. For example, traditional data collection
using sample surveys has many imperfections, but
by studying them extensively, the research community has come up with ways to address them or
quantify the errors they introduce.110 In the same
way, researchers need to study the limitations of private intent data and develop the appropriate quality
standards for their use in public policy. For example,
there is currently no consensus on the criteria needed
to determine whether a poverty map is fit for use in
resource allocations.
International organizations can play a major role
in this process by providing platforms for discussing, formulating, and promoting these practices and
standards (see spotlight 8.1). The working groups
established under the auspices of the United Nations
Statistical Commission on household surveys, open
data, and big data may provide insight into the types
of commissions that could be established.111
Coordinating investment
In the longer term, coordinated investment in
high-quality training data from lower-income countries will also be needed. Currently, private intent data
are mostly repurposed for machine learning applications, which require high-quality data collected on
location via remote sensing to train algorithms. For
example, over the last five years pioneering research
on small-scale farming systems has successfully combined high-quality georeferenced survey data with
high-resolution, multispectral satellite imagery from
public sources (Sentinel-2) and private sources (Planet
and Maxar, formerly Digital Globe) to obtain crop
yield estimates on individual plots.112 These efforts
have shown the importance of using high-quality
ground data—including georeferenced plot outlines
and objective measures of crop yields—to calibrate
and validate remote sensing models that can, in turn,
churn out high-resolution grids for crop types and
crop yields for entire regions and countries.
One of the challenges preventing the rapid scale
up of these efforts is the lack of knowledge on
the required volume and content of georeferenced
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microdata that should be collected through surveys
to inform downstream remote sensing applications
capable of meeting needs for spatially disaggregated
estimation and reporting. These challenges could be
addressed by research. Similarly, to analyze natural
language data to, for example, measure attitudes on
certain topics in the population, researchers typically
rely on pre-trained language models (that is, models
already trained on a large corpus of text). The lack of
these pre-trained language models in languages other

than the major ones has been a barrier to the analysis
of text data in low- and middle-income countries.113
If the people in these countries are themselves the
designers, curators, and owners of location-specific,
high-quality training data to test private intent data,
the center of research gravity would naturally shift
toward lower-income countries.
Table 4.1 summarizes selected short- and long-term
research needs. Answers to the questions listed in the
table will vary in accordance with the development

Table 4.1 Selected research gaps to be addressed to advance the use of private intent data for
development
Research area

Examples of research gaps

Societal impacts

• How do we ensure that algorithmic-based policy making can lead to fair outcomes?
• How can we increase the transparency and interpretability of policy predictions using private intent
data?
• How can we design algorithms that can be safeguarded against manipulation?
• What are the trade-offs between granularity and precision, and what is the optimal mix for
targeting of development programs?

Quality standards

• How can standards be created, agreed on, updated, and communicated to the general
development community? Who needs to be part of these conversations?
• To ensure that policy makers can trust and use results, what should the standards be for accuracy
and precision for frontier applications that use private intent data or that combine public intent and
private intent data?

External validitya

• How promising is the approach of building models in countries that have data and applying them
to countries with limited data?
• How can issues akin to data profiling and discrimination be avoided when using pre-trained
models from higher-income countries in cases of novel development use?
• To what extent can applications that combine public intent survey data with private intent data
predict values calculated from census data within a country?

Machine learning

• How does the approach to machine learning and spatial feature selection need to change from
common machine learning tasks to more specialized tasks that will aid development policy?
• Which features best predict spatial variation in development outcomes in different contexts? What
are the trade-offs between predictive accuracy and cost?

Training and validation data

• What should be the required volume of and approach to public intent data collection for calibrating
and validating machine learning algorithms that combine public intent and private intent data?

Deidentificationb

• How do deidentification methods need to change to protect individuals and companies when
private intent data are used for public benefit?
• How does (spatial) deidentification of public intent data affect the accuracy and precision of
applications that use public intent data to calibrate and validate machine learning algorithms that
combine public intent and private intent data?

Capturing longitudinal
change

• How do accuracy and precision differ in applications that aim to estimate longitudinal change
versus obtaining cross-sectional predictions for the same development outcome?
• What features best predict longitudinal change in different contexts?
• How can we ensure the stability over time of algorithms aimed at predicting changes in policy
outcomes?
• When public intent survey data are combined with imagery—specifically, spatial features
(predictors) extracted via deep-learning techniques—in order to derive high-resolution estimates of
a development outcome, how do the spatial, spectral,c and temporal resolution of satellite imagery
affect the accuracy and precision of the predictions for the outcome of interest?
• Do these effects vary based on the decisions on the size of satellite imagery grids that are
processed for extracting spatial features?

a.	External validity relates to the research findings of one location holding true in another location.
b.	The term deidentification is used instead of anonymization because, although data are processed to deidentify any individual, these data may become identifiable in the future as computing and
machine learning advance. Thus data may never be truly anonymized.
c.	“Spectral” refers to different wavelengths on the visual spectrum. Satellite images typically have multiple “bands” that capture different spectral ranges.
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outcome/process that researchers are aiming to better measure and understand through the use and
augmentation of private intent data. For example,
the requirements for high-resolution estimation of
population density will differ from requirements for
estimating crop yields.
The growing availability and use of private intent
data for development purposes have potentially large
benefits, especially when paired with public intent
data. However, the way forward requires a conducive and enabling environment that trains both analysts and higher-level decision-makers to consider
critically issues of data protection, discrimination,
manipulation, representativeness, and transparency.
Repurposing and combining public intent and private
intent data are central to getting more value from
data, but the benefits must be shared equitably while
safeguarding against harmful outcomes. Part II of
this Report describes the building blocks of a social
contract that enables such data flows, including infrastructure policies, legal and regulatory frameworks
for data, related economic policies, and the institutions of data governance.
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Spotlight 4.1

Gathering, sharing, and using better
data on weather, water, and climate
from low- and middle-income
countries

Two-way flows of data between local, regional, and international
meteorological centers have high value for social and economic
development.
The need for weather and climate information is
growing rapidly as people are becoming more vulnerable to natural hazards, including those exacerbated
by climate change. To support economic and social
development, all countries need to have access to
sufficiently accurate, reliable, and understandable
weather, water, and climate data (as stated in the Sustainable Development Goals).1 This is the case everywhere, but particularly in low- and middle-income
countries, which are bearing the brunt of losses from
natural hazards.2
Scientific and technological advances have brought
weather prediction systems to a level where they can
provide weather intelligence to inform the decisions
of individuals and groups of individuals.3 But such
data are useful for decision-making only if more highquality observational data are shared, assimilated, or
used to adjust model outputs. While satellites provide
most of the data for models, local data play several
critical roles. Scientists from national meteorological
services work with regional and global centers to calibrate global models at national and local scales.
The more local data are shared internationally,
the better the weather predictions produced by global
centers can be applied locally. Exchanging more and
better data internationally and doing so more frequently have many direct benefits, yielding betterperforming models, more accurate local forecasts,
and improved verification of forecasts, helping to
monitor, improve, and compare the quality of forecasts and forecasting systems.
Recognizing the benefit of sharing national
data with regional and global forecasting centers,
Ukraine recently increased the number of weather
stations reporting data to the European Centre for
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Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) from
30 to 130.4 The extra data produced by these stations
will help to improve global forecasts and thus regional
and national forecasts. In particular, local observations of near-surface temperature and humidity will
improve estimates of soil moisture, which influence
regional and global forecasts of near-surface temperature and rainfall. Additional data on snow depth
from Denmark, Hungary, the Netherlands, Romania,
Sweden, and Switzerland have improved forecasts of
air temperature in the northern hemisphere.
More data are now being shared in real time
between ECMWF and all 37 countries participating
in the Regional Integrated Multi-Hazard Early Warning System for Africa and Asia (RIMES).5 The Bangladesh Meteorological Department, for example, has
increased from 10 to 32 the number of stations sharing observational data taken every three hours and
provided nearly 40 years of historical data. The total
number of stations added by all RIMES members is
now 500 and is expected to increase to 1,500 soon,
leading to a significant improvement in the accuracy
and lead time of weather forecasts.
However, these data are not categorized as essential data, as defined by the World Meteorological
Organization,6 and are not considered open data from
the perspective of their use and reuse. For this reason,
RIMES needs to ensure that these data are protected
by nondisclosure agreements. In return, ECMWF
shares high-resolution digital forecast products with
each participating country, with the aim of improving
national forecasts and deepening the technical collaboration between RIMES countries and ECMWF. With
access to these high-resolution forecast products
from ECMWF, countries can focus more efforts on

Map S4.1.1 Large gaps remain in global reporting on basic weather data

Availability of surface land observations
(global NWP) as of December 14, 2020
More than 100%
Normal ≥ 80%
Availability issues ≥ 30%
Availability issues < 30%
Not received in period
OSCAR schedule issues
No match in OSCAR/surface land observation
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Source: World Bank map, based on data from WDQMS (WIGOS Data Quality Monitoring System) (webtool), World Meteorological Organization, Geneva,
https://wdqms.wmo.int. Data at http://bit.do/WDR2021-Map-S4_1_1.
Note: Snapshot of World Meteorological Organization Integrated Global Observing System interactive map showing observations of surface temperature
measured on a typical day (December 14) in 2020. NWP = numerical weather prediction; OSCAR = Observing Systems Capability Analysis and Review Tool.

applying forecast information to the needs of their
population and on building skills in data analytics. 7
As map S4.1.1 shows, significant gaps in reporting
basic weather data still exist. Important steps to take
are getting countries to recognize the value of sharing
their data and to participate in improving the models. In time, it is anticipated that open data policies
similar to the European Union Directive will apply to
meteorological data everywhere, characterizing these
data as having high value for social and economic
development. The German Meteorological Service,
for example, has started openly sharing all of the data
it uses for its public tasks.8 Now more than 500 petabytes of data are downloaded monthly and used by a
wide range of industries in Germany to improve their
economic performance.

Notes
1. See United Nations, Sustainable Development Goals:
Decade of Action (dashboard), https://www.un.org
/sustainabledevelopment/decade-of-action/.
2. Hallegatte, Bangalore, and Vogt-Schilb (2016).
3. Charts Catalogue (weather map repository), European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts, https://
apps.ecmwf.int/webapps/opencharts/?.
4. ECMWF (2018).
5. Rimes (2020).

6. Zillman (2019).
7. ECMWF (2020).
8. See Deutscher Wetterdienst, Open Data Server (dashboard), https://www.dwd.de/EN/ourservices/opendata
/opendata.html.
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Spotlight 4.2

Making roads safer by repurposing
private intent traffic data

Developing spatially integrated datasets that leverage administrative,
social media, private, and more traditional sources can help to pave the
way for smart and socially beneficial investments and policies.

Reducing road mortality by half (Sustainable Development Goal 3.6) could save 675,000 lives a year. Yet the
countrywide investments in regulation, enforcement,
education, and infrastructure needed to attain this
ambitious target are often out of reach. Resource constraints require countries to make smart choices on
where and how to invest. Knowing where and when
road traffic crashes happen can help to prioritize
investments where they matter most. Unfortunately,
many countries facing these difficult choices have
little or no data on road traffic crashes and inadequate
capacity to analyze the data they do have. Official data
on road traffic crashes capture only 56 percent of fatalities in low- and middle-income countries, on average.1
Crash reports exist, yet they are buried in piles
of paper or collected by private operators instead of
being converted into useful data or disseminated to
the people who need the information to make policy
decisions. In Kenya, where official figures under
report the number of fatalities by a factor of 4.5,2 the
rapid expansion of mobile phones and social media
provides an opportunity to leverage commuter
reports on traffic conditions as a potential source of
data on road traffic crashes.
Big data mining, combined with digitization of
official paper records, has demonstrated how disparate data can be leveraged to inform urban spatial
analysis, planning, and management.3 Researchers
worked in close collaboration with the National
Police Service to digitize more than 10,000 situation
reports spanning from 2013 to 2020 from the 14
police stations in Nairobi to create the first digital
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and geolocated administrative dataset of individual
crashes in the city. They combined administrative
data with data crowdsourced using a software application for mobile devices and short message service
(SMS) traffic platform, Ma3Route, which has more
than 1.1 million subscribers in Kenya. They analyzed
870,000 transport-related tweets submitted between
2012 and 2020 to identify and geolocate 36,428 crash
reports by developing and improving natural language processing and geoparsing algorithms.4
To verify the accuracy of crowdsourced reports
and the efficiency of the algorithms, the team dispatched a motorcycle delivery company to the site
of the reported crash minutes after each new crash
report was received for a subset of reports. In 92 percent of cases, a crash was verified to have occurred
in the stated location or nearby. By combining these
sources of data, researchers were able to identify the 5
percent of roads (crash black spots) where 50 percent
of the road traffic deaths occur in the city (map S4.2.1).
This exercise demonstrates that addressing data
scarcity can transform an intractable problem into a more
manageable one. In this case, investing in the safety of
a 6,200-kilometer road network is intractable. Digitizing and analyzing administrative data and variables
on injuries and deaths can help to narrow down the
locations and times of the day and week that are
associated with the most severe crashes. The analysis
offers an invaluable road map for future regulation,
infrastructure, and enforcement efforts.
More insights can be gained by integrating existing data and collecting further information, such as

Map S4.2.1 By combining police reports and crowdsourced data, researchers were
able to identify the 5 percent of roads where half of the crashes occur in Nairobi

Crashes geolocated from police situation reports
Crashes identified by crowdsourced reports that were geolocated and clustered
into individual crashes

IBRD KEN45648 | MARCH 2021

Source: Milusheva et al. 2020.
Note: Data shown are for July 2017–July 2018.

Uber and Waze data on average speeds on road segments and on road obstacles; Google Maps data on
land use; and weather data on driving conditions. The
researchers also invested in a massive data collection
effort that is surveying the infrastructure and videotaping and coding the behavior of road users in 200
crash black spots in the city. The analysis of these new
data will generate hypotheses to optimize the policy
response to the road safety problem.
Overall, developing spatially integrated datasets
that leverage administrative, social media, private,
and more traditional sources can help to fill data gaps
and pave the way for smart and socially beneficial
investments and policies.

Notes

1. WDR 2021 and World Health Organization (WHO) team
calculations based on a comparison of reported deaths
from the WHO Global Status Report on Road Safety (WHO
2018).
2. WHO (2018).
3. Milusheva et al. (2020).
4. The new algorithms build on work by Finkel, Grenager,
and Manning (2005); Gelernter and Balaji (2013); and
Ritter et al. (2011).
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Aligning data governance
with the social contract
5. Data infrastructure policy: Ensuring equitable
access for poor people and poor countries
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Creating a trust environment
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The role of competition, trade, and tax policy
8. Institutions for data governance:
Building trust through collective action
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Data infrastructure policy:
Ensuring equitable access for
poor people and poor countries
Main messages
1

As new mobile technologies emerge, policy makers should proactively
facilitate their rollout by promoting service competition, where possible,
and infrastructure sharing, where necessary.

2

Universal service policies should incorporate measures designed to ease
the demand-side barriers often faced by those who do not seek data
services even when they are locally available. These measures include
programs to improve the affordability of handsets and data services, while
enhancing the digital literacy of excluded groups.

3

To ensure high-speed, cost-effective data services, policy makers should
facilitate development of domestic data infrastructure that allows local
storage, processing, and exchange of data so that data need not travel
through distant overseas facilities.

4

A competitive market and open governance arrangements are two policies
that support the creation of internet exchange points. Establishment of
colocation data centers will depend on a stable investment climate for
private sector investors, combined with the availability of low-cost reliable
sources of clean energy.
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Data infrastructure as a source of
inequity

I

nfrastructure is a prerequisite for collecting,
exchanging, storing, processing, and distributing
modern data because of its digital character. Harnessing the full economic and social value of modern
data services calls for digital infrastructure that is
universally accessible, while also offering adequate
internet speed at affordable cost. Yet the developing
world is lagging behind, with major gaps between
rich and poor people on broadband connectivity, and
a substantial divide emerging between rich and poor
countries in the availability of data infrastructure.
Well-designed infrastructure policies are needed to
redress these adverse trends.
Concerns about inequities in access to data infrastructure stem from growing evidence of a link with

economic activity. Numerous studies have found that
broadband infrastructure boosts economic growth,1
increasing productivity2 and employment3 while
enabling digital enterprises. For example, the arrival
of fiber-optic submarine cables in Africa has had positive effects on employment from the entry of new
firms, greater productivity, and higher exports.4 More
broadly, a 10 percent increase in data centers results
in an expansion of exports in data-related services of
about 1.6 percent.5 As a growing share of economic
activity becomes data-enabled, it is important to
ensure that poor people and poor countries are not
excluded from such opportunities by the absence of
suitable data infrastructure.
Data infrastructure forms a supply chain that
originates in global data storage centers and data
processing facilities known as cloud computing
platforms (figure 5.1). From there, data pass through

Figure 5.1 (2 column plus margin 38p6)
Figure 5.1 The data infrastructure supply chain
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internet exchange points (IXPs) for transfer to users.
Data then flow in and out of countries through
an intercontinental network of submarine cables.
Once on domestic soil, data are distributed through
national fiber-optic and microwave backbone networks until they reach a proximate location for distribution to local communities, whether through wired
connections, or wireless signals provided by mobile
(or cellular) networks. Finally, data are exchanged
with individuals, businesses, and public institutions
through fixed lines or wireless signals from cellular
towers, and increasingly with inanimate machines,
cameras, and sensors connected to what is known as
the Internet of Things (IoT). Data travel thousands of
kilometers along this seamless infrastructure supply
chain at breathtaking speeds of 200,000 kilometers
per second—meaning that digital data can, in principle, circle the globe five times within a second.6
Data traffic is growing rapidly around the world.
Internet data usage rose from 4.6 to 13 gigabytes per
person per month between 2012 and 2017.7 Four trends
are driving the explosion in data traffic. First, the
number of internet users is growing. More than half
of the world’s population is now online, up from less
than one-third in 2010, and that share is forecast to
reach two-thirds by 2023. Second, the number of connected devices on the IoT already exceeds the number
of human users and is forecast to reach 25 billion
by 2025 with the diffusion of 5G technology.8 Third,
internet speeds are continually increasing, which
supports growing data volumes. By 2023 the speed
of broadband service provided over fixed networks is
expected to double from 2018 levels,9 even as the speed
of broadband service provided over fixed networks
triples. Fourth, video accounts for three-fifths of internet traffic, and associated quality improvements are
increasing video data traffic.10 A two-hour movie in
standard definition uses 1.4 gigabytes of data, whereas
ultra-high definition uses 18 gigabytes.11
Although most data traffic is still carried over
fixed networks, data traffic carried over wireless
networks is forecast to rise to more than 20 percent
of the global total by 2022, up from only 3 percent in
2012. This shift is driven by the greater prevalence of
mobile traffic in emerging nations, with China and
India alone accounting for more than 40 percent of
the world’s mobile data traffic as of 2018.
Both poor people and poor countries face fundamental inequities in their ability to access data infrastructure. To participate in the data-driven economy, people
require internet connectivity. It entails both access
to last-mile internet infrastructure—increasingly

provided through a wireless signal—and ownership of
a data-enabled mobile handset (also known as a smartphone)—or alternatively a full-blown fixed line connection. Such connectivity makes it possible for people
to both have access to data about other people (and
increasingly other things) and provide their own data
to others. Large swathes of the population remain
excluded from the internet, particularly the poor, the
uneducated, the elderly, those living in rural areas,
and—in some parts of the world—women. This complex situation reflects both the supply-side challenges
entailed in rolling out coverage of the latest mobile
technologies and the demand-side barriers preventing
potential users from taking up the service even when it
becomes available. Moreover, because of the growing
volumes of data underpinning economic and social
activity, connectivity is meaningful only if it can be
provided at affordable cost and adequate speed.
Unless countries have access to modern data
infrastructure, connectivity (even when available)
will remain prohibitively expensive and slow. Such
infrastructure begins with adequate international
bandwidth to permit fluid and unconstrained access
to the global internet commons. As traffic grows,
local IXPs are needed to prevent domestic data
transfers from being diverted across vast distances
overseas. The addition of domestic colocation data
centers—wholesale storage facilities that host other
companies’ data—allows substantial volumes of
popular overseas content to be stored locally, further
improving internet performance. It may also permit
direct access to cloud computing platforms, greatly
enhancing data processing capabilities. Although
almost all countries now enjoy access to global internet submarine cables through either direct coastal
access points or cross-border land connections,
domestic data infrastructure—such as IXPs, colocation data centers, and cloud computing platforms—
remain nascent across low- and middle-income
nations, leaving them to contend with low internet
speeds and high data charges.
This chapter unpacks the underlying issues that
explain the data inequities faced by poor people and
poor countries, with an emphasis on identifying
appropriate policy responses. The chapter updates,
complements, and extends the earlier treatment
of related issues in World Development Report 2016:
Digital Dividends. For this reason, coverage of supplyside issues is on a relatively high level, whereas the
demand-side barriers, as well as the emerging challenges posed by development of domestic data infrastructure, receive more attention.
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Many individuals in low- and middle-income nations
use basic cellphones for applications such as text messaging and mobile money. These applications have
had tremendous development impacts, even without
using much data or requiring broadband internet
access.12 Beyond such basic telephony applications,
access to broadband internet, in combination with
ownership of a feature phone or smartphone, greatly
enriches an individual’s ability to use data for a better
life. Social media connect family and friends; online
government services and shopping websites save
individuals time and money; online learning and telemedicine provide new, accessible, and inexpensive
ways of delivering education and health. The COVID19 pandemic is reinforcing the importance of access
to broadband internet for remote learning and home
working, as well as improving the overall resilience
of economies to shocks of various kinds (see spotlight 5.1).
In the context of low- and middle-income countries, wireless broadband networks have emerged as
the most relevant technology for accessing data services. The impacts of wireless broadband are greater
than those of wired broadband in these nations,13 particularly because the expansion of fixed broadband is
relatively limited and has yet to reach the minimum
threshold to have a statistically significant effect
on economic growth.14 Even in upper-middle-and
high-income nations, where fixed broadband is more
prevalent users spend most of their time online on
mobile phones. Among the poorest in these countries,
many only use wireless networks to access the internet (figure 5.2).15
The world’s political commitment to universal
access for internet was most recently articulated in
a 2019 report of the United Nations Broadband Commission for Sustainable Development, which calls for
75 percent access to broadband worldwide by 2025—
65 percent in developing economies and 35 percent in
least developed countries.16 The United Nations also
encourages all countries to adopt by 2025 a national
plan for universal access to broadband. These targets
reflect a reappraisal by the international community
following the failure to reach Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 9, Target 9.c, which called for “universal and affordable access to the internet in least
developed countries by 2020.”17
From an economic standpoint, public policy support for universal coverage of telecommunications
and data services has hinged on positive network
externalities. In other words, the economic value

Figure 5.2 The developing world
overwhelmingly accesses data using
wireless networks
Number of broadband subscriptions
per 100 persons

Connecting poor people

Wireless

Fixed

Source: WDR 2021 team, based on data from International Telecommunication Union, Statistics (database), https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Statistics
/Pages/stat/default.aspx. Data at http://bit.do/WDR2021-Fig-5_2.
Note: Data are for 2019.

of communications infrastructure rises as more
members of a society are connected because such
growth exponentially increases the number of pairs
of people who can communicate with each other.18
Such positive externalities have underpinned the
case for providing public subsidies to ensure that
universal access can be achieved. Furthermore, as the
internet becomes the central platform for much of
social and economic life, providing all citizens with
an opportunity to access this platform is increasingly
a matter of social inclusion.
The shortfall of digital connectivity in the developing world can be understood in terms of three different types of gaps. The coverage gap refers to the fact
that last-mile digital infrastructure has yet to reach
all inhabited locales. The usage gap refers to the fact
that, even when coverage becomes available, uptake
of the service by the affected population will typically
not be universal. The consumption gap refers to the fact
that, even when people do take up the service, data
consumption is typically too low to support basic
economic and social functions. The discussion that
follows focuses primarily on people, but small firms
face many of the same barriers.
Although all but 8 percent of the world’s population is covered by a wireless broadband network (figure 5.3, panel a), this overall figure hides significant

Figure 5.3 Gaps in 3G wireless broadband internet coverage have been shrinking, but usage
gaps remain stubbornly high
b. By region, 2018
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regional differences (figure 5.3, panel b). The coverage
gap is less than 1 percent in North America, but as
high as 29 percent in Sub-Saharan Africa. The usage
gap encompassed 42 percent of the world’s population
in 2018, but as much as 64 percent of the population of
South Asia, where more than 1 billion people are covered by a broadband signal without making use of the
internet. Although the 3G coverage gap has shrunk
by more than half over the last five years thanks to
successful rollout of last-mile infrastructure on the
supply side, the usage gap has remained remarkably
stable, indicating the persistence of barriers on the
demand side. Indeed, as of 2018 more than four in
five of the unserved persons worldwide lived in areas
where 3G signal coverage was already available.
Ultimately, the three gaps are interrelated because
improving service uptake and data consumption also
contribute to commercial viability, increasing the
revenues generated by any particular investment in
network coverage. Thus progress on closing the usage
gap and narrowing the consumption gap will further
help eliminate the coverage gap.
Closing the coverage gap
In 2018 more than 600 million people lived without
access to the internet, a far cry from the United
Nations’ SDG target of 
universal and affordable

access to the internet by 2020.19 Most of those who are
unconnected live in lower-income nations. Estimates
suggest that achieving universal broadband internet
access by 2030 will require an investment of approximately US$100 billion in Africa alone.20
The coverage gap is typically reported relative to
3G technology, which delivers speeds of 42 megabytes per second, making it the first generation able
to support data-rich smartphone applications. However, rapid innovation in the mobile communications
sector leads to a new generation of technology just
about every decade, ushering in substantial improvements in speed and bandwidth and making universal
coverage something of a moving target. In fact, 4G
technology, offering speeds of 400 megabytes per
second, is already widely available in the developing
world (figure 5.4). If 4G were used as the relevant
technological benchmark, the coverage gap would
rise from 8 percent to 20 percent in 2018, and the
problem of access would no longer be confined solely
to Sub-Saharan Africa.
In 2019 5G technology became commercially available in 23 high-income economies and China, with a
global coverage gap of 95 percent by the end of the
first year. The new 5G technology is revolutionary
because of both its exceptionally high speed of 1,000
megabytes per second, as well as its greatly enhanced
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Figure 5.4 Globally, the coverage of wireless
technologies reflects their constant upgrading
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Source: WDR 2021 team, based on data in ITU (2018a). Data at http://bit.do/WDR2021-Fig-5_4.

capacity to transmit a large amount of sensor-based
data from the IoT in near real time, offering numerous applications across different economic sectors.
Forecasts suggest that one-third of mobile subscriptions could be 5G by 2025.21
This Report finds that under current conditions,
5G stand-alone technology (that is, technology not
dependent on 4G for signaling) does not seem to be
broadly viable across low- and middle-income countries, outside of major urban areas. However, developing 5G non–stand-alone technology as an incremental evolution of 4G greatly improves its viability.
It could then become a cost-effective technology for
meeting population coverage in densely populated
middle-income countries once data traffic grows to
the point that large numbers of users are demanding
many gigabytes of data per month.22 Viability could
also be greatly improved by adopting regulations that
promote sharing of infrastructure and policies that
limit the burden of taxes and spectrum license fees
on investors.23
Past investments in fiber-optic backbone networks
and cellular towers (under 3G) have had a significant
impact on the viability of the newer wireless technologies (such as 4G and 5G). Countries at an earlier stage
of infrastructure development will find it challenging
to leapfrog ahead, but for others investments in the
fiber-optic backbone will continue to provide payoffs
as countries upgrade to more advanced technologies.
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The coverage gap reflects the lack of commercial
viability associated with serving remote populations
in the absence of any government intervention. Closing this gap calls for concerted efforts to drive down
the cost of service provision, as well as better design
of government policies on universal service access.
Among the main policy measures to cut costs are
those aimed at strengthening competition in the sector, enabling the sharing of infrastructure, improving
the availability and affordability of the wireless spectrum, and exploiting new technologies.
Reducing retail costs. Individuals’ access to reliable
high-speed data services depends on both extensive
last-mile coverage and proximity to the national
fiber-optic backbone infrastructure. Limited retail
competition can lead to high profit margins inflating
charges to customers for last-mile access.24 In addition, costs may be relatively high due to limited electricity coverage in outlying areas, forcing operators to
rely on their own higher-cost diesel power generation
for base stations instead of being able to draw energy
from the public grid.25 Meanwhile, recent innovations
in wireless cellular technologies may reduce the cost
of last-mile rollout. For example, in Japan Rakuten
recently achieved 40 percent reductions in the cost of
traditional cellular networks through migration to a
cloud-based, software-driven environment.26
Introducing fiber-optic backbone competition. The
greater the proximity of users to backbone infrastructure, the stronger are the mobile signals and the faster
the data download speeds. In Africa, 45 percent of the
population lives more than 10 kilometers away from
fiber-optic network infrastructure—more than in any
other region.27 Relative to microwave links, fiber-optic
backbones offer greater carrying capacity at higher
speeds. Yet many countries in Africa still need to
upgrade from microwave to fiber-optic technology—
an estimated 250,000 kilometers of fiber-optic cable
are needed across the continent.28 Deployment of
fiber-optic cable can cost as much as US$70,000 per
kilometer29—a high entry barrier for building national
fiber-optic backbones.
As a result, competition is often limited, and, in
the absence of regulation, high wholesale prices and
limited network development may result. Lack of
competition is further exacerbated when backbone
infrastructure operators are vertically integrated,
providing both wholesale and retail services.30 In the
absence of robust competition, some countries have
opted for state-owned backbone development, based
on vendor financing, but this approach crowds out
private investment and unnecessarily adds to the
public debt. A competitive backbone market may be a

preferable alternative policy, with government taking
on a coordinating role, inviting multiple operators
to participate, enforcing open access and cost-based
pricing, and offering incentives to existing or new
operators to invest in less lucrative areas to complete
the infrastructure backbone.
Enabling sharing of infrastructure. Another way to
increase coverage by keeping costs down is to create a
regulatory environment that facilitates the sharing of
infrastructure both across sectors and within digital
infrastructure markets. 31 The cost of broadband transmission and core network deployment can be reduced
by using existing railway lines, power transmission
grids, and pipelines, or by coordinating with road
construction to lay ducts along highways. In emerging markets, and particularly in the poorest countries
where demand may be thin and infrastructure costs
and the associated risks relatively high, operators
could be allowed to share backhaul infrastructure
(such as fiber-optic cable) or local facilities (such as
communication towers). Sharing of infrastructure
has great potential to accelerate digital connectivity.
Recent estimates suggest that the cost of deploying
5G mobile network technology could be reduced
by more than 40 percent by sharing antenna sites.32
However, the tensions between promoting competition and enabling cooperation in the market for digital infrastructure must be carefully balanced, with
cooperation encouraged only in market segments that
cannot efficiently support more than one operator.
Improving the availability and affordability of the
spectrum. Making adequate spectrum available at
relatively low cost is important for reducing coverage
gaps. A low-frequency spectrum is attractive for rural
areas because it provides wider coverage, requiring
a lower density of cellular towers to cover a given
area and reducing investment costs. Governments
have often delayed the migration from analog to digital television, which releases coveted low-frequency
spectrum for wireless broadband use. Some governments auction frequencies with elevated reserve
prices that raise investment costs and are then passed
on to users through higher prices. For example, in
Senegal operators boycotted the 4G spectrum auction because of the high reserve price—CFAF 30 billion (US$49.86 million).33 Other governments charge
recurring fees for the use of spectrum, raising the
cost of deploying infrastructure in rural areas.
Exploiting new technologies. Emerging niche technologies—such as TV white space (TVWS), hot air balloons, and low-orbit satellites—promise to significantly
reduce last-mile deployment costs in remote areas,
although many have yet to scale up commercially.

TVWS uses the buffer frequencies between TV channels to provide broadband internet access. It is already
being used successfully in Colombia to connect rural
schools and coffee plantations in geographically challenging locations such as mountainous rainforests.34
Two innovative solutions that have been proposed to
reach remote rural areas are high-altitude platform
station (HAPS) systems, which use a network of hot air
balloons to provide unserved locations with connectivity,35 and low-Earth orbiting (LEO) satellites. Iridium—
which in 1998 became the first LEO to launch—today
has slightly more than 1 million subscribers, mainly in
niche markets such as the maritime aviation sectors
and emergency services, as well as oil and gas.36 Yet
neither HAPS nor LEO satellites have proved they can
provide direct consumer broadband access in rural
areas on a sustainable basis at an affordable price.
Reforming universal service funds. Adopting these
approaches to driving down costs can substantially
expand the coverage attainable on a commercially
viable basis. Nonetheless, some remote pockets will
not reach universal access without some form of
state support. Many countries have created universal
service funds to harness public resources to subsidize
infrastructure rollout in unserved areas. These funds
are typically financed by obligatory levies charged on
operators. However, for a variety of reasons many of
these funds have proven to be unsuccessful (Kenya is
one of the few exceptions in Africa).37 Funds often suffer from poor design, lack of spatial planning to guide
fund allocations, a mismatch between funds collected
and disbursed, political interference, and failure to
incorporate sustainability factors such as training
and education, maintenance, and energy supply.38 For
example, in Africa more than US$400 million worth
of universal service funds have not been disbursed.39
A study of countries with universal service funds in
the Asia-Pacific region found that they did not experience higher internet growth than countries without
funds—except Malaysia and Pakistan, where the
funds were transparent, efficient, and targeted extension of the national fiber-optic backbones.40
Tackling the usage gap
Of the 3.8 billion people not using the internet in 2018,
3.1 billion lived within range of a wireless broadband
signal.41 Government efforts to provide universal service access have traditionally focused on eliminating
the coverage gap through rolling out the supply of
infrastructure, but such policies should increasingly
be oriented toward addressing the demand-side barriers that limit service uptake, thereby creating such a
sizable usage gap.
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Targeting the most critical underserved segments.
Although traditional universal service policies have
largely focused on directing public support to underserved rural communities, there is considerable scope
to target demand-side policy measures to particular
categories of under-served individuals irrespective of
their location. A suite of large sample household surveys conducted in 22 developing countries in 2017/18
reveal that people who do not connect to broadband
service even when it is available are significantly
more likely to be poor (in the bottom 40 percent of the
national income distribution), less educated (having
only a primary education), elderly (over 50 years old),
and female.42 Of these, the largest effect is associated
with education: completion of primary education
adds 33 percentage points to the likelihood of internet
uptake.
Also noteworthy is the significant gender digital
divide. Globally, some 250 million fewer women than
men use the internet. In low-income countries, only
one in seven women is online, compared with one in
five men.43 Women are somewhat more likely than
men to be challenged by digital literacy issues and to
face additional obstacles to being online. For example,
in many countries lack of family approval for women
owning a cellphone is a major barrier.44
Broadly, three reasons have been put forward to
explain the usage gap in low- and middle-income
countries. First, people find it difficult to afford a
mobile device or data services. Second, they lack the

digital literacy needed to use the internet.45 Or, third,
they do not see internet services offering any content
or application of relevance to their lives. The household surveys conducted in 22 developing countries in
2017/18 found that the reasons most frequently cited
by people for not taking up data services are related
to digital literacy (69 percent), followed by affordability concerns (15 percent) and relevance issues (12
percent)—see figure 5.5.46 Digital literacy limitations
appear to dominate in South Asia, whereas affordability concerns are more prominent in some African
countries. These different constraints are not, however, mutually exclusive. A person who becomes digitally literate and therefore more motivated to access
the internet may then face affordability challenges
not relevant before.
Individuals are also attracted to using the internet
when family members or friends do so, particularly
when it comes to social media. Analysis conducted for
this Report found that social network effects have a
significant positive impact on the usage of wireless
internet in low- and middle-income countries. Individuals whose five closest friends are using an online
social network are more than one and a half times as
likely to use the internet than those whose closest
friends are not already active on social media.47
Addressing the widespread problem of digital literacy.
In the 2017/18 household surveys, digital literacy was
the most fundamental reason given for not using the
internet. More than 84 percent of those surveyed who

Figure 5.5 In low- and middle-income countries, nearly 70 percent of those who do not use the
internet are held back by deficiencies in digital literacy
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were either uneducated or had completed only a primary school education stated they “do not know what
internet is” or “do not know how to use internet.”48
Various initiatives are under way to teach basic
digital skills. Mobile industry association GSMA has
developed a Mobile Internet Skills Training Toolkit
based on a “train the trainers” approach.49 Results from
a pilot project in Bangladesh found that mobile internet usage among the beneficiary group more than
tripled, with 19 percent of group members becoming
regular mobile data users.50 In early 2017, the Rwandan government launched the Digital Ambassadors
Program, which trained 5,000 youth posted to all 30
districts in the country to provide digital skills training to 5 million Rwandans over a four-year period.51
Field studies conducted in Burkina Faso, Mali, Senegal, and Tanzania found that audio and icon-based
interfaces and a stripped-down version of the internet
(“internet lite”) helped students overcome their digital
literacy limitations.52 Despite these examples, there is
little evidence that digital literacy programs are operating at the scale needed to significantly improve the
uptake of data services, or that they are being suitably
integrated with efforts to address the more fundamental underlying problem of basic literacy.
Once people become digitally literate, a key determinant of using the internet is availability of local
language content.53 Social media usage grows rapidly
as the relevant apps become available in local languages much sooner than internet content.54
Making digital devices more affordable. Poor people
wishing to avail themselves of internet access must
first be able to afford a mobile device. However,
according to one study, the cost of even an entry-level
device exceeds 20 percent of the monthly income in
more than half of low- and middle-income nations.55
Another study found that the cost of a low-end US$42
smartphone is more than 80 percent of the monthly
income in low-income countries.56
Efforts are under way to make entry-level internet devices more affordable. Mobile operators are
creating partnerships to obtain inexpensive handsets
or are bundling mobile phones with subscriptions.
Pan-African operator MTN collaborated with China
Mobile to launch a US$20 smartphone targeted at
10 million first-time users.57 In India, Jio offers an
internet-enabled phone for Rs 699 (US$9.21), provided
the customer spends at least Rs 1,500 (US$19.77) a year
on service charges.58 Although most branded phones
are manufactured in East Asia, several countries have
created reassembly plants to manufacture inexpensive mobile phones locally. In Ethiopia, a Chinese
company is assembling about 1 million phones a year

for export throughout the region.59 In Costa Rica and
Malaysia, universal service funds have been used to
subsidize internet devices for low-income users.60
Taxes, import duties, and other fees also affect
device affordability. Despite the low purchasing
power of their populations, low-income countries
on average impose the highest customs duties on
mobile phones, adding 7 percent to prices on average.
One study found that several mainly low- and middleincome countries applied handset excise taxes
(beyond the regular sales tax) and activation fees.61
Ownership is also affected by substantial gender
gaps in low- and middle-income countries; the share
of men owning mobile devices is 20 percentage points
higher than the share of women.62
Narrowing the consumption gap
Even among people who connect to the internet and
subscribe to data services, a wide consumption gap
remains in wireless data usage across country income
levels and regions, with the data usage per capita in
high-income countries more than 30 times higher
than that in low-income countries (figure 5.6). The
consumption gap is even wider if fixed broadband is
considered. The number of fixed broadband subscriptions is much higher in high-income economies, and
because of more favorable data plans, these subscriptions support much higher levels of consumption
than mobile subscriptions—potentially as much as
100 times more.63
The consumption gap raises questions about how
much data are “enough” to meet basic social and economic needs. In 2019 the Alliance for Affordable Internet (A4AI) stated that 1 gigabyte of data per month
was sufficient to benefit from the internet in a meaningful way,64 but later it revised its estimate of “meaningful connectivity” to unlimited access as a result of
the burgeoning use of data during the COVID-19 pan
demic.65 Based on a detailed empirical examination
of data consumption patterns, this Report estimates
that 660 megabytes per month is adequate to meet
basic needs for e-government services, online shopping, browsing news, medical and educational information, and the like, rising steeply toward 6 gigabytes
per month if a certain amount of social media and
video-related usage is also included.66
Two fundamental drivers of low data consumption are the struggle to afford data usage charges
and the technical constraints on network performance. These two drivers can be related. Problems
with affordability translate into lower usage, which,
in turn, means lower revenue streams and weaker
incentives to invest in better network performance.
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Figure 5.6 Inequities in mobile data consumption across country income groups and regions
are huge
a. By country income group

b. By region
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Tackling affordability constraints. Many internet
users in low- and middle-income nations limit their
mobile data usage because of affordability constraints (figure 5.7). A survey carried out in 11 emerging countries found that a median of 48 percent of
respondents had difficulty paying for their mobile
data usage, and 42 percent frequently or occasionally restrict the amount of data they use.67 Instead
of purchasing large amounts of data on a monthly
basis, users buy it in small amounts when they have
the money. Many mobile operators offer a variety of
data bundles to cater to this pattern. MTN Zambia, for
example, has 17 prepaid data plans, ranging from onehour plans, including 5 megabytes of data, to weekly
bundles offering unlimited access to popular social
media applications.68
What is an affordable level of expenditure on data
services has been the subject of some debate. The
Alliance for Affordable Internet established a normative affordability threshold of 2 percent of monthly
income linked to a normative consumption threshold
of 1 gigabyte per month.69 This threshold was subsequently adopted by the UN Broadband Commission.70
According to these norms, data services could be considered generally affordable to the average consumer,
except in low-income countries. The reality is that the
actual expenditure on data services (known as average
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revenue per user or ARPU) and the associated data consumption levels both fall well below these norms. In
fact, it is only when the cost per gigabyte of data drops
below 0.5 percent of gross national income (GNI) per
capita that data consumption reaches and eventually
exceeds the 1 gigabyte threshold (figure 5.8).
The amount of data that people can afford to consume is itself a function of the prices that operators
offer across different markets, as well as over time. In
India, rapid entry of mobile operators offering 4G service in 2016 boosted coverage from 4 percent in 2015
to 94 percent in 2018.71 Intensifying competition led
to a dramatic price drop from US$4.41 to US$0.17 per
gigabyte per month from 2014 to 2018 and a surge in
consumption per subscriber from 0.3 to 7.7 gigabytes
per month over the same period.72 Similarly, in Cambodia intense competition has brought down the cost
per gigabyte of data from US$4.56 in 2013 to one of
the world’s lowest at US$0.13 in 2019, driving up data
consumption to 6.9 gigabytes per capita per month—
the highest mobile data usage per capita of any lowor lower-middle-income nation. This increase was
achieved through a combination of measures such as
migrating spectrum and users to 4G to achieve lower
operating costs, outsourcing construction work,
and moving software to the cloud.73 As a result of
the low data charges, Cambodian consumers devote

Figure 5.8 Data consumption is very
sensitive to market prices and service
affordability
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Note: Each circle represents a country. GB = gigabyte; GNI = gross national
income.

Note: Data are as of 2018. The affordability threshold is 2 percent of monthly
income. Prices are the median prices of the economies in the group. GNI =
gross national income.

designed to support rapid upgrade from 2G by incorporating license conditions for coverage, pricing, and
quality. Within two years, all license conditions were
exceeded, with nearly universal 3G coverage, upgrading of three-quarters of subscriptions, lower prices,
and service speeds exceeding license requirements
by tenfold.76
Allowing operators to “refarm” their spectrum
holdings can also accelerate migration to nextgeneration mobile. In contrast to regulatory policies
that tie new mobile technologies to specific frequencies that are then auctioned, refarming allows operators to launch new mobile technology using their
own spectrum. This encourages them not only to be
more efficient in their use of spectrum, but also to
rapidly upgrade their existing subscribers to reclaim
the spectrum used for the older technology. About
three-quarters of the spectrum used for 4G around the
world has been refarmed: 25 percent from switching
from analog to digital television broadcasting and 50
percent from operators using their own spectrum.77
Nonetheless, many operators try to recapture their
original capital expenditure before upgrading to a
new generation of wireless technology.78 To overcome
this issue, Rwanda created a public-private partnership to roll out a 4G/LTE (Long-Term Evolution)
network that covered almost 99 percent of the population by the end of 2019—the highest level in the
world. However, because of the high cost of obtaining a
4G/LTE–compatible device, as well as technical challenges with the migration of voice services, service
uptake has been modest, with most Rwandans continuing to use slow 2G technology for mobile data.79

96 percent of their information and communication
technology (ICT) spending to data services, having
largely moved away from voice and text.
Interestingly, users in low-income countries typically spend much more on voice and text services—
between 2 and 4 percent of monthly income—than
they do on data services. Because traditional voice
and text can alternatively be provided on over-the-top
(OTT) data-based services, which bypass traditional
distribution and use only a small amount of data,
users could substantially reduce their overall ICT
expenditure by substituting data for voice and text
services.
Addressing technical constraints. Slow speeds also
discourage consumers from using more data. Downloading 250 megabytes takes 17 seconds at a speed
of 100 megabytes per second, but as long as three
minutes at a speed of 10 megabytes per second.74 The
speed dividends arising from migration to the next
generation of mobile technology clearly drive higher
levels of data consumption. For example, in India
during 2018 a 2G subscriber consumed just 0.5 gigabytes per month, rising to 5.3 gigabytes per month for
a 3G subscriber and 9.7 gigabytes per month for a 4G
subscriber.75
Regulatory policies and retail competition drive
migration to higher-generation mobile technologies.
Transitions to next generations can be encouraged
by early release of competitively priced spectrum.
The auction of 3G spectrum in Thailand in 2012 was
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Connecting poor countries

mn plus margin 21p7)

The high cost and low speed of internet services
have emerged as key drivers of data consumption
in the developing world. One reason is that many
low-income countries lack their own domestic data
infrastructure, relying instead on overseas facilities
to exchange data (via internet exchange points), store
data (at colocation data centers), and process data
(on cloud platforms). This reliance requires them to
transfer large volumes of data in and out of the country (see “tromboning” in figure 5.9), for which they
pay a substantial penalty: prices that are several times
higher than those in countries with their own infrastructure. They also experience slower speeds that
can be an order of magnitude lower. This situation
can be avoided by creating IXP infrastructure at the
national level, eventually complemented by colocation data centers.
Consider a user who wants to view an educational
video online. The request is uploaded as a small
packet of data with address information and goes

Figure 5.9 The presence of domestic data
infrastructure facilitates national data exchanges
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from the user’s device to the national backbone and
onward to the internet service provider (ISP). Often
in lower-income countries, the video is not available
domestically, obliging the ISP to route the request
overseas, where it finds its destination—say, in California. The video is then downloaded back to the
user. Such a circuitous process for accessing content
incurs significant charges from international carriers
while prejudicing service quality. This same operation would be much faster and cheaper if a replica
of this content were stored at a local colocation data
center that could be accessed via a local IXP.
This example illustrates how international bandwidth is a critical part of the data infrastructure,
enabling data to be sent to and retrieved from anywhere in the world. The global internet bandwidth
stood at 463 terabytes per second in 2019, almost
tripling from 2015. Sub-Saharan Africa had the fastest
growth in bandwidth of any region over the 2015–19
period. It grew by 53 percent a year, reflecting a large
increase in capacity because of the deployment of
new submarine cables. However, Sub-Saharan Africa
continues to lag other regions in total capacity.
Most international internet traffic is carried over
the world’s dense web of some 400 undersea fiberoptic cables, spanning more than 1 million kilometers.80 Almost all coastal economies are now
connected to undersea cables (map 5.1). Submarine
cable ownership has diversified from consortiums of
telecommunication operators to include wholesale
operators and increasingly big content providers
such as Amazon, Google, and Microsoft.81 Notably,
Facebook recently announced plans to lay the 2Africa
submarine cable around Africa. It will have nearly
three times the capacity of all the undersea cables
currently serving the continent.82 The growing
convergence of content provision and carriage of
content will require greater regulatory oversight to
ensure that carriage is provided in an open, nondiscriminatory manner.
Before establishing a submarine cable connection,
countries used costly, low-capacity satellite links.
Connection to submarine cables has dramatically
lowered wholesale international bandwidth prices.
Results in Africa over the last decade have been dramatic, with the price of 1 megabit per second dropping from US$3,500 to US$29 in Mauritania and from
US$1,174 to US$73 in Togo.83 In Tonga, the submarine
cable increased capacity by more than 100 times,
while prices dropped from US$495 to US$155 per
megabit per second.84 Nonetheless, restrictive policies
for access to submarine cable landing stations may

Map 5.1 The global fiber-optic cable submarine network reaches all corners of the world,
but data infrastructure is unevenly developed

Colocation data centers
Internet exchange points (IXPs)
Submarine cable landing stations
Submarine cables
IBRD 45xxx |
MARCH 2021

IBRD WLD45643 | MARCH 2021

Sources: PeeringDB, Interconnection Database, https://www.peeringdb.com/; PCH Packet Clearing House, Packet Clearing House Report on Internet Exchange Point Locations
(database), accessed December 14, 2020, https://www.pch.net/ixp/summary; TeleGeography, Submarine Cables (database), https://www.submarinecablemap.com/. Data at
http://bit.do/WDR2021-Map-5_1.

prevent the full benefits of this reduction in wholesale prices to feed through into retail tariffs.
Despite such progress, huge price differences
persist for the exchange of data traffic. For example,
the cost of exchanging data is around US$0.45 per
megabyte per second in North America and US$0.62
per megabyte per second in London, compared with
US$2.38 in São Paulo and US$5.00 in Johannesburg.85
These stark differences in costs may in part reflect the
limited development of domestic data infrastructure
in low- and middle-income countries.
Strengthening data infrastructure
Without a domestic capability to exchange data,
countries are totally reliant on international bandwidth. As noted, such bandwidth is expensive and
slower than exchanging traffic locally. Such reliance
also affects service resilience, since a country is
completely shut off from the internet if there is any
disruption to international bandwidth. For example, after a trawler snapped a submarine cable in
2018, Mauritania was offline for two days, and nine
other West African countries experienced internet
outages.86 Although there will always be a need for
international bandwidth, an appropriate balance is

needed between relying on overseas infrastructure
and developing domestic facilities.87
The economic case for domestic data infrastructure hinges on whether the present value of the
resulting cost savings and speed improvements for
data transactions over the life of such infrastructure
exceeds the associated immediate up-front investment in facilities. The cost of developing IXPs is
relatively modest and likely can be supported even in
nascent markets so long as the sector is not monopolistic. As for colocation data centers, the investments
are more sizable. There are also significant scale
economies associated with the development of the
associated power infrastructure that may account
for as much as 40 percent of investment costs. The
operating expenses are also largely fixed; about half
of them are related to energy for cooling the facilities. Because exceptionally high levels of reliability
and security are needed for colocation data centers,
market dynamics favor hyperscale service providers with established reputations. This requirement
further reinforces the case for larger-scale facilities
in countries that have a relatively stable investment
climate, including low levels of disaster risk, and
the availability of clean, reliable, and cost-effective
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are kept on storage devices connected to computer
servers to giant warehouse-like facilities where thousands of servers are arranged on racks. Colocation
data centers offer companies multiple advantages,
including the physical space to store a growing
amount of data, the security associated with high
industry reliability standards (as they almost never
shut down), and easy internet access due to their
growing association with IXPs.93
Globally, some 3,700 data centers are connected
to the internet.94 The disparities in data center penetration among country income levels are wide,
particularly when taking population differences into
account (figure 5.10). Although there are more than
three data centers per million inhabitants in North
America, the ratio is only 0.8 per million in South Asia
and Sub-Saharan Africa. In fact, there are more data
centers in the state of California than in all of SubSaharan Africa. These disparities may be related to
lower income and thus demand, but they also reflect
shortcomings in the investment climate.
Major colocation data center companies have
largely shunned investing in low- and middleincome economies. This lack of investment is often
attributed to a lack of demand, as well as an aversion
to a country’s perceived high risk of natural disasters, unpredictable political environment, barriers to
doing business, and unreliable energy and internet
infrastructure.95 However, certain large businesses in
low-income countries, such as those in the financial

Figure 5.10 Data infrastructure is
relatively scarce in low- and middleincome countries
Percentage of countries with
data infrastructure

sources of energy or natural sources of cooling such
as water bodies.
Creating internet exchange points. By keeping data
traffic in the country, IXPs can reduce reliance on
international bandwidth, lowering costs and improving performance. One study covering Latin America
noted that “local bits” are cheaper than “exported bits,”
finding that the region spent around US$2 billion a
year for international bandwidth—a sum that could
be reduced by one-third through greater use of IXPs.88
IXPs reduce the time it takes to retrieve data, enhancing user engagement. In Rwanda, it is 40 times faster
to access a locally hosted website (<5 milliseconds)
than one hosted in the United States or Europe (>200
milliseconds).89
As of June 2020, there were 556 IXPs across the
globe.90 Europe, with the largest number, accounts
for 37 percent of the world total, while Africa has
just 9 percent and accounts for less than 2 percent
of global IXP traffic, although that traffic is growing
rapidly.91 Stark differences in the availability of IXPs
are evident across country income groups, particularly when population differences are taken into
account.
IXPs are often established initially by universities
or as nonprofit associations of ISPs, located in small
server rooms with technical tasks carried out by volunteers. As greater volumes of traffic are exchanged
and new participants join, a more sustainable technical and operational environment is needed. Governance arrangements are then formalized, staff hired,
and equipment upgraded. Eventually, the IXP grows
to the point where many participants want to join
without having to deploy a physical connection to the
exchange. This leads to the creation of multiple IXPs
in different locations, with the central IXP relocated to
a colocation data center. For example, DE-CIX, an IXP
in Frankfurt, Germany, began operations 25 years ago
in an old post office when three ISPs interconnected
their networks. 92 Today, it is the world’s leading IXP,
spread over more than three dozen data centers and
linking almost 1,000 participants, with average traffic
of more than 6 terabytes per second.
Developing colocation data centers. Data centers
have emerged as a vital component of the digital
infrastructure ecosystem. In a data center, networked
computers provide remote storage, processing, and
distribution of data. The centers are mainly operated
by global information technology (IT) companies,
governments, and enterprises that host other com
panies’ data (colocation data centers). Data centers
range from small rooms in organizations where data
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sector and other service industries, already have
in-house data storage systems that, if aggregated,
could create the scale necessary for colocation data
centers.
Regional players are filling the void left by the
large global data center providers. For example, Africa
Data Centres (part of the Liquid Telecom Group) has
colocation facilities in Kenya, Rwanda, South Africa,
and Zimbabwe. Although some of the scale issues
associated with developing colocation data centers
could potentially be overcome through regional
collaboration around shared facilities, the case for
such an approach hinges on the existence of strong
regional fiber-optic network connectivity to ensure
that data can be transferred rapidly and reliably to
any shared regional data facility; competitive pricing
of such data transfers; and regional harmonization of
the regulatory framework to support agile cross-border data transfers (as discussed in chapter 7).
Despite mounting concerns about the environmental impact of data centers, there is evidence that
the industry is taking aggressive action to curtail
emissions and that availability of renewable energy
is a factor in attracting investment (see spotlight 5.2).
Climbing the data infrastructure ladder. A country’s
development of data infrastructure can be envisioned as a series of stages that over time lower costs
96
Figureand5.11
(2 column
plus(figure
margin
improve
performance
5.11).38p6)
The stages
progress from having no domestic IXP (stage 0), to
establishing an IXP (stage 1), to attracting content
providers and deploying data centers that host a
diverse group of participants (stage 2), to locating

the IXP alongside a colocation data center (stage 3).
As countries move up the ladder, more data are
exchanged nationally, and reliance on costly international bandwidth is consequently reduced, lowering
retail prices, raising speed, and allowing higher data
consumption.
Drawing on industry registries capturing the
availability of data infrastructure globally in 2020,
it is possible to build a comprehensive picture of
domestic data infrastructure in the developing
world. At stage 0 are 28 of the countries surveyed
for this Report, none of which has an IXP, and these
include almost half of the low-income country group.
Underlying barriers are often responsible for the lack
of an IXP: 10 of these countries are small island states
where the scale of traffic is insufficient; four are in
fragile and conflict-affected situations that impede
the development of the data ecosystem; and five are
monopolies where the sole national telecom operator
is also in effect the IXP.
At stage 1 are 29 countries in which IXPs connect
local ISPs. These include more than a third of low- and
lower-middle-income countries. These IXPs are often
located on the premises of government agencies or
at academic institutions, typically in a small server
room and in some cases using equipment provided
through development assistance. For example, the
African Internet Exchange System (AXIS) project,
financed by the European Union, established IXPs in
14 African nations.97 The IXPs in this group of nations
often generate limited amounts of traffic, sometimes
because not all ISPs participate in the IXP. In some

Figure 5.11 Countries develop domestic data infrastructure in stages
7 countries
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Source: Comini, Srinivasan, and Minges, forthcoming.
Note: Data provide close to global coverage for the year 2020 and are compiled from a variety of industry sources, including Packet Clearing House, CAIDA, PeeringDB,
EURO-IX, and AF-IX. Amounts are in US dollars. GB = gigabyte; ISP = internet service provider; IXP = internet exchange point; MB = megabit.
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countries, regulatory restrictions forbid participants
that are not ISPs from joining the IXP.
The 13 countries at stage 2 have IXPs with nonISP participants. Less than one-fifth of low- and
lower-middle-income countries fall into this group.
This group generally has numerous and diverse
participants in the IXP, including all ISPs, as well
as government agencies, local cloud providers, and
national content companies, among others. Often,
they have a Google Global Cache, a subset of Google’s
most popular content,98 as well as content delivery
networks (CDNs). However, large international content and cloud providers do not always use the IXP
either because it is not located in a neutral data center
or because its governance is not organized according
to an open multistakeholder model.
At stage 3 are seven countries with IXPs colocated
in data centers with international content participants. There are no low-income countries in this category, and only a minority of lower-middle-income
countries. These arrangements often include multiple IXPs located in several data centers to facilitate
participation. The Kenya Internet Exchange Point
(KIXP) illustrates how this results in a dense network,
enabling many participants to exchange data. KIXP
is operated by a nonprofit organization representing
technology companies, and its board follows international IXP best practices. KIXP has no restrictions
on the types of organization that can connect to the
exchange. It is located in colocation data centers in
Kenya’s two largest cities, Nairobi and Mombasa. Participants include national, regional, and international
ISPs; government agencies; financial companies; and
international content and cloud providers such as
Amazon, Facebook, Google, and Microsoft.
Empirical evidence suggests that the benefits to
countries of moving up the data infrastructure ladder
are substantial. The average cost per gigabyte of wireless data per month drops from US$5.60 in countries
at stage 0 to US$0.80 in countries at stage 3, while the
corresponding cost per megabit for fixed data drops
from US$140.00 to US$4.30 per month.
Nonetheless, the full benefits of developing
domestic data infrastructure become apparent only
when the local market is sufficiently competitive. For
example, because of its strategic geographic location
on the Horn of Africa, Djibouti’s DjIX is a regional
hub handling the exchange of considerable volumes
of internet traffic. However, even though Djibouti’s
data infrastructure provides valuable services to
neighboring countries, the monopolistic market
structure of the national telecommunications sector does not allow these advantages to be passed on
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to domestic consumers, who face some of the most
unaffordable internet charges in the world.99
Policy makers have an important role to play in
shepherding IXPs through these various stages of
development. In the early stages, demand remains
incipient, and it is not possible to benefit from scale
economies in infrastructure development. Governments and academic institutions can help initially with nascent IXPs by providing facilities and
resources for training. Encouraging ISPs to exchange
traffic locally helps boost demand for data services
by reducing the cost of exchange. If needed, governments may have to mandate participation, particularly where dominant operators have been resistant.
As their IXPs grow, governments can reduce their
role, encouraging IXPs to become self-sustaining.
Open IXP policies and multistakeholder governance
are important for attracting non-ISPs to the membership, including large content providers. Government
insistence on control over IXP practices discourages
private sector investment in the data ecosystem.100 A
supportive regulatory environment for IXPs, as well
as attention to sound governance practices, should
ensure that multiple ISPs as well as universities, large
enterprises, and other significant users make full
use of the available IXP infrastructure. For example,
in 2011 Bolivia legally mandated the creation of a
national IXP requiring the participation of local ISPs.
However, traffic growth was limited until 2018, when
improved governance arrangements incentivized
greater reliance on the IXP by local market players.101
Accessing cloud platforms
Just as there is growing reliance on colocation data
centers to store data, the processing of data is being
handled increasingly by cloud platforms. Cloud
platforms essentially enable users to access scalable data storage and computing resources across
the internet or other digital networks as and when
required. Continual enhancements in cutting-edge
computing capabilities, combined with significant
improvements in the capacity and speed of processing, transmitting, and storing data, are making cloud
computing increasingly important in the delivery of
public and private services.102
Cloud platforms offer significant benefits in terms
of security, resilience, scale, and flexibility. Security is
arguably better on large cloud computing platforms
than what many businesses or governments could
achieve in-house.103 Strong security features include
ongoing data backups, redundant sites, and industry
certifications, as well as adherence to national data
protection regulations. However, moving data to the

cloud environment also presents new vulnerabilities
such as reduced visibility of assets and operations, or
the possibility that applications used to access cloud
services could be compromised. IT infrastructure
becomes more resilient as digital data and computing
power become geographically distributed. This resiliency is enhanced by classifying services by region
and availability zones and connecting data centers in
the same geographic area. Cloud computing is attractive because it is often cheaper to share resources
on a common platform than to replicate hardware,
software, and storage requirements on individual
company sites. Small enterprises can then outsource
IT activities that they otherwise would not be able to
provide internally, while benefiting from the flexibility of immediate upgrades to the most recent analytics and storage technology.
As broadband connectivity has become more
widely available around the world, cloud computing
has been growing rapidly, with industry revenues
exceeding US$180 billion in 2018, up 27 percent over
the previous year.104 A few large companies dominate
the cloud space, with almost all software and IT services firms based in the United States. These hyperscale providers operate cloud data centers mainly in
high-income countries, with just a handful in large
middle-income nations such as Brazil and South
Africa, though not elsewhere in the developing world.
Free cloud services funded by advertising, such
as webmail and online social networks, are already
widely used in low- and middle-income nations.
Google Docs provides word processing, spreadsheet,
and presentation software used by millions around
the world.105 IBM offers several free services on its
cloud.106 However, sophisticated cloud services such
as storage and analysis of vast amounts of data can
be costly for developing economies because of the
cost of moving data internationally and the resulting
sacrifice in terms of speed.
One potential solution is to develop cloud platforms
at the regional level by aggregating demand to achieve
economies of scale. Regional harmonization of regulations for data security, data protection,107 and data
sovereignty could further reduce compliance costs
and help induce major cloud providers to locate closer
to low- and middle-income countries. For example, in
March 2019 Microsoft launched the first data centers
from a large cloud provider in Africa, with locations
in Cape Town and Johannesburg, South Africa, and
potential wider relevance to southern Africa.108
Another approach is for countries with colocation
data centers to encourage the creation of “on-ramps”
to cloud computing services. These are prevalent in

some 80 percent of high-income countries but only
in about 10 percent of middle-income countries such
as India and Indonesia, and not at all in low-income
countries.
Cloud on-ramps are private connections between
data centers and cloud providers. They allow clients
to interact directly with overseas cloud providers
through domestic IXPs located in colocation data
centers without needing to use the internet to access
cloud services.109 This process provides greater security and reliability because data are not transmitted to
the cloud over public infrastructure but rather directly
via the on-ramp. Performance in terms of speed is also
greatly improved and costs are significantly lowered
because the cloud provider is responsible for managing and routing the data traffic from the domestic
colocation data center to its cloud data center overseas
using the on-ramp. At the same time, cloud services
create demand for data centers because some applications require very high speed, which can only be
achieved when computational power is located close
to the user at the network’s “edge.”110 This description
underscores the complementarities between different
types of data infrastructure, such as IXPs, colocation
data centers, and cloud computing.
Big data analysis is increasingly taking place over
distributed cloud networks because the considerable
processing power needed is available only on the
cloud. Data are stored in one or more places and processed in others. The cloud has also enabled a new collaborative environment for software development in
which developers from around the world participate
in modifying code. The world’s largest open-source
platform, GitHub, hosts more than 100 million repositories used by 50 million developers worldwide.111 The
growth in new software projects is mainly coming
from low- and middle-income nations, with Africa
expanding more rapidly than any other region. Opensource repositories in Africa created by software
developers grew 40 percent in 2019.112
Without skilled human resources, countries will
be limited in their ability to apply modern data infrastructure to achieving economic and social impacts.
Workers are needed to create and maintain data
infrastructure, as well as to collect, store, manage,
and analyze large amounts of data. Although the skills
needed to collect, store, and manage data are available
in many parts of the world, those for analyzing big
datasets are limited. Data scientists—specialists in
math, computer, and analytical skills—who derive
value from large datasets are in short supply, and lowand middle-income countries are at a disadvantage in
the global market for technical skills (see box 5.1).
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Box 5.1 The brain drain—ICT professionals
Available data on the supply of and demand for information and communication technology (ICT) skills paint
two distinct pictures.a Among country income groups,
there does not seem to be wide divergence in the proportion of students graduating with ICT degrees, which
typically falls in the 7–8 percent range overall, yet with
marked discrepancies between men and women (figure
B5.1.1, panel a). However, employment of ICT professionals is strongly correlated with country income groups,
since these workers account for 2.1 percent of total
employment in high-income nations, dropping to 0.1 percent in low-income countries (figure B5.1.1, panel b).

The mismatch between supply and demand in lowand middle-income economies prompts outward migration toward better employment opportunities in countries
where the digital sector is more developed. Evidence of
this brain drain already exists: all countries except highincome are experiencing large outflows of skilled tech
workers (figure B5.1.2, panel a). Even where skilled data
workers have opportunities in low- and middle-income
countries, wage differentials could be a driver of migration.
The average wages for ICT employees are significantly
higher in high-income nations (figure B5.1.2, panel b), and
significant wage differentials exist across regions.

Figure B5.1.1 Low- and middle-income countries are educating ICT
professionals but not retaining them
a. ICT graduates, by gender

b. ICT professionals, by country income group
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(Box continues next page)

Conclusions and
recommendations
Low- and lower-middle-income countries continue to
face major challenges in connecting themselves to the
vital infrastructure that underpins the data-driven
economy. Many have yet to develop their own IXPs
and remain reliant on slow, expensive international
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data transfers to access the World Wide Web. Colocation data centers that allow further local storage
and processing of data, as well as caching of internet
content, are still not prevalent in low- and lowermiddle-income countries, while global cloud computing resources are almost entirely concentrated in
high-income countries, with a limited availability of
on-ramps to facilitate access by the developing world.

Box 5.1 The brain drain—ICT professionals (continued)
Figure B5.1.2 Major wage differentials for ICT professionals create a brain
drain, especially in low- and middle-income countries
a. Net flow of workers with disruptive
technology skills

b. Mean nominal monthly earnings of
ICT employees
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The relative penetration rate of data science skills—
relevant to artificial intelligence—across comparable occupations is four times higher in high-income countries than
in low-income countries.b Given salary differentials of 5–10
times between data scientists in low- and high-income

countries, it is estimated that workers with these skills in
low-income countries are 33 percent more likely to migrate
than workers from high-income countries. There was a net
outflow of at least 70,000 workers from low- and middleincome countries every year from 2015 to 2019.c

a.	Data from the national statistical office on data skills are lacking in both availability and specificity, particularly for low- and middle-income countries. New
sources of data, such as the professional networking platform LinkedIn, are emerging as sources of timely and granular information on the labor market,
albeit with limited representativeness. The LinkedIn data used in this Report have been validated against international metrics where available to assess
coverage and representativeness (Zhu, Fritzler, and Orlowski 2018).
b.	Estimation based on the Skills Genome Benchmarking Methodology, using LinkedIn’s Skills Genome Country-Occupation data. This method allows a fair
comparison of the penetration of data science skills of all countries in the dataset with that of a chosen benchmark (low-income countries, in this case) by
controlling for common occupations among each country and the benchmark.
c.	WDR 2021 team calculations, based on Zhu, Fritzler, and Orlowski (2018).

At the same time, in poor countries large swathes
of the poorest and most disadvantaged segments
of society continue to be excluded from access to
broadband data services. For low-income countries,
particularly in Africa, the coverage gap for broadband
signal remains significant, affecting 30 percent of the
population. A major concern is the usage gap—the

vast majority of those who do not have data access
today live within range of a mobile signal, but they
face either affordability or literacy challenges that
prevent them from making use of the service. The
COVID-19 pandemic has drawn growing attention to
the consumption gap, which highlights the limited
volumes of data usage in the developing world and
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the implications for the population’s ability to access
data-based services such as tele-education.
Connecting poor people
When it comes to connecting people to data infrastructure, the following steps are recommended.
Keep costs down through competition. Governments
should prioritize all measures to drive down the cost
of service provision. Lower costs improve the commercial viability of services, thereby reducing coverage gaps and accelerating technology upgrades. They
also help to improve service affordability, thereby
reducing usage and consumption gaps. Governments
have two possible levers for reducing costs. The most
fundamental is creating competitive pressures along
the supply chain, including both its wholesale and
retail tiers, while addressing structural impediments
such as vertical integration. In addition, governments
could create a regulatory environment that supports
sharing bottleneck infrastructures in areas with low
data traffic that could not otherwise support competitive provision of data infrastructure.
Harness private sector investment. To develop digital
infrastructure governments should rely on the private
sector wherever possible. This calls for privatization
of state-owned incumbents and a policy of avoiding
state investment (such as through vendor-financed
models) in segments such as the national fiber-optic
backbone where the private sector is willing to invest.
The entry of new market players is an important
market trend, including the growing role of content
providers in building backbone infrastructure, which
will require careful consideration of competition and
regulatory issues such as net neutrality.113 With the
advent of 5G, industrial players are also expected
to become more active in the development of ICT
infrastructure.
Rethink universal service policies. The underperformance of traditional universal service funds points
to the need to rethink and modernize government
policy measures to support universal service. Measures such as license coverage obligations should be
considered. The role of innovative technologies (such
as TV white space) and new entrants (such as content
providers) in reaching remote populations are also
relevant. Supply-side subsidies should be competitively awarded and carefully targeted to those pockets
that cannot be reached effectively after considering
all other available measures. Furthermore, universal
service funds could be redirected to addressing the
usage gap by funding digital literacy programs or
supporting access to lower-cost mobile devices. This
would entail targeting such resources more toward
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disadvantaged population segments than to underserved geographic areas.
Calibrate fiscal regimes carefully. The governments of
poor countries have typically regarded digital infrastructure and associated data services as a potential
fiscal cash cow (through taxes, fees, and other charges)
in the context of low mobilization of public sector
revenues. This view has led to relatively high indirect
taxes on mobile devices and data services, significant
import duties on equipment, and in some cases high
reservation fees for spectrum access. However, there
are important trade-offs between the fiscal revenues
generated by the sector in the short term and the pace
of digital infrastructure rollout and service uptake in
the longer term, which also has implications for economic growth and associated tax revenues over time.
The design of the fiscal regime for digital infrastructure and data services must therefore be carefully
thought through to balance these competing policy
objectives. There may be a case for giving lighter
tax treatment to low-end mobile devices to support
uptake by disadvantaged groups.
Support upgrades to new technologies. Governments
need to create an environment that enables accelerated upgrades to higher-generation technologies.
The fiber-optic backbone is a critical prerequisite for
further upgrade of networks to 4G and 5G technologies. Thus measures to expand this network at any
stage, in partnership with the private sector, would be
a no-regrets strategy. In addition, allowing reform of
the spectrum so that operators can repurpose existing spectrum allocations would be a helpful strategy.
License conditions could also be used to package such
regulatory allowances with obligations for data service providers to provide wide-ranging service coverage. Finally, the complexity of these new technologies
will require adequate investments in cybersecurity
protection.114
Connecting poor countries
When connecting countries to data infrastructure,
the following steps are recommended.
Progressively develop domestic data infrastructure.
Governments need to pay much more attention to
the specific infrastructure required to support the
sharing, storage, and processing of large volumes of
data. To participate in the data-driven economy on a
competitive basis, countries must be able to perform
high-volume data operations at the greatest possible
speed and lowest possible cost. The infrastructures
that can meet these performance goals are internet
exchange points, colocation data centers, and cloud
computing.

Promote creation of internet exchange points. IXPs
remain scarce across the developing world, and even
where they do exist they often fail to achieve their
potential. Governments have a role in creating the
enabling conditions for such institutions to emerge
and be widely utilized. Better governance models are
needed so that IXPs can develop and become sustainable. Collaboration between IXPs and key stakeholders such as ISPs, government entities, research
networks, and content providers can help to raise
awareness, expand skills, and create the trust essential for IXPs to be successful.
Create a favorable environment for colocation data
centers. Neutral, privately owned colocation data centers are an essential part of data infrastructure and
critical for promoting the digital economy. They are
a secure venue in which local and international companies can store their data and help support the local
hosting industry. The willingness of private investors
to install such facilities in low- and middle-income
countries is affected by concerns about the enabling
environment—in particular, the availability of clean
and secure energy sources, as well as relative political
stability and ease of doing business. Governments can
catalyze the market by moving their online services to
data centers and by encouraging businesses to host
locally to create economies of scale, while establishing a solid data protection framework to build trust.
Secure on-ramps to the cloud. Cloud computing
creates tremendous opportunities for low- and
middle-income nations to gain remote access to
advanced computing facilities for data management
and analytics. The cloud also enables collaborative

creation of software, thereby giving software developers around the world opportunities to participate.
However, cloud data centers and on-ramps are mainly
located in upper-middle- and high-income nations.
Low-income countries could induce the major cloud
providers to locate closer through a regional approach
that aggregates demand and harmonizes compliance
requirements for security, data protection, and sovereignty. Governments also need to foster an enabling
environment that encourages cloud providers to
locate in local data centers in order to provide an
on-ramp to their services.
Invest in and retain human resources. Realization of
the potential for data infrastructure to contribute to
economic development depends on adequate human
resources, particularly in frontier areas such as data
science and artificial intelligence. Although there
is an acute global scarcity of these skills, evidence
suggests that low- and middle-income nations are
producing some graduates in these fields. However,
wage differentials in a highly competitive global
market are leading to a powerful brain drain effect,
preventing those countries from harnessing these
skills. The brain drain is often exacerbated by the lack
of opportunities arising from undeveloped local data
infrastructure. Governments need to stimulate their
digital economies by encouraging private investment
in fiber-optic backbones and data centers that generate direct and indirect employment.
The recommendations presented here are organized within the maturity model framework in table
5.1, recognizing that different countries may be at
different stages of developing data infrastructure.

Table 5.1 Recommendations for data infrastructure improvements sequenced according
to a maturity model
Stage of country

Connecting people

Connecting countries

Establishing
fundamentals

Eliminate coverage gaps by reducing costs through
wholesale and retail competition, as well as
infrastructure sharing arrangements, and, where still
required, providing well-crafted state support.

Ensure adequate international bandwidth.
Create a competitive market environment for
international gateways and internet service providers.

Initiating data
flows

Narrow usage gaps through digital literacy
campaigns, investment in basic education, lower
taxation and import duties on low-end handsets, and
support of local ventures for manufacturing handsets.

Encourage creation of the first domestic IXP and
facilitate participation by all relevant domestic players.
Allow additional IXPs to emerge and players to
formalize and mature.
Encourage arrangements to cache popular international
internet content on local servers.

Optimizing the
system

Upgrade digital networks to the latest generation to
improve speed and efficiency and facilitate higher
consumption.

Create a supportive environment in which colocation
data centers can emerge, integrate with IXPs, and
provide on-ramp access to cloud services.

Source: WDR 2021 team.
Note: IXPs = internet exchange points.
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the security of information (ISO/IEC, “Popular Standards: ISO/IEC 27001, Information Security Management,” https://www.iso.org/isoiec-27001-information
-security.html).
IDC (2019).
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International Business Machines, “IBM Cloud: Free
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regulations.
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Because of the complexity of the topic, this chapter
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With their distributed routing approach and software-driven design, 5G networks present an array of
new cybersecurity challenges that must be addressed
before these networks are widely deployed. Moreover, IoT devices are often manufactured without
adequate cybersecurity protections, and they have
security vulnerabilities. These vulnerabilities can
be exploited by bad actors who can gain access to
the network or harness the computational power of
an IoT device for other malicious purposes, such as
distributed denial of service attacks. A forthcoming
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the cybersecurity issues raised by the uptake of the
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Spotlight 5.1

How the COVID-19 pandemic
has recalibrated expectations of
reasonable data consumption and
highlighted the digital divide

Massive increases in data traffic herald greater use of online platforms and
underscore the importance of including currently excluded users.

Around the world, the COVID-19 pandemic has
resulted in millions of people using videoconferencing for working and learning from home and other
activities. The three main platforms reported around
700 million daily users in March–April 2020. Adding
in other platforms, the number of users was equal to
roughly one-tenth of the world’s population. Zoom’s
average number of users jumped from 10 million in
December 2019 to 300 million in April 2020.1 Cisco’s
Webex recorded 324 million users in March 2020,
doubling from January 2020.2 Microsoft Teams had
75 million daily users in April 2020.3 Being homebound also resulted in more use of social media, video
streaming, and online gaming.4
These online activities have driven massive
increases in data traffic. In Spain, internet traffic
increased 40 percent in the week following the shutdown, while mobile data traffic rose 25 percent.5 The
German internet exchange DE-CIX, one of the world’s
largest, recorded a 10 percent increase in traffic
during the first two weeks in March, when shelter-athome was implemented in the country, breaking the
world record for data throughput. Videoconferencing
traffic on DE-CIX rose 50 percent, and gaming and
social media traffic grew 25 percent.6
For the most part, telecommunications networks
have stood up well to this massive increase in traffic. Networks are engineered to handle peak traffic,
resulting in large parts of the day where capacity is
more than sufficient. Similar to flattening the curve
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for COVID-19, telecommunications operators worked
to smooth fluctuations in traffic flows during the
height of the pandemic in spring 2020. Widespread
deployment of high-capacity fiber-optic backbone
and access networks has proved vital for dealing with
the surge in traffic. During COVID-19, regulators have
increased mobile data capacity by releasing spectrum,7 and streaming video services have reduced
traffic 25 percent by using compression technology.8
Some telecommunications operators have increased
their data allowances, and some have provided free
data and smartphones to health workers.
Telecommunication networks have thus far
proved up to the task in the new social distancing
world for those who already have access, but limitations have prevented the transition of vital public
services, such as education, to the online space, with
major repercussions for schooling. Many predict
that videoconferencing will continue to be used
more after the pandemic, though not at the same
high level.
The ability to use Web conferencing tools has
shone a spotlight on the digital divide. Many students
around the world have been excluded from online
learning because they lack broadband access and
computers. Concerns about security surround video
conferencing9 and data privacy for big data analytics
used during the pandemic.10 Telecommunication
companies have also been criticized for waiting for a
crisis to offer pro-consumer data allowances.

Notes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Zoom (2020).
Mukherjee (2020).
Spencer, Nadella, and Hood (2020).
Sandvine (2020).
See Telefónica (2020).
DE-CIX (2020).
GSMA (2020).
Florance (2020).
Paul (2020).
OECD (2020).
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Spotlight 5.2

Data’s carbon footprint

Data infrastructure is becoming increasingly energy efficient and turning
to renewable sources of energy. Increased use of information and
communication technology solutions such as videoconferencing could
help to reduce global carbon dioxide emissions by one-fifth by 2030.
Data infrastructure consumes significant amounts
of energy, with environmental consequences, including global warming. Electricity consumption for
data infrastructure amounted to 1 percent of the
global total in 2018 (231 terawatt-hours) (figure S5.2.1,
panel a). Although data traffic grew 100 percent from
2015 to 2018, associated electricity consumption
rose just 16 percent, and its share of total global consumption remains constant. Huge gains in energy

efficiency have made this possible. One reason is
a shift from smaller data centers to more efficient
larger ones, particularly among some of the bigger
players in China, Japan, and the United States. Modernization of telecommunication networks is also
contributing. Fiber-optic cable is 85 percent more
energy efficient than vintage copper wires, while
each successive generation of wireless technology
conserves more energy than the previous one. For

Figure S5.2.1 Worldwide greenhouse gas emissions from data consumption have
been flat, even though electricity consumption has been growing
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example, 4G can be more than 50 times more energy
efficient than 2G.1
Despite rising electricity consumption, greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from data infrastructure
have been flat since 2015, equivalent to 0.2 percent of
the global total (see figure S5.2.1, panel b). This is due
to the rising share of renewables in the electricity mix
used by data centers.2 For example, Equinix, one of the
world’s leading data center operators, increased its
share of renewable energy from less than one-third
in 2014 to 92 percent in 2018, leading to a two-thirds
reduction in GHG emissions.3 Moreover, the tech
giants—Apple, Google, and Microsoft—have switched
to 100 percent renewable energy, while completely
offsetting their GHG emissions. Apple generates more
than 600 megawatt-hours of its own energy through
one of the largest investments in renewables outside
of utility companies,4 while Google is the world’s largest nonutility buyer of renewable energy. Digital companies already account for one-quarter of the world’s
renewable energy purchases,5 and they are encouraging their downstream suppliers to follow suit.6
Access to renewable energy is becoming an important factor in deciding where to expand data infrastructure for dozens of major investors. For example,
Equinix seeks markets with favorable renewable
energy policies when deciding on the location of
new data centers.7 Foreign operators are developing
renewable energy projects in low- and middle-income
nations. For example, Vodafone Group is constructing
a utility-scale solar park in the Arab Republic of Egypt.8
Data infrastructure is also playing a significant
role in reducing emissions, as demonstrated by the
COVID-19 outbreak. The massive use of video conferencing, fueled by the pandemic, has greatly reduced
fuel consumption associated with travel—potentially
on a permanent basis.9 Increased use of information
and communication technology (ICT) solutions could
lead to a 20 percent reduction in global carbon dioxide
(CO2) emissions by 2030.10 This reduction is almost
10 times greater than the ICT sector’s own footprint
during the same period and translates into as much
potential emissions reduction as the mobility, manu
facturing, agriculture, building, and energy sectors
combined.

Notes
1. IEA (2020).
2. There are, nonetheless, some subtleties of environmental accounting. Direct emissions from electricity are
reported on either a market basis or a location basis

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

(Equinix 2019). Market basis reflects the emissions from
the electricity that a company is purchasing, which may
differ from the electricity that the company is using at
its location. Location-based emissions are higher, yet
most companies report market-based emissions.
Equinix (2019).
Apple (2019).
Ambrose (2020).
In 2018 Apple announced that 23 of its suppliers had
committed to 100 percent clean energy (Apple 2018).
Nareit (2019).
Vodafone (2019).
Darrow (2020).
GeSI (2015).
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Data policies, laws, and regulations:
Creating a trust environment
Main messages
1

Trust in data transactions is sustained by a robust legal and regulatory
framework encompassing both safeguards, which prevent the misuse of
data, and enablers, which facilitate access to and reuse of data.

2

Safeguards must differentiate between personal data, requiring a rightsbased approach with individual protection, and nonpersonal data, allowing a balancing of interests in data reuse.

3

Enablers for data sharing are typically more developed for public intent
data, where public policy and law mandating data access and sharing
are more readily established, than for private intent data, where governments have more limited influence.

4

Creation of a trust environment remains a work in progress worldwide,
especially in low-income countries. There is no one-size-fits-all legal and
regulatory framework. In countries with weak regulatory environments,
the design of suitable safeguards and enablers may have to be carefully
adapted to local priorities and capacities.
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A trust framework of data
safeguards and enablers

W

ith the growing recognition of the use,
misuse, and underuse of data, responsible governance of data has gained
importance, resulting in new global legal and regulatory standards. This movement was propelled by
the revelations in 2013 by US whistleblower Edward
Snowden of global surveillance by Western democracies,1 followed by the Cambridge Analytica scandal in
2018.2 In response, countries enacted major policies
to protect data. A series of epochal rulings by India’s
Supreme Court identified a constitutional right to
privacy, and the country is now considering new data
protection legislation. In the European Union (EU),
its General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) came
into force in 2018 with its application beyond the EU’s
borders,3 and it inspired similar legislation in other
jurisdictions, such as the US state of California.4 China
implemented its Personal Information Standard in
2018, promulgated its Civil Code in 2020, and introduced a new draft Personal Data Protection Law for
public consultation in 2020.5 Despite these important
advances regarding personal data, legal frameworks
for data governance across much of the developing
world remain a patchwork, raising concerns about
the ability of lower-income countries to benefit from
the development opportunities emerging from the
burgeoning global data economy.
This greater attention to the use and reuse of
personal data is part of an evolving social contract
around data, which remains under negotiation
across the globe (see spotlight 6.1 for an example of
how COVID-19 is creating new challenges for using
data while protecting rights). With a view toward
informing this process, this chapter lays out the legal
mechanisms that enable trusted and trustworthy
domestic and cross-border data transactions for the
use and reuse of both personal and nonpersonal data.
Whether the focus is on the collection, use, transfer,
or processing of data between businesses, or among
citizens, businesses, and governments, each of these
interactions is a data transaction with the potential
to create value—as long as both parties trust the overall process sufficiently. However, a variety of factors
can undermine trust. These may include the absence,
weakness, or uneven application of the legal framework; weak institutions and law enforcement or lack
of effective ways for parties to enforce their rights;
practices that unfairly benefit certain actors; skewed
or lopsided incentives (see chapter 8); and poor or
insecure infrastructure (see chapter 5).
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From a normative perspective, trust is a function
of both “hard law” and “soft law.” Hard law includes
domestic, regional, and international law, as well as
case law and statutory law that originate from tort,
contract, and competition law. Some of the issues
embedded in domestic law have their origins in
well-hewn and commonly agreed standards derived
from international law, conventions, and treaties.
Emerging applications of trust law and competition
law may also play a valuable role in strengthening the
normative framework for data.
Whereas hard law is shaped by state actors, soft
law includes standards, terms and conditions of use,
norms, and codes of conduct and other voluntary
frameworks used by nonstate actors, including
industry participants and civil society (see chapter 8).
These soft law elements can play an equally valuable
role in governing data use according to needs and
cultural specificity.6
A central claim of this Report is that use of data for
development purposes requires a legal framework for
data governance that includes both safeguards and
enablers. Safeguards generally refers to those norms
and legal frameworks that ensure and promote
trust in the data governance and data management
ecosystem by avoiding and limiting harm arising
from the misuse of data or breaches affecting their
security and integrity. Enablers generally refers to
those policies, laws, regulations, and standards that
facilitate the use, reuse, and sharing of data within
and between stakeholder groups through openness, interoperability, and portability. Whereas the
approach to safeguards differs markedly for personal
and nonpersonal data, a common set of enablers is
relevant to both categories.
For the collection and processing of personal
data, this Report proposes a rights-based approach,
whereby access to personal data must first be adequately safeguarded before enabling use and reuse.
This two-step process helps to rebalance power
asymmetries between data holders/subjects and
data controllers/users that can undermine trust. For
the purposes of this chapter, personal data include
not only data directly provided by an individual,
but also personally identifiable information and
machine-generated information that can readily be
linked to an individual (such as mobile phone data).7
For nonpersonal data, this Report advocates a
balance of interests approach to safeguards and
enablers, recognizing that trade-offs typically arise
between increasing data access and safeguarding
intellectual property rights (IPRs) over nonpersonal
data. The focus is thus on a legal framework that

Figure 6.1 (1 column plus margin 21p7)
enables the (re)use and sharing of data through regulatory predictability, data openness, and portability
(the ability to readily transfer data from one service
to another based on clear legal and technical standards). Of growing importance are data that blend
both personal and nonpersonal sources—so-called
mixed data.
The creation, collection, and use or processing
of personal and nonpersonal data by public or
private sector entities in both domestic and crossborder contexts interact in a dynamic way in a threedimensional legal/regulatory space in which different elements of the legal framework apply (see figure
6.1). The underlying type of data does not necessarily
determine how the data might be treated legally
across the data value chain; that depends on how such
data are used or processed. For example, data that
may start off as public sector and personal data (such
as household survey, health, or geolocation data) may
end up as private sector and nonpersonal data (when
integrated as part of a proprietary algorithm and perfectly deidentified). Similarly, data that start out as
private data may end up in the public domain if published as open data or shared with government under
a data sharing agreement. These dynamic shifts in
data uses may change the legal treatment of that data
accordingly.
The trust framework encompassing safeguards
and enablers is underpinned by rule of law and good
governance principles. These include certainty, transparency, accountability, nondiscrimination, fairness,
inclusiveness, and openness. They are subject to due
process limitations such as necessity and proportionality. Transparency, accountability, and certainty in
rulemaking can be reinforced by ensuring that laws
and regulations are developed according to good
regulatory practices. These include supporting consultative rulemaking8 and ensuring that regulations
are based on evidence, with stakeholder impacts and
spillover effects fully considered through regulatory
impact analysis.9 In addition, recent developments
in regulatory design have included efforts to adapt
regulations to the digital age. Mechanisms such as
regulatory sandboxes and laboratories help make
regulations more agile and readily adaptable to evolving circumstances. By drafting principle-based and
technologically neutral laws and regulations, policy
makers help them remain relevant as technologies
evolve and reduce compliance burdens.
To capture the current robustness and completeness of normative frameworks for data governance
around the world, the chapter draws on a new Global
Data Regulation Survey conducted exclusively for

Figure 6.1 Envisioning the multidimensional nature of
the legal framework for trust
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Nonpersonal
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Types of data
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Source: WDR 2021 team.

this Report.10 It collected information on attributes of
the regulatory framework in 80 countries (covering
80 percent of the world’s population) selected from
global regions and country income groups across the
development spectrum. The survey entails a detailed
assessment of domestic laws, regulations, and administrative requirements, reflecting the regulatory status of each country as of June 1, 2020. Survey results
are summarized in a variety of subindexes that capture different aspects of the regulatory environment
for safeguards and enablers.
This chapter focuses squarely on the legal dimension of data governance. Chapter 7 then examines the
resulting economic trade-offs, and chapters 8 and 9
discuss the design of institutional ecosystems to support implementation and enforcement.

Building safeguards for trusted
data use
The term safeguards refers to the trust environment
around the collection and use of data. It includes
supporting individuals’ agency—that is, their ability
to exercise control—over how their personal data are
used, through mechanisms such as consent, rights
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of use of data, and regimes that allow reuse of data
for “legitimate purposes” without express consent.
Safeguards also encompass how data are secured and
accessed, covering the obligations of those who collect, process, or use data to take precautions to ensure
the integrity of the data and protect data rights,
including intellectual property rights and other limitations on the use of nonpersonal data (see figure 6.1).
Safeguards are analyzed primarily according to
whether they are related to personal data, nonpersonal data, or mixed data. The degree of sensitivity of
these types of data differs markedly, leading to various legal approaches.
Safeguards for personal data, nonpersonal
data, and mixed data
Safeguards for personal data are grounded in a rightsbased framework that has evolved over time (see
figure 6.2). These safeguards have their origin in the
establishment of the “rule of law” in conjunction with
theplus
expression
of individual
Figure 6.2 (2 column
margin
38p6) rights in the Enlightenment and were codified in international law after

World War II. They were further refined in the context of analog data in the 1970s and 1980s with the
Fair Information Practices, the Council of Europe’s
Convention 108 for the Protection of Individuals with
regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data,11
and the first guidelines issued by the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD).
Safeguards must necessarily adapt to technological
change and will continue to evolve accordingly. For
example, the OECD guidelines were updated after the
launch in 1995 of the World Wide Web, and Convention 108 was updated to Convention 108+ in response
to the entry into force of the GDPR.
Safeguards for nonpersonal data entail a more
straightforward balancing of economic incentives
and interests, grounded in IPRs as typically enshrined
in domestic law.
For datasets containing mixed data, it is the
responsibility of the data processing entity to ensure
that personal data are protected. This compliance challenge has become more acute in recent years because
source data and collection methods have evolved and

Figure 6.2 The evolution of data protection
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protection. EU = European Union; GDPR = General Data Protection Regulation; OECD = Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development; UDHR = Universal Declaration of
Human Rights; UN = United Nations; WWW = World Wide Web.
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blurred the distinction between the traditional legal
definitions of personal and nonpersonal data.
The Global Data Regulation Survey conducted
for this Report provides an overview of the extent
to which good-practice data safeguards have been
adopted. Across the 80 countries surveyed, about
40 percent of the elements of good-practice regulatory safeguards are in place. Although scores range
considerably, from less than 35 percent in low-income
countries to more than 50 percent in high-income
countries, the results highlight that even among the
latter the regulatory framework is far from complete.
Of the high-income countries included in the survey,
Australia, the United Kingdom, and Uruguay stand out
as those with the most advanced safeguards. Among
the strongest middle-income countries are Colombia,
Moldova, and Nigeria. Other low- and middle-income
nations that have endeavored to develop safeguard
regulatory frameworks are Benin, Mexico, and Turkey. Mauritius, a standout among its middle-income
peers, performs well on most safeguard measures. It
has deliberately designed and implemented policies
based on best practices and has distinguished itself
as one of the first Sub-Saharan African countries to
ratify Convention 108+. In Latin America, Uruguay
is one of two countries to have received an adequacy
determination from the European Commission.
Overarching safeguards for cybersecurity
and cybercrime
A key element in establishing trust in the data ecosystem for both personal and nonpersonal data is
ensuring the security of the network infrastructure
and elements over which data flow.
Cybercrime laws effectively give teeth to cybersecurity policies. Although there is no universally
accepted definition of cybercrime, the concept
encompasses both a narrow view—criminal activities
targeting information and communication technologies (ICT) and software—and a broader view—traditional crimes committed in cyberspace.12 In practice,
the scope of cybercrime is typically understood to
include unauthorized access to a computer system
(sometimes called hacking), unauthorized monitoring, data alteration or deletion, system interference,
theft of computer content, misuse of devices, and
offenses related to computer content and function.13
Cybercrime knows no borders. The crime can be
committed from any computer, no matter where,
connected to the internet or from a public or private
entity that relies on ICT systems. Similarly, the impact
of the crime can be felt anywhere, even outside the
jurisdiction where the cybercriminal is physically

located. Thus to be truly effective, a cybercrime law
needs to extend beyond dealing with criminal activity within a subnational or national jurisdiction and
become a tool to maximize cross-border cooperation.14 This requirement entails the legal notion of
dual criminality, which establishes that a criminal
activity in one jurisdiction is also a criminal activity
in another.15 It also demands practical collaboration,
usually achieved through mutual legal assistance
treaties (MLATs).
Countries enter into MLATs either through bilateral treaties with other countries or by adhering to
an instrument that features a built-in MLAT process,
such as the Council of Europe’s Budapest Convention
of 2001. The main legal instrument for cybersecurity
in Europe and beyond, this convention provides for
balancing security interests with respect for human
rights.16 Sixty-five countries have acceded to the
convention, with an additional 12 states participating as observers.17 Of the members and observers, 26
countries are lower-middle-income. Recently, some
governments have been sidestepping the MLAT process by making requests for evidence directly to foreign law enforcement agencies and allowing them to
do likewise. In this vein, the United States adopted
the Clarifying Lawful Overseas Use of Data (CLOUD)
Act of 2018, which authorizes the US government to
enter into bilateral agreements with foreign governments, allowing the parties to remove any legal
barriers that would prevent the other party from
seeking and obtaining data directly from the service
providers in the other country under certain circumstances.18 This has attracted comment for potentially
sidestepping legal protections for personal data.19
The European Union is considering a draft regulation with similar provisions.20
Cybersecurity encompasses the data protection
requirements for the technical systems used by
data processors and controllers, as well as the establishment of a national Computer Security Incident
Response Team (CSIRT), an expert group that handles
computer security incidents (see chapter 8). In addition to dealing with the criminal behaviors discussed,
cybersecurity also builds trust by addressing unintentional data breaches and disclosures (such as those
resulting from badly configured servers) and holding
firms accountable.
Overall, the Global Data Regulation Survey reveals
a low level of uptake of cybersecurity measures (figure 6.3). None of the low-income countries included
in the survey has legally imposed a full range of
security measures on data processers and controllers.
Even among high-income countries, barely 40 percent
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Figure 6.3 Gaps in the regulatory framework for
cybersecurity are glaring across country income
groups
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Source: WDR 2021 team, based on World Bank, Global Data Regulation Survey, https://microdata
.worldbank.org/index.php/catalog/3866. Data at http://bit.do/WDR2021-Fig-6_3.
Note: The figure shows the percentage of countries in each country income group that had adopted
good-practice legal and regulatory frameworks for cybersecurity and cybercrime as of 2020. CSIRT =
Computer Security Incident Response Team.

of those surveyed require data processors and controllers to comply with these security requirements,
such as by adopting an internal policy establishing
procedures for preventing and detecting violations;
establishing the confidentiality of data and systems
that use or generate personal data; appointing a personal data processing or information security officer
or manager; performing internal controls; assessing
the harm that might arise from a data breach; or introducing an awareness program among employees.
CSIRTs are far more prevalent. They can be found in
all high-income countries and in about one-third of
low-income countries.
Among the lower-middle-income group, a good
reflection of best practice is the comprehensive cybersecurity requirements in Kenya’s new Data Protection
Act. It requires data controllers to consider measures
such as pseudonymization and encryption of data;
an ability to restore the availability of and access to
personal data in the event of a physical or technical
incident; and mechanisms to identify internal and
external risks to personal data that are reasonably
foreseeable. It also requires steps to ensure that
safeguards are established, effectively implemented,
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and continually updated in response to new risks or
deficiencies.
Safeguarding personal data
To better address underlying concerns about the
power asymmetries between (individual) data subjects and data processors and collectors, this Report
advocates an approach based on control over personal
data rather than one grounded in data ownership
(see spotlight 6.2). Under the rights-based approach
to protection of personal data, individuals have fundamental rights regarding their personal data. These
rights are both substantive and procedural.
Substantive rights include measures preventing the
unauthorized disclosure of personal data and the use
of personal data for unwarranted surveillance, unfair
targeting, exclusion, discrimination, unjust treatment, or persecution. Such substantive rights also
require purpose specification, data minimization, and
storage limitations.
Procedural rights are built around the concepts of
necessity, transparency,21 accountability, proportionality, and due process. They include rights to receive
notice about and to object to how data are used and
rights of access to correct and erase data (including
the right to be forgotten),22 as well as rights to redress
and remedy. These rights are grounded mainly in
domestic law. The absence of a harmonized global
legal framework for protection of personal data
affects cross-border data transactions involving
personal data, which are especially limited in lowermiddle-income countries (see chapter 7).
Adoption of data protection laws is comparatively
widespread.23 Nearly 60 percent of countries surveyed for this Report have adopted such laws, ranging
from 40 percent of low-income countries to almost
80 percent of high-income countries (figure 6.4).
Yet the quality of such legislation is uneven, with
important good-practice elements often lacking.
Legal frameworks for the protection of personal data
should typically include individual rights to challenge the accuracy and object to the use of personal
data and parallel requirements for data processors to
limit the purpose of data use, minimize the volume
of data collected, and limit the time frame for data
storage. These legal provisions are much less prevalent in low- and middle-income countries than
in high-income countries. Although many lowermiddle-income countries have laws on the books,
their enforcement is uneven: only some 40 percent
of low-income and lower-middle-income countries
have created a data protection authority, compared
with some 60 percent of high-income countries.

Figure 6.4 Progress on personal data protection legislation differs markedly
across country income groups
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Source: WDR 2021 team, based on World Bank, Global Data Regulation Survey, https://microdata.worldbank.org/index.php/catalog/3866. Data at http://
bit.do/WDR2021-Fig-6_4.
Note: The figure shows the percentage of countries in each country income group that had adopted good-practice legal and regulatory frameworks to
safeguard personal data as of 2020.

The uneven quality of data protection legislation
affects in practice the effectiveness of safeguards for
personal data.
After many years in the making, both Kenya and
Nigeria recently updated their legal regimes for data
protection. In 2019 Kenya’s new Data Protection Act
entered into force, while Nigeria’s National Information Technology Development Agency issued a new
Data Protection Regulation. Both instruments reflect
many of the elements contained in the GDPR. India
is also debating landmark data protection legislation.
Requiring consent or other lawful bases for data collection and processing. Most data protection laws rely on
individual consent as one lawful means of limiting
how data about individuals can be collected and
used.24 The appropriate lawful basis for data processing depends on factors that include how the data will
be used and the relationship between the parties. For
example, consent may not be the appropriate basis for
data processing by public authorities.25
The consent model has normative and practical
limitations. Current commercial practices often adopt
a “tick the box” approach to obtaining consent, and
they are more often based on incentives to limit

corporate liability than on a desire to ensure that
consent is “informed” (that is, that individuals fully
understand what will happen to the information they
have authorized for collection and are effectively in
control of how their data will be further used and
shared). Privacy notices are often long, complex documents written by companies’ legal teams. It is, then,
difficult for people to read all the disclosure documents on the websites they visit or for all the apps on
their smartphones.
This difficulty is particularly acute in the developing world, where literacy rates remain low and
individuals face language and technical barriers to
understanding privacy notices. In such cases, data
processors should take extra care to obtain informed
consent through adapted means. Firms can use consent to justify collecting and processing excessive
amounts of data, especially in countries where data
protection authorities may not have enough resources
to monitor and enforce compliance with other obligations, such as data minimization. Addressing these
concerns would require taking a more user-centric
approach to obtaining informed consent for the
collection of volunteered data, including using
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simplified terms of service and embedding responsible data collection practices in operations to avoid
collecting excessive amounts of data.
Although consent may still be an appropriate
lawful basis in some instances (such as when data
are volunteered by individuals), newer technologies
involving passive data collection (such as by the
Internet of Things) and merging or linking datasets
to make inferences pose further challenges to the
consent model.
Alternatives to consent include relying on other
lawful bases for processing personal data, including
resorting to a “legitimate purpose” test or fiduciary
duty requirement. A legitimate purpose test would
limit the use of personal data to what is compatible,
consistent, and beneficial to data subjects based on
the original purpose for which the data were collected. Under this approach, data could still be used
for more wide-ranging purposes if they are anony
mized or aggregated to, for example, develop new
products and services, or to make risk assessments
without impinging on the data subject’s rights. Relying on a fiduciary duty approach would require data
collection and processing firms to always act in the
best interests of data subjects and in ways that are not
detrimental to them. Legally obligating providers to
act in the best interests of their customers can help
establish trust and confidence among customers
that their data are being used responsibly. Examples
of fiduciary duty breaches include using customer
data to unfairly manipulate purchasing decisions.
Another alternative to these approaches that might
require less oversight is to ban use of certain types of
data outright based on identified possible misuses of
personal data.26
In principle, the limitations on the use of personal
data enshrined in data protection legislation apply
to all parties that process or control personal data.
Nevertheless, governments may choose to create
exceptions to these compliance and liability limitations for data processing by public sector entities. The
Global Data Regulation Survey indicates that these
exceptions are widespread in all surveyed countries
that have data protection legislation (figure 6.4). Most
of these exceptions are limited and pertain to specific
data uses, such as in relation to national security
as in Brazil and India27 or in transactions involving
health data as in Gabon. Other countries have passed
laws that provide for more wide-ranging exceptions,
including exemption from the requirement to obtain
consent from data holders when performing lawful
government functions such as service delivery.28
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Where such government exceptions exist, good
practice calls for them to be transparent and objective. They should also be limited in scope and duration (such as through sunset provisions) to respect
due process limitations. These exceptions must be
“necessary and proportionate” to the intended objectives—limitations designed to ensure that any established exceptions are lawful and balanced against the
objective being sought.29 Furthermore, exceptions
should be consistent with international human rights
law. More than one-third of high-income countries
require justification for the exceptions, while less
than 10 percent of surveyed low-income countries
place such process limitations on government action.
This lack of limitations creates additional opportunities for unchecked state surveillance or mission creep,
thereby undermining trust in data use.30
Meeting technological challenges. Rapid technological
progress in data processing, machine learning, and
artificial intelligence (AI) pose challenges to current
data protection frameworks. In particular, traditional
data protection is based on the notion that information is volunteered by the data subject, whereas
data analysis is increasingly based on observed data
(obtained from passive scraping of information from
devices and social media accounts) or inferred data31
(generated from a vast array of correlates using statistical techniques). In addition, AI and machine learning rely on large-scale datasets to function, creating
tensions with established data protection principles
such as data minimization. Although linking these
data sources provides a fuller picture of the individual, the linked data could also have a negative impact
on the subject if used in decisions such as on credit
or employment, with limited enforceability of the
protections applicable to volunteered data, including accessing and seeking correction of erroneous
information.
The increasingly widespread practice of linking
datasets to feed algorithms also stretches the limits
of technical mechanisms to protect personal data,
such as anonymization. Unlike pseudonymized data,
once data are thoroughly deidentified legally they are
no longer considered to be personal data. Thus they
can be published or used outside the scope of data
protection law, even if the original source contains
personal data.32 Although anonymization techniques
can protect individual datasets, research has shown
that linking datasets enables the reidentification of
individuals in deidentified data and risks blurring the
boundary between personal and nonpersonal data.33
At the same time, anonymization techniques can

reduce the size and accuracy of datasets, affecting
their value to third parties once published.34
Even when anonymization techniques can deidentify individuals, concerns are growing about the
use of such data to identify groups of people who
could be targeted for surveillance or discrimination
(including groups defined by ethnicity, race, religion,
or sexual orientation).35 Data protection laws need
to keep pace with technological efforts aimed at
deanonymization.36 Laws could require data users to
adopt a holistic approach37 to data protection that can
be adapted to different risks from data uses,38 including protecting data by design and default.
Adopting “data protection by design.” Data protection
by design embeds data protection practices into the
initial design phase of data-driven products and services39 through a combination of hardware and software features, legal and administrative provisions,
and privacy-enhancing technologies (PETs) using
encryption40 and statistical techniques.41 Such measures complement and enhance existing legal data
protection in ways that reduce the risk of identifiability of data.42
Data protection by design has evolved from “privacy by design,” which was first adopted as an international standard in 2010. It was later recognized
by its inclusion in the Mauritius Declaration on the
Internet of Things in 2014,43 with a new International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) standard
under development.44 The concept—originally developed in Canada45—has been integrated into data
protection regulation and practice in the European
Union,46 as well as Australia (State of Victoria);47
Hong Kong SAR, China;48 and the United Kingdom.49
Nevertheless, the Global Data Regulation Survey
indicates limited uptake of data protection or privacy
by design approaches. Less than 20 percent of the
countries surveyed have adopted such requirements,
ranging from 36 percent uptake in the high-income
countries surveyed to negligible adoption in middleincome countries (figure 6.4). An interesting exception is Benin, which mandates “data protection by
design” in its Digital Code Act.
PETs are often used to deidentify data at the
source (for example, by relying on anonymization
and aggregation) to reduce their identifiability. The
result may be a trade-off between the level of data
protection afforded and the resulting usefulness of
the data (for data uses requiring granular or identifiable characteristics such as gender or age). Research
showing the ease of reidentifying previously deidentified data (using only four data points50 or when

linking datasets) has highlighted the limitations of
current anonymization methods and has prompted
the development of new techniques.51 Separately, the
value of encryption-based PETs may be limited if law
enforcement authorities argue that back doors should
be included in these systems.
These limitations have also prompted the emergence of other mechanisms to protect personal
data, including personal information management
systems (PIMS) such as Safe Sharing sites52 and personal data stores.53 These tools can help users store,
use, and manage how their personal information is
shared with third parties. To address certain cybervulnerabilities and technical features of data protection by design and act as effective safeguards, PETs
should be accompanied by supporting organizational
and behavioral measures.54
Dealing with automated processing. The growing use
of algorithms for automated processing of personal
data can add significant value through the application of predictive analytics, but it poses additional
regulatory and societal challenges. These include
algorithmic bias, risks to personal data protection,
and lack of transparency, accountability, and other
procedural safeguards (such as redress) to ensure that
decisions made on the basis of automated processing
are conducted in compliance with due process.55 Only
about 30 percent of countries included in the Global
Data Regulation Survey have put in place measures
to restrict decision-making based on automatically
processed personal data (figure 6.4). Among the relatively small number of countries whose laws address
this, Côte d’Ivoire has included provisions in its data
protection act that prohibit the use of automated processing of personal data in judicial decision-making
to prevent bias.56
Automated processing of personal data in the
criminal justice sector is an example of controversial
public sector use of these technologies—especially
those using facial recognition—that can perpetuate
biases.57 A 2016 study conducted in Oakland, California, found that, despite survey data showing an
even distribution of drug use across racial groups,
algorithmic predictions of police arrests were concentrated in predominantly African-American communities, creating feedback loops that reinforced
patterns of structural or systemic bias in the history
of police arrests.58 Algorithms can also introduce
racial biases when facial recognition algorithms
are trained predominantly on data from Caucasian
faces, significantly reducing their accuracy in recognizing other ethnicities.59 Evidence suggests that
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racial60 and gender61 bias in private sector uses of AI
for decision-making is also prevalent.
Additional challenges within the public sector
include a lack of transparency and accountability
in the use of automated decision-making systems.
Many of the technologies procured by public sector
entities are developed by private sector corporations.
Thus, the underlying algorithms may be subject to
copyright or other IPRs that restrict the ability to
undertake independent third-party audits. The use of
such technologies by the public sector, without implementation of the appropriate audits and grievance
redress mechanisms, may impair public trust in data
processing by institutions and lead to discrimination
or otherwise unfair decisions.
Because of these challenges, as the uptake in
AI technologies and automated decision-making
systems increases in both the public and private
sectors, some principles for algorithmic regulation
are emerging at both the national and international
levels. Internationally, the focus has frequently been
on developing guiding principles based on data
ethics. For example, OECD and the Group of Twenty
(G-20) published two closely related sets of principles on ethical AI in 2019 that highlight the need to
ensure transparency, explainability, and inclusion of
unrepresented or vulnerable groups in the design
and implementation of AI systems.62 Fulfilling this
need will require significant capacity-building efforts
to promote responsible use of AI in lower-income
countries.
Principles grounded in data ethics can be applied
to other types of data uses that may have important
societal impacts. Human rights-based frameworks,
for example, can provide useful guiding principles
for responsible data use.63 Some countries have made
efforts to support transparency and accountability
in the use of AI and automated decision-making
systems in the public sector by publishing the source
code of algorithms in public registers,64 revising
procurement rules, and developing charters,65 regulations, or certifications.66 In February 2020, a Dutch
court ruled that an automated surveillance system
developed to detect welfare fraud in the Netherlands
(SyRI) violated human rights by not meeting a “fair
balance” between its objectives and its risk to privacy.
It then halted the system.67
Relying on competition and consumer protection laws.
In countries where data protection legislation is not
yet in place, other statutory instruments—notably,
consumer protection and competition legislation—
have been leveraged to protect the data rights of
individuals, notwithstanding the rights’ distinct legal
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focus. Under a rights-based approach, data protection
law is generally aimed at achieving individual agency,
whereas consumer protection law aims to promote
economic fairness for consumers, and competition
law strives for fairness among businesses. These
approaches are complementary, but they are not
an adequate substitute for the scope and protection
of a rights-based data protection legal framework.
Nonetheless, consumer protection agencies may have
wider-ranging powers than data protection authorities,68 equipping them to address some of the issues
underlying misuse of personal data, such as unfair
consumer practices or competition concerns (see
chapter 7 for further discussion of data and competition issues).69
Safeguarding nonpersonal data
Safeguards for the domestic use and reuse of nonpersonal data revolve around the protection of
intellectual property rights fit for the digital age, as
well as cybersecurity measures. Various contractual
elements affecting how entities use and reuse nonpersonal data (and even mixed data) are also relevant,
including contracts themselves (terms and conditions, assignment of liability and remedies), as well
as industry standards, codes of conduct, and audit
requirements. Soft law tools include the use of standards to broker trust among entities exchanging data.
Nonpersonal data produced by the private sector
can be protected under copyright, although copyright
is limited to protecting creative expression, such as
compilations, as opposed to raw data. Some governments have introduced innovations to overcome these
limitations.70 Observing that while the rights to data
utilization may be controlled by contract but are not
always specified in terms, Japan’s Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry updated application of the
Unfair Competition Prevention Act to provide protection for industrial data by publishing guidelines along
with model contract clauses for data transactions.71
India’s Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology published a draft governance framework for
nonpersonal data, recommending clarifications on
the scope, classification, rights of use of nonpersonal
data, and creation of a nonpersonal data authority.72
Governments may also wish to establish rules to
support the reuse of public sector data by preventing
the private sector from setting excessively high prices
for the use of licensed data-driven products and
services developed using public sector, or otherwise
“high value,” data. One mechanism is to mandate
firms to license such products on fair, reasonable, and
non-discriminatory (FRAND) terms by considering

them “essential data infrastructure.” Governments
may, however, find that IPR protection of nonpersonal data conflicts with other policies that encourage the interoperability of data systems and the free
reuse of datasets.
Protection of nonpersonal data under an IPR
regime is currently more prevalent in upper-middleincome countries than in most of the low-income
countries surveyed. Fifty percent of upper-middleincome countries protect nonpersonal data under
their respective IPR frameworks. For example, Brazil’s
copyright law covers the use of databases containing
“economic rights.”73 Similarly, in Bangladesh programming codes, data, and charts are deemed to be
the property of the owner, as indicated in the 2000
Copyright Act.

Creating enablers for data
sharing
This section examines a variety of enablers, including
those related to electronic transactions (e-transactions),
data sharing policies (including open data, access to
information regimes, open licensing), and exceptions
to the liability of data intermediaries.
Enablers are primarily analyzed according to the
domain of the data—that is, whether data are generated or controlled, or both, by the public or private
sector. This approach highlights the varying margin
of control that governments have over these two
types of data. For public sector data, governments
can employ several policy and legal tools to directly
mandate access to and sharing of data—indeed, some
already do so for certain health, patent, and even
airline passenger data. By contrast, most data transactions involving the private sector are based on voluntary contractual agreements. The government’s role
is largely limited to creating incentives to promote
private sector data sharing. Although the discussion
here deals mainly with domestic data transactions,
many of the enablers can be adapted to cross-border
data transactions (see chapter 7).
Across the 80 countries surveyed for this Report,
just under half (47 percent) of the elements of a
good-practice regulatory framework for enabling
data use and reuse are in place. The scores range
considerably, from 30 percent among low-income
countries to 62 percent among high-income countries. Although Estonia and the United Kingdom
stand out among the high-income countries surveyed
for the most advanced enablers, their performance
is matched in the middle-income group by Mexico.
Several other low- and middle-income nations are

also making progress establishing regulatory frameworks to enable data reuse, such as China, Colombia,
Indonesia, and Nigeria.
Overarching enablers for electronic
transactions
Many data uses or transfers are executed via electronic transactions. Individuals using their data to
transact online need assurance that their data are
being used in a safe and secure manner. Laws governing e-commerce and e-transactions provide an
overarching legal framework that helps create trust
in both public and private sector online data transactions, which, in turn, encourages use of data online.
Introducing e-commerce laws. A good-practice regulatory environment for electronic transactions begins
with foundational e-commerce legislation, which is
a prerequisite to the widespread use of more sophisticated online credentials. Such laws are relatively
widespread; more than 70 of the countries surveyed,
including about 70 percent of low-income countries
surveyed, have such laws. And there is little variation
across country income groups (figure 6.5). Legal recognition of electronic signatures is one of the few
areas in which high-income countries remain far
ahead of low- and middle-income countries.
Establishing legal equivalence of paper-based and electronic communications. In a legal framework, the central issue is to establish that a data transfer will not
be denied legal value merely because it is done electronically—that is, the online transaction, contract,
or communication has legal equivalence to physical
transactions, and electronic evidence has probative
value.74 For example, electronic contracts and signatures are given the same legal value as a wet ink signature on a paper contract, and digital evidence has
the same value as physical evidence.75 The majority of
surveyed countries’ e-commerce legislation includes
such provisions (figure 6.5), an unsurprising finding
given that model laws on e-commerce were promulgated in the late 1990s.76 For example, provisions
enabling e-transactions are found in Morocco’s Law
No. 53-05 (2007), and good-practice provisions are
embedded in Thailand’s Electronic Transactions Act
(2019 amendments).
Authenticating parties to an online transaction. Special legal treatment surrounds the manner in which
parties to an online transaction are authenticated.
Most laws governing e-transactions take a layered
approach to the digital authentication of parties to
a transaction, with built-in recognition that certain
types of online transactions require greater degrees
of reliability about the identity of parties, while others
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Figure 6.5 Adoption of e-commerce and related
legislation is widespread across country income
groups
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Source: WDR 2021 team, based on World Bank, Global Data Regulation Survey, https://microdata
.worldbank.org/index.php/catalog/3866. Data at http://bit.do/WDR2021-Fig-6_5.
Note: The figure shows the percentage of countries in each country income group that had adopted
good-practice legal and regulatory frameworks for e-commerce as of 2020.

require lower levels of assurance. Some—such as land
transactions and certain family law matters, including marriage and divorce—are generally outside the
scope of these laws because of the sensitive nature
of the transaction. For transactions requiring a high
level of assurance, public or private key infrastructure
is often recognized in e-transaction laws as providing
robust authentication, and it is backed up by a digital
certification process.77 Other trust services may also
be specified as a basis for verifying and validating
electronic signatures, seals, or time stamps; verifying and validating certificates to be used for website
authentication; and a range of activities related to
data transfers.78
Introducing digital identification. An important tool
for authentication of parties to a digital transaction
is a trusted digital identification system with widespread coverage, allowing individuals to securely
prove their identity in online settings. Currently, an
estimated 1 billion people worldwide do not have
government-recognized proof of their identity (and
many more do not have the means to securely and
reliably prove who they are in the digital world).79
Although the use of digital identity verification and
authentication tools is on the rise, driven in part by
advances in connectivity as well as growth in digital
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payments and services,80 fewer than half of surveyed
countries have government-recognized digital identification systems that would enable people to remotely
authenticate themselves to access e-government
services. Those that do are mainly higher-income
nations (figure 6.5).
Ensuring technical neutrality of online systems.
E-transaction laws should be principle-based and
technology-neutral so that they accommodate a wide
range of technical solutions and avoid requiring
specific authentication technologies to the exclusion
of others. Such requirements avoid capture of the
e-transaction or authentication market and help laws
adapt as technologies evolve.81 Technology neutrality
is also a feature of digital identity programs and of
some digital identity laws.82
Enabling reuse of public intent data
The challenges with sharing and reusing public sector data abound. They include barriers to the real-time
provision of data; data not being shared or published
in reusable formats (standardized and machine readable with metadata); and data not being provided at
reasonable cost. Usage is also affected by the quality
or relevance of the data being shared. Political economy factors, including the absence of a data sharing
culture in public administration and lack of coordination among government entities, can further impede
the exchange of public sector data (see chapter 8).
Overcoming these challenges can yield considerable returns. An impact assessment of the 2003 Directive on the Reuse of Public Sector Information found
that in the European Union the direct economic value
of public sector information was €52 billion in 2017,
potentially rising to €194 billion by 2030.83 In recognition of such potential value, national governments
have ramped up efforts to use policy, legal, and regulatory tools to mandate data sharing within and beyond
the public sector.
A good-practice regulatory environment for
enabling reuse of public sector data would include
foundational legislation on open data and access to
information, as well as digital identity verification
and authentication; a data classification policy; adoption of syntactic and semantic interoperability; and
user-friendly licensing arrangements. The surveyed
countries have adopted about half of such good practices, ranging, on average, from less than 30 percent
by low-income countries to two-thirds by highincome countries (figure 6.6).
Legislation to promote and regulate the publication and use of public sector data (open government

data) can be passed as stand-alone open data acts,
such as in the Republic of Korea and Mexico; embedded in other related legislation, such as the laws
mandating data sharing in Australia,84 India, and the
United Kingdom;85 or through broader e-government
omnibus legislation, such as France’s Law for a Digital
Republic.86 The matter can also be tackled at the supranational level, such as through the European Union’s
Open Data Directive of 2019 (replacing the Public
Sector Reuse Directive of 2003), which includes a list
of “high value datasets”87 to be published at no charge
as key inputs to the development of AI.
Open data policies or laws and access to information (ATI) legislation (also known as right to information or freedom of information) play complementary
roles as enablers for the use and sharing of public
sector data. Open data policies or laws require public
disclosure of data as the general rule (ex ante disclosure) rather than waiting for an individual request for
access to information (ex post disclosure).88 In countries that have passed open data policies without any
legal foundation, the publication of open government
data relies on the cooperation of holders of public
sector data to publish their data. By contrast, ATI
legislation provides citizens and firms with a legally
enforceable right to compel disclosure.89
Open Barometer, an organization that compiles a
global measure of how governments are publishing
and using open data for accountability, innovation,
and social impact, recommends aligning access to
information and open data. This alignment would
entail amending ATI laws to provide for proactive disclosure of data and mandating that nonpersonal data
will be open by default, available in machine readable
formats, and published under an open license to
enable reuse outside government.
About one-third of surveyed countries have open
data legislation, and more than 70 percent have ATI
legislation (figure 6.6). Whereas ATI legislation is
widespread in countries across all stages of development, adoption of open licensing regimes is more
common in high-income countries.
Establishing open data policies. A country’s public
sector data being prepared for publication can be classified on a spectrum from closed to open. According
to the Open Knowledge Foundation, for data to be
considered open it must be “freely used, re-used and
redistributed by anyone—subject only, at most, to
the requirement to attribute and sharealike.”90 Open
data are thought to be the most decisive approach
governments can use to enhance access to public
sector data and enable their reuse by third parties to

Figure 6.6 Regulations enabling access to and reuse
of public intent data are unevenly developed across
country income groups
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Source: WDR 2021 team, based on World Bank, Global Data Regulation Survey, https://microdata
.worldbank.org/index.php/catalog/3866. Data at http://bit.do/WDR2021-Fig-6_6.
Note: The figure shows the percentage of countries in each country income group that had adopted
good-practice legal and regulatory frameworks to enable access, use, and reuse of public intent data
as of 2020.

create value.91 According to the Open Data Institute,
key elements of a robust data policy include a clear
definition of open data and a general declaration
of principles that should guide the publication and
reuse of open data.92
Geospatial and transportation data are often
prioritized for publication by governments under
open data initiatives.93 However, certain categories
of data may not be suitable for publication as open
data, including personal data and data with national
security implications. Care must be taken to ensure
that personal data are not published on open data
portals without adequate protective measures and a
conscious assessment of the associated risks. A data
protection impact assessment can be used to evaluate
the risks of data processing and ensure that data are
adequately safeguarded before being shared.94
As open data systems mature, governments should
move from merely promoting access to data to facilitating use of data. A key enabling reform is ensuring
that data and metadata are “open by default,” available
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in a machine readable format and by bulk download
or via application programming interfaces (APIs)—
computing interfaces and code that allow data to be
readily transmitted between one software product or
application and another. A survey conducted by the
Open Data Barometer found that less than 10 percent
of governments that have established open data portals include a provision for data to be open by default.
Moreover, only half of the datasets published are in
a machine readable format, and only one-quarter of
datasets have an open license.95
Ensuring unified data classification standards. A key
enabler of data reuse is a data classification policy
that categorizes types of data according to objective
and easily implementable criteria across the different stages of the data life cycle.96 Data classification
policies typically entail categorizing data according
to their sensitivity (such as classified, confidential,
or business use only). Although data classification
policies are found in more than half of the countries
surveyed (figure 6.6), their practical effects are limited because in less than one-third of countries is the
application of data classification policies mandatory
for government database applications or document
management systems.
Restricted data (data that cannot be published
as open data) could possibly be shared bilaterally by
agreement (such as with memoranda of understanding). Alternatively, innovative mechanisms, including data pools and data sandboxes, allow data to be
accessed and processed in a controlled environment,
subject to specific restrictions on data use. For example, data could be analyzed at a secure data repository
(whether virtual or physical) but not taken off-site.97
Allowing access to information. ATI legislation is a
key complementary enabler for increasing access to
public sector data that have not been published on an
open data platform. Such legislation provides the legal
means for enforcement of public sector disclosure.98
As with open data legislation, ATI legislation can be
more or less effectively implemented, depending on
how broadly the exemption categories for disclosure
are drafted or interpreted and how restrictively data
classification policies are applied at the working level.
If government entities claim that much of their data
are “sensitive” and therefore fall under one of the
exceptions for disclosure under ATI statutes, then
the usefulness of such legislation for enabling public
data access may be limited. This concern is warranted
because nearly half the countries included in the
Global Data Regulation Survey—across the income
spectrum—have placed significant exceptions on an
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individual’s rights to access public information under
such laws (figure 6.6).
Another limit to the impact of ATI legislation is
its scope of application, which is necessarily limited
to public sector data. Open data policies, although
originating in the public sector, can be voluntarily
adopted by the private sector. However, there is no
general legal equivalent to ATI requests to compel
the disclosure of private sector data. Currently, the
majority of private sector data sharing is undertaken
on a contractual basis. Certain experts have argued
that expanding the scope of laws mandating access to
private sector data, consistent with competition law,
could be the “next frontier in data governance.”99
Promoting interoperability of data and systems. For
the value of data—including open data—to be fully
harnessed, legislation must go beyond promoting
access to data and ensure that data can be used more
effectively by combining or linking datasets. Doing
so requires provisions governing the interoperability
of data (and metadata) and their quality, as well as the
modalities under which data should be published.
These good-practice characteristics include publishing data in a machine readable format (under FAIR
principles that govern the findability, accessibility,
interoperability, and reuse of data)100 and ideally
via APIs.101 Interoperability of data and systems can
be supported by adopting harmonized standards—
ideally, open standards. Open standards are often
determined by sectoral or international standard
setting organizations (SSOs) in order to support the
interoperability of data and systems within a particular market or sector. They are therefore designed
collaboratively based on user needs.102
Public intent data should also be published under
an open license and at no charge or at a marginal
price to cover the costs of dissemination or reproduction.103 Nearly 48 percent of the surveyed countries
have adopted some form of open licensing regime
for public intent data. All the high-income countries
covered in the survey have done so, compared with
about 40 percent of middle-income countries. Other
countries, such as Jordan and Mauritius,104 have
adopted Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 Inter
national Licenses for government datasets released
as open data. In Jordan, datasets published by the
government are open to all and licensed under a
Jordanian Open Government Data License, which
allows the use, reuse, and sharing of data, in compatibility with the Creative Commons (CC-BY) license.105
To ensure that data prioritized for publication meet
the needs of nongovernmental actors in the private

sector and civil society, these decisions should be
guided by consultations with multiple stakeholders
(see chapter 8).
Enabling access to and the seamless transfer of
public sector data between different entities within
the public sector and with end users (including
individuals and businesses) requires ensuring the
interoperability of information technology (IT)
systems (including platforms) and data (syntactic
and semantic interoperability). As defined by ISO,
syntactic interoperability enables “the formats of the
exchanged information [to] be understood by the
participating systems,” while semantic interoperability enables the “meaning of the data model within
the context of a subject area to be understood by the
participating systems.”106 Effective data and systems
interoperability requires the implementation of several technical protocols and a government interoperability platform.
In addition to technical enablers for interoperability across the whole of government, an enabling legal
and regulatory framework is often required. This
framework mandates the use of the government’s
interoperability platform and data exchange protocols, ensuring that all government entities connect
to and use the platform as a vehicle for exchanging
data. Very few countries surveyed have adopted a
full range of common technical standards (such as
the FAIR principles) that enable the interoperability
of systems, registries, and databases (figure 6.6).
Estonia is among the few countries surveyed that
has established standards for open APIs for government to government (G2G), government to business
(G2B), and government to consumer (G2C) services;
standardized communications protocols for accessing metadata; and developed semantic catalogues for
data and metadata.
A distinct advantage of implementing interoperability is the possibility of applying the once-only
principle to access to data, which reduces the administrative burden. Citizens and businesses are asked to
provide their data only once, thereby requiring public sector entities to internally share and reuse data—
with the appropriate safeguards—in the provision
of administrative services. Because the risk of data
breaches and misuse increases when data are stored
in centralized or decentralized but linked repositories, the once-only principle should be complemented
with robust legal and technical data protection as
well as cybersecurity and cybercrime safeguards,
implemented in a citizen-centered and trustworthy
manner, with sufficient capacity for implementation

(see chapter 8).107 This once-only principle was
integrated into the European eGovernment Action
Plan (2016–20) for implementation across the
European Union,108 with the intention of enabling
both domestic and cross-border interoperability. It
is also one of the pillars of the 2015 Digital Single
Market strategy109 and The Once-Only Principle
Project (TOOP),110 which has been piloted under the
European Union’s Horizon 2020 framework.111 At the
national level, Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Estonia,
the Netherlands, Portugal, and Spain have integrated
the once-only principle into domestic law for application across government or on a sector basis.112
Enabling reuse of private intent data
The majority of business-to-business (B2B) and
business-to-government (B2G) data transactions
are governed by bilateral data sharing agreements
sourced in contract law.113 Consequently, policy and
legal interventions to encourage access to private
sector data focus on mitigating the legal and technical
challenges that discourage the use and sharing of data
by private sector entities. Governments also maintain
a greater margin of control over private sector data
transactions involving personal data, which are subject to personal data protection and privacy legislation
(or competition and consumer protection laws).
As appreciation has grown of the strategic value of
private sector data for enabling evidence-based policy
making and promoting innovation and competition
in key sectors (see chapter 4), some governments have
enacted legislation mandating the sharing of private
sector data deemed to be in the public interest and
whose voluntary sharing by the private sector would,
otherwise, have been too costly to incentivize.114 Many
of the sectors prioritized by such legislation (including utilities and transportation) are considered to be
particularly relevant for the development of AI.
At the European level, the 2019 EU Open Data
Directive115 requires the European Commission to
adopt a list of high-value datasets to be provided free
of charge, in machine readable formats, via APIs, and
where relevant, via bulk download. These datasets,
considered to have “high commercial or societal
potential,” include geospatial data, Earth observation
data, meteorological data, data about corporate ownership, mobility data, and data from publicly funded
research projects.116 At the national level, France’s Law
for a Digital Republic (2016) includes provisions mandating making private sector data available according
to open standards for the creation of “public interest datasets.”117 Another relevant example is the UK
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Digital Economy Act (2017), which enables researchers
to gain access to deidentified data for research purposes.118 At the subnational level, cities such as New
York, San Francisco, and São Paulo have also made
legal attempts to promote public-private data sharing
by requiring certain private sector platforms to share
their commercial data for regulatory purposes and to
spur the development of smart cities.119
A good-practice regulatory environment for
enabling reuse of private sector data encompasses
data portability and voluntary licensing of access to
essential data (figure 6.7). On average, surveyed countries have adopted less than 20 percent of such good
practices for enabling private sector reuse of data,
which is less than half the level of uptake found for
enablers related to public sector data.
Promoting open licensing. Licensing regimes, which
provide permission to use an otherwise proprietary
dataset, can be effective enablers of innovation
and competition. They can encourage holders of
data-related intellectual property rights to invest in
products and markets, knowing that they can control
access to licensed products and receive returns on

Figure 6.7 Adoption of enablers for sharing private
intent data lags those for public intent data across
country income groups
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Source: WDR 2021 team, based on World Bank, Global Data Regulation Survey, https://microdata
.worldbank.org/index.php/catalog/3866. Data at http://bit.do/WDR2021-Fig-6_7.
Note: The figure shows the percentage of countries in each country income group that had adopted
good-practice legal and regulatory frameworks to enable access to, sharing, and reuse of private intent
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their investments.120 Licensing of intellectual property rights is often voluntary, but in some cases it is
implemented on a compulsory basis by regulators or
industry participants to avoid market distortions.121
Voluntary licensing on FRAND terms can be a useful
mechanism in enabling the development of open
standards because the terms allow companies to
share technology and data.122 The adoption of such
licensing regimes, however, remains rare, especially
in low- and middle-income nations (figure 6.7). Korea
and the United Kingdom are among the few surveyed
countries that have done so.
A range of open licenses are available for use with
data. Open data licenses (Open Database Licenses, or
ODbLs) provide users with the legal rights to freely
share, modify, and use a database without regard to
copyright or other intellectual property rights or limitations around data ownership. These license agreements are published by the Open Data Commons,
which makes available a set of legal tools and licenses
to help users publish, provide, and use open data.123
The ODbL license sets out user rights, establishes the
correct procedure for attributing credit, and specifies
how to modify data to facilitate their sharing and
comparability. Another form of open license for data
is issued by Creative Commons, an international network devoted to educational access and expanding
the range of creative works available for others to
build on legally and to share.124 Under the license, any
person can use, copy, publish, distribute, transmit, or
process the data and make them available to third parties. They can also develop new derivatives of the data
by combining them with other data or using them in
a product or service, as long as they are attributed to
the publisher(s) using a specified statement.125
Requiring data portability. Voluntary data transactions between parties are greatly facilitated by data
portability. The right to personal data portability is
designed to facilitate data transfers with the aim of
increasing an individual’s choice and control over
data about them. More fundamentally, the right to
personal data portability is aimed at “rebalancing the
relationship” between data generators/providers and
data controllers (including data users and platforms)
by mitigating the risk of locking in consumer data.
On a more systemic level, this right is intended to
foster competition between companies.126
Portability can be broken down into three distinct
rights: first, to receive a copy of the data provided
by the data generator to the data collector or user
(including data consumers and platforms); second,
to transmit data to another data collector/user;

and third, to request a direct transfer from one data
collector/user to another.127
Although data portability rights extend to the
raw data provided by the data subject (interpreted to
include observed data), they do not appear to extend
to inferred data (based on drawing inferences from
the raw data provided), which are increasingly being
used to develop AI.128 Enabling the direct transfer of
(personal or nonpersonal) data to another provider
requires that the source and host data formats and
systems are fully interoperable through the implementation of APIs.129 At present, interoperability is
encouraged, not mandated, by the GDPR130 and EU
regulations on the free flow of nonpersonal data.131
Alternatives to direct portability include storing
personal data in personal information management
systems,132 although their uptake is limited.133
In the European Union, the right to personal data
portability is mandated by Article 20 of the GDPR and
considered one of its most significant innovations.134
Little more than 10 percent of countries surveyed
have enacted data portability rights for individuals.
By contrast, the portability of nonpersonal data is not
mandated, but only encouraged as a means of promoting competition and enabling the development of
competitive sectors using AI and big data.135
Individuals’ ability to enforce their right to data
portability can in practice be supported by requiring
data to be transferred in a standard machine readable
format. The surveyed countries that grant individuals
data portability rights all include formatting requirements to support data portability (figure 6.7). For
example, in the Philippines the 2012 Data Protection
Act grants data portability rights to data subjects and
empowers the National Privacy Commission to specify
the format and technical requirements to enable data
portability.136 Using a somewhat different approach,
Australia created a specific “consumer data right” in
August 2019137 to enable data portability through its
Competition and Consumer Act 2010.138 The act follows a phased sectoral approach to implementation,139
which enables common standards to be adapted to
sector-specific needs while being made publicly available on the open-source platform GitHub.140
Despite these advances, technical limitations and
legal uncertainties challenge effective enforcement of
data portability rights. At the same time, cybersecurity risks, such as improper access or identity theft,
could increase if portability is not accompanied by
robust security measures.
In the absence of specific laws or regulations
mandating interoperability and portability standards,

some private sector actors have developed their own
mechanisms. One example is the collaborative Data
Transfer Project.141 Data format standardization is a
key component of enabling data portability in practice: the right to data portability cannot be exercised if
data are not downloaded in a format common to other
service providers. In practice, despite the source code
and APIs being open source, the leadership of this
project raises broader questions about the first mover
advantage that Big Tech companies have in setting
de facto standards and markets for B2B data sharing
between platforms.
Using APIs to enable effective interoperability and portability. APIs can be used to either enable data sharing
(such as through open APIs) and portability or limit
access to data, depending on how they are designed.142
Although APIs are technical in nature, technolegal
frameworks can be developed to determine access
and control rules for third parties. These rules can
include setting controls to ensure the syntactic and
synthetic portability of data; the identity of the API
users; the type and amount of data transacted; and
the controls on the identifiability of data.143 APIs
designed with access and control mechanisms that
enable the selection of a limited amount of data
can provide users with more flexibility than if they
downloaded bulk data.144 That said, because APIs
can expose data to unauthorized access during data
transfers, they may prove challenging to use effectively in lower-middle-income countries that do not
have sufficient technical capacity to respond to cybersecurity risks.
Fully leveraging APIs to enable effective interoperability and portability requires ensuring that they
are developed according to common standards. These
standards can be developed through regulation or
by industry, based on a multistakeholder approach.
Examples of successful initiatives include the Berlin
Group, which has developed common API standards
for the European banking industry.145 Cases from the
financial services sector (such as the UK Open Banking Initiative and implementation of the European
Union’s Second Payment Service Directive) may provide helpful lessons for the effective implementation
of these mechanisms as enablers for data reuse and
sharing.
Forging data partnerships. An alternative modality
for private sector data sharing is through data publicprivate partnerships (PPPs) entered into on mutually
agreed contractual terms between private sector
entities or between government and businesses. For
example, the traffic application Waze has partnered
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with more than 1,000 cities and other local public
sector entities through its Connected Citizens Program146 to exchange traffic data and derive insights
to inform mobility projects, manage traffic and congestion, support emergency response, and share data
with citizens through a cloud-based platform.147
Data partnerships pose several challenges. Partnerships between large companies and small and
medium enterprises may raise concerns about
fairness because of asymmetries in information or
market power. Partnerships between public and private entities may lead to conflicts of interest because
of the government’s dual role as data user and data
regulator.148 In either case, partnerships may create
uncertainties around the allocation of the legal liability associated with the use of the data, as well as
potential compliance costs due to lack of harmonization of legal frameworks applicable to both parties.149
Some of these risks can be mitigated by developing
contract guidelines or standard contractual terms
to harmonize provisions and rectify information
asymmetries. Some public sector initiatives have
attempted to develop such standard terms to promote
data sharing.150
Not all data sharing partnerships are designed
for profit. Some businesses provide their data and
digital tools at no charge to governments, academia,
and nongovernmental organizations for “social good.”
Data philanthropy,151 particularly in the area of big
data, has enabled the World Bank,152 together with UN
agencies—the World Health Organization (WHO),
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP),
World Food Programme (WFP), and United Nations
Children’s Fund (UNICEF)—and others, to leverage
companies’ data stock and digital capabilities to fully
exploit the value of data for development, while benefiting the private sector through positive externalities.
Limiting intermediary liability. One of the great
enablers of the flow of data across the internet are rules
limiting the liability of intermediaries for content that
flows over their platforms. The intermediary liability
concept has roots in US telecommunications law dating back to the 1930s,153 and it has been informed by
subsequent US case law.154 Crucially, this exemption
from liability was extended to “interactive computer
services” (internet service providers) in Section 230 of
the 1996 amendments to the Communications Act of
1934155 and in the Digital Millennium Copyright Act.156
The advent of data platform business models has led
to growing requests from users for the “take-down”
of their personal information and has triggered an
ongoing debate between privacy advocates and Big
Tech about responsibility for fundamental issues of
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freedom of expression and transparency of knowledge. Liability exemptions have been criticized as
harboring defamatory conduct, encouraging harassment online, and undermining attempts by law
enforcement to attribute conduct to specific individuals.157 Nevertheless, freedom of expression advocates
continue to support shielding intermediaries from
liability.158 The rapidly changing landscape is creating
significant regulatory uncertainty for Big Tech firms
(see the overview and chapter 1 for a discussion on
the broader policy considerations relating to content
moderation and mis/disinformation).

Recommendations for crafting a
holistic legal framework
Any new social contract on data must rest on the
foundation of a comprehensive legal and regulatory
framework that helps build trust between stakeholders, integrating both safeguards and enablers. As the
results of the Global Data Regulation Survey suggest,
the development and robustness of different aspects
of the legal and regulatory framework are quite
uneven, with relatively consistent patterns across
country income groups (table 6.1). These divergences
may be exacerbated by differences in implementation. E-commerce legislation is the only area in which
all country income groups are doing comparatively
well. Development is at an intermediate level in areas
such as enabling reuse of public intent data, safeguarding both personal and nonpersonal data, protecting cybersecurity, and combating cybercrime. By
far the weakest area of performance of the surveyed
countries is enablers for private intent data. Overall,
the average scores of high-income countries are not
very high in absolute terms, warranting an advanced
(green) classification in table 6.1 in only one case. And
the score differential between high- and low-income
countries is relatively small (rarely more than 30
points). Both findings indicate the novel challenges
of developing a sound data governance legal framework and the significant progress all countries need
to make.
To fill the many remaining gaps in the legal framework and further strengthen existing provisions, this
Report offers several recommendations. Overall, the
underlying legal framework needs to be approached
holistically. Although different elements of the legal
framework can be viewed in a modular fashion, the
elaboration of particular laws needs to touch on all
critical aspects. The crafting of such a coherent legal
framework should take into account both evolving
best practices and local conditions based on robust

Table 6.1 Certain elements of the regulatory framework are much better developed than others,
but performance is generally low
Safeguards

Enablers

Cybersecurity
and
cybercrime

Personal
data

Nonpersonal
data

E-commerce and
e-transactions

Public intent
data

Private intent
data

High-income

73

59

43

86

69

30

Upper-middle-income

57

46

29

74

62

20

Lower-middle-income

55

43

38

72

44

15

Low-income

39

31

47

59

28

3

Global

56

44

38

73

50

17

Average score,
by country group

Source: WDR 2021 team, based on World Bank, Global Data Regulation Survey, https://microdata.worldbank.org/index.php/catalog/3866.
Note: The table shows the average score for good-practice data governance by theme across country income groups as of 2020. Colors refer to the level of the regulatory framework:
= advanced level (scores of 75–100); = moderate level (scores of 50–75); = evolving level (scores of 25–50); and = basic level (scores below 25).

stakeholder consultation. There is no one-size-fits-all
solution.
Recommendations for strengthening
safeguards
Adopt and implement personal data protection legislation.
One of the biggest contributors to the trust framework is the adoption of personal data protection
legislation following a rights-based approach. For
countries that lack data protection legislation or
enforcement agencies, the existing consumer protection legislation and competition law can be leveraged
to remedy certain manifestations of the misuse of
personal data. Although such legislation and laws
may be helpful, their scope of application is limited,
making them complements to, not substitutes for,
personal data protection legislation.
Introduce more meaningful models of consent. Traditional approaches to consent, developed in an analog
age, are an increasingly uncomfortable fit in the
modern digital age. Furthermore, in lower-income
countries, where literacy challenges continue to
affect a significant share of the population, reliance
on “consent,” as traditionally applied, will continue
to be problematic as more people access the internet and permit their data to be used and reused. To
ensure that consent remains a meaningful legal basis
for using data, new models should be seriously considered, including those that shift responsibility for
data protection from individuals to the collectors and
users of the data.
Expand protection to mixed data and group privacy. New
data uses, fueled by innovative analytical techniques
and the growth of algorithm-based technologies such

as big data and the Internet of Things, are blurring
the distinction between personal and nonpersonal
data. At present, only personal data fall within the
scope of most current data protection laws, while anonymized personal data are considered nonpersonal
data. In view of the ease of reidentifying and linking
datasets, which opens the door to deriving sensitive
or discriminatory insights from the processing of
nonpersonal data, policy makers should consider
expanding the scope of data protection legislation to
protect such mixed data. A related issue is that current
provisions for personal data protection, which focus
on the individual, do not preclude the identification
and potential misuse of data attributes pertaining to
homogeneous groups (including those defined by
ethnicity, race, religion, or sexual orientation). These
protections are particularly important in complex or
fragile sociopolitical environments or emergency contexts because of the increased risk of misuse of such
data for targeting or surveillance.
Adopt data protection by design and default. Privacyenhancing technologies are important complements
of data protection legislation, allowing privacy to
be embedded in data-driven products and services
right from the design phase. These standards can
play a valuable role in safeguarding fundamental data
rights in contexts in which weak institutional capacity diminishes the legal enforceability of those rights.
However, for technical mechanisms to have teeth,
they must be underpinned by a robust legal framework that creates the rights and limits on use that
privacy-enhancing technologies reinforce. Because of
the utility of data protection and privacy by design,
policy makers should consider building more of these
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requirements into their regulatory frameworks, while
maintaining technological neutrality.
Prioritize cybersecurity measures. Protecting individuals’ and groups’ rights in data is one thing; protecting the infrastructure and systems over which
those data flow—cybersecurity—is another. From
a legal perspective, these protections are gained by
adopting cybercrime legislation that balances security concerns with other fundamental rights. Too
few countries have adopted serious legal provisions
to ensure cybersecurity, leading to mounting social
and economic risks. This gap should be addressed as
a matter of urgency.
Recommendations for strengthening
enablers
Build a robust yet flexible foundation for electronic transactions. Digital transactions should be granted legal
equivalence to the analog variety, with limited exceptions. Robust authentication should be technology
neutral to ensure a level playing field for a wide variety of approaches to authenticating transactions and
related trust services.
Make data open by default and easy to access. Countries should strengthen open data policies by calling
for open-by-default approaches to public sector data
through legislation across the whole of government.
Datasets to be published should be prioritized using
input from end users. End users should not be charged
(or should pay a limited price) for public intent data.
Consistently apply reasonable norms for data classification. Implementation of open data policies or laws
requires the consistent application of clear, reasonable data classification policies.
Adopt open standards and sharing-friendly licenses. Policy makers should strengthen open access to public
intent data, including adoption of open standards and
sharing-friendly licenses.
Strengthen access to information provisions. Access to
information legislation should be expanded to cover
the proactive and transparent disclosure of nonsensitive data. Exceptions to disclosure will be necessary
and should be proportionate. ATI laws should provide
for regular public disclosure of ATI requests received
and rejected, and justification for any rejection, ideally on an open platform.
Promote the interoperability of data and systems.
Improving the use and sharing of data will rely on
developing and applying unified technical standards to support the interoperability of data and
systems. Interoperability of systems entails adoption
of common technical protocols and a government
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interoperability platform. Data can be made interoperable by ensuring that they are classified and
processed according to common standards and published in a machine readable format.
Support data portability. The right to data portability
should be strengthened by requiring data to be in a
structured, commonly used, and machine readable
format. Interoperable data and systems can help
achieve continuous data portability, where proportionate and technically feasible. As an alternative or
complement to direct portability, personal information management systems can help users receive
and manage their data, but their uptake is currently
limited. The enforcement of data portability rights
depends on adequate market competition, enabling
users to switch providers. For data portability to be
meaningful, there is also a need to address the lack of
clear understanding of these rights by data subjects,
as well as the implementation challenges faced by
micro, small, and medium enterprises.
Promote sharing of private intent data. Governments
can incentivize the sharing of private sector data by
promoting data sharing agreements and enhancing
intellectual property rights. Together, these measures
can help reduce incentives for data hoarding and
leverage the reusability of data. In the case of public
interest data, and particularly under emergency situations, governments should increasingly consider
mandating private sector data sharing, subject to
suitable conditions and safeguards.

A maturity model for
strengthening the legal and
regulatory framework
The urgency of applying these measures will depend
on how far a country’s legal and regulatory framework for data has evolved. Countries should develop
sound, comprehensive policies based on best practices adapted to their circumstances. Building on this
foundation, countries should then enact robust legislation buttressed by multistakeholder consultation,
followed by clear time-bound implementation procedures to ensure accountability. The identified measures can tentatively be mapped onto the maturity
model framework summarized in table 6.2. Although
certain safeguarding and enabling elements are considered foundational, the ability to build an effective
legal regime for trusted data use is dependent on
ensuring that the overall framework is both internally coherent and aligned with the country’s policy
orientation, data culture, and social contract on data.

Table 6.2 Recommendations organized according to a maturity model based on
data safeguards and enablers
Stage of country’s
data system

Safeguards

Enablers

Establishing
fundamentals

Conduct a baseline needs assessment.

Conduct a baseline needs assessment.

Develop a comprehensive policy framework based on
best practices that does the following:
• Safeguards personal, nonpersonal, and evolving
categories of data and promotes greater equity
around data
• Enhances the security of systems and infrastructure
that protect against misuse of data
• Expands individuals’ agency and control over their
personal data
• Promotes certainty and predictability, integrating the
fundamental safeguards discussed in this chapter
such as data protection and cybersecurity.

Develop a comprehensive policy framework based
on best practices that enables the use and sharing
of data for development purposes, ensuring access,
openness, interoperability, portability, predictability,
and transparency, while integrating the fundamental
enablers discussed in this chapter, such as electronic
transactions.

Initiating data flows

Elaborate a legal framework that embodies policy
prerogatives that include:
• Personal data protection
• Promotion of cybersecurity and combating of
cybercrime
• Regulation of competition
• Provisions in the legal framework to provide
for establishment of the relevant enforcement
institutions.

Elaborate a legal framework that embodies policy
prerogatives that include:
• Legal recognition of e-transactions
• Access to information
• Intellectual property rights for nonpersonal data
• Openness of public intent data, including the use of
licenses that encourage data sharing
• Data classification principles.

Optimizing the
system

Promote awareness of safeguards:
• Domestically, through adoption of data protection
by design and default, together with associated
cybersecurity measures
• Internationally, through cross-border interoperability
of data protection standards
• Address more complex issues such as mixed data
and group rights
• Ensure that the capacity of the institutions
responsible for overseeing these activities is
sufficient
• Establish metrics to monitor and evaluate the
implementation and enforcement of these policies
and laws.

Consider issues such as data portability and
increasing incentives around sharing of private intent
data. Ensure that the capacity of the institutions
responsible for overseeing these activities is sufficient.
Establish metrics to monitor and evaluate the
implementation of these policies, laws, and institutions.

Source: WDR 2021 team.
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nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST
.SP.800-53r4.pdf).
EU (2014, article 3[15]).
See, generally, World Bank, ID4D Data: Global Identification Challenge by the Numbers (dashboard), https://
id4d.worldbank.org/global-dataset; Sustainable Development, Department of Economic and Social Affairs,
United Nations, “The 17 Goals,” https://sdgs.un.org
/goals. Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 16.9 states:
“By 2030, provide legal identity for all, including birth
registration.”
World Bank (2019).
UNCITRAL (1998).
National Assembly, Togo (2020).
EC (2018c).

84. The Australian government’s Data Sharing and
Release Act of 2018 was drafted based on the results
of a report of the Productivity Commission (PC
2017). The purpose of the act is to (1) promote better sharing of public sector data, (2) build trust in
use of public data, (3) dial up or down appropriate
safeguards, (4) maintain the integrity of the data
system, and (5) establish institutional arrangements
(see Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet,
“Data Sharing and Release Reforms,” https://www
.pmc.gov.au/public-data/data-sharing-and-release
-reforms). This is expected to lead to (1) more efficient
and effective government services for citizens; (2) more
well-informed government programs and policies;
(3) greater transparency around government activities
and spending; (4) economic growth from innovative
data use; and (5) research solutions to current and
emerging social, environmental, and economic issues.
The purpose of the act is thus to move the paradigm
from one that restricts access to identifiable data to one
that authorizes release if appropriate data safeguards
are in place. To complement the Data Sharing and
Release Act, the government published a best-practice
guide outlining good-practice principles based on the
Five Safes Framework to manage the risks of disclosure
and designed to assess whether and how to share data
(PMC 2019). By enabling a privacy by design approach
to data sharing by focusing on controls and benefits
instead of merely reducing the level of detail in the data
to be shared, the principles help maximize the usefulness of the data.
85. National Archives (2019).
86. Section 1 of France’s Law for a Digital Republic lays out
provisions on open government data (Légifrance 2016).
Also see Dodds (2016).
87. They include geospatial, meteorological, and mobility
data, as well as statistics and data on corporate ownership and Earth observation and the environment.
88. Noveck (2017).
89. Noveck (2017).
90. See Open Knowledge Foundation (2020).
91. OECD (2013, 2019a); Ubaldi (2013); Vickery (2012).
92. Dodds (2016).
93. OECD (2019a).
94. Austin and Lie (2019); Dodds (2016).
95. World Wide Web Foundation (2017).
96. For general principles, see ISO and IEC (2016, sec. 8.2).
For a practical example, see Data.NSW (2020).
97. OECD (2019a).
98. OECD (2019a).
99. Austin and Lie (2019).
100. Wilkinson et al. (2016).
101. See Article 3: “Art. L. 300-4.- Any provision made electronically under this book is done in an open standard,
easily reusable and exploitable by an automated processing system” of the French Republic (Légifrance
2016).
102. Because the development of open standards is
often undertaken with input from leading industry
participants, who frequently integrate their firms’
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proprietary technical standards into the design, SSOs
may require the application of patent rights on FRAND
terms. The adoption of FRAND licensing terms can
therefore become a condition for participation in SSOs.
The obligation to offer FRAND licenses to new market
entrants usually extends to third-party technology
providers whether or not they are SSO members. For
further details, see Ragavan, Murphy, and Davé (2016).
The Open Knowledge Foundation’s definition of open
data (“Open Definition”) sets out conditions for the
availability and access of data, its reuse and redistribution, and universal participation. On the latter, “everyone must be able to use, re-use and redistribute—there
should be no discrimination against fields of endeavor
or against persons or groups. For example, ‘noncommercial’ restrictions that would prevent ‘commercial’ use, or restrictions of use for certain purposes (e.g.
only in education), are not allowed.” See Open Knowledge Foundation (2020; https://okfn.org/opendata/).
MITCI (2017).
Council of Ministers, Jordan (2019).
ISO and IEC (2017).
EDRi (2015). Ensuring sufficient resources and technical capacity to effectively discharge these functions is
critical. For example, Estonia’s X-Tee data exchange and
interoperability platform is continuously monitored
to mitigate cyberthreats (RIA 2020). See chapter 8 for
further details on implementation.
EC (2016).
As the European Commission notes: “Online public
services are crucial to increasing the cost-efficiency
and quality of the services provided to citizens and
companies. One example of increased efficiency is
the ‘Once Only’ principle—only in 48% of cases do
public administrations reuse information about the
citizen or companies that is already in their possession
without asking again. The extension of this principle,
in compliance with data protection legislation, would
generate an annual net saving at the EU level of around
EUR 5 billion per year by 2017. The Commission will
launch a pilot project for the ‘Once-Only’ principle for
businesses and citizens and explore the possibility of
an EU wide e-safe solution (a secure online repository
for documents). Extending ‘Once-Only’ across borders
would further contribute to the efficiency of the Digital
Single Market” (EC 2015, 16).
TOOP (2021).
See European Commission, “Horizon 2020,” https://
ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en.
SCOOP4C, “Stakeholder Community: Once-Only Principle for Citizens,” https://www.scoop4c.eu/.
OECD (2019a).
OECD (2019a).
EU (2019b).
EC (2020a).
Légifrance (2016). This covers, for example, data from
delegated public services or data that are relevant for
targeting welfare payments or constructing national
statistics (OECD 2019a).
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118. The UK Digital Economy Act enables accredited
researchers to gain access to deidentified data for
research purposes (National Archives, United Kingdom
2017, c. 30, Chap. 5). The act regulates data sharing practices for the purposes of research using public data,
but it does not govern data sharing in other contexts
(Austin and Lie 2019).
119. Finch and Tene (2018).
120. OECD (2019b).
121. Ragavan, Murphy, and Davé (2016).
122. FRAND licensing regimes have been designed to be
an effective competition law remedy (see the Apple
vs. Samsung cases), but infringements of FRAND
terms involve contractual remedies between the
patent holder and the SSO (or third party). However,
experts have argued that the pro-innovation and
competitive effects of licensing regimes depend on
how they are implemented. Indeed, some have argued
that an “excessive reliance” on FRAND terms may be
counterproductive.
123. Open Knowledge Foundation, “Open Data Commons
Open Database License (ODbL) v1.0,” https://opendata
commons.org/licenses/odbl/1-0/.
124. Creative Commons, “Open Data,” https://creative
commons.org/about/program-areas/open-data/.
125. MoICT (2017).
126. See the European Union’s Free Flow of Nonpersonal
Data Regulation (EU 2018e), the Payment Services
Directive (EU 2015), the Digital Content Directive (EU
2019a), and certain sectoral regulations, in addition to
the right to data portability for personal data enshrined
in Article 20 of the GDPR. See also Borgogno and
Colangelo (2019).
127. Article 20 of the GDPR (EU 2016).
128. The European Commission notes: “In general, given
the policy objectives of the right to data portability, the
term ‘provided by the data subject’ must be interpreted
broadly, and should exclude ‘inferred data’ and ‘derived
data,’ which include personal data that are created by
a service provider (for example, algorithmic results).
A data controller can exclude those inferred data but
should include all other personal data provided by the
data subject through technical means provided by the
controller” (EC 2017). This approach contrasts with that
of other legal frameworks, such as the California Consumer Protection Act (CCPA), that are broader in scope
covering inferred data (see OneTrust DataGuidance
and FPF 2019).
129. Krämer, Senellart, and de Streel (2020).
130. See Recital 68 of the GDPR: “Data controllers should
be encouraged to develop interoperable formats that
enable data portability. . . . The data subject’s right to
transmit or receive personal data concerning him or
her should not create an obligation for the controllers
to adopt or maintain processing systems which are
technically compatible. . . . Where technically feasible,
the data subject should have the right to have the personal data transmitted directly from one controller to
another” (EU 2018d).

131. See Article 6, “Porting of Data,” of the EU Regulation on
the Free Flow of Non-personal Data: “The Commission
shall encourage and facilitate [emphasis added] the development of self-regulatory codes of conduct at Union
level (‘codes of conduct’), in order to contribute to a
competitive data economy” (EU 2018e, 67).
132. PIMS can help individuals control their ported data
through mechanisms that simplify the process. They
can include mechanisms that support individual control over ported data such as schema mappings (which
convert data from the sender’s format to the receiver’s)
or functionalities that centralize and help visualize
consent and rights management for portability or
broader data protection. However, these mechanisms
have not been standardized across the industry to date,
which affects the broader sustainability of the business
model and their adoption as an alternative to other
enforcement mechanisms.
133. Measures such as shifting to authentication mechanisms (like privacy seals) and open-source solutions
that are more user friendly may support the adoption
of PIMS as alternatives for consumers, especially if the
reliability of these solutions are certified to promote
trust (Krämer, Senellart, and de Streel 2020).
134. The first right to portability mandated by EU law was
the portability of phone numbers, following the Universal Services Directive, based on a legislative effort to
create competition in the telecommunications sector
(Zanfir-Fortuna and Hondagneu-Messner 2019).
135. Borgogno and Colangelo (2019).
136. Congress of the Philippines (2012).
137. The “consumer data right” aims to “give Australians
greater control over their data, empowering their
consumers to choose to share their data with trusted
recipients only for the purposes they have authorized”
(Treasury, Australia 2020).
138. See Part IVD in Federal Register of Legislation,
Australia (2019).
139. The act begins with the telecommunications, banking, and energy sectors before rolling out across the
economy.
140. The data standards body has released version 1.6.0 of
the consumer data standards, which represent highlevel standards and are in accordance with the rules
and phasing timetable of the Australian Competition
and Consumer Commission. See Data61, Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation, “Consumer Data Standards,” https://consumer
datastandards.gov.au/consumer-data-standards/.
141. At present, the Data Transfer Project is at the pilot
stage, making it difficult to measure the impact of the
project on enabling continuous portability of data. It
remains an interesting model of private sector–led
cooperation to develop standard and interoperable
data formats that could be scaled up. See Google, “Data
Transfer Project,” https://datatransferproject.dev/. The
founding members of the Data Transfer Project were
Google and Facebook. They were later joined by Apple,
Microsoft, and Twitter.

142. Borgogno and Colangelo (2019).
143. OECD (2019a).
144. This was a point of discussion at the international
policy workshop “Data for Better Lives: Enablers and
Safeguards” hosted by the World Bank and the German
Federal Ministry of Economic Cooperation and Development in Washington, DC, June 9–10, 2020.
145. See Berlin Group, “PSD2 Access to Bank Accounts,”
https://www.berlin-group.org/psd2-access-to-bank
-accounts.
146. Waze (2018).
147. Google, “Waze for Cities: Working Together for a
Smarter, More Sustainable Future,” Waze, https://www
.waze.com/ccp. Waze and other companies have been
sharing data with local governments in Brazil since
the 2016 Rio Olympics under their Connected Citizens
Program. Their platform is designed to support public
entities with urban planning, traffic optimization, law
enforcement, and emergency service provision (Huyer
and Cecconi 2020).
148. OECD (2019a).
149. Huyer and Cecconi (2020).
150. These include Japan’s “Contract Guidance on Utilization of AI and Data” (METI 2018); the Netherlands’
Dare-2-Share Cooperation Agreement (Dare 2 Share
Ministries, “Terms and Conditions,” https://www
.dare2share.org/about/terms-and-conditions/); and
the European Union’s proposed “Guidance on Private
Sector Data Sharing” (EC 2018b). Japan’s Ministry of
Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) developed the
“Contract Guidance on Utilization of AI and Data” as a
resource for businesses entering a data sharing agreement. It highlights factors and terms to be considered
for inclusion when drafting a contract using data or AI,
including sample clauses.
151. Kirkpatrick (2014).
152. See “Development Data Partnership,” https://data
partnership.org/.
153. GPO (2018).
154. Kosseff (2019, 27).
155. GPO (2018, at sec. 230).
156. LOC (1998).
157. Kosseff (2019, 5).
158. See Electronic Frontier Foundation, “Manila Principles on Intermediary Liability,” https://www.manila
principles.org/.
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Spotlight 6.1

The evolving social contract on data:
Balancing data sharing and data
protection to facilitate contact tracing
to control COVID-19

The need for immediate and reliable information about COVID-19 has
tested the systems in place for protecting data.
International and national laws recognize that, in
extraordinary circumstances, certain fundamental
rights, including the right to data protection, may
be restricted, with the following conditions: basic
democratic principles and safeguards are ensured,
and the restriction is legitimate, time limited, and not
arbitrary.1
Following the World Health Organization’s declaration of a global pandemic in mid-March 2020,2
governments around the world have adopted contact tracing strategies to track down any individual
who might have come into contact with an infected
person, so that they may be quarantined to prevent
further spread of the disease.3 Such contact tracing
has historically been carried out manually by public
health authorities.4 However, it can be undertaken
much more efficiently on a massive scale using digital technologies such as mobile applications, which
can simultaneously deliver public health advice.
Despite these benefits, contact tracing raises
several concerns. First, tools relying on location tracing may be construed as unwarranted surveillance
and a threat to privacy, especially in jurisdictions
with inadequate data protection frameworks5 and
given that location data are hardto anonymize fully.
Second, personal data collected in contact tracing
currently flow beyond trusted parties and organizations, reaching more third parties than accounted
for in current governance models. Third, there is
evidence that using geographic location in contact
tracing may be inaccurate and inefficient because it
does not provide all of the relevant facts. An empirical study of the Ebola outbreak found that those data
are meaningful only when reidentified, touching on
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the “purpose limitation” used in good-practice data
protection laws.
While countries around the world have been
developing contact tracing apps, two approaches
have emerged: centralized and decentralized. Both
approaches use Bluetooth signals to log when smartphone owners are in proximity to one another, sending alerts to users who may have been infected when
someone develops COVID-19 symptoms.
Under the centralized model originally pursued by
the UK government, anonymized data are gathered
and uploaded to a remote server, where matches are
made with other contacts when a person starts to
experience COVID-19 symptoms.6 The United Kingdom’s proposed approach contains a persistent identifier that is shared with the National Health Service,
allowing public authorities to receive infection data
automatically. The central server then alerts other
app users who have had significant contact with the
infected person. Despite the public health merits of
the centralized approach, the application was abandoned in mid-June 2020 in favor of a decentralized
approach, due to low rates of phone recognition
during its testing phase on the Isle of Wight.
In contrast, the decentralized model, promoted
jointly by Apple and Google, aims to support contact
tracing by health agencies, while integrating privacy
and security into the design.7 Users have more control
over their information because it is stored in a decentralized manner on their phones, preventing the
siphoning of data into central government servers. In
this model, “The protocol excludes processing of any
location data—unless the user opts in—applies ‘Rolling Proximity Identifiers’ that prevent identification

of the user, processes proximity identifiers obtained
from other devices exclusively on the device, [and]
permits only users to decide whether to contribute
to contact tracing by sharing Diagnosis Keys with
the ‘Diagnosis Server’ if diagnosed with COVID-19,
resulting in the alert to other users.”8
A multistakeholder consortium, the Pan-European
Privacy-Preserving Proximity Tracing (PEPP-PT)
community, is developing contact tracing technologies that adhere to strong European privacy and data
protection laws and principles.9 The PEPP-PT technical mechanisms and standards fully protect privacy,
while taking advantage of the possibilities of digital
technology to maximize the speed and real-time
capability of national pandemic responses. Initiatives
under the umbrella of PEPP-PT aim to develop an
open protocol for COVID- 19 proximity tracing using
Bluetooth Low Energy on mobile devices and an
architecture to ensure that personal data stay entirely
on an individual’s phone.

Notes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Access Now (2020).
WHO (2020).
Yan (2020).
eHealth Network (2020).
FPF (2020).
Economist (2020).
Google (2020); Sabbagh and Hern (2020).
eHealth Network (2020).
See Pan-European Privacy-Preserving Proximity Tracing
(dashboard), n.d.
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Spotlight 6.2

The debate over ownership of
personal data

Personal data “ownership” is incompatible with a rights-based approach
to personal data protection.

The commercial value of personal data has prompted
arguments that individuals should be allowed to
commercialize their own data.1 Granting individuals
ownership rights over personal data is sometimes
proposed to address data inequalities and to determine how such data can be used and by whom.2 Yet
“ownership” neither addresses these inequalities nor
empowers individuals to control the use of data. Personal data “ownership” makes sense only if personal
data are considered an “asset” with associated property rights.3 If personal data are property, they can be
used as collateral and for commercial exchange, with
the potential implication that individuals could even
trade away the data that contain their digital identity.
Some scholars suggest that concepts of property
rights should apply to personal data.4 Others suggest
that market-based solutions should be used to protect
data,5 called the “personal data economy.”6 The economic literature is mixed on whether data ownership
rights could solve market failures or improve social
outcomes.7 Some suggest that the optimal distribution of ownership rights would depend on factors
including the investment required to create the data8
and the ability to monetize data.9 A regime based on
property rights would likely increase the transaction
costs involved in data sharing, by requiring negotiation of the terms of sale and use.
Ascribing data ownership rights to personal data
also poses legal challenges. First, personal data often
involve overlapping interests of different parties.10
These interests are present in the collection, creation,
and use of the data.11 If ownership were allocated to
the “party with the clearest interest or who could
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make the most value out of it,”12 it would be practically difficult to identify the party or parties meeting
this definition.13 It is also unclear how to compensate
interested third parties if their rights are breached
through downstream data uses.14 Creating a data
ownership right would require elaborating “necessary user” rights and rules to accommodate the public
interest needs of such data,15 such as those raised in
the COVID-19 pandemic response.
Second, “owning” personal data might incentivize
poor and more vulnerable people to sell their personal
data, exacerbating existing inequities. Under a rightsbased approach to personal data protection, individuals
have fundamental rights regarding their data. Perhaps
ironically, these rights—more than “ownership”—give
individuals control over their data, enabling them to
negotiate the use of these data.16 These immutable
rights—like due process under law—cannot be bargained away like chattel. Even current case law does
not support ownership rights over personal data.

Notes
1. Start-ups providing personal data management services
to internet users have appeared, ranging from companies that compensate users for their personal information to those that require users to pay fees to avoid the
use of their personal information (Elvy 2017).
2. This spotlight deals only with issues concerning “ownership.” Other theories include treating personal data
as labor (see Posner and Weyl 2018, who posit that the
individual’s role in creating the data is recognized and
compensated as labor) or allowing personal data to be
shared through licensing arrangements (see Savona
2019, who suggests that data could be recognized as a

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

licensable asset owned by the individual who generates
it); see also Fisher and Streinz, forthcoming). A related
aspect of this debate revolves around expanding the
types of data available to creditors and other decision
makers beyond traditional data, such as payments on
loans. These nontraditional types of data could include
utility payments, cash flow, and social media data. The
reliability of such data and the ability to access and dispute the information are important issues. The analytics
applied to such data may also fall in the nonpersonal
category. Ownership of nonpersonal data, by contrast,
is a more straightforward issue of intellectual property
rights, which is addressed in chapter 6.
Castells (2010); Zuboff (2019).
Laudon (1996); Samuelson (2000).
See, for example, Carrascal et al. (2013) and Kerber (2016).
See, for example, Haupt (2016).
Duch-Brown, Martens, and Mueller-Langer (2017).
Tirole (2017); Zech (2016).
Dosis and Sand-Zantman (2019).
Scassa (2017).
Scassa (2017).
Wiebe (2016, 880).
See, for example, Farkas (2017).
Viljoen (2020)
Scassa (2017).
Scassa (2017).
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Creating value in the data
economy: The role of competition,
trade, and tax policy
Main messages
1

The expanding role of data in ubiquitous platform business models is
reshaping competition, trade, and taxation in the real economy, posing
important risks for low- and middle-income countries.

2

The way countries design safeguards and enablers for data will have
knock-on effects for the real economy. For example, enabling data
sharing among market players can play a valuable role in promoting
competition. At the same time, the stringency of data safeguards will
shape cross-border trading patterns for data-enabled services. Meanwhile,
the intangible nature of digital value chains is posing major challenges for
tax revenue mobilization.

3

Low- and middle-income countries too often lack the institutional
capacity to manage the economic policy challenges posed by the datadriven economy. These challenges call for agile competition policies and
modern trade and tax administrations. Complicating matters, policies on
competition, trade, and taxation are significantly intertwined.

4

Internationally coordinated action—on antitrust enforcement, regulation
of platform firms, data standards, trade agreements, and tax policy—
is critical to ensuring efficient, equitable policies for the data economy
that respond to countries’ needs and interests.
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Shaping data regulation to
support competition, trade, and
taxation

R

apid technological innovation and the associated explosive production of data are reshaping the business landscape (see chapter 3).
New data-driven businesses—with their intangible
assets such as data and algorithms—are rapidly
gaining ground in markets worldwide. These include
the global players that often make headlines, such
as Alibaba, Amazon, Facebook, and Alphabet (Google),
as well as more local platform businesses in lowerincome countries, such as the Nigerian agricultural
platform Hello Tractor, which matches smallholder
farmers with underutilized tractors, and the Egyptian
educational platform Tutorama, which matches students to high-quality tutors.
Data-driven businesses exhibit idiosyncrasies that
distinguish them from more traditional firms—notably, their greater propensity for market dominance
in some cases, their ability to achieve scale without

mass, and the intangibility of their transactions (figure 7.1). Each of these characteristics poses important
challenges for economic outcomes in competition,
trade, and taxation, potentially offsetting some of
their positive effects.
Using data as an input to the production process
can give businesses a competitive advantage, which,
because of economies of scale and scope associated
with data and the strong network effects arising from
platforms, enables them to entrench their market
position and potentially exercise market power. Datadriven markets tend to exhibit economies of scale
because of the large upfront fixed cost of technical
infrastructure and the advantage large datasets offer
for learning. By accumulating tremendous amounts
of data through transactions and applying algorithms, businesses are able to provide their clients
with customized services and products. For example,
e-commerce platforms tailor product suggestions to
their clients’ shopping history, thereby enforcing the
tendency of customers to stick with such platforms
because they “understand” their customers better.

Figure 7.1 (2 Figure
column7.133p7)
The unusual characteristics of data-driven businesses pose complex
challenges for policy makers in the areas of competition, trade, and taxation
Data as a factor of production
Propensity for
market dominance

Competition
between firms

Intangibility
of transactions

Scale without mass

Entry of new firms and competition dynamics drive ability to export
Trade in digital services can drive competition in importing countries

Competition policy

Tax policy

Trade between
countries

Trade policy

• Adapt antitrust rules to
challenges posed by
data-driven businesses

• Create a level playing field
between digital and
analog businesses

• Establish regulatory
framework for
cross-border data flows

• Adopt pro-competition data
remedies subject to
safeguards for innovation

• Adapt indirect tax
administration to platform
businesses

• Balance individual rights,
implementation costs, and
business opportunities

• Ensure that traditional
regulations promote
competition and consumer
choice

• Adapt direct tax rules to
account for intangible value
drivers

• Adopt international (trade)
agreements for data

Source: WDR 2021 team.
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Positive network effects further strengthen market
positions because third-party suppliers prefer to
display their products on more highly frequented
platforms where the odds are higher they will make a
sale. Customers, in turn, are more likely to visit such
platforms because of the wider choice of third-party
suppliers.
Because data-driven businesses rely on value
drivers such as data and algorithms that can be

infinitely replicated and instantly distributed around
the world, they are able to achieve scale without mass.
They can, then, be a major player in a market without
having any brick-and-mortar facilities, local employees, or even domestic business registration. For
example, Facebook has more than 2.6 billion active
visitors each month spread over nearly every country
in the world, but it maintains office locations in just
35 countries.1 Similarly, AliExpress, a Chinese-based
e-commerce platform launched in 2010, now has
users in more than 230 countries and regions.2 It, too,
relies on data and algorithms rather than offline retail
stores. Meanwhile, the cross-border trade in digital
services is climbing. These services, largely intangible, include social media, big data analytics, cloud
computing, and online services.
The changing nature of data-driven businesses
challenges traditional economic policies, calling for
adaptation and paradigm shifts (figure 7.1). In competition policy, it is important to address the tendency
of data-driven businesses to tip toward concentrated
market structures and entrenched market power.
However, the complex and novel nature of data-driven
business models can pose difficulties for traditional
antitrust regulation in all countries. At the same time,
the rapid growth of international trade in data-driven
services is raising tensions between the need for data
to flow across borders and the need to ensure that any
personal data involved in such trade are adequately
protected as they move into other jurisdictions. Taxation authorities are struggling to value, map, and
track digital value chains in the data-driven sector.
Administration of the value added tax (VAT) is complicated by third-party vendors operating through
platform businesses. Meanwhile, the prevalence of
scale without mass is challenging the long-standing
taxation principle of permanent establishment and
physical presence as a basis for establishing corporate
tax liability.
Domestic policies relating to competition, trade,
and taxation are significantly intertwined, requiring
a coordinated approach to policy reform. Effective
antitrust policies strengthen competition in the
domestic market, thereby enhancing competitiveness

in international trade. Governance frameworks that
support trade in data-enabled goods and services may
at the same time intensify competitive pressures in
the local economy. Nonetheless, for platform businesses, trade openness could lead instead to greater
market concentration as the dominance of global
firms is further reinforced by access to new markets
and associated data. At the same time, the inability to
tax platform businesses effectively may undermine
competition between local and foreign firms, as well
as between digital and analog businesses operating in
the same sectors, affecting both competition in domestic markets and competitiveness in global markets.
All three of these policy areas call for internationally coordinated action. Antitrust measures in one
country can affect the fortunes of globally active
firms, with spillover effects for other jurisdictions.
Trade agreements, as well as global harmonization
of technical standards for data sharing, play an essential role in promoting international commerce for
data-enabled goods and services. International tax
policy regimes determine the allocation of taxation
rights across countries, while cross-border cooperation on tax administration can help ensure that revenues are fully captured.
This chapter discusses the policy challenges and
responses arising from competition, trade, and taxation. A central theme is how these policies interact
with the broader legal and regulatory framework on
data safeguards and enablers described in chapter 6.
Policy makers should heed the two-way linkages
between economic outcomes and data regulation and
carefully weigh the trade-offs that may arise between
safeguarding and enabling data sharing versus
advancing wider economic goals such as productivity,
competitiveness, and growth.

Competition policy
The rise of data-driven businesses can drive prodevelopment market opportunities, but data can also
give firms a competitive advantage that may push
markets into entrenched concentration and market
power. This advantage increases the risk of excluding
smaller firms and entrepreneurs and exploiting individual users of data (chapter 3). The key challenge for
policy makers is to preserve the positive externalities
that create value in data-driven markets, while ensuring that these externalities can be harnessed by all
players in a competitive, vibrant ecosystem without
violating the rights of individuals.
This chapter focuses on data-driven platform
firms because of their pertinence across economies
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at different levels of development. The complex interactions between data protection concerns (outlined
in chapter 6) and competition concerns (described in
this chapter) are further explored in spotlight 7.1.
Governments have two complementary competition policy tools to safeguard against the risks of
excluding smaller firms and exploiting individual
users of data. The first tool is enforcement of antitrust
laws, with adaptations to the context of data-driven
businesses. Enforcement involves detecting and
punishing anticompetitive practices (in which a firm
abuses its dominant position or a group of firms
enters into an anticompetitive agreement) or preventing anticompetitive mergers. The second tool is
the design of regulations to allow data-driven firms to
enter markets and compete on a level playing field,
while also protecting users. These ex ante policies lay
down ground rules for the market to promote competition and could include data governance regulations,
regulations directed at large data-driven platforms,
and traditional sector regulations. Because these two
competition policy tools complement one another,
they can be applied in parallel, depending on the institutional setting and the issues to be tackled.
Enforcing antitrust laws
Antitrust investigations in the data economy are
not just a developed country phenomenon. Worldwide, as of January 2020 some 102 antitrust cases
across 16 different sectors on abuse of dominance,

anticompetitive agreements, and mergers had been
finalized.3 European antitrust authorities have finalized the most cases (33 percent), followed by authorities in East Asia and the Pacific (18 percent) and Latin
America (15 percent). The most active lower-middleincome countries included the Arab Republic of
Egypt, India, and Kenya, with more cases still under
investigation in Indonesia, Nigeria, and Zimbabwe.
Low-income jurisdictions had not yet finalized any
antitrust cases involving digital platforms, likely
reflecting the absence of functional or well-resourced
antitrust regimes and lower policy prioritization.4
Among landmark cases from the middle-income
country group is the 2018 investigation by the Competition Commission of India finding that Google
abused its dominant position in web search and
advertising. Google favored its own services and
partners through manual manipulation of its search
algorithm, thereby putting smaller businesses at
a disadvantage.5 In another salient example, Mexico’s Federal Economic Competition Commission
(COFECE) blocked Walmart’s proposed acquisition
of the Cornershop app in 2019, because the new company would have access to data on the sales of competing retailers through the Cornershop platform,
which was believed to prejudice smaller rivals.6
Antitrust cases related to the digital economy in
e-commerce, passenger transport, and operating
system application development account for more
than half of cases globally (figure 7.2). E-commerce

Figure 7.2 In the digital economy, antitrust cases related to passenger transport are more
prevalent in middle-income countries than in high-income countries
a. High-income countries (% of total cases)
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Source: Nyman and Barajas, forthcoming. Data at http://bit.do/WDR2021-Fig-7_2.

itrust cases

Note: Percentages are based on information for all antitrust cases involving digital platforms globally for which information was publicly available as of January 2020. Cases total 62 in
high-income countries and 40 in middle-income countries. Panel a: “Others” includes digital music, e-books, educational materials, food delivery, online comparison platforms, dating
platforms, and ticketing. Panel b: “Others” includes online delivery services, ticketing, and tourism. No cases were finalized in low-income countries, according to publicly available
information.
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policy makers to rethink their approaches to antitrust
cases account for about 20 percent of total cases sampled and are equally prevalent in middle- and high- enforcement, with jurisdictions around the world
devising new strategies and articulating new guidincome jurisdictions. Cases related to the passenger
ance.8 Debate and refinement continue, particularly
transport sector are the most prevalent in middleincome countries, where they make up one-third when it comes to issues such as defining “relevant
of all cases, reflecting in part a wave of mergers
markets” and determining “dominance.” For example,
between ride-hailing firms in middle-income counKenya’s competition authority recently published new
tries in recent years.
Market Definition Guidelines to capture trends in
Abuse of dominance cases are more prevalent in
data-driven markets. Such guidelines can be an effecmiddle-income countries, while cases on anticompet- tive way for authorities to begin to tackle these issues,
itive agreements are more common in high-income while providing clarity to firms on the approach that
countries. The type of anticompetitive behavior
will be taken to regulate their conduct and on the facby data-driven platforms in different sectors may tors that will be assessed in antitrust cases.
depend on the nature of their business models. In
The complexity of the data-driven economy for
the e-commerce and tourism sectors, cases of vertical
conventional antitrust reflects several departures
restraints (agreements between firms at different lev- from traditional markets. Salient challenges include
a. High-income countries (% of total cases)
b. Middle-income countries (% of total cases)
els of the value chain that constrain competition) prehow to assess consumer harm in markets in which
dominate, potentially reflecting the reliance on small
goods and services are nominally provided for “free,”
businesses to provide products and capacity in these
how to address collusive algorithms (see chapter 3),
sectors (figure 7.3). In online search and advertising
and how to account for the nonprice dimensions of
and software and operating systems, cases of abuse competition such as privacy.
Software
searchlikely because
of dominance are moreOnline
common,
ofand The multisided nature of data-driven platforms
operating systems,
and advertising,
their reliance on self-preferencing
algorithms.
In
also means that interactions among groups of users
15
15
passenger
transport, collusion cases (agreements to (including advertisers, in some cases) complicate the Software and
Retail e-commerce,
operating systems,
Retail
e-commerce,
21 market parameters between firms at the same
fix
definition of markets and raises
the
possibility of
23
18
level of the value chain) have been the most frequent, cross-subsidization across different sides of the platPassenger
which could stem from the scope for applying pricing
form. This cross-subsidization includes advertising
transport,
7
algorithms in this sector.
revenues effectively covering the cost of nominally
8
Social
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Figure 7.3 Among anticompetitive practices, abuse of dominance is more widespread
worldwide across multiple sectors of the digital economy
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platforms that make advertising on these platforms
so valuable because of better targeting (see chapter 3).
The multisided nature of platforms also means
that, in addition to selling its own services, a platform acts as a buyer of services or even as a de facto
employer of individuals in the gig economy such as
drivers, household workers, or professionals who
provide services. The potential imbalance in bargaining power between data-driven platform firms and
individuals or small suppliers warrants the attention
of policy makers. For example, in 2020 South Africa
published regulations on protecting against abuse of
buyer power that explicitly acknowledged the potential for such situations to arise in e-commerce markets and gig economy services.9 Some competition
authorities have also begun to consider adopting rules
against abuse of a superior bargaining position.10
Platform firms typically exist in a digital ecosystem, where providers of complementary digital
products interconnect and regularly exchange data
to provide consumer products (such as the use
of Google Maps by digital transport apps). To the
extent that these complementor firms may also act
as nascent competitors with larger platform firms,
the effect of competition restrictions on these complementary products is an important consideration
beyond the direct effect on the users of a platform.
The potential for platforms to acquire potential
competitors in complementary markets before
they can become a competitive threat—and either
shut them down or prevent further development of
their products—has also become a topic of debate.11
The potential for firms to engage in such “killer” or
“zombie” acquisitions may merit consideration in
merger reviews. Likewise, authorities should be
increasingly alert to the possible harm to competition
and innovation from mergers driven by the desire to
acquire new data or data-relevant intellectual property such as algorithms.12
Under traditional antitrust regimes, mergers
involving data-driven firms may be less likely to
trigger a review by the antitrust authority because
such firms typically do not have sufficient tangible
assets or revenues to meet the traditional thresholds
for merger notification.13 Although the urgency of
these concerns for developing countries will depend
on the start-up environment in a country, thresholds
for merger notification could be revamped to allow
antitrust authorities to review potentially anticompetitive mergers involving data-driven firms that
may appear small but could rapidly become market
challengers through exponential growth. This has
already occurred in Austria, Germany, and Japan,
which have adopted complementary thresholds for
232
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digital markets based on transaction values. Another
option for triggering reviews would be requiring notification before mergers of any planned acquisition by
dominant firms or shifting presumptions for future
mergers so that an acquisition by a dominant platform would be presumed anticompetitive unless the
merging parties are able to show otherwise.14
Creating institutional capacity to assess cases in the data
economy. Views vary as to whether specialized digital
market authorities should be established to oversee
competition in the digital economy (as formally proposed in the United Kingdom15 and informally discussed in the United States16). An increasing number
of antitrust authorities in high-income economies
have established teams specializing in the digital
economy, but authorities in low- and middle-income
countries lack the same capacity. A recent World
Bank survey of eight competition authorities across
developing regions found that none had specialized
staff dedicated to cases in the digital economy, and
almost all cited limited staffing as a key constraint
in their ability to pursue competition issues in digital markets. Moreover, half the authorities surveyed
acknowledged their lack of understanding of platform business models.17 The shortage of capacity
and resources among recently formed competition
authorities contrasts with the abundant resources
of large global digital firms. This imbalance must be
taken into account by policy makers when considering the resourcing and institutional setup required to
combat competition issues in the data-driven economy. It further strengthens the case for international
cooperation as well as for ex ante measures to prevent
harm from occurring in the first place (covered later
in this section).
As for the substance of investigations, antitrust
investigations of platform businesses are increasingly considering features specific to data-driven
markets. But the most frequently assessed factors
in antitrust cases involving platforms tend to be
more traditional: assessment of competition from
other platforms and the prices of goods and services.
Although these factors often remain relevant, other,
more novel issues posed by these markets appeared to
be less systematically assessed by agencies. Network
effects and multihoming behavior by consumers (use
of multiple platforms for the same service) are explicitly mentioned in about 40 percent of cases across
all jurisdictions. The issue of whether lack of access
to data constitutes a barrier to entry or an essential
input is present in 27 percent of all cases, but issues
with algorithms are covered in only 13 percent. Data
protection and privacy factors were raised as issues
in only 6 percent of cases overall. Building capacity

within regulatory authorities would help further
address these challenges.
Some antitrust authorities may use data analytics
to enhance their capability to detect competition issues
in online markets. For example, the Russian Federation’s antitrust authority has created an automated
system to screen for bid rigging by analyzing data
from public tenders to identify signs of collusion. Similarly, Brazil’s competition authority has created a cartel
screening unit to collect and analyze data, including
through web scraping. In the context of COVID-19,
competition authorities have encouraged e-commerce
platform firms to monitor for excessive pricing practices by their sellers. For example, Amazon suspended
thousands of sellers in the United States alone,18 and
Jumia delisted hundreds of products in Nigeria whose
prices had been raised in response to the pandemic.19
Remedying harm caused by anticompetitive firm
behavior. A consensus is growing that simply ending
such behavior and imposing fines are insufficient.
Antitrust authorities are moving toward designing
remedies that can help restore competition in the
market. Ordering the end of practices such as anticompetitive exclusivity clauses and the anticompetitive tying or bundling of products can, by encouraging multihoming by consumers, facilitate access to
data by a broader range of competitors. Elsewhere,
further measures specifically targeting data and algorithms may be necessary. But these remedies can be
difficult to design and monitor, especially when the
algorithms being used by the firm are not discernible.
In the Uber-Careem merger in Egypt, for example,
Uber was obliged to grant future competitors access
to Careem’s “points of interest map data” on a onetime
basis; to grant current competitors access to trip data
(including rider and driver information), subject to
data protection laws; and to give riders access to their
own data. Uber also committed to removing exclusivity requirements in contracts with drivers to prevent
them from being locked in the merged platform.
A different approach was taken in the Uber-Grab
merger in Singapore. There, the competition authority considered mandating transferability of driver
data between apps before abandoning the idea after
a survey of potential entrants suggested this was not
an impediment to their entry.20 This case reinforces
the need to design remedies case by case and to link
them clearly to a theory of harm in order to safeguard
against remedies that are detrimental to innovation
without significantly improving competition.
Cooperating across borders. Because of the global
nature of many platform businesses, antitrust decisions taken in one jurisdiction often have spillover
effects in other countries. For example, in Germany, as

part of a remedy to respond to competition concerns
from third-party sellers, Amazon agreed to amend
its terms of business for sellers on Amazon’s online
marketplaces across Europe, North America, and Asia.
Among the changes was a reduction in Amazon’s (previously extensive) rights to use data on the products
of third parties.21 Such cross-country benefits could be
further leveraged by promoting international cooperation among antitrust authorities, thereby creating a
more predictable regulatory environment for firms.
To date, the European Union (EU) is alone in
having a substantial track record in competition
enforcement in digital markets at the regional level.
However, several regional competition authorities
are becoming more active—such as the Competition
Commission of the Common Market for Eastern and
Southern Africa (COMESA) free trade area—although
they have yet to take on a digital markets case.
More informal collaboration is also occurring among
competition authorities. For example, the BRICS
countries (Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South
Africa) released a joint report on the digital economy that calls for increased cooperation among the
authorities.22 Antitrust agencies in the Group of Seven
(G-7) also released a “common understanding of the
challenges posed by the digital economy” in 2019,
addressing the need for international cooperation.23
Emerging free trade agreements—such as the African
Continental Free Trade Agreement, which is likely to
have a digital focus—could also foster harmonization
on competition policy for the data-driven economy
through their competition policy protocols.
Promoting competition through regulation
ex ante
Ex ante market regulations that promote competition
by enabling data use may be just as important as
antitrust remedies. Indeed, given the durable nature
of market power in data-driven markets and the challenges of designing antitrust remedies, ensuring that
markets do not slip into entrenched market power
in the first place may be even more important than
enforcing antitrust rules ex post. In countries without a developed antitrust regime, including many
low-income countries, this is the only line of policy
response to foster competitive data-driven markets.
Adopting mandatory and voluntary schemes to improve
access to data. Governments are considering various
regulatory options to ease access to data in digital
ecosystems. However, such options remain relatively
untested, and evidence on their efficacy is still scarce.
Options include facilitating multihoming; extending
the right to portability of personal data (in essence,
the right to move personal data between different
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controllers); facilitating data interoperability (the
ability for different systems to share and use data in
a coordinated, timely manner); and encouraging data
sharing or pooling schemes (when two or more firms
agree to merge their data for access by themselves
and possibly third parties).
Relatively few jurisdictions have put mandatory
portability and interoperability schemes into practice, although a few instructive models are emerging.
The European Union has been at the forefront of this
push, although an ability to enforce these schemes is
not yet clear. The right to portability of personal data
is contained in the European Union’s General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR), whereas its 2019 regulation on the free flow of nonpersonal data should
be important for firms that rely on machine data.24
Kenya, Mexico, Nigeria, the Philippines, and Thailand are some other jurisdictions that have also put
in place rights to portability, although—as with the
GDPR—these regimes have yet to be tested.
Measures to mandate interoperability go beyond
portability rights; they also aim to ease the sharing of
data from a technical perspective. Ease is important
where continual access to data is required.25 An example is the implementation of “open banking” regimes
whereby financial service providers are mandated to
share data on user accounts to third parties through
open application programming interfaces (APIs).
Banking data are well suited to data sharing initiatives because they are relatively homogeneous and
standardized, and the concept of open banking is now
well established in Europe.
The United Kingdom’s open banking initiative
seems to have been particularly successful in spurring
market entry and innovation, with 134 third-party providers currently registered and supplying services.26
At least nine other jurisdictions also have emerging
open banking regimes in place.27 In Brazil, the central
bank published a draft regulation on open banking in
2019. In India, although there is no mandatory open
banking regime, policy measures to encourage data
sharing have been introduced. These include safeguards such as the creation of “account aggregators”
to ensure that individuals consent to use of their
financial data and that data are not used beyond the
agreed terms.28 Beyond the realm of open banking, in
Mexico several revisions of the Fintech Law have been
adopted to enable data sharing, including facilitation
of access to user data and regulation of the fees banks
can charge for sharing user data.29
Voluntary industry data access schemes are also
operating around the world. The Open Ag Data
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Alliance, an industrywide project, aims to standardize the way in which farmers’ data are shared with
larger firms (such as those developing precision agriculture models).30 In Kenya, the One Million Farmer
Platform connects agtech players across 14 value
chains to take advantage of large-scale shared data
collection and digitized farmer profiles.31 In Nigeria,
financial industry players have voluntarily formed
an alliance to develop open banking APIs.32 The Solid
project, launched in 2018, aims to provide opensource software that allows users to fully own their
data and allows developers to create decentralized
apps that run on that data. Meanwhile, Apple, Facebook, Microsoft, and Twitter are developing the Data
Transfer Project, an open-source initiative to enable
portability of some types of user data among participating platforms, although its impact on competition
has yet to be seen.
When jurisdictions seek to impose mandatory
data sharing regulations, they must design such
schemes carefully to avoid distortive effects such as
stifling incentives to innovate, facilitating collusion
through excessive transparency of firms’ strategic
variables such as prices, and unduly raising the cost of
doing business. The immediate benefits of mandating
data sharing need to be balanced with the possibility
that it would reduce incentives for those sharing data
to invest in data collection and for competitors receiving data to build their own collection capacity.
To safeguard incentives for innovation, it may
be useful to examine whether the data to be shared
have the features of an “essential facility” (akin to the
“essential facilities doctrine” framework used to regulate sharing of infrastructure). Such an examination
would require careful economic analysis of whether
the data in question are an essential input that competitors cannot replicate or substitute. Because data,
unlike physical infrastructure, are nonrivalrous, there
should in theory be a stronger argument in favor of
granting access requirements. Nonetheless, design
of such requirements would still have to carefully
consider future market dynamics, including incentives for innovation; whether the remedy should be
timebound and limited to markets where a competition issue has been identified; and whether different
firms should have different obligations according to
their market position. Regulators should also ensure
that shared data are kept secure, and that, when personal data are involved, the exchange is carried out in
compliance with data protection laws.
Regulating the structure and behavior of data-driven
platform firms. Calls to regulate large data-driven firms

ex ante are gaining ground and merit consideration.
Moves in this direction must be targeted at remedying specific competition bottlenecks and should be
grounded in sound economic analysis (for example,
remedies around data sharing should be based on a
finding that a lack of data is indeed prohibiting firms
from competing). The possibility of regulating large
platforms as essential facilities (akin to telecom regulation) may be promising. However, it should be conditional on a platform or its data constituting a bottleneck or an unavoidable trading partner for other
firms, and on the data in question being an essential,
nonreplicable input to potential competitors.
Another area of discussion has been the possibility of breaking up large data-driven platform
firms.33 Because of the highly interventionist nature
of this solution, it should be considered only when
the firm in question holds market power believed
to be entrenched and durable. It is also important to
consider that the network effects that initially led to
the firm’s dominance may persist in each of the individual market segments after the firm is broken up.
There is no guarantee that simply separating a firm’s
segments will overcome these network effects and
allow expansion by others.
Nonetheless, structural solutions may be relevant
to solve some issues typically seen with platform
firms. Preventing firms from operating in multiple
markets would mitigate the risk of firms leveraging
economies of scope from data insights across multiple markets. It would also address the risk of vertically integrated firms providing preferences for their
own products. All this needs to be weighed against the
benefits consumers may experience from economies
of scale and scope that arise when service providers
participate in multiple markets.
Other ex ante regulations could target the “quality” dimensions of services provided by data-driven
firms—particularly the protections afforded to individuals on the collection and use of their data (if not
already adequately covered by the data protection
regime). They could also look at the terms applied to
the (often small) suppliers that participate in these
platforms. In this vein, regulators could consider
providing smaller firms with access to platforms or
prominence in their rankings on a fair, consistent,
and transparent basis. For example, the European
Union enacted a platform-to-business regulation in
2019 that requires a platform to make its terms and
conditions easily available to businesses that trade
on the platform, including disclosure of conditions
under which either party may access data generated

by or provided to the platform, as well as explanations
of the ranking algorithms employed. 34
Leveraging offline regulation. For some data-driven
businesses, the key to being able to enter and compete does not lie so much in data remedies as in
other aspects of regulation, including “offline” regulation. In some countries, new regulations are being
imposed to protect traditional or incumbent players.
In Morocco and Tunisia, state-owned enterprises
are not subject to the same data protection obligations that are binding for the private sector.35 New
e-commerce rules in India that prohibit foreign firms
from selling their own products on their platforms
are intended to protect domestic retailers against
risks of exclusion (reflecting the line of regulatory
reasoning on preventing self-preferencing noted earlier). However, the fact that these regulations target
only foreign firms and are not predicated on the firm
holding a dominant position may mean that such
regulations could be creating an unlevel playing field
beyond what is needed to prevent adverse outcomes.
Regulations that ban entry of data-driven business
models are an obvious example of offline regulatory
restrictions. Spurred by protests from incumbent
players, Uber was blocked from entering a range of
countries, including Bulgaria (for a time), Italy, and
Spain.36 In response, the competition authorities of at
least 24 countries have advocated against disproportionate restrictions for transport platforms, including
those in Brazil, Colombia, Indonesia, Kenya, Mexico,
and Peru. In China, the government helped to resolve
uncertainty by legalizing ridesharing apps and establishing procedures to formally license drivers.37 In
Mexico, the competition authority recommended
that local governments recognize transportation
services provided by platforms, leading to new regulations allowing them to operate fully in Mexico City
and other localities.38
Still other regulations can raise the costs of datadriven firms to compete. For example, ridesharing
regulations in Jordan specify that fares charged by
ridesharing companies must be 15 percent higher
than those of taxis, and discounts may not go below
the tariff stipulated for taxis.39 In Egypt, drivers and
vehicles working with ridesharing platforms are
required to pay 25 percent higher registration fees
and taxes than traditional taxis.40
Fintech is another sector in which the conditions
favoring incumbents are gradually being dismantled.
Some regulations have focused on unstructured
supplementary service data (USSD) channels, which
establish a real-time session between a mobile handset
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and an application to generate a financial service and
are considered an “essential facility” for many fintech
providers. Regulators in Bangladesh, Colombia, Kenya,
and Peru have promulgated regulations to open up
third-party access to mobile network operators’ USSD
channels after some providers strategically restricted
access to those channels to dampen competition from
potential rivals.41 Banks can also unfairly exclude nonbank rivals from payment settlement infrastructure,
which is often owned or controlled by incumbent
bank consortiums. In response to this issue, the People’s Bank of China created a separate clearinghouse
for nonbank payment providers in 2018, in part to
create a more level playing field.
Recommended reforms of competition
policy
The recommendations for competition policy that
follow are grouped according to a maturity model
designed to reflect a country’s stage in the development process.
Establishing fundamentals
In low-income countries with limited institutional
capacity, a pragmatic approach to competition policy
focusing on the essentials is warranted. It should
build on related instruments that may already be in
place, while developing institutional capacity for the
future.
Create a level playing field for data-driven businesses.
The first priority is to ensure that traditional regulations and policies do not hinder entry by data-driven
firms or create an unlevel playing field between
firms. This could include harmonizing standards
and requirements for entry and operation of datadriven firms with standards and requirements for
traditional firms in competing markets (for example,
ride-hailing platforms and regular taxis).
Build on existing sectoral regulations. In regulated
sectors with institutional capacity—such as telecom,
energy, and banking—more targeted regulatory
approaches to encouraging data access could be considered, building on international experience such as
with open banking.
Develop capacity for dealing with data-driven businesses. Governments should also invest in building an
understanding of data-driven business models and
data ecosystems in selected agencies, such as sector
regulators, and by industry-related policy makers. As
part of sectoral initiatives or industrial policies, policy
makers could consult with the private sector—particularly start-ups—to understand data needs and data
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bottlenecks for firms and broker industry-led solutions for data sharing.
Accelerating data flows
In addition to the preceding recommendations, countries with more capable institutions could encourage
or mandate data sharing for markets or circumstances where it would be pro-competitive on balance
and in compliance with data protection policies for
personal data.
Develop guidelines for portability and interoperability.
Where portability is possible, consumers should be
trained to exercise these rights. Where data sharing
may be mandated under existing legal tools (such as
the competition law, market regulations, or license
terms), policy makers could define an essential facilities–style framework and build the institutional
skills needed to assess when data sharing might be
appropriate. Policy makers could also work with
international bodies to promote harmonization of
concepts and standards for interoperability and data
sharing between countries.
Apply ex ante regulations for data-driven markets.
Governments may consider establishing an economywide ex ante regulatory regime governing datadriven markets in the longer term. Any regulatory
remedies imposed should be based on a case-by-case
analysis. They also should be carefully designed to
avoid raising firm costs beyond the level necessary
to remedy the competition issue; stifling incentives
for firms to invest or innovate by mandating them to
share proprietary data with competitors; or providing
excessive transparency in firms’ strategic variables
such as prices, thereby facilitating collusion. These
remedies should be limited to data that have been
identified as a bottleneck to competition and should
ideally be timebound.
Carefully assess the merits of ex ante regulation of platforms case by case. Overall, calls to regulate ex ante large
data-driven platforms—or the use and sharing of data
by these firms—may have merit but require careful
targeting where a firm or its data pose a bottleneck
to competition. Regulators may also find it helpful
to provide smaller firms with access to platforms, or
prominence within their display rankings, on a fair,
consistent, and transparent basis.
Consider the impacts of competition when choosing
between data protection regimes. Subject to ensuring the
data rights of individuals over their personal data,
policy makers could aim to design data protection
policies in a way that minimizes potential distortions
to competition as much as possible. If no generally

applicable data protection regime is in place, these
considerations could be embedded in sectoral
approaches.
Create markets for data intermediaries. In cases in
which personal data may be shared, regulators should
ensure that sharing is carried out in compliance with
data protection regulations. In the longer term, it may
also be valuable to facilitate markets for personal
information management systems so that intermediaries can streamline steps to obtain and monitor
consent (see chapter 6). Such streamlining would be
particularly useful when continual access to data is
required. Regulators should ensure that all sharing
complies with data protection regulations.
Establish data repositories. In some sectors, there
may be merit in considering data repositories established by the government or through public-private
partnerships. For example, in agriculture centrally
curated data on farmers’ identities or profiles, locations, and other parameters could aid the entry of
players in agtech markets.
Optimizing the system
In addition to the preceding recommendations, in
jurisdictions with a functioning antitrust enforcement regime, the following actions would be valuable. Several steps could be taken in the short term to
better tailor existing antitrust regimes to data-driven
markets.
Adapt the framework for reviewing antitrust cases
involving data-driven firms. A good first step would be
to reevaluate merger review frameworks to account
for the characteristics of data-driven businesses. Such
a review would include updating thresholds for notification of planned merger activity to enable authorities to review potentially anticompetitive mergers in
the digital economy. Competition authorities could
also publish guidelines to clarify their assessment
approach for both mergers and anticompetitive practices cases, particularly when defining markets and
assessing dominance, efficiencies, and theories of
harm.
Publish guidelines for regulatory remedies. Guidelines
for designing regulatory remedies for data-driven
markets would also be valuable. In the shorter term,
authorities could review the fines imposed on firms
to increase their deterrent effect. Over time, competition authorities may work toward lessening their
reliance on fines and move toward remedies aimed at
restoring competition. Where remedies are imposed,
sufficient resources should be available to cover the
associated regulatory burden, as well as monitor and

build evidence on the efficacy of remedies to feed
back into their design.
Develop capacity in antitrust agencies. It is critical to
build the capacity of antitrust authorities to understand the economics of data-driven markets. Such
economic analysis should be tailored to the context
of specific countries. To develop capacity and greater
expertise in these areas, larger authorities may consider moving toward specialized staff or dedicated
units in the longer term. Newer authorities with less
capacity can leverage the analysis of competition
issues in data-driven markets in developed jurisdictions, adapting it to their specific context.
Harness data tools for antitrust regulation. Betterresourced authorities operating in more advanced
online economies may consider building the
capacity to web scrape data on online markets and
e-procurement bids to help screen for collusion and
other competition issues.
Encourage domestic cooperation among regulators.
Governments should encourage cooperation between
competition authorities and data protection authorities, as well as other relevant sector regulators, where
these institutions exist.
Promote international cooperation on antitrust. Governments could also promote international cooperation and exchange of knowledge between antitrust
authorities in data-driven markets, including harmonization of the approaches to antitrust regulation and
the digital economy.

Trade policy
Cross-border data flows are becoming one of the
hallmarks of international trade in the twenty-first
century. Although trade in goods has remained relatively stable over the last decade, the global trade in
data-driven services has grown exponentially. Global
data flows multiplied more than twentyfold between
2007 and 2017 (figure 7.4). They are expected to nearly
quadruple from 2017 levels by 2022.42 Such data flows
were valued at US$7.8 trillion in 2014.43 By contrast,
global merchandise exports fluctuated at around
US$20 trillion between 2007 and 2019.
By facilitating intangible transactions, new tech
nologies have expanded global trade in services
from its traditional focus on transport and travel
services to modern, data-driven services such as
telecommunications, finance, and a myriad of other
business and professional activities. Trade in all
kinds of services has grown sixfold over the past
two decades, doubling its share of the global gross
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Figure 7.4 Since 1990, the global trade in data-driven services has grown
exponentially and now constitutes half of trade in services
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domestic product (GDP). Data-driven services have
increased from about one-quarter to almost half of
total service exports (figure 7.4).
Regulating data flows for digital trade
Digital trade—and in particular the regulation of
cross-border data flows—has risen rapidly on the
global governance agenda. Accordingly, it has been
taken up in a variety of multilateral, regional, and
bilateral forums—notably, the Group of Twenty
(G-20) Osaka principles on “Data Free Flow with
Trust”44 and the World Trade Organization’s Joint
Statement on Electronic Commerce.45 In light of these
developments, countries should carefully design regulatory frameworks for cross-border data transfers
that enable trade in digital goods and services while
adequately addressing data protection and security
concerns. The wide range of approaches across the
globe highlights the various policy priorities as well
as the perceptions of opportunities and risks.
Regulation of data flows, especially of personal
data, lies at the heart of ongoing discussions of international trade governance. Domestic data regulation
can either enable or hinder cross-border digital trade.
A strong regulatory framework for privacy, security,
and consumer protection is critical to supporting
digital transactions.46 At the same time, burdensome
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regulations on the cross-border transfer and use of
data can impose substantial costs on businesses,
especially micro, small, and medium enterprises
(MSMEs), deterring international exchanges. More
than 40 percent of US firms surveyed by the US International Trade Commission (USITC) consider data
localization requirements and market access regulations to be obstacles to trade, particularly larger firms
and those in the digital communications, content, and
retail services sectors.47 Data localization means that
at least one copy of the data is stored locally or the
data are kept in domestic servers during processing.
Restrictions on global data flows can also burden
the production of goods and the productivity of local
companies using digital technologies, particularly in
the context of global value chains.48 Swedish manufacturing firms recently reported that data localization requirements and restrictions on cross-border
data flows, including for outward transfers, adversely
affect the setup and operation of their global production networks.49
The challenge for policy makers is promoting the
sharing and transfer of data in a manner that supports
the economic benefits of digital trade, while ensuring
that sensitive information remains secure and the
relevant regulations on personal data protection are
respected. Data governance regimes for cross-border

data flows are seldom fully open or closed, but they
can be placed on a spectrum of three broad models
(figure 7.5). These range from an open transfers
approach allowing free movement of data based on
private standards, to a conditional transfers approach
based on conformity with established regulatory
safeguards, to a limited transfers approach entailing
government approval for cross-border movements
as well as compliance with localization requirements
for local storage or processing of data. In addition, the
way in which the rules are implemented may make
any one of these stylized models more or less open
than the letter of the regulation may suggest.
“Open transfers” model. This model is defined by
the general absence of government restrictions on
cross-border transfers of personal data and reliance
on voluntary private sector standards and practices,
as opposed to statutory requirements set out in laws
or regulations. The government’s role is exercising
ex post accountability by launching enforcement
actions, such as fines, for misleading data subjects in
the treatment of their data or for failing to abide by

the voluntary standards the firm itself has adopted.
This approach ensures the greatest flexibility in the
movement of data because it does not impose any
mandatory requirements or conditions for data transfers. The Cross-Border Privacy Rules adopted by the
Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) provide
for self-certification by organizations or audit by
third-party accountability agents rather than requiring the prior approval of a data protection authority. A
general concern about approaches based on voluntary
private norms without overarching regulatory guidance from government or international agreements is
the risk of proliferation of standards across firms and
jurisdictions, raising costs for data sharing as well as
regulatory oversight, without guaranteeing any minimum standard for personal data protection.
The “open transfers” model adopted by the United
States features no general comprehensive framework
for data protection at the national level, and it provides data subjects with only limited statutory rights.
It relies instead on the US Federal Trade Commission
to monitor the compliance of private companies with
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their own data protection practices. Under this overarching framework, stricter data protection rules can
nonetheless be incorporated in sectoral regulations,
as indeed happens in highly regulated industries
such as finance and health, or in a particular subnational jurisdiction, such as the state of California.50
“Conditional transfers” model. This model seeks to
strike a balance between imperatives to protect data
and the need for openness of data transfers. It sets
out a series of mandatory regulatory safeguards that,
once met, allow for the free flow of cross-border data.
Such safeguards can restrict data sharing to jurisdictions that meet certain adequacy standards for data
protection or to firms that have adopted mandatory
data protection protocols, such as binding corporate
rules or contractual terms.
The European Union’s 1995 Data Protection
Directive, and subsequent General Data Protection
Regulation, pioneered this kind of model. A similar
approach has since been adopted by many countries,
including Argentina, Colombia, Estonia, Malaysia,
the Republic of Korea, Senegal, and South Africa. The
European Union limits the transfer of personal data
to only those jurisdictions that have enacted “adequate” data protection rules in line with EU standards,
which must be confirmed in advance by a national
regulatory authority. This process can take a long time,
creating bottlenecks in cross-border trade.51 Alternatively, firms or institutions may be bound to comply
with such standards through contractual clauses or
binding corporate policies, including self-certification
schemes such as the EU-US Privacy Shield.52
“Limited transfers” model. A more restrictive
approach to cross-border data flows entails explicit
regulatory approval for international data transfers
and may sometimes also require data localization.
Under this model, governments apply stringent
regulatory requirements over personal data, including government access to data to protect national
security and public order. Although such regulatory
approvals do not formally preclude cross-border data
flows, much depends on how a system of this kind
is implemented. A broad strict approval regime that
conditions data transfers on prior regulatory approval
is likely to greatly limit cross-border data sharing and
heavily restrict digital trade flows, akin to formal
localization requirements.
As noted, data localization entails storing at least
one copy of the data locally or keeping the data in
domestic servers during processing. Mandatory
storage entails placing the servers where the data
are stored within the jurisdiction, and processing
requirements obligate use of local entities. Mandatory
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localization can be even more stringent by requiring that both the main servers and the backup (or
“recovery”) servers be located within the jurisdiction.
Localization requirements may technically allow for
cross-border transfers as long as the data are stored
or processed or backed up in the original jurisdiction,
but at the risk of adding significant costs to management of the data, thereby disrupting cross-border
businesses models.53
Countries fully adopting this model have enacted
broad mandatory localization requirements.54 Yet
because of the burdensome nature of these measures,
mandatory localization requirements are more commonly limited to certain specific and sensitive types
of data, such as those related to finance and health
care.55 Australia, for example, prohibits the transfer of
health data overseas in certain circumstances.56 Korea
restricts transfers related to financial data.
In China, mandatory localization requirements
affect certain types of data considered “critical
information infrastructure,” including financial
information, personal data, health and medical data,
mapping services, online publishing, and telecom.
Operators of such critical information infrastructure
are required to store certain personal and business
information in China,57 and foreign companies may
have to apply for permission before transferring
data out of China. In Russia, the Personal Data Law
mandates that all personal data about Russian citizens must be stored and processed using databases
physically located in Russia, while allowing for crossborder transfer once this requirement is met.58 In
Nigeria, government data must be hosted within the
country’s borders.59 In Vietnam, private sector internet service providers must retain a copy of their data
in Vietnam for possible government inspection.60
Government control over data flows is sometimes
confused and conflated with the broader concept of
data sovereignty. From a narrow perspective, this can
mean merely that data in a country are subject to
the laws of that country. Increasingly, however, this
concept is understood to refer to efforts by a country
to exert national control over data as well as digital
infrastructure and service providers in response to
the perceived imbalances in the global data economy.
A review of the distribution of these regulatory
models globally suggests growing adoption of the
conditional transfers model for cross-border data
flows (map 7.1). Of the 116 countries surveyed for
this Report worldwide (including all EU members
individually), about 57 percent have adopted this
approach—often reflecting the EU’s data protection
framework.61 Thirty-four percent feature an open

Map 7.1 Uptake of regulatory models to cross-border data flows
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transfers model, many of them simply because they
have not yet adopted any data protection regime.
More than half of low-income countries do not have
any restrictions on cross-border transfers of personal
data. The remaining 9 percent operate regulatory
arrangements similar to the limited transfers model,
such as China and Russia, as well as several large
middle-income countries, including Indonesia, Nigeria, and Vietnam.62
Understanding the economic effects of
data protection regimes
The treatment of cross-border flows of personal data
stands out as a core difference in the data protection
regimes of countries, reflecting the differences in
importance given to various wider public policy goals
(table 7.1).63 As data flows become an increasingly
important component of international trade, the

choice of one data protection regime over another
raises significant economic considerations and poses
challenges in striking the right balance between promoting economic development and providing adequate data safeguards. The open transfers model minimizes the regulatory burden on service providers at
both ends of a data transfer, maximizing the freedom
businesses can enjoy in their data partnerships as
well as their own business models, but providing few
safeguards to boost trust in such data transfers. The
limited transfers model is directed at the security of
the domestic digital market, restricting its links with
foreign suppliers and consumers. The conditional
transfers model is a halfway house of sorts, allowing
international transfers while requiring additional
guarantees for the protection of personal data in
destination markets, thereby adding somewhat to
trading costs.

Table 7.1 Policy bases for regulating cross-border personal data
Model

Policy goal

Regulatory costs

Digital trade flows

Limited transfers

Cybersecurity and other security
concerns

Higher

Limited by transfer approval or
data localization requirements

Conditional transfers

Protection of personal data

Medium

Subject to regulatory conditions

Open transfers

Business freedom

Lower

Largely open

Source: WDR 2021 team.
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Stronger restrictions on cross-border data flows,
such as those found in the limited transfers model,
can be particularly detrimental to international
trade. Because trade in services relies on the global
movement of data, including personal data, regulations that require the maintenance or processing of
data within a country or a particular region can be a
costly impediment. Restrictive data policies—especially mandatory localization requirements—reduce
imports of data-intensive services in the countries
imposing them, which, in turn, limits cross-border
digital trade flows.64 Depending on how the restrictions are cast, mandatory localization requirements
can result in discrimination against firms without a
physical presence in a country or even in abuses of
human rights or the rule of law.65 The burden associated with mandatory localization requirements is
greater for small and developing economies because
the cost of the infrastructure investment weighs
more heavily. At the same time, the opportunity
cost of restricting trade in services may be higher in
countries that do not have a large domestic market of
their own. By contrast, in larger countries with significant domestic markets, localization policies may be
adopted to protect domestic infant industries from
globally dominant competitors.
Although limitations on cross-border data flows
are often justified on several policy grounds—notably,
data protection, national security, economic development, or law enforcement—their effectiveness on
each of these counts has been debated.66
National security is often invoked to justify
restricting data flows. Under its Cybersecurity Law,
China requires a security assessment for data transfers related to critical infrastructure. In the United
States, domestic storage requirements are imposed
for cloud computing services procured by the Department of Defense. Yet security experts argue that data
localization may render information less, not more,
secure by concentrating all such data for the country
in one place.67
In developing countries, policy makers frequently
cite economic considerations—technology transfers
and job creation—as a reason for introducing data
localization requirements. Nigeria’s guidelines for
information and communication technology (ICT)
companies require them to host all consumer and
government data locally within the country to fight
a “negative trade balance” in the ICT sector.68 Yet data
storage requirements per se offer little in terms of
jobs or innovation. Data centers do not rely on large
numbers of staff to operate, and they can even be
monitored and maintained remotely, whereas data
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storage requirements can hamper the digital trade
and reduce overall competitiveness.
Some policy makers worry that access to data
for law enforcement purposes may be hampered
when the data are not stored domestically. Although
tech firms largely cooperate with courts everywhere
in their requests for data, there have indeed been
cases that confirm this concern. They highlight the
need for greater international cooperation for sharing digital data in the context of law enforcement,
possibly updating and elaborating on the existing
network of mutual legal assistance treaties (see chapter 6). In addition, governments may require firms
offering online services to comply with court orders
even if not established locally, as pioneered in the
US CLOUD Act.69
Low- and middle-income countries have much
to lose from data restrictions. Flexible regimes for
cross-border data flows allow businesses from these
countries not only to benefit from the services
offered on the global market, but also to provide dataintensive services in return. For example, the Bangladeshi firm Augmedix offers remote assistance to
medical doctors in the United States. The doctors wear
smart glasses that allow their Bangladesh-based assistants to “witness” patient consultations and create
associated medical records. This two-way exchange of
data, and the high value-added services that they entail,
is possible only because both countries—the United
States and Bangladesh—allow for such sensitive data
to move across borders. Restrictions on cross-border
data flows are especially damaging to small economies that are likely to lack the domestic market size
to justify the costs of developing the necessary determinants for a modern digital market, including skills
and infrastructure such as data centers.70
Data rules incorporating strong data protection,
complemented by a flexible regime for cross-border
data flows, can help boost digital trade. New analysis
conducted for this Report reveals how trade flows of
digital services (such as telecommunications, computer, and information services) in 116 countries vary
based on the data policy models adopted—limited
transfers, conditional transfers, and open transfers—
for both cross-border and associated domestic data
regimes.71 When it comes to cross-border regulations,
the research finds that country pairs that adopt an
open transfers model achieve higher volumes of trade
in digital services than those operating under the conditional transfers or limited transfers models. However, domestic data regulations are also found to have
a significant effect on trade in digital services. In this
case, having a strong domestic data protection regime

for personal data is positively associated with trade
flows in digital services, compared with regimes that
exercise little government regulation over personal
data protection and those that apply tight government controls on domestic use of personal data.72
Although personal data protection regimes can
help digital trade, they can also be costly, both for
the government agencies tasked with their enforcement and for private operators that must comply
with those regulations. For example, monitoring and
enforcing the US Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA) regulation that governs
personal data sharing, among other things, require
an annual budget of more than US$50 million for an
agency employing roughly 150 employees. In a survey
of relatively large firms, compliance with the EU’s
GDPR has been estimated to cost from US$250,000
to almost US$2 million a year.73 Policy makers should
avoid replicating foreign regulations that may prove
costly for the domestic public administration or private sector. Instead, they should strive to protect data
using solutions tailored to their own context.
Regulatory concerns about cross-border flows
of personal data do not carry over to nonpersonal
data (see chapter 6). Data that cannot be linked to an
identified or identifiable person are an essential and
significant component of international trade and are
expected to grow dramatically with the advent of data
from the Internet of Things. Free flows should be the
general guiding principle for trade in nonpersonal
data, subject to adequate cybersecurity safeguards.
Although national security issues may arise in some
cases—such as data related to national defense or critical infrastructure—the bulk of nonpersonal information may be treated with a higher degree of deference
to data producers because it more rarely relates to the
public interest. For example, the EU Non-Personal
Data Regulation (NPDR) strengthens the principle of
free circulation of nonpersonal data by banning data
localization among EU members, unless such restrictions are justified on grounds of national security.74
Incorporating data regulation in
international trade agreements
Trade agreements, which have been at the forefront
of international data governance, have incorporated
the first binding international rules on data flows.
The General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS),
concluded in 1995 under the framework of the World
Trade Organization (WTO), applies to 164 countries,
including 36 least-developed countries.75 GATS governs any type of government measure affecting trade
in services, including measures related to cross-

border data transfers. GATS does not prohibit
restrictions on cross-border data flows per se. However, subject to the sectoral commitments adopted
by each WTO member, mandatory localization
and other limitations on cross-border data flows
could be considered violations of the agreement’s
“non-discrimination” disciplines.76 In addition to
rules on cross-border services, WTO members have
provisionally agreed not to impose customs duties
on digital products (see section on tax policy at the
end of this chapter).
Countries have built on such disciplines in a
growing number of bilateral and regional preferential trade agreements (PTAs). At latest count, at least
89 countries are members of trade agreements that
feature either a stand-alone chapter or specific provisions covering aspects of digital trade.77
Some of the latest generation of PTAs feature
substantial disciplines supporting cross-border data
flows. This is notably the case for the 2018 Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific
Partnership (CPTPP) among 11 countries bordering on
the Pacific Ocean.78 It seeks to guarantee cross-border
data flows, prohibiting mandatory localization measures as a precondition for conducting business in the
territories of the parties.79
Agreements focusing exclusively on digital trade
are a new trend in regulation of data flows. The Digital Trade Agreement (DTA)80 between Japan and the
United States, concluded in 2019, parallels the United
States–Mexico–Canada Agreement (USMCA)81 in its
rules and obligations. Among its features, the DTA
includes prohibition of customs duties on digital
products, prohibition of data localization measures,
nondiscriminatory treatment of digital products, and
electronic authentication and signatures, as well as
protection of consumers’ and businesses’ confidential information. Chile, New Zealand, and Singapore
signed (electronically) their Digital Economy Partnership Agreement (DEPA) in June 2020, featuring rules
similar to those of the CPTPP (table 7.2).
Agreements at the regional level have also become
increasingly popular. The ASEAN (Association of
Southeast Asian Nations) Agreement on Electronic
Commerce, adopted in 2019, is the only digital trade
agreement to count low-income countries among
its signatories. It addresses matters similar to those
addressed by the CPTPP, though mostly in nonbinding language. Other regional groups have adopted
instruments that, though not focused on trade, are
meant to facilitate data flows. In 2014 the African
Union adopted the Convention on Cyber Security
and Personal Data Protection (Malabo Convention),
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Table 7.2 Key provisions on digital trade in recent trade agreements
Provision

US–Singapore Canada–EU
FTA (2004)
CETA (2014)

ChAFTA
(2015)

CPTPP
(2018)

ASEAN
(2019)

USMCA
(2020)

DEPA
(2020)

RCEP
(2020)

Nondiscrimination
of digital products
E-documents and
e-signatures
Paperless trading
Online consumer
protection
Privacy protection
Cybersecurity
Unrestricted crossborder data flows
Prohibition of data
localization
Customs duties
Source: WDR 2021 team.
Note: indicates a binding provision; indicates a soft law provision; empty cell indicates no provision. ASEAN = Association of Southeast Asian Nations; CETA = Comprehensive
Economic and Trade Agreement; ChAFTA = China-Australia Free Trade Agreement; CPTPP = Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership; DEPA =
Digital Economy Partnership Agreement; EU = European Union; FTA = Free Trade Agreement; RCEP = Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership; US = United States; USMCA =
United States–Mexico–Canada Agreement.

an international treaty seeking to protect data across
Africa, but it has yet to enter into force.82 APEC
promulgated the APEC Privacy Framework for the
Asia-Pacific region,83 directed at facilitating information flows within the APEC community, while
ensuring basic principles of data protection and
providing ample flexibility to its member economies
on the regulatory approach they follow. The recent
Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership
(RCEP) among 15 nations in the Asia-Pacific region
features rules on cross-border data flows and against
data localization requirements, subject to a broad
exception for national security. Notwithstanding,
these arrangements, with their disparate objectives
and instrumentalities, betray a hodgepodge approach
that could result in the emergence of regional data
silos, each with its own set of rules.
Despite these somewhat exceptional initiatives, the future of global trade rules on data flows
remains uncertain, particularly at the global level.
Most trade agreements addressing cross-border data
flows, including some recent ones, simply feature
soft law provisions that lack enforcement power or
are aimed at promoting regulatory cooperation on
this issue (table 7.2).84 Discussions on digital trade
are under way among a group of 85 WTO members,
which account for nearly 90 percent of digital trade
under the Joint Statement on Electronic Commerce.85
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Possible disciplines on cross-border data flows are
among the most contentious issues, and it is still
unclear whether standard provisions will emerge
for worldwide use, or whether such provisions will
remain a distinctive feature of selected agreements.86
An ambitious proposal to establish a data governance
framework under the aegis of the WTO was proposed
by Japan during its presidency of the G-20 in 2019. Yet
data rules continue to be debated in trade circles.
Low-income countries remain underrepresented
in digital trade talks. Only one low-income country,
Burkina Faso, has so far joined the Joint Statement
discussions on rules for digital trade under the
WTO, compared with 52 high-income countries. This
uneven representation hampers the inclusiveness of
the potential rules under discussion and risks leading
to a one-size-fits-all approach on global rules driven
by the more advanced players. Although no WTO
rules may ultimately be imposed on members without their explicit approval, the lack of voice of lowincome countries means that legitimate development
concerns may be overlooked. These concerns include
both the difficulty in applying rules that require
heavy investment in regulatory institutions or are
costly for MSMEs and the need for capacity building
and technical assistance.
Trade negotiations have traditionally focused
on removing restrictions to international trade, but

they are not suitable for addressing issues of regulatory convergence. Progress toward harmonization
around the necessary regulatory safeguards for data
rights, or common data standards and architectures
that enable the exchange of information, could benefit from the more cooperative, and perhaps nonbinding, approaches offered by other international
instruments. Relevant examples are the modernized
Convention 108 of the Council of Europe on data
protection and the Budapest Convention on Cybercrime. Because these instruments lack the binding
nature (Convention 108) or enforcement mechanisms
(Cybercrime Convention) found in the WTO and in
PTAs, they may offer a less demanding channel for
countries to incorporate key principles on data governance. Model laws, such as those developed by the
United Nations Commission on International Trade
Law (UNCITRAL) on electronic signatures, can also
offer softer approaches that encourage and facilitate
regulatory harmonization.
Recommended reforms of digital trade
policy
The variety of policy recommendations arising from
this discussion can be grouped according to a data
maturity model designed to reflect a country’s stage
in the development process.
Establishing fundamentals
Develop a conducive regulatory framework for digital
goods and services. A modern regulatory framework
for digital trade can provide essential guidance for
remote transactions—such as electronic documents,
electronic signatures, and electronic payments—and
set out clear rules for digital businesses. It can also
foster trust in digital markets by ensuring that users’
data are safe and remain private and by providing
consumer protections for online transactions.
Strengthen the capacity of customs to tackle e-commerce
flows. Some specific facilitation measures can
improve the efficiency of e-commerce transactions,
such as the use of de minimis thresholds, prearrival processing, and online procedures for customs
clearance. Similarly, having a simplified declarations
regime for low-value shipments can help e-commerce
vendors and small traders move goods faster.
Accelerating data flows
Ensure comprehensive protection of personal data, while
providing for flexible cross-border data transfers. A solid
framework for data protection and individual rights
promotes digital trade by boosting trust in digital
markets, including across borders. These necessary

safeguards must also be supplemented with adequate
enablers for data sharing, including across borders.
Protection of personal data should facilitate crossborder data flows and allow free choice of storage
location, while providing strong, clear-cut safeguards
for data rights. Mandatory localization requirements
should be reserved for exceptional circumstances and
limited to specific, and narrow, types of data.
Ensure the free flow of nonpersonal data. For nonpersonal data, the principle of free movement should be
the rule, subject to suitable, technically sound cybersecurity measures. Justification for any limited exceptions to this rule should be grounded in an objective
assessment of risks to national security and other
public interests.
Establish mechanisms for government access to critical
data domestically and internationally. Facilitating safe
and equitable cross-border data flows also entails
incorporating mechanisms for government access to
data, particularly on legitimate policy grounds such
as law enforcement, regardless of where the data are
physically stored. Similarly, mutual legal assistance
treaties or similar instruments should be revamped for
the digital world, fast-tracking procedures for crossborder data requests from foreign jurisdictions.
Improve availability of data on data trade. The collection of data on fast-growing cross-border services
transactions, especially in digital services, is badly
lacking and should be remedied. Strengthening data
collection for cross-border services in the context of
digital trade requires a multipronged approach at both
the international and domestic levels. International
cooperation should be expanded to set out collective
guidelines for data collection on digital services transacted across borders, including shared definitions,
standardized typologies, common deidentification
and other data protection requirements, and harmonized reporting periods. In addition to strengthening
traditional balance of payments data under the aegis
of the International Monetary Fund (IMF), complementary approaches can be used that leverage big
data from firms engaged in such trade.87
Optimizing the system
Advance global rules on digital trade. Global rules should
expand to provide a solid framework for cross-border
data flows in both setting principles and promoting
standards. Multilateral trade agreements, especially
under the umbrella of the WTO, should be at the
forefront of rules on digital trade. The current Joint
Statement talks on digital trade is a valuable initiative
that warrants serious attention from WTO members
at all levels of development. Such negotiations should
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be based on inclusive representation spanning all
regions and income levels. Global trade rules should
center on promoting cross-border data flows and free
choice of data storage locations, grounded in adequate data protection standards. However, an inclusive agreement must also recognize that policy priorities for data flows may diverge across jurisdictions,
and countries may also differ widely in their capability to implement data policies, as well as in their
capacity to reap the economic benefits of data trade.
To this end, multilateral negotiations should not be
limited to replicating existing models or be bound
by fictitious deadlines. Instead, they should strive to
adopt an innovative, forward-looking framework for
global data flows, affording adequate technical assistance and time to those least able to implement the
agreed-on rules.
Promote international standards for cross-border data
sharing and digital transactions. Cross-border data
sharing requires cooperation on standard setting and
regulatory harmonization that lies beyond the scope
of trade agreements. International efforts to promote
technical standards for data protection and cybersecurity are essential to ensure interoperability and must
align with global trade rules on data flows. Further
international instruments should promote common
principles and rules for other important key aspects of
digital trade, including regulation of online consumer
protection, electronic payments, remote contracts,
and intermediary liability rules (see chapter 6).

Tax policy
As data and digitalization change the business landscape, they are creating opportunities and challenges
for tax policy and administration.
Data-driven value chains, with their basis in intangible assets, are difficult for tax administrators to
map and track, facilitating aggressive tax avoidance
by companies. The rules determining taxation rights
and profit allocation tend to emphasize the tangible
features of businesses, including the location of
people and assets. Data service providers, however,
are often nonresident, and sometimes virtual—with
little or no physical presence in the country in which
consumption occurs or value is created.88
Although progress has been made in adapting
indirect taxation policies for platform businesses,
such as those on the value added tax (VAT), lagging
administrative capabilities in low- and middleincome countries prevent these approaches from
being fully implemented. As for direct taxation of
corporate profits, international efforts to coordinate
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direct tax policy responses are ongoing, and the outcomes are uncertain.
Addressing such shortfalls in taxation is important to ensure a level playing field for competition
between digital and nondigital businesses, as well as
foreign and domestic firms. And yet taxation in the
data economy is a delicate matter. Poorly designed
and misdirected taxes can blunt business growth and
revenues, cutting off the potential development benefits of data-driven businesses.89
This section focuses on two key tax instruments:
the value added tax (or similar consumption taxes)
and the corporate income tax. The VAT holds the
most immediate promise for mobilizing additional
revenues for developing economies. Overall, analysis
finds that the revenue potential from extending the
VAT to the digital economy will likely be small at first
in many of those economies, but that this potential
will grow as digitalization expands.
Capturing value added taxes from
data-driven businesses
The VAT is a type of indirect taxation that tends to be
particularly important for revenue mobilization in
developing economies.90 Fortunately, there is an international consensus on how to assess the VAT liability
and capture tax revenues from data-driven platform
businesses.
Taxing rights under a VAT or general sales tax
(GST) tend to be allocated to the jurisdiction where
the final consumption occurs.91 More than 80 countries already require nonresident providers of digital
services to register and collect the VAT.92 The International VAT/GST Guidelines of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) have
served as a blueprint for many of these reforms.93
Many low- and middle-income economies, however, have not made the administrative adaptations
needed to capture the VAT from third-party sellers
through platform businesses. To collect the tax, countries must require foreign suppliers to register and
account for the tax due on sales to consumers in their
territories. They also should introduce a process for
simplified registration, filing, and payment, usually
through an online interface.94 To leverage the system,
countries will have to invest in an enhanced business
registry to cross-check whether transactions taking
place are business to business (B2B) or business to
consumer (B2C). More than US$3.3 billion in taxes
have been raised in the European Union through
general application of these rules.95 Australia adopted
a similar approach in July 2017, requiring foreign
suppliers that exceed a turnover threshold above

approximately US$58,000 to account for the GST on
digital and professional services. An online portal was
set up to administer this tax.96
Effective compliance also requires investments—
in particular, in the extensive use of third-party data
combined with tax and customs data collected by the
government. Third-party data sources might include
internet service providers; banks and credit card
companies; business registries; and tax treaty partners. To use these data effectively, countries should
have technological solutions in place within the tax
administration. Common tasks would include collecting, merging, and cross-checking data for compliance
management purposes. These tasks should be automated, and safeguards should be in place to ensure
data security and privacy.
Resource constraints and the needed upfront
investments in information technology (IT) systems
are sometimes to blame for the slow pace of adoption of these administrative reforms in low- and
middle-income countries. But financing constraints
are often less of a challenge than the organizational
transformations that revenue authorities must
undergo to enable successful implementation. These
include streamlining business processes to enable
seamless data sharing and appropriate staffing for IT
management, analytics, and compliance.
To improve domestic revenue mobilization, tax
administrations should collect more information
from the digital platforms themselves. Governments
could require such marketplaces to provide information about the income of both domestic and foreign
vendors and rely on platforms to enforce tax compliance by, for example, verifying VAT registration.
When combined with other third-party data, data on
digital transactions can shed light on the VAT and
wider tax compliance of numerous economic actors.
A consistent approach to such reporting obligations
across countries should help minimize compliance
costs for platform businesses and facilitate cooperation. Model rules recently issued by OECD provide
guidance for countries to follow in this area.97 It recommends that platforms collect financial information on those entities with whom they transact, building on the existing experience of Australia, Denmark,
France, and Spain with imposing such obligations.
Croatia’s experience is an example of the importance of international cooperation among tax administrations. A compliance management campaign
launched in 2018 drew on a comparison of domestic
tax returns with third-country platform data on
hotel and lodging accommodations sold on behalf of
Croatian suppliers. Croatia accessed information

from countries where platforms are resident for
tax purposes, following a multilateral effort encompassing seven other economies with strong tourism
sectors. Almost 40 percent of Croatian vendors that
operated through the platform were not registered
for the VAT in Croatia. When the administration
asked Croatian vendors to explain nonregistration
or major discrepancies in the income obtained from
platform transactions and the income declared for
tax purposes, 85 percent changed their tax return
“voluntarily.”98
For many developing countries, the revenue at
stake from administrative failures to apply the current VAT rules is not insignificant even in the short
term. Moreover, it could become substantial because
of the rapid expansion of data-driven platforms, especially following the shift in demand toward platform
businesses during the COVID-19 crisis. Evidence
from East Asia indicates that the rapid growth of
B2C e-commerce has resulted in equally significant
growth in the tax potential of the sector, with the
indirect tax potential growing some eightfold, rising
from US$0.46 billion in 2015 to US$3.7 billion in 2019
(figure 7.6).99 Other aspects of the digital economy,
including online media and food delivery, have seen
similar rapid growth in sales and indirect tax potential, whereas online travel has suffered because of
the COVID-19 pandemic but is expected to recover
over the medium term. In Indonesia, the gross VAT
revenue potential of the B2C digital economy is estimated to be about 0.39 percent of GDP in 2021, and it
is projected to grow to around 0.65 percent of GDP
in 2025.100 Assuming only half the amount of this estimated potential is collected (allowing for policy and
administrative gaps),101 this would still translate into
gross VAT revenues of some US$2.3 billion in 2021,
increasing to US$4.6 billion by 2025.102
The tax potential of the digital economy may also
be constrained by antiquated tax rules. One example
is the VAT registration threshold, which is designed
to balance having a broad tax base to maximize revenue mobilization, while keeping administrative and
compliance costs reasonable. In an increasingly digitalized world, the lower transaction costs associated
with paperless tax collection may make it more feasible to include smaller actors. Tax rules on imports
should be revised as well, particularly those for lowvalue shipments. The digital economy has enabled
a huge increase in the volume of such shipments,
turning simplification and trade facilitation via
de minimis thresholds for VAT into a problematic
source of base erosion for import duties, the VAT, and
other taxes.103 Following the example of EU member
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Figure 7.6 East Asian countries are losing a substantial volume of tax revenue by
failing to apply current VAT rules to digital services
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Source: Al-Rikabi and Loeprick, forthcoming. Data at http://bit.do/WDR2021-Fig-7_6.
Note: Figure shows the indirect tax potential of business-to-consumer e-commerce. VAT = value added tax.

states, many countries have thus begun to reduce or
remove de minimis thresholds to ensure that duties
are paid on most purchases. They are also exploring
the role platforms can play in directly facilitating
compliance with the rules governing the cross-border
trade of tangible goods.
A more general question has arisen about
customs duties. WTO members have exempted
electronic transmissions from import duties since
1998—albeit not on a permanent basis. However,
the WTO is under growing pressure to consider the
revenue losses for developing economies in view of
the rapid growth of digital trade.104 The annual revenue losses of those economies from a moratorium
on import duties on electronic transmissions have
been estimated at US$5 billion–US$10 billion, and it
may be a reason for avoiding a permanent moratorium.105 However, considering the incidence of tariffs,
consumer welfare, implications for export competitiveness, and the option to capture revenues through
economically neutral value added taxes, the benefits
of the moratorium may well outweigh the costs
incurred.106 Moreover, the application of reciprocal
tariffs could make the application of tariffs on electronic transmissions fiscally counterproductive.107
Reforming international agreements on
direct taxation rights
Intangible assets, such as user networks, are central to many data-driven business models and are
closely linked to firm performance. Value generated
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by users and their data are a critical driver of the
expansion of many digital service providers. Thus a
case can be made for countries to try to capture this
value.108 Intangible assets are difficult to value, however, thereby worsening information asymmetries
between taxpayers and administrators and making
it more challenging to both collect taxes and design
efficient and balanced tax policies. Firm-level analysis
suggests that intangible assets are an important driver
of corporate profit shifting across entities within a
multinational enterprise (MNE).109 The growth of
digital business models therefore exacerbates the
risks of the erosion of tax bases and the shifting of
business profits to escape taxes,110 creating an unlevel
playing field.111 It places additional pressure on the
existing international tax consensus rules, which are
already poorly adapted to developing country needs
and priorities.112
The de facto standard setting body for international tax issues is the OECD/G20 Inclusive Framework on Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS).113
It is currently finalizing a policy proposal aimed at
addressing challenges arising from digitalization.114
This proposal, which consists of two related “Pillars,”
embraces new concepts, but it falls short of calls for a
fundamental overhaul of the international tax rules.115
Proposals for the first pillar were developed with
the primary objective of ensuring that countries
where users/consumers reside, but where an MNE
does not have enough physical presence to become
taxable under the current rules, are able to tax a share

of the profits of the company. The BEPS’s Unified
Approach is a compromise drawing on elements of
various proposals made by India and the Group of
Twenty-Four (G-24), the United Kingdom, and the
United States, among others.116
The second pillar is also known as the global antibase erosion proposal (GLoBE). The current proposal
seeks to ensure that the profits of MNEs are subject
to a minimum rate of taxation. This arrangement
is intended to reduce incentives for profit shifting
across MNE entities and to establish a floor for tax
competition among jurisdictions.117
Preliminary estimates by OECD suggest that
global corporate income tax revenues could increase
by up to 4 percent, equaling US$100 billion annually,
if the reform proposals under the two pillars are
agreed to and adopted.118 The G-20 timeline initially
aimed at reaching agreement by the end of 2020, but
it has since been postponed.119
Failure to reach a new consensus risks triggering
a proliferation of unilateral action, with important
potential spillovers on global trade and growth. More
than 30 countries, developed and developing, have
already unilaterally exercised, or announced their
intention to exercise, their right to impose taxation
on the digital economy using interim measures.120
They include Austria, France, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Italy, Kenya, Malaysia, Mexico, Pakistan, Poland,
Singapore, Spain, Turkey, the United Kingdom,
Uruguay, Vietnam, and Zimbabwe. Such measures
are usually justified by citing the uncertainty about
possible reforms of the global tax system and a determination to tax digital businesses on the value they
derive from users in the country.
Measures tend to target the larger MNEs in the
digital economy. When India introduced a 6 percent
charge on digital services linked to online advertising
in 2016, it branded the instrument an “equalization
levy”—that is, a proxy for a corporate income tax
on foreign suppliers that did not have a permanent
establishment in the country. Several low- and
middle-income economies also adopted new rules
during the COVID-19 crisis. Kenya’s 2020 Finance Bill
proposed a 1.5 percent digital services tax, payable on
revenue deemed to be derived or accrued in Kenya
through a digital marketplace. In Indonesia, the April
2020 package of fiscal responses to the COVID-19
crisis included a commitment to implement an
interim measure that would seek to tax the digital
economy. In Brazil, a proposed digital services tax was
submitted to the House of Representatives in May
2020. All these rules would be implemented either by

extending the scope of existing income taxes or by
introducing a new stand-alone tax.
Almost all countries are relying on a simple measure of gross revenue as the tax base, such as the
gross revenue arising from the sale of advertising or
data or the amounts collected from users for provision of a service.121 The presumptive nature of these
instruments tends to lead to either undertaxation or
overtaxation, thereby limiting the effectiveness of
the instrument to capture large economic rents122 and
reducing returns to the politically costly adoption of
digital service taxes. The United States has reacted
strongly to unilateral measures, threatening to subject French exports to tariffs if France proceeds with
its digital services tax and announcing a review of
similar measures introduced elsewhere.123 Therefore,
a potentially costly trade war over taxing the digital
economy looms. Meanwhile, developing economies
aiming to capture tax revenue from the sector are
left with few palatable short-term choices. Regional
coordination of measures, as considered by the African Tax Administration Forum (ATAF),124 could help
minimize administrative and compliance costs, as
well as competitive dynamics between countries.
Ultimately, however, a global agreement would be the
safest route to a sustainable long-term solution.
Recommended reforms of tax policy
In considering proposals to tax the digital economy,
policy makers in all countries should seek those that
ensure equitable taxation of data-driven businesses,
unlocking a potential revenue source for flattening
the debt curve after the COVID-19 pandemic. They
should also ensure that those sectors that have gained
the most from the crisis are contributing their fair
share. The recommendations that follow are organized
according to a maturity model based on a country’s
level of development and data governance capacity.
Establishing fundamentals
Strengthen the capacity to collect indirect taxes. This
entails adopting the existing international guidelines
for VAT collection and making the necessary investments in administrative capacity to ensure that the
VAT is collected on physical goods purchased online
and on digital goods and services from both resident
and nonresident companies.
Collect financial information from online marketplaces
on the income/sales of sellers on their platforms. This information should be combined with other third-party
data to strengthen the management of tax compliance across the economy.
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Accelerating data flows
Seek a global agreement on direct taxation. The existing
international tax principles on direct taxation were
developed for a predigital age. There is a pressing
need for updated principles to be agreed on in the
relevant global forums. The best-case scenario is a
last-minute global consensus on new rules that align
with developing economy priorities and administrative capacity.
Minimize the impact of ad hoc taxation. In a secondbest world, a trade war must be avoided. Compromise
solutions entailing further interim taxation measures
seem inevitable. Regional collaboration to build consensus around these solutions, share knowledge, and
develop the capacity of low-income countries may
help in part to fill the policy vacuum until a global
solution can be reached.
Optimizing the system
Leverage data-driven tax administration. Policy makers
should adopt the policies and make the investments
needed to support data-driven tax administration,
leveraging opportunities for improving its efficiency,
effectiveness, and transparency. One step in that
direction is creation of a data sharing ecosystem
that for businesses and individuals minimizes the
burden of paying taxes, while enabling compliance
management to operate in the background through
tax prefilling,125 automatic checks of errors, and so on.
New sources of data would also be required, including platform information on the income of sellers
and the consumption of buyers, which would help
to bring informal enterprises into the purview of tax
authorities.
Ensure access to international sources of accounting
data. Policy makers should seek to ensure that new
international data sources are available to developing countries. One example is aggregate data on the
global allocation of income, profit, and taxes paid by
the largest MNEs as reported in the Country-by-Country Reports.126 Such data, in addition to their relevance
for domestic tax administration, could help fill the
information gaps in international trade statistics (see
earlier section on trade policy). In many countries, tax
administration data are the most complete information source on private sector activity. Administrators
should explore options to make aggregate or reliably
anonymized tax data available to the wider public as
a source of information on the effects of tax policy,
on the performance of revenue administration, and
for broader research purposes. As accounting data
become accessible, it will be important to ensure that
the data are protected (see chapter 6).
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Conclusion
As this chapter has shown, sound competition, trade,
and tax policy for the digital economy are essential to
ensure that data create value for development. Devising and implementing good policies in each area are
complex. Such efforts are even more difficult because
all three areas are intertwined and present both
domestic and international challenges. And yet meeting this challenge is more urgent than ever against the
backdrop of COVID-19, which is further expanding
the digital economy. Spotlight 7.2 discusses the role of
regional and international cooperation in helping to
meet some of these challenges.
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online media and advertising, online travel, and the gig
economy (food delivery and ride hailing). Estimates are
being updated drawing on updated sales data (different
sources) and tax data from government sources. To a
degree, online and offline purchases are substitutes
(for example, an additional TV bought online would
be one less TV bought offline), so the growth of online
commerce implies slower growth of offline commerce.
Accordingly, revenue forecasts should not simply
add estimated revenue gain from taxing the digital
economy to forecasts of the VAT because that would
lead to an overestimate of the growth in the VAT. A
comprehensive forecast would disaggregate online
and offline consumption so that the bases used in an
elasticity-based forecast could vary accordingly.
		  Revenue authorities have for some time documented the problem of the “missing trader” fraud
scheme, whereby business entities minimize their tax
liability by establishing multiple companies to issue
fictitious invoices. Several factors drive the missing
trader scheme, but the rise of e-commerce has certainly
been a major one, according to analysis conducted by
revenue authorities. See KRA (2020).
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activity. The administrative gap reflects challenges
in compliance, which is generally low in Indonesia.
For example, VAT compliance was estimated at 56.6
percent using 2013 data (Sugana and Hidayat 2014).
Countries with more efficient revenue authorities and
more limited tax thresholds and exemptions will have a
narrower gap between tax collection and tax potential.
Singapore is a good example.
102. This revenue gain could increase if broader VAT
reforms are pursued, including lowering the VAT
threshold, reducing exemptions, and implementing
administrative measures to improve compliance.
103. The de minimis is a valuation ceiling for goods, including documents and trade samples, below which no duty
or tax is charged and clearance procedures, including
data requirements, are minimal. Apart from customs
duties, the customs administration typically collects
import VAT (a portion of the VAT tied to imports),
excise taxes, and sometimes even withholding taxes
on income (a form of advance payment of income taxes
linked to imports used by many developing countries
in a bid to include the informal sector in the tax base)
(Keen 2008). In many jurisdictions, charging these
additional taxes is linked to charging import duties,
and thus shipments that fall below the de minimis
often end up avoiding all the other taxes as well.
104. The scope of what is covered by the moratorium is
subject to different interpretations by WTO member
states. Several emerging market countries have signaled their unwillingness to extend the moratorium
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106.
107.
108.
109.

110.
111.

112.
113.

114.

115.

116.

further, feeding into broader tensions related to global
taxation of the digital economy. India and Indonesia
have openly criticized the moratorium and have signaled that they may opt out of any further extension.
Banga (2019).
Andrenelli and López González (2019).
Makiyama and Narayanan (2019).
See Aslam and Shah (2020).
Because intangibles can easily be moved, so, too, can
the associated returns. This is a contributing factor to
profit shifting to low-tax countries or regimes. See Beer
and Loeprick (2015).
IMF (2019); OECD (2018a).
The European Commission suggested that companies
with digital business models have, on average, half the
effective tax rate of companies with traditional business models (see European Commission, Taxation and
Customs Union, Fair Taxation of the Digital Economy
[dashboard], https://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs
/business/company-tax/fair-taxation-digital-economy
_en). However, these results have been challenged
because they were not derived from industry data.
Other studies suggest that digital businesses have
similar, or slightly higher, effective tax rates than traditional businesses. See Bauer (2018). From an equity
perspective more broadly, the evidence is clear that
tax evasion is highly concentrated among the rich. See
Alstadsæter, Johannesen, and Zucman (2019).
Clavey et al. (2019).
BEPS has 130 country members (including all OECD
members) and is housed at OECD. International
organizations such as the World Bank Group have an
observer role.
Although harmonization of international taxation
practices goes beyond the digital sector, the discussion
in this chapter is necessarily limited to digital taxation.
Devereux et al. (2021) assess a more radical set of reform
options in allocating taxing rights, including a full
move to basing taxing rights on destination, or where
sales are made, and options for adopting a variant of
wide-reaching formulary apportionment for nonroutine profits in the form of residual profit allocation
by income. To read BEPS’s summary of progress and
outline of key proposals it has developed, see OECD
(2020b). For a summary of the development of BEPS’s
proposals and a discussion of an alternative departing from the arm’s-length standard by embracing the
apportionment of an MNE’s taxable income based on
its sales to unrelated customers in each country, see
Avi-Yonah and Clausing (2019). An alternative view is
set out by Romer (2019), who argues that taxation can
be used to encourage platform companies to make
changes in their business models. Another alternative
to BEPS’s Unified Approach involves a new tax based on
internet bandwidth (Lucas-Mas and Junquera-Varela
2021).
The Unified Approach differentiates three elements
of the returns on MNE activity within the scope of
the measure. First, a portion of the deemed residual
profit is to be allocated to all market jurisdictions, irrespective of whether the MNE has a physical presence.
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This envisaged formulaic allocation represents a new
taxing right. Second, a baseline or routine return will
be established for distribution activities and marketing
based on fixed ratios in jurisdictions with a physical
presence. And, third, the existing transfer pricing
methods are used to determine the nonroutine profit
not captured under the first step. In addition, a form of
mandatory arbitration is envisaged.
Four main technical mechanisms would be at work
here: an income inclusion rule, an undertaxed payment
rule, a switchover rule, and a subject-to-tax test. The
idea is to implement residence-based taxation when
the source tax is too low and impose source-based taxation when the residence-based taxation is too low.
OECD (2020b).
In addition to the COVID-19 crisis shifting priorities
and attention, important disagreements persist about
controversial design features of the proposal, including about the rule order, which will affect the extent
to which developing countries can expect to benefit
directly from the proposed minimum tax measures.
Clavey et al. (2019) provide a summary of these differences. The call by the United States in June 2020 to
suspend discussions on the first component stalled
progress toward a consensus solution. See Fleming
et al. (2020).
KPMG (2021).
Similarly, a draft provision and commentary prepared
following the 20th session of the United Nations
Committee of Experts on International Cooperation
in Tax Matters, outlined a proposed targeted blueprint
focused on taxing the automated digital services of
providers either by taxing a share of gross revenue or
by a simplified determination of the share of profits
that would be subject to regular income taxation. See
UN DESA (2020).
One alternative proposal is to target global excess
profits directly. See Christians and Magalhães (2020).
USTR (2020b).
ATAF (2020).
The revenue authority can use information collected
about taxpayers (such as from previously submitted
tax forms; electronic invoices submitted; and thirdparty data from banks, land registries, and other
sources) to “prefill” large parts of the tax forms taxpayers are required to submit. In this way, tax form prefilling reduces the time to file and submit taxes, lowering
the burden of paying taxes and improving overall tax
compliance.
Country-by-Country Reports (CbCRs) are part of the
OECD’s Base Erosion and Profit Shifting Action Plan
13. MNEs with a combined revenue of €750 million or
more are required to provide an annual report—the
CbCR—that breaks down key elements of their financial statement by jurisdiction. In this way, local jurisdictions gain greater insight into MNE activities in
their jurisdiction, including revenue, income, tax paid
and accrued, employment, capital, retained earnings,
and tangible assets and activities. See Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development, Action
13 Country-by-Country Reporting (dashboard), https://
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www.oecd.org/tax/beps/beps-actions/action13/. For an
illustration of the process, see PCT (2020). The
European Parliament called for public disclosure of
Country-by-Country Reports, but a consensus could
not be reached in the Council of Ministers. See EC
(2016).
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Spotlight 7.1

Understanding the interface
between data protection and
competition policy

While respecting the prime objective of protecting individuals’ data rights,
data protection provisions can be designed to minimize the effects on
competition and innovation.
Data protection regulations are essential for safeguarding individual welfare and building trust. Yet
complying with data protection obligations can also
raise the costs of entry and operation for firms—especially smaller firms.1 Data protection policies that
reduce the incentives to share personal data or restrict
the use of personal data that a firm has not collected
can further entrench incumbent positions and reduce
opportunities for innovation.2 This is not to say that
concerns about competition should override the need
to safeguard individuals’ data rights; rather, there is
scope to review the design of data protection regimes
to minimize the adverse impacts on competition
while continuing to respect data rights.
Evidence from a study of 27,000 top websites
found that the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) had the unintended consequence of increasing concentration in the web technology sector, with
small web technology vendors losing the most market share. This also had the effect of making personal
data collection more concentrated after the GDPR was
instituted.3 In these settings, differentiating regulatory treatment between firms according to their size
or age may be an option to consider, subject to taking
steps to maintain the data rights of individuals.4
On the other side of the coin, there is growing
agreement that a firm’s offering on protection of user
data has value to consumers and could be considered a
nonprice outcome of competition. Understanding the
extent to which firms voluntarily provide enhanced
data protection in order to compete becomes important for an accurate analysis of market dynamics.
In the first abuse-of-dominance case relating
specifically to data protection lodged by the German

competition authority against Facebook in 2019, one
question raised during the appeal process was users’
willingness to pay for enhanced data protection.5
However, evidence on the valuation that individuals attach to data protection in different markets
is mixed. Some evidence suggests that individuals’
stated preferences for data protection often do not
match their revealed preferences in practice.6 Rather
than implying a lower valuation of privacy, the issue
may be that data subjects (and even the firm collecting
the data) do not fully understand how data collected
may be used in the future, given the complexity of big
datasets and firms’ data protection policies.
Moreover, data spillovers may complicate matters.
If a platform holds sufficient data on a group of people to allow inferences to be drawn about individuals
who have not yet contributed data, those individuals
may perceive that they have already lost the power
to protect themselves and therefore volunteer data
despite their privacy concerns. Such issues may be
exacerbated in low- and middle-income countries,
where literacy rates, exposure to digital business
models, and choice between firms are lower.
Only scarce evidence exists about data protection
preferences in lower-income countries. The Data
Confidence Index indicates that concerns about the
impact of the internet on “personal privacy” appear
strongest in Africa, Asia, and the Middle East, while
respondents in Latin America generally express
higher levels of concern about how companies are
using their personal data.7 Results from experiments
in India and Kenya found that customers prefer digital loan products with more “data privacy” features.8
However, low-income groups who are price sensitive
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may be more willing to obtain “zero” price products or
services by relinquishing their data.
Overall, there is room for improved cooperation
between competition authorities and data protection authorities. Collaboration between regulatory
agencies can help policy makers to understand which
type of ex ante data protection policies minimize distortions to competition; how to develop appropriate
data-focused competition remedies while ensuring
data protection; and which antitrust cases to pursue
where there may be a link to excessive data collection
or exploitation of consumers.

Notes
1. Gal and Aviv (2020).
2. Examples include requiring firms to monitor compliance
with the data policy of firms with which they have shared
data or limiting the use of data to the purposes for which
they were originally collected.
3. Batikas et al. (2020). This increase likely occurred because,
after the GDPR became effective, in order to reduce
compliance risks, websites (including those that served
citizens outside the European Union) reduced their connections to technology providers, especially regarding
requests involving personal data. See Johnson, Shriver,
and Goldberg (2021).
4. For example, the GDPR allows businesses with fewer
than 250 employees to have a limited number of exemptions for recordkeeping (EU 2018). Likewise, in the United
States, the Privacy Rule of the Health Information Privacy
and Accountability Act does not apply to health plans with
fewer than 50 participants that are administered solely by
a single employer. See Health Information Privacy, US
Department of Health and Human Services, Summary
of the HIPAA Privacy Rule (dashboard), https://www.hhs
.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/privacy/laws-regulations
/index.html.
5. Colangelo (2019).
6. However, this evidence typically comes from experiments that apply to specific types of personal data in
specific contexts and thus makes extrapolations to other
settings difficult. See Gerber, Gerber, and Volkamer
(2018) and OECD (2020).
7. The Data Confidence Index is constructed from the
privacy-related concerns expressed by 391,130 respondents ages 16–64 during the Q1–Q4 waves of research
conducted by GlobalWebIndex in 41 countries in 2018
(Datum Future and GWI 2019). Respondents are representative of the online populations of the markets covered.
8. Fernandez Vidal and Medine (2019).
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Spotlight 7.2

The role of regional and international
cooperation in addressing data
governance challenges

Closer international cooperation across a wide range of areas is needed to
settle many of the fundamental issues in the new social contract on data.

Many data governance challenges either cannot
be fully resolved at the national level or could be
addressed more efficiently or equitably through
international cooperation. Specifically, international
cooperation is needed at multiple levels, beginning
with bilateral regulatory and administrative collaboration between individual countries and progressing
to regional collaboration and wider international
cooperation and global agreements as well as donor
support.

Bilateral cooperation
Managing the data economy calls for increasing bilateral cooperation between governments, especially
with regard to accessing critical data domestically and
internationally. For example, having access to corporate financial data from corresponding third-country
tax authorities would facilitate the capture of fiscal
revenues from indirect taxes (value added taxes) levied on third-country companies trading across digital
platforms. Tax administrations in low- and middleincome countries need to have secure access to aggregate data on the global allocation of income and profit
taxes paid by the largest multinational enterprises.
Such data are available from home-country tax administrations. Another critical area for bilateral cooperation across borders is in matters of law enforcement
related to cybercrime (see chapter 6).
With the market for data-driven platforms dominated by a handful of global players, decisions taken
by antitrust authorities in one jurisdiction have spillover effects in many others (see spotlight 7.1).1 Going
forward, there is scope for closer cooperation among

antitrust authorities, particularly on anticompetitive
practices that affect several countries simultaneously
or where the practice has a cross-border dimension.
A regional competition regime is already in place in the
European Union. Competition authorities from the
BRICS countries (Brazil, the Russian Federation, India,
China, South Africa) have begun to work together on
platform businesses, looking to exchange experiences
and achieve a more harmonized approach.2

Regional collaboration
Regional collaboration is one way to amplify the voice
of smaller low- and middle-income countries, while
making progress on the challenging goal of reaching
global agreements on data governance. For example,
regional coordination of ad hoc digital taxation measures, as considered by the African Tax Administration Forum,3 could help to minimize administrative
and compliance costs as well as to manage competitive dynamics among countries (such as tax and
regulatory arbitrage or a race to the bottom).
Regional collaboration can also play a valuable
role in the development of data infrastructure, such
as internet exchange points and colocation data
centers, which may lie beyond the reach of smaller
or lower-income economies (see chapter 5). Countries with well-developed international gateways
and competitive information and communication
technology sectors can aggregate regional demand to
support shared facilities, as long as there are strong
fiber-optic links between neighboring countries and
the regulatory framework for cross-border data flows
is harmonized.
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International cooperation and
global agreements
Certain policy issues, particularly international rules
governing cross-border trade in data-enabled services
and associated tax rights, need to be tackled through
multilateral cooperation and preferably at the global
scale.
The current Joint Statement talks on e-commerce
and digital trade warrant serious attention from
World Trade Organization (WTO) members. In
addition, although the WTO’s General Agreement on
Trade in Services (GATS) does not prohibit restrictions on cross-border data flows per se, limitations
on cross-border data flows could be considered in
violation of the GATS rules on nondiscrimination
in those sectors where WTO members have undertaken specific commitments.4 In addition to rules on
cross-border services, WTO members have provisionally agreed not to impose customs duties on digital
products.
Tackling the loss of direct tax revenue that results
from cross-border profit shifting by multinational
platform businesses calls for replacing the current
rules on the allocation of taxation rights across countries. The de facto standard setting body for international tax issues, the Inclusive Framework on Base
Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS), is in the process
of finalizing policy proposals aimed at addressing
these challenges.5 If no global consensus is reached,
low- and middle-income economies aiming to capture direct tax revenue from the sector will have few
palatable short-term choices.
The limited participation of low-income countries
in such international negotiations on taxation and
trade is a cause for concern. For example, among
the 85 countries involved in negotiating the data
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governance framework for cross-border data flows
at the WTO, there is only one low-income country—
Burkina Faso.6 Similarly, only G-24 nations are participating in current negotiations for overhauling
the international tax rules regarding rights to levy
corporate tax on data-driven businesses that participate in a market without a physical presence. This
lack of representation hampers the inclusiveness of
the potential rules under discussion and risks leading
to a “one-size-fits-all approach” on global rules that is
driven by more advanced players.
Furthermore, cross-border data sharing requires
cooperation on standard setting and regulatory
harmonization. International treaties and model
laws provide valuable frameworks for voluntary
cooperation in these spheres. For example, in the
case of cybersecurity, the Budapest Convention on
Cybercrime and the modernized Convention 108 of
the Council of Europe on data protection have played
a pivotal role in achieving international convergence
of standards. Another critical area for harmonization
is interoperability of data and data systems, which is
a technical prerequisite for the smooth flow of data
across borders. Open standards can be determined
by sectoral or international standard setting organizations at the level of specific sectors (such as banking), with strong leadership from leading industry
participants.7

Donor support
Finally, the donor community can help to redress
the underlying causes of inequity in the data-driven
economy and society by supporting investments
to fill gaps in physical and institutional systems
as well as by helping governments to build the
necessary human capital. A key role for donors is

to provide technical assistance and support for
policy reforms to improve the enabling environment for data, especially in critical areas such as
statistical capacity building (see spotlight 2.2), data
protection, cybersecurity, cross-border data flows,
and the sharing of public intent and private intent
data. Equally important is support for improving
the investment climate for private actors, including efforts to strengthen the legal and regulatory
framework for private investment in broadband
networks and data infrastructure. Such indirect
support is generally preferable to donors’ direct
investment in infrastructure (see chapter 5).

Notes
1.
2.
3.
4.

Bundeskartellamt (2019).
BRICS Competition Centre (2019).
ATAF (2020).
Under the GATS, the obligation on nondiscrimination
applies only to those services sectors where each WTO
member has explicitly recognized the obligation in its
country-specific “schedule of specific commitments,”
subject to any conditions set out therein. See World Trade
Organization, GATS (General Agreement on Trade in
Services) (dashboard), https://www.wto.org/english/tratop
_e/serv_e/gatsqa_e.htm.
5. The Inclusive Framework on BEPS has 130 country
members (including all Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development [OECD] members) and
is housed at the OECD. International organizations such
as the World Bank Group have an observer role. For a
summary of the development of the Inclusive Framework proposals and a discussion of an alternative that
departs from the arm’s-length standard by embracing the
apportionment of the taxable income of a multinational
enterprise based on its sales to unrelated customers in
each country, see Avi-Yonah and Clausing (2019).
6. Hufbauer and Lu (2019).
7. Ragavan, Murphy, and Davé (2016).
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Institutions for data governance:
Building trust through collective
action
Main messages
1

The institutions required to govern data fill four main functions: strategic
planning; developing rules and standards; compliance and enforcement;
and generating the learning and evidence needed to gain insights and
address emerging challenges.

2

Nongovernmental institutions and mechanisms such as data intermediaries can help governments and other actors safely share and use data
to capture greater value, while promoting equitable access to data and
the value they create.

3

Public institutions must have sufficient resources, adequate autonomy,
and technical capacity, including data literacy, to fulfill their mandates
efficiently. Political champions in positions of power are critical to leading
data management reforms that create incentives and a culture of data
use, dissemination, and transparency.

4

A multistakeholder, purpose-driven approach to data management and
governance can help institutions keep pace with an ever-evolving data
ecosystem and enhance their legitimacy, transparency, and accountability.
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How can institutions help govern
data for development?

A

s described in part I of this Report, capturing
greater value from data requires sharing
and using more data. This chapter describes
how institutions can help facilitate the secure flow
of data, while ensuring their confidentiality and
protection in alignment with principles of the social
contract for data.
Formed by state and nonstate institutions, a data
governance ecosystem1 provides structure and incentives for the trusted creation, storage, processing,
sharing, use, and destruction of data throughout their
life cycle. It does so by means of implementation of
policies, laws, platforms,2 systems, and standards.
Three building blocks contribute to an effective and
inclusive data governance ecosystem: the data governance functions carried out by institutions and

actors; the role fulfilled by data intermediaries; and
the performance-enhancing features of institutions.
Data governance functions include developing overarching data strategies and policies; elaborating legal
frameworks and guidance on how rules should apply
and be enforced if violated; undertaking arbitration
in case of conflict; and maintaining monitoring,
evaluation, and constant feedback loops to promote
engagement, learning, and improvements.
These functions are performed by data governance
institutions, whose roles and relations are specific to
the context. This chapter highlights patterns in institutional mandates in the public sector and in the roles
of nongovernmental institutions and actors across
countries. Examples are provided of commonly used
institutions, while recognizing that both the actual
and optimal allocation of data governance functions
across institutions will vary, depending on local conditions (see box 8.1).

Box 8.1 Uruguay’s whole-of-government approach to data governance
Implementation of data governance reforms across
the whole of government is complex. Some countries
have opted to first build the foundational hard and soft
infrastructure. This Report interprets soft infrastructure
broadly to include software platforms (sometimes called
data and information management systemsa) supported
by technical interoperability standards, data integration
methods, and people accountable for the functioning
of these systems. Siloed approaches, bespoke technical
architecture, and disparate database taxonomies are
often indicative of outdated soft infrastructure, preventing data from being used more widely.
Because of the disparate nature of existing platforms
and the complex web of data management architecture,
the initial stages of soft infrastructure reforms usually
focus on digitizing, classifying, and sharing data within
the public sector. The first step in the process should be
identifying the data to which the government has access,
how these data are classified (open, restricted, or personal), and who produces or uses the data, along with
other information such as limitations and provenance.
Desirable platforms and standards enable secure data
flows across a wide variety of institutions and actors.
This foundation of modern data infrastructure (both
soft and hard) is meant to ensure that, for example,
data produced in one ministry in the public sector can
be easily shared with other ministries or users so that

programs and policies are informed by multiple sources
of data. More generally, well-designed, user-centric data
infrastructure will encourage the repurposing and reuse
of data, thereby increasing the value of data otherwise
trapped in siloed infrastructure.
Along with infrastructure, countries must invest in
the “analog complements,” including adopting enabling
legislation and regulations and institutionalizing governance arrangements to ensure the sustainability of
reform efforts.b
One example of an institution-focused approach to
data-driven digital transformation is that taken by Uruguay. Its Agency for Electronic Government and Information and Knowledge Society (Agesic), launched in
2007, has driven the country’s successful e-government
reforms. Because of its proximity to the Office of the
President, Agesic has benefited from the high-level strategic leadership required to drive the country’s digital
agenda in a multistakeholder manner. A central factor in
the success of Uruguay’s digital transformation has been
the integration of a well-developed domestic information and communication technology (ICT) industry that
provides access to quality platforms and services with
local technical knowledge to inform design and implementation efforts and avoid reliance on infrastructure
built by the public sector.c The country’s interoperability platform, the Integrated Government Architecture,
(Box continues next page)
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Box 8.1 Uruguay’s whole-of-government approach to data
governance (continued)
and its supporting Enterprise Architecture Framework
(TOGAF), are the technical foundation on which a robust
data governance framework has been built.
Uruguay’s Digital Transformation Agenda 2020
exem
plifies how countries can take a whole-ofgovernment and multistakeholder approach to guaranteeing that the various layers of the data governance
ecosystem (platforms, systems, policies, laws, standards,

After de jure governance arrangements are in
place, actors may still not have strong incentives to
create, share, and use data productively.3 They may
find these actions too costly, or they may try to free
ride on the efforts of others.4 Incentives to hoard data
in siloes may arise from perceptions that control
of data is tantamount to power over government
decision-making. Other challenges to data sharing
may be linked to autonomy or capacity constraints.
Data intermediaries and a user-centric design of
digital platforms can lower the costs of sharing data,
thereby reducing incentives for free riding. They also
can support inclusion in data use by increasing the
usability of information for nontechnical experts.
This chapter explores how these new types of institutions and mechanisms facilitate data sharing and
reuse between diverse actors and increase access to
otherwise siloed datasets.
Free riding of data can occur in both the private
and public sectors.5 This chapter discusses three features of institutions that could improve incentives for
collecting, sharing, and using data: (1) the technical
capacity, including sound data literacy, to discharge
their functions effectively; (2) a culture of performance and rewards and incentives for staff that
support a transition to data-driven government; and
(3) the institutional accountability and independence
that help establish public trust in the integrity of institutions, particularly those tasked with rule making
and compliance, which may otherwise be vulnerable
to undue political or commercial influence.
Adopting an inclusive, multistakeholder approach
to data governance can help ensure that the right challenges around data use are identified and addressed,
keeping in mind the diverse needs of end users,
including traditionally marginalized groups. Moreover, collaboration by a wide range of stakeholders

and institutions) are designed and implemented in a
coordinated, inclusive manner to enable better use
of data for decision-making and user-centric service
delivery.d
a.
b.
c.
d.

World Bank (2016).
OECD (2019a).
Porrúa (2013).
Agesic (2019).

from the private sector, academia, civil society, and
international organizations can help governments
strengthen the social contract around data by enhancing perceptions of procedural fairness and legitimacy.
Finally, coordination among institutions in the public
sector and nongovernmental stakeholders can avoid
data and process duplication and facilitate secure data
sharing, leading to gains in efficiency. Transparency
and opportunities for scrutiny and accountability can
be built into decision-making processes to increase
their legitimacy.
The final section of this chapter uses the maturity
model introduced in chapter 1 to illustrate how countries can best develop a solid institutional foundation
to support their data governance ecosystem.

Data management across the
data life cycle
The data life cycle starts when a government, private
sector firm, civil society organization (CSO), nongovernmental organization (NGO), or academic institution (including think tanks and researchers) collect
data (see figure 1.2 in chapter 1). These data are then
validated, stored, and processed, and then possibly
shared with others. After using the data, the actor may
archive them or destroy them. If the data are retained,
they can be reused. The life cycle begins again when
data are reused, potentially for a completely new purpose. Engaging in outcome-oriented and user-centric
data management at each step of the data life cycle
can promote greater value creation from data (for
examples, see table 8.1).
Some data management decisions lower the
costs of data sharing across actors, thereby facilitating reuse. For example, as data are being processed
they should be coded using standardized units or
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Table 8.1 Data management decisions along the data life cycle
Stage of life cycle

Area in which data management is needed

Create/receive

• Determine lawful use (such as obtaining consent for data collection and sharing).
• Collect identifications that allow data to be merged with other datasets.

Process

• Standardize units and categories (such as industry classifications).
• Use data formats that are widely compatible and accessible.
• Validate the quality (accuracy), relevance, and integrity of data.

Store

• Encrypt data; use secure servers; back up and archive data.

Transfer/share

• Verify whether consent allows for data to be shared.
• Deidentify data, if appropriate.a
• Sign confidentiality agreements for use of identified data.
• Publish data via bulk downloads or APIs.

Analyze and use

• Ensure reproducibility; publish code or algorithms.
• Do not publish identifiable data.
• Visualize and communicate insights from data.

Archive and preserve

• Classify and catalog data systematically so they can be found easily.
• Include data dictionaries and notes on how data were created.
• Maintain access to data and their security and integrity over time.

Destroy or reuse

• Keep records of destruction processes.
• Verify that consent for use is still valid.

Source: WDR 2021 team.
Note: APIs = application programming interfaces.
a. See Elliot et al. (2016); Polonetsky, Tene, and Finch (2016).

categories, such as common industry classifications,
and converted to a format widely compatible with
various types of software. Adopting common classifications and formats requires an upfront investment,
but it will allow actors to share and combine data
more easily. In Mexico, states and local municipalities
collect and share data via the central government’s
Chapter
8_Additional Figure 2
open data network, Red México Abierto, in accordance with centralized data quality standards.6

The decisions at every stage of the data life cycle
will vary, depending on the type of data and their
proximity to features of public goods.7 To guide and
structure decisions, data management needs to rely
on a data governance framework. In a mature data
system, data governance and data management work
together to create value from data use in a manner
consistent with the values of the social contract
(figure 8.1). The data governance framework can
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Figure 8.1 Data governance and data management, working seamlessly together
in support of the social contract
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Note: The data management life cycle at right appears in figure 1.2 in chapter 1.
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stipulate rules about the use and reuse of data, including consent, and also set standards for processing
and classifying data. Together, clearly defined data
management standards and a robust data governance
framework can help users better harness the value
from data in a safe and equitable manner.

Data governance functions
Traditionally, scholars studying how data governance
frameworks can improve data management have

concentrated on private sector firms.8 However, recognition is growing that data governance frameworks
are also needed to guide countries’ public sectors and
multilateral organizations seeking to enhance the
value of data to improve lives.9 Box 8.2 illustrates why
such a framework is important to the functioning of a
data economy—and how intricate it can be—using the
example of digital IDs.
This chapter draws on the literature and experiences of public sector management worldwide and
the body of work on corporate data governance to

Box 8.2 The importance and complexity of data governance
institutions: The example of digital identification (ID) systems
Verifying identity attributes or authenticating an identity—particularly using an official trusted source—can
be an essential step in determining whether a person is
who he or she claims to be and is authorized to apply
for or receive the requested service or benefit. The application of digital identity verification and authentication
mechanisms in conjunction with trusted and inclusive
ID systems can increase access to services, reduce fraud
and administrative costs, and create opportunities for
innovation, such as through the automation, integration,
and remote delivery of services. However, these mechanisms also process sensitive data, sometimes including
biometric data, and therefore must be subject to strong
governance and accountability frameworks.
An ID system’s purpose—how personal data will be
used—is typically set by law or regulation. These rules
govern the system’s design and operation, as well as the
technical specifications, standards, and procedures to be
adopted to ensure that the system delivers the level of
assurance needed for identification and verification. These
rules also protect security and personal data and mitigate
risks of surveillance and discrimination.a Such rules may
limit the collection and use of personal data to the minimum necessary to achieve the specific processing purpose, or require deidentification or encryption. The rules
may state as well that certain data—such as biographical
data and biometric data—should be processed separately
to prevent any attempt to assemble complete profiles of
individuals.b Whether data localization requirements will
apply to the data will depend on the risks, opportunities,
and costs involved, and whether third-party databases,
processors, or cloud providers can provide assurances
about security and data protection requirements.
Administrative rules aimed at mitigating risks of
human error and misuse of personal data may require that
identification and authentication functions be separated
in the system or that administrators be authorized with

the “least privilege” powers necessary to perform their
delegated functions.c If the system outsources critical
functions to others, such as enrollment agents, registrars,
or credential providers, these parties may be subject
to certification and obligations. Third parties using the
system, such as hospitals, banks, universities, and public
agencies, must be subject to rules on the basis by which
they can access the ID system, standards on the form of
data they exchange, and controls on how they can use the
data they handle. Rules will govern how such interactions
must be logged to create records of an individual’s activities and relationships with numerous bodies.
Other institutions and actors may also be involved.
For example, an independent digital identification
agency may be responsible for managing the system. A
civil registration agency may need to interoperate with it.
A data protection authority (DPA) may exercise general
oversight to ensure implementation of the appropriate
governance principlesd and compliance with the law. A
foundational ID system may be considered critical infrastructure, requiring monitoring by the DPA, a Computer
Security Incident Response Team (CSIRT), or other body
responsible for cybersecurity. If the ID system is part of
a regional mutual recognition arrangemente—such as
the European Union’s electronic IDentification, Authentication and trust Services (eIDAS) frameworkf—inter
operability and use of common standards with foreign
agencies that issue IDs and credentials may be required.
a. Cavoukian (2011).
b. Danezis et al. (2014).
c. For example, the Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI) operates clearance levels for accessing the Aadhaar identification database.
See UIDAI, Aadhaar (dashboard), https://uidai.gov.in/.
d. The development of data strategy, policy, and regulations should be
informed by a principles-based approach (Floridi and Taddeo 2016).
e. The African Union (AU), Economic Community of West African States
(ECOWAS), East African Community (EAC), and Association of Southeast
Asian Nations (ASEAN) are considering introducing mutual recognition
of identification credentials across borders.
f. EC (2020); EU (2014).
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ditional Figure 1
Figure 8.2 Functions of data governance

Strategic planning
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• Establish institutional
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Learning
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• Set standards
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Source: WDR 2021 team.

take a broad view of data governance. Its functions
are divided into four thematic clusters: strategic planning; rule making and implementation; compliance;
and learning and evidence to provide insights and
improve policy making (figure 8.2). Within each thematic cluster are several functions.10 The next major
section maps the governance functions described
here to specific institutions and actors both inside
and outside government.
Strategic planning
Developing strategies and establishing institutional
arrangements. The overall objective of data institutions and governance frameworks is to safely realize
greater social value from data. Finding the appropriate balance between encouraging greater use of
data while maintaining safeguards against misuse
is ultimately the role played by each country’s social
contract for data. Achieving this balance in practice
requires that institutions and actors work together
to transform the general principles11 of the social
contract into strategies, policies, and integrated data
systems (chapter 9). This transformation must go
beyond protecting personal data to include strategies
for responsible and ethical data use (chapter 6). This
step is particularly warranted because of the rapidly
changing data landscape and incentives to collect
vast amounts of data, creating opportunities for data
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use and misuse (chapter 3). At the country level, the
first step is to develop a national data strategy in line
with the country’s priorities (chapter 9). To facilitate
implementation, strategies should be devolved into
action plans with clear targets.12 Strategies should also
include identifying institutional arrangements and
mapping governance functions to existing or new
institutions.
Rule making and implementation
Legislating and regulating. Laws and regulations are the
critical safeguards and enablers needed to standardize and organize data throughout the data life cycle.
They stipulate how sharing, pooling, or granting of
access will be carried out, including limits on certain
uses of data to promote trust (see the detailed discussion in chapter 6). Rule-making functions include creating new public sector data governance institutions
whose mandate, criteria for appointing managers,
and funding arrangements are stipulated by regulation or decree.
Setting standards. Systems should be designed
around recognized harmonized formats and protocols for data production, storage, transfer, access,
protection, and security, thereby supporting inter
operability, increasing data quality, and improving
the usability and integrity of data.
Providing clarification and guidance. Institutions can
reduce barriers to compliance with laws and regulations (say because of lack of information about obligations) by providing stakeholders with clear, practical,
easily accessible, and user-friendly guidance.13 The
more complex the data and the actors involved, the
greater may be the need to clarify and guide participants to ensure a shared understanding of how the
data are governed.
Compliance
Enforcing. Enforcement is the day-to-day work of
ensuring compliance with laws and regulations, standards, and norms.
Auditing. Enforcement is supplemented with regular and occasional audits to identify areas of noncompliance that may require remedies or improvements
in the rules.
Arbitrating. When rules do not answer all the questions, arbitration may be helpful. For example, if there
is doubt about whether the combination or association of certain data renders the data sensitive (such as
by revealing religion), a decision may be required on
whether the data processing falls within the scope of
the data protection law.
Remedying. Faults in compliance require remedies
to correct or compensate for any breaches or damage

from the use of data. For example, if data have been
obtained or manipulated without authority, thereby
breaching data protection or security requirements, it
may be necessary to notify the data subjects or cancel
an identity credential.
Learning and evidence
Backward-looking monitoring and evaluation (M&E).
M&E can serve at least two purposes. First, it can
help supervisors track the performance of their own
staff and organizations, allowing them to make better
management decisions.14 Second, M&E can assess
how a program or policy delivers on identified objectives. Disseminating M&E frameworks and results in
user-friendly formats can foster accountability and
promote trust in data governance institutions.
Forward-looking learning and risk management.
Complex areas of data governance can benefit from
horizon scanning and scenario planning, as well
as from anticipatory governance.15 These tools and
approaches can be used to identify and respond to
emerging or unforeseen issues before they become
acute societal challenges and to inform planning and
policy-making activities. For example, the growing
use of artificial intelligence (AI) and big data technologies in some sectors (such as the utilities market) or
for emergency uses (such as contact tracing during
the COVID-19 pandemic) may require policy makers
to adapt existing data governance regimes before any
misuse of that data occurs.
Innovation. Both M&E and risk management can
be helpful in responding to the rapid technological
changes reshaping the possibilities and risks in how
data management systems are designed and used.
In response to the rapidly changing environment,
institutions can play an important role in facilitating timely assessments of what works in the newly
evolving data environment and offer guidance on
how to quickly adapt to change and promote knowledge sharing. Institutions can also play an important
role in rolling out lessons and capacity building both
within the nation and internationally. Once a new
approach has been shown to succeed in one region,
country, or locality, existing mechanisms should
enable it to be tested in others, especially those with
limited internal resources.

Mapping data governance
functions to illustrative
institutions
The governance functions described in the preceding
section may be performed by entities within government, at the center of government, and at the technical

level. They also may fall to sector-specific agencies,
the judiciary, independent regulators and watchdogs,
or subnational government bodies.16
These functions may be performed as well by
nongovernmental institutions, including individual
citizens; CSOs; NGOs; the private sector (such as
industry associations and standard setting organizations); the news media; academic institutions, think
tanks, or researchers; and bilateral and multilateral
organizations.17
Nongovernmental institutions and actors play
an important role in performing or informing data
governance functions. Deliberation and consensus
building between these actors promote trust and
responsive policy making, thereby strengthening the
social contract on data (see discussion later in this
chapter). These processes have become more important over the last 20 years.18 Nongovernmental institutions can also impose checks on governments in
states with weak or limited formal institutions where
elite capture may impede data governance and hinder
outcomes in the public interest.19
Table 8.2 maps institutions and actors to the governance functions they typically perform, according
to the most prominent function of each institution.
This mapping does not imply that certain institutions
do not also perform other functions that may fall in
other thematic clusters. The institutions and actors
discussed here are not meant to be prescriptive or
exhaustive. Rather, they illustrate how these functions and processes can be performed in different
contexts.
The institutional arrangements adopted should
consider preferences about the data at issue, the existing structure of the public sector and society, technical capacity, and available technologies. Institutions
that perform well in certain contexts may fail in others. As the 2002 World Development Report on building
institutions for markets stated, “Much of the important work in building institutions lies in modifying
those that already exist to complement better other
institutions and in recognizing what not to build.”20
Strategic planning institutions
Government entities. Many countries—especially higherincome countries—have taken a centralized approach
by adopting a national data governance entity that
provides strategic direction, makes policy decisions,
and sets institutional arrangements. Countries either
establish a separate data governance agency or opt
for a dedicated data governance unit embedded in an
existing institution. Fifty-three percent of high-income
countries have a data governance entity in place, compared with only 18 percent of upper-middle-income
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Table 8.2 Candidate institutions and actors to perform or inform data governance
functions
Thematic clusters and functions

Indicative institutions and actors

Strategic planning
• Developing strategies and policies in
line with the social contract for data
• Establishing institutional arrangements

Data governance arrangement
• Centralized approach: data governance agency/unit embedded in
an existing institution (such as NSO, digital economy ministry)
• Decentralized approach: data governance units and
responsibilities embedded across government
• CSOs
• Universities
• Research institutions

Rule making and implementation
• Legislating/regulating
• Setting standards
• Providing clarification and guidance

National legislature and sector-specific regulators
• Telecom regulator
• Banking and financial securities market regulator
• Industry associations
• CSOs
• Institutional Review Boards
International institutions
• Sector-specific SSOs
• International organizations (World Bank, IMF, UN, WTO)

Compliance
• Enforcing
• Auditing
• Arbitrating
• Remedying

Watchdog and umpire
• Data protection authority
• Access to information agency
• Antitrust authority
• Consumer protection agency
• Audit body
• Courts
• Ombudsperson
• CSIRT

Learning and evidence
• Engaging in backward-looking
monitoring and evaluation
• Engaging in forward-looking learning
and risk management

Knowledge community
• M&E unit within entity or independent M&E body
• CSOs and NGOs, multilateral development institutions,
international development banks
• Academic institutions
• Think tanks, policy institutes, research institutions
• News media
• Training bodies
• Professional associations

Source: WDR 2021 team, based on a functional approach to governance and public sector management.
Note: CSIRT = Computer Security Incident Response Team; CSO = civil society organization; IMF = International Monetary Fund; M&E = monitoring and
evaluation; NGO = nongovernmental organization; NSO = national statistical office; SSO = standard setting organization; UN = United Nations; WTO = World
Trade Organization.

countries and 10 percent of lower-middle-income
countries (figure 8.3, panel a). 21 To date, no low-income
country has established a data governance entity. For
the most part, countries that do not have a data governance entity also do not have a stand-alone national
data strategy in place. Only 3 percent of low-income
countries have such a strategy, compared with 6 percent of lower-middle-income countries, 18 percent of
upper-middle-income countries, and 52 percent of
high-income countries (see chapter 9 for a discussion
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of development of a national data system in support
of a national data strategy).22
Lower-middle-income countries and uppermiddle-income countries are more likely to embed
the strategic planning function in an existing government institution (figure 8.3, panel b). One reason
for doing so is that creating stand-alone institutions
can be costly and inefficient, requiring sufficient
resources and technical capacities to be productive.23
Embedding new functions in existing institutions

Figure 8.3 No low-income and few lower-middle-income countries have a separate data
governance entity; most embed them in another government institution
a. Share of countries with a data governance entity,
by country income group
60

b. Type of data governance entity,
by country income group
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or creating an interinstitutional body such as a data
governance council may give governments greater
flexibility in the early stages of establishing a data
governance framework. This approach also enables
governments to draw on expertise from relevant
institutions and, by incorporating more stakeholders
in the process, to increase the inclusivity of strategy
setting and policy design.
In Jordan, the strategic planning function is
assigned to an existing government institution. The
Policies and Strategies Directorate of the Ministry of
Digital Economy and Entrepreneurship (former Ministry of Information and Communications Technology) is responsible for developing relevant strategies
and policies. The directorate has drafted the country’s
Digital Transformation Strategy for Government Services (2019–22), as well as technical policies related
to various elements of data governance, including
the government’s policies on data classification and
cybersecurity. Similarly, the government of Thailand
assigned the strategic planning function to previously existing agencies by fully replacing its Ministry of Information and Communication Technology
with the Ministry of Digital Economy and Society in
2016. Several agencies responsible for cross-cutting
data and digital technology functions were consolidated under this new centralized structure.24

High-income

Brazil is one of the few upper-middle-income
countries with a separate data governance entity.
Established in 2019, the Central Data Governance
Committee is tasked with steering Brazil’s transition
to a data-driven public sector by promoting data sharing among federal agencies and integrating citizens’
information in a single platform (the Citizen Base Register).25 The committee was created as a separate entity
by presidential decree to ensure high-level collaboration and coordination of data governance activities.
Other countries have followed a more decentralized
approach, whereby a network of ministries, departments, and agencies share responsibilities for implementing data governance functions. For example,
national statistical offices (NSOs) often serve as the
focal point for development of National Strategies for
the Development of Statistics (NSDSs), a component
of a country’s data strategies (see chapters 2 and 9).26
The entity responsible for strategic planning must
be placed at the highest level in government, where it
can exercise the appropriate leverage. In some countries, this location is at the center of government, such
as the Prime Minister’s Office or President’s Office, in
coordination with the NSO.
Nongovernmental institutions. Institutions outside
of government, including civil society actors, academic
institutions, think tanks, and nongovernmental research
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institutions, also play a key role in developing strategies and policies.27 Some initiatives are almost entirely
driven by civil society, such as in the open data space.
For example, nongovernmental actors established
the Open Definition in 2012, standards for open data
licensing in 2013, and the Open Data Charter in 2015.28
Civil society actors can also add value by advising
on how strategies and policies can build on and be
responsive to local dynamics and address problems
in a manner suited to the local context.
Strategic planning functions may also be performed by international or regional organizations.
In 2018 the Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN) adopted the ASEAN Framework on Digital
Data Governance, which guides members seeking to
strengthen and coordinate their policy and regulatory
regimes and institutional arrangements for data governance and to achieve interoperable data governance
systems. The framework is aimed at bolstering the
region’s digital economy and enhancing cross-border
data flows in a manner consistent with the data regulatory thresholds of partners. Similarly, the African
Union’s Digital Transformation Strategy for Africa
(2020–30) is aimed at increasing data interoperability (to spur greater use of data and transform the
digital economy) and improving standards for data
protection.29
Rule making, standard setting, and
implementing institutions
Rule making and implementation functions are
performed across the three branches of government. National legislatures typically make laws, while
executive bodies develop implementing regulations.
Enforcement of legal frameworks is undertaken
by independent regulators (such as data protection
authorities) and the judiciary. Nongovernmental
actors could support enforcement by means of monitoring, advocacy, advice, and legal aid. In addition,
sector-specific regulators—such as telecommunications,
banking, and financial securities market regulators—
could support sectoral rule making. For example, a
banking sector regulator could require banks to submit credit information to credit reference bureaus,
which, in turn, could increase access to finance for
those who may not be able to obtain bank credit in the
absence of credit reference bureaus.30 Similarly, securities markets regulators could compel listed companies to disclose financial data to assist investors in
their decision-making and thus improve the allocation of resources across the economy (see chapter 6).
Sector-specific standard setting organizations, such
as the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative
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(EITI), the Open Government Partnership (OGP), and
the United Nations’ International Telecommunication Union (ITU), establish common sets of principles,
rules, and procedures that help support interoperability and portability of data within a sector. Transaction
costs then fall and the prospects rise for productive
data flows between data suppliers, data intermediaries, and data users.
Private sector industry participants also have an
important role to play in setting standards because
they can facilitate market access, increase efficiency,
reduce costs, and manage labor and environmental standards to achieve responsible productivity.31
Although private standards are voluntary, they may
become de facto industry norms if they are widely
adopted. They can be especially appropriate when
informed by public sentiments; industry actors may
be moved by pressure related to ethical behavior,
fair labor practices, their environmental footprint,
and more. Voluntary industry standards can also
potentially avoid the rigid qualities of government
standard setting.32 For example, industry associations
develop standards and provide guidance at the industry level. The foremost example is the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO),33 an independent global organization with a membership of
165 national standards bodies composed of domain
experts who develop market relevant standards based
on an international consensus. On the other hand,
market asymmetries may lead to a lack of inclusivity
in the development of standards, with dominant companies having a first-mover advantage to determine
industry specifications (see chapter 6).
Institutional Review Boards (IRBs) monitor research
involving human subjects, including impact evaluations and other M&E efforts. They have the power to
approve, require modifications in (to secure approval),
or disapprove research. IRBs are mostly found in
high-income countries and are not yet a critical data
governance institution in low-income countries. Yet
their reviews have an important role in ensuring
responsible data use in research and protecting the
rights and welfare of human research subjects, including those from low- and middle-income countries.
International organizations, academic institutions, and
CSOs can also help transform the principles of the
social contract into actionable guidelines for ethical
data use. For example, they can help data science
professionals and practitioners create ethical codes
of conduct that are specific to their organization or
stakeholder community. In 2017 the United Nations
Sustainable Development Group—a consortium of
36 United Nations (UN) agencies, departments, and

programs—convened to develop a set of ethical guiding principles to protect data privacy and to use big
data in development and humanitarian contexts.34
Likewise, the NGO DataEthics.eu, a collaborative
effort across academia and civil society, has developed
a series of data ethics principles designed using a
European legal and value-based framework for voluntary adaptation and use by European Union (EU) data
providers, data intermediaries, and data users.
Institutions that enforce compliance
Compliance can be enforced internally—that is, by
parties governed or affected by the rules at issue—or
externally by a third party. It can also be enforced
informally35 through peer pressure or shaming or
formally through official investigations, rulings, and
sanctions.
Informal institutional arrangements rely on
commitment-based and opt-in approaches whereby
parties are not obliged to undertake specific actions.
For example, the United Nations Fundamental Principles of Official Statistics guide national statistical systems that self-govern according to these principles.36
Institutions with internal enforcement mechanisms can be effective because they typically feature
a recognized system of incentives and penalties to
encourage desired behaviors. For example, EITI and
OGP have sanctioned or expelled member countries
when it was determined that these countries did not
adhere to articulated standards.37 Both institutions
sanctioned Azerbaijan (EITI in 2015 and OGP in 2016),
and EITI delisted Equatorial Guinea and São Tomé
and Príncipe in 2010 for insufficient progress against
agreed-on deadlines. In the latter two countries, this
delisting catalyzed the expected action.38
Public pressure can also be brought to bear by
NGOs that assess the quality of data governance and
monitor compliance with standards through public
indexes or scorecards. An example is the Global Data
Barometer, which assesses the quality and scope of
countries’ data governance, availability of key datasets, and capacity for responsible data use.39
Transnational institutional arrangements have a
formal constitutional setup, such as Articles of
Agreement, that obliges members to abide by specific
standards or rules. They typically stipulate internal
compliance requirements and articulate what sanctions apply to noncompliance. Censure is a typical
enforcement mechanism. An example of a transnational institution is the International Monetary Fund
(IMF). In 2011 it found Argentina to be in breach of
its obligations under the IMF’s Articles of Agreement
because it was providing inaccurate consumer price

index and gross domestic product data. After reforms
by Argentina’s NSO to address the methodological
and data quality issues in question, the IMF lifted the
censure on the country in 2016.
At the national level, data protection authorities
(DPAs) oversee and enforce compliance with data
protection legislation by investigating data breaches
and issuing monetary penalties, enforcement
notices, or other punitive measures when an organization is found to have breached its data processing
obligations.40
Some DPAs have adopted a more principle-based
approach to compliance by encouraging data processing organizations to embed accountability practices
into their operations. For example, Singapore’s data
protection commission, Infocomm Media Development Authority (IMDA), has adopted an enforcement framework that rewards good accountability
practices such as adopting data protection by design
and encouraging the use of data protection impact
assessments through capacity building, change
management, and organizational restructuring.41
This approach can be helpful in instances in which
existing data protection laws do not yet require such
practices, in parallel to strengthening the legal framework. Other DPAs, such as the French National Commission for Informatics and Liberties (CNIL), provide
incentives for compliance by developing certification
schemes for data protection officers in order to standardize competencies within this compliance role.42
The presence of a DPA increases with country
income level (figure 8.4). Although 81 percent of
high-income countries have a DPA, only 45 percent
of upper-middle-income countries, 38 percent of
lower-middle-income countries, and 24 percent of
low-income countries have such an authority.
In certain contexts, an existing institution, such
as an access to information agency or related ICT agency,
may be tasked with compliance responsibilities. For
example, Argentina’s DPA falls under the country’s
Agency of Access to Public Information—a 2018
presidential decree modified the then-newly adopted
Access to Information Law.
An antitrust authority may find certain data practices anticompetitive (see chapter 7). It may break
up an existing organization or its datasets when
the organization has accumulated levels of control
that give it an unacceptable level of market power.
For example, a decision by Germany’s Federal Cartel
Office (Bundeskartellamt) prevented efforts by Facebook to combine data from Facebook, Instagram, and
programming interfaces integrated into websites
producing social plug-ins.43 Antitrust authorities are
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Figure 8.5 More than half of countries
across all income groups have antitrust
authorities

Figure 8.4 The lower the country
income level, the fewer are the
countries with data protection
authorities

80

Share of countries with
antitrust authority (%)

Source: WDR 2021 team calculations, based on World Bank, DGSS
(Digital Government/GovTech Systems and Services) (dataset), https://
datacatalog.worldbank.org/dataset/digital-governmentgovtech-systems
-and-services-dgss-dataset. Data at http://bit.do/WDR2021-Fig-8_4.
Note: Data are for 198 economies.

operational in more than half of countries across all
income groups (figure 8.5).
Formal independent audits—or the possibility
of one—can also be an effective mechanism to hold
institutions to account and drive performance
improvements. Audits are typically performed by an
audit body, whether an independent Supreme Audit
Institution, a committee (such as a parliamentary
Public Accounts Committee), or a specialized sub
national department (such as a city audit office).44
Likewise, courts provide a venue for independent
redress and enforcement, and they can also facilitate
informal settlement. A centralized or decentralized
ombudsperson may be able to collect complaints and
provide redress for grievances. In some countries,
data protection legislation explicitly provides for
grievance redress.45 In countries with no such legislation or where existing legislation makes no such
provision, service providers may set up specific
grievance redress mechanisms to collect and address
complaints internally.
Oversight is also needed to minimize risks to data
platforms, data systems, and data per se. A Computer
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Security Incident Response Team (CSIRT) is a designated
team of information security experts. It protects data
management architecture and detects and resolves
any computer, network, or cybersecurity incidents,
such as data breaches and denial of service attacks.46
CSIRTs and related institutions are also typically
responsible for running public awareness campaigns
aimed at data intermediaries and users to help ensure
adherence to data security protocols. Cybersecurity
agencies are relatively widespread in middle- and
high-income countries, but are present in only 24 percent of low-income countries (figure 8.6).47
Institutions that promote learning and
evidence-based policy making
M&E functions, as well as anticipatory governance,
can be embedded in dedicated units in ministries
and agencies involved in data management and
governance functions. Some countries may have a
national-level M&E agency, such as the US Government
Accountability Office (GAO), which is responsible for
auditing and evaluating US federal government activities. Other countries may locate their M&E unit within
an executive office responsible for tracking strategic key
performance indicators.
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policy making.48 In 2017 the UK’s British Academy and
Royal Society published a series of reports entitled
“Data Management and Use: Governance in the 21st
Century,” based on consultations with stakeholders
from civil society, the private sector, and academia.49
Nongovernmental institutions can also help generate
learning and evidence on potential opportunities and
harms when developing social contracts on data in
different contexts. Some institutions are devoted to
understanding the ethical implications of new methodologies and uses of data.50 Others focus on sharing
knowledge and acting as a catalyst for learning.51
To undertake learning and evidence activities, government institutions and other actors must rely on a
workforce with the appropriate skills, which requires,
in turn, more public or private institutions specializing
in skills development and certification (see chapter 4).
This need grows more pressing as data governance
and management become increasingly sophisticated
and the number and range of technicians and skills
required increase.
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Figure 8.6 Only about one-quarter
of low-income countries have
cybersecurity agencies
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Source: WDR 2021 team calculations, based on World Bank, DGSS
(Digital Government/GovTech Systems and Services) (dataset), https://
datacatalog.worldbank.org/dataset/digital-governmentgovtech-systems
-and-services-dgss-dataset. Data at http://bit.do/WDR2021-Fig-8_6.
Note: Data are for 198 economies.

Outside of government, CSOs, specialty NGOs, uni
ver
sities, think tanks, research organizations, the news
media, and even individual citizens play an important
M&E role. Nongovernmental monitoring of issues
of public concern can be useful in assessing government performance, as well as signaling accountability
failures, such as corruption or inefficiencies or gaps
in public service delivery. For example, during the
COVID-19 pandemic Johns Hopkins University in the
United States recognized and filled a gap by creating
and launching a transparent, reliable data collection
mechanism and dashboard for tracking virus cases
globally. The mechanism was then used by policy
makers and the public worldwide to better understand
the spread of the virus and come up with ways to combat it. Such nongovernmental, independent actors can
provide convenient and consistent access to accurate
data and reduce data governance and management
inefficiencies, while offering a host of actionable
perspectives and advice. For example, the Data Governance Network is India’s first policy-oriented research
network on data governance, bringing together several leading think tanks. It was founded to inform

Data intermediation and
collaboration
Another way to enable better data use, reuse, and
sharing is through data intermediation. An entity
(data intermediary) or simply a contractual arrangement facilitates the collection, validation, and aggregation of data from data contributors and makes data
understandable, usable, and accessible to data users.52
Data intermediaries can facilitate data sharing in a
trusted, more efficient manner between government
institutions or between government and nongovernment actors as part of the broader national data
system (table 8.3).
Data intermediaries (sometimes called infomediaries) can be important enablers in low- and middleincome economies that may have gaps in their
data management frameworks or weak enforcement.
Where the potential of otherwise siloed data would
remain unrealized,53 they can mediate data flows
between data producers and individuals or communities for research and evidence-based policy making,54
or they can provide public sector institutions with
feedback.55 Grassroots-based data intermediaries
could also help individuals better understand and
enforce their rights over their personal data. Other
intermediaries create commercial opportunities
through data markets.
Data intermediation in the private sector. Exclusively
commercial, for-profit data intermediaries are relatively commonplace, functioning primarily as data
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Table 8.3 Snapshot of common data intermediary structures
Objectives

Types

Create commercial value
and data markets.

Purposes

Transform raw data into more
consumable information.

Data aggregators, data
brokers

Acxiom, Experian

Exchange data to solve
public problems through
collaborative structures.

Increase incentives for
competitors to share and
combine data resources for
common use within sectors.

Data pools

Global Data
Synchronization Network
(GDSN)

Create and manage shared
and interoperable data assets
and computing infrastructure
for research.

Data commons, data
clubs

The Open Commons
Consortium (OCC),
UK Biobank

Contribute data in exchange
for collective benefits.

Data cooperatives

LunaDNA (communityowned platform for
health research)

Facilitate sharing of sensitive
data and provide collective
bargaining power to
individuals.

Data trusts

Platform Info Exchange,
UK (Mozilla Data Futures
Lab pilot)

Enable trusted sharing
and use of sensitive
data through enhanced
accountability mechanisms.

Examples

Source: WDR 2021 team.

aggregators. These intermediaries collect raw, disaggregated data that are difficult to work with, systematize and sometimes analyze them, and then repackage them for sale to others. Many commercially
driven data aggregators are familiar features of society, including credit reference bureaus. More broadly,
data brokers scrape public records and buy or license
private data to build profiles of individuals that can be
sold for a profit—often for marketing purposes, risk
mitigation (including for identification verification
and fraud detection), and people search pages.56 Some
4,000 data brokers operate worldwide in an industry
valued at US$250 billion.57
Data markets are passive digital platforms through
which data owners can offer their datasets for sale.
When structured well, data markets can enable
crowdsourcing of data (including from data subjects),
support interoperability, create a central point of discoverability, and enforce minimum data quality standards.58 Rising concerns about the use (and abuse) of
personal data by profit-driven data intermediaries—
particularly given the rise in locational data and the
ultimate anonymity of data, as well as data subjects’
lack of control—have increased public scrutiny and
led to new rules on their operations (box 8.3).
Data intermediation for public or common goods. New
types of intermediaries oriented toward public or
common goods are emerging. Data collaboratives
facilitate and promote data sharing between diverse
actors by ensuring compliance with minimum data
protection and security rules, as well as quality standards and rules to make data interoperable.
Data collaboratives can involve a diverse array
of actors—such as government institutions, private
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companies, research institutions, or CSOs—that come
together to exchange data with a view toward solving public problems.59 Data sharing arrangements60
could, but need not, involve the creation of a separate
entity tasked with managing data, including ensuring safe and ethical usage.
Some data collaboratives function primarily to
increase participants’ access to data in order to solve
collective action issues and use insights from analyzing aggregated, nonrivalrous data. Data pools are
usually contract-based mechanisms in the private
sector that create a centralized repository of data.
Participants can obtain, maintain, and exchange
information in a standard format.61 The Global Data
Synchronization Network (GDSN),62 an internetbased, interconnected network of interoperable data
pools, facilitates product-related data sharing across
companies in sectors such as retail, health care, and
transport and logistics. In the private sector, data
pools create unique opportunities for market insight,
gains in efficiency, and innovation because of their
tailored analytical function, although they also
present competition risks (see chapters 6 and 7).63
In the public sector, data pools can be used to safeguard centralized data stores. Mauritius has built
trusted digital data repositories using unique digital
identities, federated authentication, and a set of key
digital services that can be embedded in wider public
or private sector applications when data sharing is
required.64
Data commons and data clubs, broadly inspired by
data pools, may help entities or people create, curate,
maintain, and analyze shared data assets to create
an evolving, interoperable resource for the research

Box 8.3 Increased scrutiny of and constraints on private data
intermediaries
Although for-profit data intermediaries have historically
operated with little public awareness of their practices
or even existence, society’s growing unease with the
private collection and sale of personal data, often
without the consent of data subjects, has led to greater
regulatory scrutiny in recent years.a The vast amount of
locational data being collected by companies via smartphone apps and then repackaged for sale to advertisers,
financial institutions, geospatial analysis companies, and
real estate investment firms, among many others, raises
additional concerns about the ultimate anonymity of
data.b Locational data become especially valuable when
they are combined with a mobile advertising ID, which
allows advertisers and other businesses to integrate
activity across apps.
The United States issued a high-level government
report in 2014 recommending federal legislation that
would subject data brokers to heightened governance
rules around data security, transparency, and the degree
of control held by data subjects.c Although no federal
legislation has been passed, the state governments of
California and Vermont have adopted laws requiring
data brokers that collect and sell information about the
residents of these states to register annually with the
state government. Neither state has gone so far as to
give data subjects the right to opt out of data collection
and trading (although the Vermont law does require
detailed disclosure of such procedures), nor has either
required data brokers to disclose what data they collect

community.65 The Open Commons Consortium (OCC),
a US nonprofit, operates data commons and cloud
computing infrastructure to support research related
to scientific, environmental, medical, and health care
issues.66 Since 2009, the OCC has managed the Open
Science Data Cloud (OSDC), a membership-based,
multipetabyte science cloud that colocates scientific
data with cloud-based computing, high-performance
data transport services, and common analytical tools.
UK Biobank aggregates the health data of more than
500,000 individuals from the United Kingdom and
makes it available to any “bona fide researcher” in
the world.67 Making public intent data available in a
similar manner across government, and between government and the private sector and civil society, can
promote evaluation and learning activities around

and to whom they are selling data.d Both states require
data brokers to abide by certain minimum data security
standards.
In Europe, Privacy International, a European civil
society organization (CSO), filed complaints in 2018 with
the data protection agencies of France, Ireland, and the
United Kingdom alleging that seven data brokers, credit
bureaus, and ad-tech companies were violating individuals’ privacy rights under the European Union’s General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).e The complaints
claim that the companies in question build intricate,
potentially inaccurate profiles of peoples’ lives based
in part on derived, inferred, and predicted data used as
personal data, inconsistent with protections provided
under the GDPR’s Data Protection Principles. CSOs and
governments are likely to increase their scrutiny with
the spread of data broker activity, particularly if governments are perceived as failing to respond to citizens’
concerns through stronger regulation and enforcement.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Ram and Murgia (2019).
Thompson and Warzel (2019).
FTC (2014).
For California, see Assembly Bill No. 1202, An Act to Add Title 1.81.48
(Commencing with Section 1798.99.80) to Part 4 of Division 3 of the Civil
Code, Relating to Privacy (Legislative Counsel’s Digest, October 14, 2019).
See also Attorney General’s Office, California Department of Justice,
“Data Broker Registry,” Sacramento, https://oag.ca.gov/data-brokers.
For Vermont, see Vermont Office of the Attorney General (2018). See
also Vermont Secretary of State, “Data Brokers,” Montpelier, https://sos
.vermont.gov/corporations/other-services/data-brokers/.
e. PI (2018).

existing public policy and service delivery, especially
where the technical capacity to run the required statistical analyses is lacking.
Somewhat similarly, data cooperatives usually
involve individuals who choose to contribute their personal data (while retaining ownership) in exchange for
collective social and personal benefits, such as research
using larger common data that would otherwise be
siloed or inaccessible.68 The objectives are generally
nonmonetary. For example, patients with specific
health conditions might contribute their health
records to a cooperative that makes them available for
medical research. LunaDNA is a community-owned
platform for health research that anyone can join,
share their health data, and in exchange receive ownership shares in the organization.69
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Data intermediaries with built-in accountability
mechanisms can facilitate sharing of sensitive data,
including between the public and private sectors.70
The role of these intermediaries can be played by
individuals or legal structures that are positioned
between data contributors and users and provide
independent third-party stewardship of data.71 In
the context of public-private partnerships, they may
be more effective if they are located outside government. But they can also be governed by public
institutions tasked with safeguarding and facilitating data sharing across government. For example,
India’s 2020 “Report by the Committee of Experts on
Non-Personal Data Governance Framework” identifies the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare as
the appropriate trustee for data on diabetes among
Indian citizens.72
Certain forms of these intermediaries are emerging in some jurisdictions, to support the protection of
transactions involving personal data. In India, pursuant to draft legislation similar to the European Union’s
General Data Protection Regulation, third-party consent managers ensure that individuals are consenting
to every instance of data sharing rather than “preauthorizing” data processing and sharing at the point
of collection. The Reserve Bank of India has already
introduced these standards across the entire financial
sector. A data trust, a unique type of accountability-based data intermediary, is based on the legal structure of a “trust,” and as such imposes a fiduciary duty
on trustees.73 Trustees are legally required to steward
data with impartiality, prudence, transparency, and
undivided loyalty toward the trust’s beneficiaries, and
in accordance with the trust’s internal rules of governance.74 Depending on the context, additional rules
governing data access and use, as well as internal liability mechanisms for data breaches or misuse, can be
tailored accordingly through contractual agreement.
One of the alleged benefits of data trusts is that they
offer individuals and groups a means of restoring
“bottom-up” control over personal data: individuals
can pool the legal rights they have over their personal
data within the framework of the trust and negotiate
with larger data “controllers” from there.75
Data trusts may be particularly useful in managing
personal health data in the context of COVID-19 contact tracing in which deidentified data on test results
can be shared (with data protection safeguards) and
used to alert other individuals if they are at risk of
infection.76 Data trusts can also support the responsible collection and reuse of sensitive health data to
support academic research or public health monitoring. Data trusts are still largely theoretical constructs.
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However, examples are beginning to be piloted,77 given
growing interest in such mechanisms to promote
accountability and rebalance collective bargaining
powers between data providers and users. In countries with an enabling legal system, data trusts can
create unique opportunities in low-capacity contexts,
and especially in countries with weak data protection
legislation and enforcement. Certain countries and
organizations have taken a broader definition of data
trusts (which creates an accountability role without
necessarily imposing a strict fiduciary duty) to pilot
their effectiveness in practice. Such structures have
been explored for use in the fight against illegal
wildlife poaching in lower-middle-income countries
by the UK government. WILDLABS is a community
working to discover and implement technologyenabled solutions to conservation challenges, and the
Open Data Institute (ODI), a London-based nonprofit
organization, is creating more open and trustworthy
data ecosystems. These arrangements are a low-cost,
secure means for the conservation community to
collect and share data, while overcoming shortcomings in local laws and enforcement, as well as limited
resources.78 Data trusts or other contractual data
sharing structures can also facilitate cross-border
data transfers, especially where international data
sharing agreements do not exist. The Microsoft Intelligent Network for Eyecare (MINE), a collaboration
between Microsoft India and India’s L V Prasad Eye
Institute, facilitates the transfer of patient data from a
diverse range of countries to the United States, where
participating research institutes then use advanced
analytics and machine learning to inform the development of strategies to prevent avoidable blindness
and scale delivery of eye care services worldwide.79

Making data governance
institutions effective
No matter the country context, institutions can only
carry out their roles effectively if their staff are capable of and willing to use good data to undertake their
core operations, inform policies, and deliver services
(figure 8.7). Countries that have made great strides in
improving data governance implementation across
the whole of government have typically benefited
from the leadership of a strong political champion of
the importance of data.
Increasing technical capacity, resources,
and data literacy for civil servants
The cognitive challenges posed by data are unlike
those of most other commodities in terms of

Chapter 8_Figure 3
Figure 8.7 Features of well-functioning institutions for effective data governance

Performanceenhancing
environment

Coordination

Create incentives to encourage
collaborative and user-centric
decision-making.

Transparency

Build trust by promoting
participation and
accountability in policy
making.

Leadership

Mobilize data champions in
positions of power to create a
culture of data sharing and use.

Functional autonomy

Promote institutional
independence and autonomy
for effective performance.

Multistakeholder governance
Sustain outcomes through inclusive
and legitimate stakeholder
engagement.

Data literacy

Invest in increasing technical
capacity, resources, and data
skills for civil servants.

Source: WDR 2021 team.

understanding the scale and complexities of (potential) use. Governing data thus requires a strong
technical capacity and investments in human capital
development for those who collect, process, analyze,
and use data to support evidence-based policy making, core government operations, and service delivery.80 Investing in technical capacity is also essential
when regulating data-driven businesses (see chapter
7). The public sector will need resources to meet the
increasing demand for data analytics and information technology (IT) skills (see chapters 4 and 5), especially with the shift to digital government.
Data literacy, which refers to an individual’s capacity to “read, work with, analyze, and argue with data,”
is particularly weak in government institutions in
low- and middle-income countries.81 Skilled staff may
be concentrated in ministries of finance or planning,
as well as in entities responsible for the production
and quality of statistics, such as NSOs. Strict salary
scales and wage caps within most public sector entities affect their ability to compete with the private
sector in recruiting specialized staff.
Building data literacy requires investing in training to develop a range of technical competencies in
data collection, management, and interpretation
across the data life cycle, including data protection
and security.82 Training also should empower civil
servants to examine data for inaccuracy and bias and
to contextualize data, including through effective
visualization and communication techniques.83 These

tasks require cooperation between data specialists
(such as data officers and IT staff) and technical staff
in sectoral or cross-cutting entities.
Public sector training institutions may have the
requisite organizational role and resources to support
the development of specialized training courses.84
Where local resources are lacking, or to further
bolster domestic capacity, international nonprofit
institutions could provide up-to-date, standardized
training programs in collaboration with entities that
traditionally train civil servants. These programs
could be specific to certain areas or sectors, such as
the multijurisdictional training and certification on
data protection of the International Association of Privacy Professionals (IAPP) or the Open Data Institute’s
training to support open government data. Other
organizations provide more tailored training to meet
user needs, such as that by the GovLab Academy85 or
Apolitical.86 Certification schemes can help support
compliance by harmonizing training requirements.
Institutions should also ensure that human
resources and staffing needs are planned for and
managed through national capabilities plans or other
instruments. Institutional mandates and staff terms
of reference should be redefined to incorporate data
governance functions and prescribe standardized
guidelines for handling data properly.
Chapter 9 discusses how, beyond the public sector, governments should invest in programs to build
data literacy within the broader population to reduce
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the digital divide and empower people to use data to
improve their lives.
Creating a culture of performance that
supports a data-driven public sector
Even when institutions have the necessary technical
infrastructure and de jure frameworks, shifting policy makers away from traditional and often siloed
decision-making toward data-driven and coordinated
policy design and implementation depends on creating the right incentives. These incentives are a combination of institutional management practices and
cultural norms that are especially relevant to low- and
middle-income countries, where reform efforts are
often stymied by “implementation gaps” resulting
from behavioral and political economy constraints.
Research conducted in Ghana finds that innovation
in public agencies with fixed hierarchies may partly
constrain innovation by impeding the acceptance of
ideas from subordinate civil servants.87 At the organizational level, institutional fragmentation, the large
transaction costs of information sharing, and budgetary allocations can create incentives to restrict access
to data or keep data siloed.88
Investments in change management and other
techniques are essential to increasing the buy-in to
and impact of data governance reforms.89 These tools
should be deployed within a strategy of change management that is adapted to the organizational culture
of an institution90 and broader political economy
considerations.91
Mobilizing “data smart” political champions who view
data as foundational. Strong political champions or a
political culture that appreciates and understands
the value of data are critical to ensuring the effectiveness of change management reforms. Countries
at the forefront of leveraging greater value from
data through better data governance frequently have
strong advocates of the value of data in positions of
power. Estonia, with its decades-long history of leadership by data advocates, has invested in improving
the data science skills of the general public.92 As a
result, it is the first country to allow online voting
in its general elections, and essentially all public services are available online.
Adopting a collaborative leadership approach to
decision-making. Collaborative leadership is a central
feature of effective change management. Leaders
seek a diversity of opinions and ideas among teammates in building strategies and solving problems.93
Governments can benefit from collaborating with
the relevant entities across the public sector and
with nongovernmental stakeholders such as civil
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society and private sector organizations to identify
challenges and prioritize key drivers of change.94
In Tunisia, the government’s decision to adopt a collaborative leadership approach to drafting its latest
open data decree was an important shift from its
previously unsuccessful efforts that had resulted in
siloed and fragmented initiatives and limited results.
By convening more than 50 officials from across the
Tunisian public administration and several CSOs,
the government was able to gather diverse views on
the best-fit options to include in the decree.95 This
collaborative process was led by a unit in the Prime
Minister’s Office, thereby endowing the effort with
high-level support and ownership.96
Deploying effective communication and dissemination
strategies to increase actual and perceived transparency and
promote trust in the process. In environments characterized by low levels of trust, effective collaboration may
have to begin by addressing underlying conflicts.
Such a process can generate creative solutions and
important trade-offs.97 Perceived increases in transparency and accountability, including diverse representation in stakeholder groups, are key to fostering
trust.98 Communication is also essential to support
enforcement of rules in novel situations. For example, during the COVID-19 pandemic guidance from
the European Commission and the European Data
Protection Board99 helped national data protection
authorities, governments, businesses, and civil society stakeholders understand how to build interoperable data sharing efforts and technologies (such as
privacy-preserving contact tracing applications) for
health monitoring and policy making while complying with the GDPR.100
Creating incentives and reward mechanisms that
encourage innovation and coordinated decision-making in
the public sector.101 Salaries and bonuses can be effective
incentives or rewards, but in low-capacity environments where funds are restricted, awarding prizes
or other monetary incentives can incentivize collaboration and performance in the public sector.102 In
Morocco, since 2015 the Ministry of Economy, Finance
and Administrative Reform has awarded the annual
e-mtiaz prize to support competition between public sector entities and service providers in adopting
innovative tools and services that improve the quality
of public service delivery through e-administration,
including the development and use of e-services.103
A data-driven culture can also be supported
through “hackathon” initiatives and competitions in
which data users are encouraged to collaborate for a
short period of time on a project. In 2019 the Tunisian
Court of Accounts organized a “Hack 4 Transparency”

event to support objectives that included collecting,
processing, exchanging, mining, and analyzing public financial data; improving communication with
external stakeholders; and improving transparency,
accountability, and participation in the use of public
funds. The winners of the five regional hackathons
and the subsequent national final received cash
prizes offered by the private sector.104
Promoting institutional independence and
autonomy for better performance
De facto autonomy—defined as the actual scope of
independent decision-making powers and influence
over (and protection from) other institutions in the
governance system105—is critical to institutional performance and successful implementation of policies
or legal frameworks.
Within institutions, performance depends on staff
having sufficient autonomy to make informed, innovative decisions.106 Independence may also be important to ensure the integrity of the data processed by
an institution. Identification agencies that process
personal data, including potentially sensitive data,
about the population and the various services and
benefits they receive should be able to resist undue
access to this data by those who might misuse it.
Similarly, NSOs that produce reliable, objective data
for public policy making and administration must
not be swayed by political interests that may wish to
downplay, distort, or conceal inconvenient statistics.
Beyond incentivizing performance, institutional independence and autonomy can strengthen accountability mechanisms in the data ecosystem. Performance
reporting and audits are more trustworthy when they
are conducted by impartial institutions.
An institution may operate with significant de
facto (actual) independence regardless of its de jure
(formal) status.107 Nonetheless, public sector institutions often require de jure independence so they can
undertake the activities falling within their mandate.
The need for institutional independence is critical
when both government and nongovernment entities
are regulated within the same framework and competitive neutrality is required. It is also critical when
decisions can have a significant impact on interests
and actual and perceived impartiality in the execution
of governance functions is needed.108 Entities playing
a rule-making or compliance function, such as DPAs,
regulators, audit institutions, and courts or independent ombudspersons, need to be formally independent in order to effectively oversee compliance of
other entities and to provide an impartial venue for
redress and remedy.

Formal independence has legal, financial, and
administrative dimensions. Legislation can define
roles and responsibilities and establish formal protections. It may be necessary to establish a legally autonomous institution with formally delegated authority,
especially for regulators, oversight institutions, and
NSOs.109
Financial independence relies on institutional
funding free from day-to-day political or private influence. Such independence can be supported by putting
in place the appropriate procedures for proposing
and approving budgets. In Ethiopia, the Philippines,
and Rwanda, NSOs are authorized to formulate their
own budgets flexibly, based on the demands made on
them through national development plans and other
routine activities in the statistical system, such as
periodic censuses. Providing funding on a multiyear
basis rather than every year can increase stability and
protect institutions from short-term political change.
Institutions may also be able to raise funds directly
through licensing fees, enforcement penalties, and
administrative charges.110
Administratively, key positions may be politicized
by the executive or be vulnerable to state capture and
corruption. Independence may be enhanced by establishing precise, transparent criteria for selecting and
appointing qualified leaders. Candidates should be
required to disclose conflicts of interest.111
Achieving better coordination across
institutions for better data governance
Coordinating for better data governance. Coordination
across institutions helps prevent siloed or uneven
application of data governance functions based on
opportunities and capacity. Coordination can ensure
that data governance processes, such as technical
standards, rules and means of audit, remedies in case
of noncompliance, and M&E frameworks, are consistently applied and, where relevant, can identify emerging areas for action. Useful outputs could include
guidance notes or technical manuals that provide
detailed instructions on how to harmonize knowledge
and implementation efforts across institutions.
Successful coordination depends at the outset
on clearly allocating and delineating the roles and
responsibilities of data governance institutions.
Institutions or individuals tasked with coordination
should then create robust processes to guide and govern their interactions and track their efficacy. Coordinating entities should also be sufficiently empowered
by high-level leadership to effectively undertake this
role. The structure and formality of coordination
mechanisms will vary. Some countries have chosen
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to designate a central coordinating institution or
individual located within the executive. In Albania, the Albanian National Agency for Information
Society is under the direct supervision of the Prime
Minister’s Office. France has taken a similar vertical
approach. The chief data officer (administrateur général
des données) works directly under the authority of the
prime minister. Centralizing coordination responsibilities and oversight in this way facilitates a strong
hierarchy with direct supervision entities that review,
revise, and approve plans and initiatives from subordinates and oversee their implementation.112
In other contexts, horizontal coordination mechanisms may involve networks of “peers” at the same
functional or hierarchical level.113 These types of
coordination are often carried out by interagency
committees or working groups. In the United States,
24 government agencies are required to designate an
employee (civil servant) who is not a political appointee as their chief data officer. The officer is charged
with convening and coordinating agency data governance and interagency coordination.114 Chief data
officers coordinate with one another through the
Chief Data Officers Council. They also coordinate
with other government councils that conduct datarelated activities.115
Because of the cross-cutting nature of data
governance and the scale of the challenge, stakeholders would benefit from a range of coordination
mechanisms to leverage their relative strengths and
reinforce one another. Centralized coordination can
reduce transaction costs, compared with the more
horizontal approaches to coordination, although
consolidating too much power in a single entity can
heighten the risk of mismanagement and abuse.
Coordinating for better data use. Ministries and
government agencies collect, manage, and use data,
whether in the form of tax returns, the outcomes
of social or business programs, research, fuel consumption statistics, health data, immigration flows,
geospatial maps, land management results, or crop
inventories. However, data management platforms
across ministries are often limited and lack unified
interoperability standards, leading to duplication in
data production and IT procurement. These issues
may be compounded by a broader culture of rivalries
and lack of collaboration within the public sector.
As a result, data generated in the public sector may
be consigned to data wastelands, captured in siloed
repositories and platforms. Adherence to established
norms and standards and efficient use of shared
digital platforms to integrate and share data can
improve government efficiency and public service
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delivery through administrative simplification and
shared services.
Ensuring the transparency and
accountability of public sector institutions
To encourage the transparency and accountability of
data governance institutions, policy makers should
offer opportunities for scrutiny and input. Public
consultation and inputs on the design of policies
and laws and regulations can support transparency
and stakeholder engagement.116 Institutions should
be required to publish and review their objectives
and performance indicators during regular planning
cycles. Peer-to-peer scrutiny can be enhanced through
formal processes or technical working groups,
depending on the institutional culture and needs.117
In addition to regular review procedures, institutions could open their records and reports for review.
In some cases, audit by independent third parties,
including NGOs, using international standards and
benchmarks with a view toward identifying areas
of underperformance or noncompliance, may incentivize institutional accountability. The transparency
of such processes is enhanced if the results of the
audit are shared with the public through either publications or public hearings. Public knowledge and
review of the performance of institutions are critical
to building and maintaining confidence and trust in
data governance institutions. Civil society’s role in
supporting trusted data use and reuse is also reflected
in newer forms of community-led data governance
and oversight mechanisms. For example, the UK’s
Connected Health Cities project in Manchester convenes a “citizens’ jury” to hear expert evidence before
approving an approach for the project.118
When institutions prioritize datasets for publication on an open data platform, stakeholder input in
the process can ensure that priorities are based on
user demand rather than on government preferences
or judgment alone. Greater transparency and collaboration could increase the use of open data by nongovernmental actors, which, in turn, could increase
research and advocacy opportunities, as well as innovation and private sector development.

Sustainable outcomes through
inclusive multistakeholder
governance
As the digital economy has expanded globally, an
increasingly complex, geographically diverse group
of stakeholders has become active in the data ecosystem. However, traditional concepts of governance

based on national sovereignty or strict multilateralism do not take into account these dynamics. A multi
stakeholder approach to data governance is better
equipped to govern the complex data ecosystem in
a transparent, inclusive, and distributed way, which
reflects the interests of all key stakeholders. This
approach is aligned conceptually with the successful
application of multistakeholder processes designed
to govern the internet.119 And it is an essential component of the “trust framework” that strengthens
the social contract around data use. It will be especially important as data governance shifts toward
international harmonization of policies, rules, and
standards.
“Multistakeholderism” is an approach to data governance, not an end in itself. It is intended to facilitate
better, more sustainable outcomes by enabling all
stakeholders to undertake their roles in a coordinated
manner.120 These outcomes include ensuring more
robust and flexible data governance frameworks
that respond to the pace of technological change121
and improving the transparency and legitimacy
of and buy-in to the process (see box 8.4).122 More
broadly, this approach can contribute to achieving
a more equitable distribution of the value of data,
as well as protection from any harm arising from
data misuse.123 More equitable distribution emerges
when traditionally excluded groups—including lowermiddle-income countries, small and medium enterprises (SMEs), CSOs, and indigenous peoples—are
able to participate and benefit from the technical
expertise in these forums (see spotlight 8.2).
A continuum of multistakeholder arrangements.124
Although some areas of data governance (such as
setting standards for interoperability) may accommodate or even require a more deliberative, consensusbased approach dominated by technical experts, the
development of policies and laws and regulations
will inevitably involve some form of top-down, final
decision-making by a government agency or a regulator (such as developing mechanisms to ensure data
security, which may need to be centralized).125 In such
cases, nongovernmental actors may play more of a
nonbinding consultative role, providing inputs in the
policy-making or rule-making process.126 These actors
will have an important role to play in developing “soft
law” mechanisms (chapter 6), research, training, and
advocacy.
Leading successful examples of multistakeholder
initiatives that develop technical standards for internet (and increasingly data) governance include the
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers

(ICANN). Although they differ in structure, both organizations are constituent-driven, developing their
governance processes and outputs using a bottom-up,
participative approach. Meaningful participation of
civil society and other nongovernmental groups is
assured through their inclusion in formal decisionmaking structures.127
Like stakeholder roles, the type of forum designed
to host multistakeholder governance processes
should be purpose-driven. Concerns about restricting access to commercially sensitive or confidential
data and processes may at times limit participation
to members. Other issues, particularly those of societal importance such as the use of facial recognition
in the public sector, may require unrestricted forums
for debate.128
For all its advantages, the multistakeholder
approach poses various challenges. Self-regulation
frameworks, including voluntary codes of conduct,
developed through multistakeholder processes are
effective only if strong domestic enforcement mechanisms are in place.129 Even for a consensus-based
and stakeholder-driven rule-making process, weak
enforcement and outcomes may reduce stakeholder
buy-in. In addition, legitimacy and buy-in may suffer if the process is merely consultative rather than
using stakeholders’ inputs to shape outcomes. Meaningful participation of underrepresented or marginalized groups can be difficult, particularly for new
market entrants such as start-ups or SMEs, smaller
CSOs and NGOs, or indigenous peoples.130 Barriers
to effective multistakeholder participation can also
be found in international data governance arenas.
Lower-middle-income countries may find it difficult
to participate as co-designers or “standard setters”
and find themselves limited to being “standardtakers” (see chapter 7).131
Finally, stakeholders need to guard against use
of the multistakeholder approach by government
and others to legitimize top-down decision-making
that leads to an accumulation of power. Where
accountability mechanisms are lacking, the multi
stakerholder approach can be misused to exclude
other parties (whether in the public or private sector
or civil society).132 Designing inclusive forums and
accountable processes and earmarking resources to
enable the participation of traditionally underrepresented stakeholders will be key to the success of
such processes. Creating bottom-up approaches to
data governance designed around multistakeholder
engagement can help realign power asymmetries and
improve contestability in the current social contract
on data (see box 8.4).
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Box 8.4 Building multistakeholder data governance into smart city
initiatives through “digital democracy”
Smart cities combine sensors and other technologies
with physical infrastructure and services to enhance
the lives of their residents.a Investments usually target
sectors and services such as transportation, utilities,
and law enforcement. Meanwhile, public-private partnerships are often used to leverage the technical and
innovation capability of the private sector by outsourcing infrastructure and data management.b Because these
initiatives involve the continual collection of personal or
nonpersonal data from embedded sensors,c governance
structures are needed to ensure that the data collected
from citizens are used responsibly for public intent rather
than commercial use and that residents retain control
over their data. The need for robust data governance in
this area will become more acute as the uptake of smart
cities increases against a backdrop of growing urbanization worldwide.d
More inclusive decision-making about data collection
and use is being facilitated by bottom-up models of collaboration. Barcelona was one of the first cities to leverage the analytical opportunities of the Internet of Things
(IoT) and combine datasets to improve evidence-based
policy making and service delivery. And it was one of
the pilots for the European Union’s DECODE initiative.
DECODE is exploring how to build data-centric digital
economies in which data generated and gathered by
individuals, the IoT, and sensor networks are made available for collective use, while making sure that individuals

Assessing the institutional
foundation through the lens of a
maturity model
Recommendations for improving the institutional
foundations of data governance at the national level
can be tailored to a country’s current level of institutional development. Based on the maturity model
introduced in chapter 1, recommendations for assessing and improving institutions are presented in the
sections that follow.
Establishing fundamentals
Any gaps and weak links in a country’s institutional
arrangement for data governance will be revealed
by first taking stock. In many countries, especially
lower-income ones, infrastructure, data collection
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retain control over their data and their personal data are
safeguarded.e Barcelona’s City Council partnered with
the city’s digital democracy platform to publish data
collected by sensors and other means on the Decidim
platformf to promote transparency and accountability in
decision-making.
In Belgium, Ghent has developed a collective governance model. In its “City of People,” citizens can create
online profiles on the platform Mijn Ghent (My Ghent),
which they can use to access public services such as
libraries and child care.g
Such digital democracy platforms have been replicated in lower- and middle-income countries. For example, Morocco’s Fikra e-participation platform collects
citizen feedback and generates community-driven ideas
to improve public service delivery.h
a. Maddox (2015).
b. Copenhagen has created a public-private partnership with Hitachi
to assess how to monetize datasets. Abu Dhabi has partnered with a
Swiss telemedicine company to improve health care. And Singapore’s
Smart-Nation initiative is relying on a network of start-ups to provide the
government with technology and data-driven services. See MGI (2019).
c. Scassa and Vilain (2019).
d. According to Cisco Systems, more than 60 percent of the world’s population will live in cities by 2050. See Mitchell et al. (2013).
e. See DECODE, “Giving People Ownership of Their Personal Data,” Barcelona, https://decodeproject.eu/.
f. See “Construïm la Barcelona que volem!” decidim.barcelona, Barcelona,
https://www.decidim.barcelona/.
g. Tannam (2018).
h. See e-Government Program, Kingdom of Morocco, “e-Participation Platform: FIKRA,” http://www.egov.ma/en/e-participation-platform-fikra.

and processing, and technical capabilities in the
public sector are generally uneven. At best, certain
“islands of excellence” may be using data effectively
for decision-making or service delivery on an ad hoc
basis, but without a clear strategic orientation or
executive-level leadership of the data governance
agenda. As a result, duplication of data is common,
interoperability infrastructures are lacking, and the
institutions needed to ensure the security, integrity,
quality, and protection of data are minimal.
Countries should begin by establishing a baseline
for assessing the capabilities of the existing institutions to facilitate the secure generation and flow of
data among all data producers and users (recognizing
that many actors are both producers and users of
data). This analysis should be purpose-driven, with
a view toward understanding the activities already

taking place—either inside or outside of government—that may be development opportunities,
along with the risks. The analysis should distinguish
between the stated function of institutions and what
they actually deliver. As one example, the African
Union Commission’s Malabo Convention supported
the harmonization of the regional policy and legal
framework for cybersecurity and data protection
across Africa,133 but institutions working in support
of the convention have often come up short, in part
because of the underrepresentation of local DPAs to
enforce agreements of the convention.134
This stocktaking should examine institutional
relationships as they interact with the private sector
and civil society. It would then serve as a springboard to developing institutional arrangements that
promote the production and flow of data between
these actors. These institutions and initiatives can
provide market participants with the confidence in
and certainty about the rules of the game, reduce risk,
and increase capacity and the incentives for firms
to use data for economically and socially productive
purposes.
Initiating data flows
Once it is clear how well the existing institutions are
promoting the secure production and flow of data,
work can begin to fill in gaps and strengthen their
capabilities. Not all gaps have to be filled by public
institutions. Domestic or international academic
institutions, CSOs, international organizations, and
research institutions could help fill capacity gaps in
government. Depending on the local context, a government agency or unit (new or existing) could be
given responsibility for establishing a strategic plan
to promote greater use of data to improve public policy, the efficiency of the private sector, and the informational awareness of the population—all within the
agreed-on parameters of the social contract for data.
This entity should have sufficient leverage across the
public sector agencies that govern or manage data
and should reside at the center of government under
high-level executive leadership.
Institutions should coordinate the development of
standards to ensure data quality and data integration
capabilities across government. This effort would
include developing an integrated data management
architecture for public intent data that curates, maintains, and facilitates secure data sharing and reuse
across government. Data trusts or other contractbased mechanisms could continue to play an important role in promoting access to private intent data
in areas in which public institutions, rules, and

enforcement remain weak and fail to address the concerns of data owners and data subjects. At the same
time, institutional arrangements should be developed
to encourage and enforce compliance with rules
established to promote the dissemination and safe
use of data.
Signs of a maturing system will include adequate
technical capacity, sufficient resources, clear roles
and responsibilities, and a high level of data literacy.
Extensive training—for both civil servants and citizens—to overcome digital literacy barriers and enable
data management and use will also be part of the
maturation process.135 To engender trust and increase
their transparency and accountability, institutions
should also be required to publish annual plans and
reports on their activities. Furthermore, certain institutions, such as regulators, NSOs, and data protection
authorities, must be protected from undue political
and commercial influences.
Optimizing the system
To maximize the value of data, institutions need
to support a whole-of-government approach to the
management of data. Capacity-building and communication efforts should be directed at training
civil servants to use data for results, including better
decision-making, performance monitoring, and service delivery. To strengthen a data-driven culture in
the public sector, reward mechanisms such as prizes
and performance-related pay can incentivize civil
servants to pursue innovations and engage in collaborative decision-making. With sufficient investments
in data institutions and the technical skills of civil servants, critical processes and service delivery channels
can become automated and interconnected.
Establishing processes for data quality assurance,
data integration, and data synchronization should be
integral parts of data management at this stage. Institutions should similarly fully integrate stakeholder
feedback mechanisms into data flows, thereby helping to increase the transparency and quality of processes. Ministries and agencies should share data via
common platforms subject to robust data protection
safeguards, which limit consolidated access to and
control over large volumes of personal data.
Finally, institutions should be regularly monitored136 and evaluated, with the results informing
adjustments in resources and policies. Both should be
adapted to cope with disruptive technologies and services as data generation (and use) continues to grow
in both volume and variety.
To meet the challenges from cross-border data
transfers associated with safeguarding and enabling
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the use of both personal and nonpersonal data,
institutions should coordinate at the regional or
international level.137 Such global efforts toward data
governance should be recognized and promoted138
and should enable convergence in the development of
high-level principles to guide the design and implementation of national-level data governance frameworks (see spotlight 8.1).139 These efforts should protect the interests of poorer nations in international
negotiations on data issues in which they may have
a limited voice.
No one-size-fits-all approach can be prescribed
for every context. The maturity model is dynamic,
and institutions will need to continually learn and
improve to move to the next level. This approach can
be applied equally to countries with low maturity and
low resources and those with high maturity and high
resources.
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Notes
1. Harrison, Pardo, and Cook (2012).
2. One class of platforms is software infrastructure,
which can include civil registration and vital statistics
systems, digital identification systems, population
registries, sectoral information management systems,
data catalogs, data architecture (one of the pillars of
enterprise architecture), Government Service Bus,
interoperability frameworks, data lakes and warehouses, webservices and application programming
interfaces, eTrust services, cybersecurity solutions,
and privacy-enhancing technologies. These platforms
are essential components of soft infrastructure.
3. Aghion and Tirole (1997).
4. Bergstrom, Blume, and Varian (1986).
5. Arraiz et al. (2019); Brown et al. (2019).
6. Government of Mexico, Datos Abiertos de México
(database), https://www.datos.gob.mx/.
7. See Shapiro and Varian (1998).
8. See Abraham, Schneider, and vom Brocke (2019) for a
review of this literature.
9. ASEAN (2012); OECD (2019b).
10. Many of the data governance functions included here
coincide with those proposed by the British Academy
and the Royal Society (2017b). Their report “Data Management and Use: Governance in the 21st Century”
distills three groups of essential data governance functions: (1) anticipate, monitor, and evaluate; (2) build
practices and set standards; and (3) clarify, enforce, and
remedy. The report also argues for a single body to act
as steward of the data governance landscape.
11. Principles—such as certainty, transparency, accountability, nondiscrimination, fairness, inclusiveness,
openness, necessity, proportionality, and security—
need to be developed to link data management practices to positive uses and behaviors to improve lives
(see chapter 6). They also help identify practical steps
for a data strategy along the data life cycle and ensure
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the US Federal Data Strategy. See Office of Management and Budget, “Federal Data Strategy: Leveraging
Data as a Strategic Asset,” Washington, DC, https://
strategy.data.gov/.
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The DGSS data on which figure 8.3 is based were collected by visiting government, CSO, and other relevant
websites. Most governments have a substantial web
presence, and information on data governance is visible on their websites. However, the data do not capture
institutions without a web presence. See World Bank,
DGSS (Digital Government/GovTech Systems and
Services) (dataset), https://datacatalog.worldbank.org
/dataset/digital-governmentgovtech-systems-and
-services-dgss-dataset.
These statistics are based on Data Governance System
and Services (DGSS) data for 198 economies. See World
Bank, DGSS (Digital Government/GovTech Systems
and Services) (dataset), https://datacatalog.worldbank
.org/dataset/digital-governmentgovtech-systems-and
-services-dgss-dataset.
Bertelli et al. (2020).
The national statistics office of Thailand, the Electronic
Transactions Development Agency, and CAT Telecom
Public Company Limited (a state-owned enterprise
that runs the country’s international telecommunications infrastructure), among other agencies, were
consolidated under the Ministry of Digital Economy
and Society.
SGD (2020).
PARIS21 (2017).
See, for example, Fölscher and Gay (2012); Sjoberg,
Mellon, and Peixoto (2017).
Wilson (2019).
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Martínez Pería and Singh (2014).
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37. Turianskyi et al. (2018).
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(Kettani 2017).
41. Kin (2020).
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Libertés, “What You Should Know about Our Standard
on Data Protection Training Programmes,” https://
www.cnil.fr/en/what-you-should-know-about-our
-standard-data-protection-training-programmes.
43. Bundeskartellamt (2019). A plug-in is a piece of add-on
software that helps make the base software do what it
does not normally do by itself. Plug-ins (also known as
extensions or add-ons) are downloaded and installed
to make the software being used more feature-rich
(O’Neill 2020).
44. Richardson, Hendrickson, and Boussina (2018).
45. Gauri (2011).
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a Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT);
Incident Response Team (IRT); Computer Security
Incident Response Capability or Center (CSIRC); Computer Incident Response Capability or Center (CIRC);
Computer Incident Response Team (CIRT); Incident
Handling Team (IHT); Incident Response Center or
Incident Response Capability (IRC); Security Emergency Response Team (SERT); or Security Incident
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47. See chapter 6 for data on cybersecurity legislation collected through the Global Data Regulation Survey.
48. See Data Governance Network, IDFC Institute,
Research (document and data repository), Mumbai,
India, https://datagovernance.org/research.
49. British Academy and Royal Society (2017a).
50. Examples are the Centre for Data Ethics and Innovation in the United Kingdom; the Ethics of AI Lab at the
University of Toronto in Canada; and the Ethics and
Governance of Artificial Intelligence Initiative at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Harvard
University in the United States.
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53. Wylie and McDonald (2018).
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NY, https://datacollaboratives.org/.
60. Bernholz (2016).
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67. See the UK Biobank website, https://www.ukbiobank
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68. Pentland and Hardjono (2020).
69. See the LunaDNA website, https://www.lunadna.com
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70. Wylie and McDonald (2018).
71. Bernholz (2016); Hardinges (2018).
72. MeitY (2020).
73. Delacroix and Lawrence (2019).
74. Hardinges (2020).
75. Delacroix and Lawrence (2019); ODI (2019).
76. Bengio (2020).
77. Platform Info Exchange is a UK-based nonprofit trade
union for rideshare drivers such as Uber. The organization helps these “gig workers” access, analyze, and
inform decisions using the personal data collected
about them while they are working, through class action
data requests. This work is designed to create a workerled data trust downstream. Platform Info Exchange
is funding this pilot through a fellowship received
in January 2021 by Mozilla’s Data Futures Lab. See
https://foundation.mozilla.org/en/blog/announcing-3
-new-awards-to-fuel-better-data-stewardship/.
78. WiredGov (2019).
79. Microsoft News Center India (2016).
80. OECD (2019b).
81. Bhargava and D’Ignazio (2015).
82. Skills should be developed to support the collection or
acquisition of data (purpose-driven data collection), the
management and curation of data (managing the data
life cycle and promoting interoperability), and the analysis, visualization, and other uses of data across their
life cycle.
83. Egle and Zahuranec (2020); OECD (1997).
84. OECD (1997).
85. See Governance Lab, Tandon School of Engineering,
New York University, “Solving Public Problems with
Data,” Brooklyn, NY, http://sppd.thegovlab.org/.
86. Apolitical has a number of resources and courses on
using data better in the public sector. See the Apolitical
website, https://apolitical.co/home.
87. Williams and Yecalo-Tecle (2020).
88. Brown et al. (2019).
89. Management Concepts (2016).
90. Campbell and Sandino (2019).
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Open Data Order Project,” Tunis, Tunisia, http://www
.ogptunisie.gov.tn/?p=226.
These efforts were supported closely by the World
Bank as part of technical assistance under the Moussanada Multi-Donor Trust Fund.
Weiss and Hughes (2005).
Carr and Walton (2014). Social accountability committees can be a helpful vehicle to promote legitimacy and
impact through multistakeholder decision-making
(World Bank 2020).
For example, see EDPB (2020).
eHealth Network (2020); EU (2020).
Mazzucato (2018).
Camera, Casari, and Bigoni (2013).
Recent applications or services that have won awards
include the geoportal for the Urban Agency of
Errachidia-Midelt, the e-upgrade for Royal Air Maroc
(the national airline), and the online portal for the
Moroccan pension fund (Caisse Marocaine des
Retraites). See Ministry of Economy, Finance, and
Administrative Reform, “Prix National de l’Administration Electronique e-mtiaz,” Rabat, Morocco, https://
www.mmsp.gov.ma/fr/decline.aspx?m=4&r=218.
The hackathon was supported by the World Bank
through the Moussanada Multi-Donor Trust Fund. In
addition to the main competition, teams that did not
proceed to the final still had an opportunity to present their solutions to the Court of Accounts for the
following challenges: decentralization and local governance; citizen participation in the audit process; and
simplification of, disclosure of, and follow-up on audit
recommendations.
Bach (2016).
For a useful definition of autonomy in the public
sector, see the autonomy index developed by Rasul,
Rogger, and Williams (2018). It captures “the extent
to which bureaucrats of all levels are empowered to
make meaningful contributions into policy formulation and implementation processes, and the flexibility
with [which] bureaucrats can use their discretion in
responding to project peculiarities and introducing
innovations” (Rasul, Rogger, and Williams 2018, 3).
Gilardi and Maggetti (2011); World Bank (2017).
OECD (2012).
OECD (2017).
Blackman and Srivastava (2011).
OECD (2017).
Peters (2018).
Peters (2018).
See the Foundations for Evidence-Based Policymaking
Act of 2018, Pub L. No. 115–435, 132 STAT. 5529 (2019),
which applies to 24 agencies identified in the Chief
Financial Officers Act of 1990 (CFO Act) in 31 U.S.C.
§901(b). For more information, see DOJ (2020).
See OMB (2020).
Johns and Saltane (2016).
Arizti et al. (2020).
NHSA (2020).
WGIG (2005).
DeNardis and Raymond (2013).
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121. Effective multistakeholder approaches to policy design
and implementation can increase the responsiveness of
government, compared with the traditional top-down
approaches or rule making that tend to lag behind the
pace of technological change and may become obsolete
by the time the legislative process is completed and
regulations are adopted.
122. Multistakeholder approaches can also increase buy-in
among stakeholders, so long as they are adequately
represented, their interests are considered, and their
preferences are reflected (to the extent possible) in
policy setting, design, and implementation.
123. In bringing divergent interest groups together, multi
stakeholder approaches to data governance can balance differing priorities to broker agreement on the
systems to be adopted for the use, reuse, and sharing
of data for development. For example, the multistakeholder approach can facilitate convergence on (1) the
principles, norms, and standards for data collection
and use; (2) the tools and mechanisms (technical, legal,
and procedural) to enable responsible and trustworthy
data use and sharing; and (3) the types of institutions
or functions required to effectively implement these
principles, norms, standards, tools, and mechanisms.
For example, stakeholders may differ in their views
of data minimization (that is, acquiring only the data
necessary to achieve the limited and disclosed purpose
for which those data are necessary); protecting data;
or creating or identifying the institutions tasked with
extracting the maximum public value from data.
124. Strickling and Hill (2017).
125. Dutton (2015).
126. WGIG (2005).
127. At ICANN, civil society is represented in the at-large
mechanisms for participation in decision-making;
in management and address registries; and in the
Internet Architecture Board. It also participates in the
selection of board members. Business representatives
participate in their own business constituency group.
More broadly, ICANN supports transparent and inclusive decision-making by providing unrestricted access
to its meetings and encourages public debate through
public forums, including representation from low- and
middle-income countries. See WGIG (2005).
128. Dutton (2015); Strickling and Hill (2017).
129. Rubinstein (2018).
130. Strickling and Hill (2017).
131. WGIG (2005).
132. For example, a study by Maurer and Morgus (2014)
found that two-thirds of the countries that favored
intergovernmental (multilateral) control over the
internet regulate political, social, or religious content
on the internet within their borders, constraining
freedom of expression. The study analyzed state voting
records at the ITU’s World Conference on International
Telecommunications (WCIT) in Dubai, Saudi Arabia,
in 2012.
133. African Union (2014).
134. Information communicated during the World
Bank and German Federal Ministry of Economic

135.

136.

137.
138.

139.

Cooperation and Development’s Online Consultation,
“Data for Better Lives: Enablers and Safeguards,” June
9–10, 2020.
Bruhn, Lara Ibarra, and McKenzie (2014); Bruhn et al.
(2016); Frisancho (2020); Lührmann, Serra-Garcia, and
Winter (2018).
For example, the CSO Privacy International tracks
extraordinary measures adopted by governments, international organizations, and technology companies in
response to COVID-19 to ensure these measures do not
lead to data exploitation and violate human rights. See
Privacy International, “Tracking the Global Response
to COVID-19,” London, https://privacyinternational.org
/examples/tracking-global-response-covid-19.
OECD (2013).
According to a survey conducted by the Pathways
to Prosperity Commission in 2019, policy makers in
lower-income countries emphasized that the areas in
which “global efforts” were most needed were taxation; cybercrime and cybersecurity; privacy and data
protection; market competition; intellectual property;
and data sharing and interoperability. Within these
priority areas, international cooperation and coordination were considered the most needed to support the
development of regulatory and technical standards.
International regulatory cooperation in these six areas
can have positive externalities, including improving
regulatory predictability, reducing compliance burdens
and the risks of regulatory arbitrage, and potentially
encouraging investment flows. See Pathways for Prosperity Commission (2019).
Carter and Yayboke (2019).
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Spotlight 8.1

The need for a new global consensus
on data: A call to action

A global consensus is needed to ensure that data are safeguarded as a
global public good and as a resource to achieve equitable and sustainable
development.

Many stakeholders around the world have concluded
that some sort of global charter or convention is
now required to realize the benefits of data in a safe
and secure way and to avoid destructive beggar-thyneighbor strategies. The World Economic Forum is
hosting a Global Future Council on Data Policy to
examine data architecture and models that promote
an appropriate balance of creativity, innovation,
responsible use, and efficiency. The Rockefeller
Foundation has posited that institutions may be
needed to help to manage artificial intelligence (AI)
responsibly and has called for a Bretton Woods for AI.
Microsoft has called for a Digital Geneva Convention.
These efforts parallel similar efforts to reach a global
consensus in other contexts,1 particularly natural
resources management and cultural protection.2
A global consensus would give individuals and
enterprises confidence that data relevant to them
carry similar protections and obligations no matter
where they are collected or used. It would effectively
establish a social contract that would strike a balance
between the use of data for development and the
protection of data in terms of security, privacy, and
This spotlight was written by the Committee for the Coordination of Statistical Activities (CCSA). The CCSA is composed of international and supranational organizations
whose mandate includes the provision of international
official statistics in the context of the United Nations
Statistical Commission Principles Governing International
Statistical Activities (see https://unstats.un.org/unsd/ccsa/).

human rights of the individual. It would also establish ground rules for the exchange of data between
commercial use and the public good.
The consensus would constitute an integrated set
of data values, principles, and standards that define
the elements of responsible and ethical handling and
sharing of data and that unite national governments,
public institutions, the private sector, civil society
organizations, and academia. A global mechanism
is needed to provide incentives for applying these
principles and overseeing their consistent application
across different communities.
The global data consensus might build on some of
the following ideas to go beyond principles and create
an architecture of standards, incentives, and institutions that can implement them.
• International human rights and other areas of law
already provide a good starting point, with many
of the necessary values and principles for thinking
about the impacts of data on people and commerce.
These laws should be augmented.
• Learning from existing conventions and treaties can
help to define effective mechanisms that encourage
communities to respect common data values and
principles, while discouraging noncompliance.3
• The way in which data are collected, used, and
reused changes quickly, as do societal attitudes and
practices regarding data. Thus, principles should be
supported by clear and precise expectations.
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• 
To maintain and update these data standards
and expectations, global institutions are needed
to embrace the broad global community of data
providers and users, including national governments, the private sector, and civil society as well
as stakeholders from not only the traditional data
ecosystems but also from the new ones of AI and
digital and information technology services. Such
institutions can oversee accountability frameworks
and support mechanisms to facilitate the exchange
and responsible use of data.
• There will be value in establishing universal values,
principles, standards, and expectations for data use
and reuse, regardless of sector or type of data. However, it will be necessary to address specific sectors
or types of data. Opportunities are currently present to build on ethical principles and standards that
already exist in many specific data communities.
• National legislation could be complemented and
inspired by a voluntary international governance
framework to which all stakeholders could become
signatories. Such an architecture would ideally
protect and encourage data exchange and facilitate
trade mechanisms between entities that adhere to
the same standards.
A global consensus could provide the basis for
promoting open data and data exchange, helping to
address public health crises and other development
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goals, deal with the weaponization of data, and think
about the trusted use and reuse of data.
A series of high-level dialogues is necessary to test
and build this idea in 2021 and beyond. To be effective, the consensus will need to embrace the broadest global community of data providers and users,
including national governments, the private sector,
and civil society as well as stakeholders from every
community that collects and uses data.

Notes
1. See https://www.cigionline.org/articles/digital-platforms
-require-global-governance-framework.
2. Examples include the Convention on International Trade
in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora, the Basel
Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and Their Disposal, and the
Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the
Event of Armed Conflict.
3. These conventions establish a mutual commitment of
parties to (1) protect a certain resource; (2) facilitate regulated use and trade among parties; (3) establish sanctions
if the principles of the conventions are not followed (typically, national laws defining administrative or criminal
sanctions are needed); (4) make each party accountable to
the principles of the convention and sanction parties that
do not follow the principles (for example, parties can stop
trading the commodity with those that do not follow the
provisions of the conventions); and (5) report to a monitoring system.

Spotlight 8.2

Promoting citizen science in the
Amazon basin

A wide-ranging regional initiative is pooling indigenous, local, and
international knowledge and efforts to study and protect Amazon
freshwater systems.
For people living in the basin of the Amazon River—
an area the size of the continental United States and
home to 30 million people—fish are the most important source of animal protein, and fishing is the most
important source of income. Yet the Amazon’s aquatic
ecosystems are being threatened by the expansion of
agriculture, cattle pastures, infrastructure, logging,
mining, and overfishing.1 Managing fish populations
is critical to sustaining these ecosystems and the
human communities dependent on them. In turn,
collecting, monitoring, and sharing data are critical to
managing sustainable fisheries.
Citizen Science for the Amazon, created in 2017,
is a network of multiple stakeholders, including
more than 100 groups of citizen scientists (fishermen, indigenous peoples, local communities, and
students) from across the Amazon basin and more
than 25 academic, conservation, and grassroots organizations from seven countries.2 These citizen scientists regularly monitor fish migrations and water
quality, registering and sharing their observations
via a common app and a platform. This platform is
designed to guide data management decisions by
connecting local efforts, using interoperable standards, aggregating data, and making the information
open, safe, and accessible.3 The result is the first
Information in this spotlight was supplied by Libby
Hepburn, co-chair of the Sustainable Development Goals
and Citizen Science Maximisation Group and co-chair of
the Open Science and Citizen Science Council of Parties;
Mariana Varese of the Wildlife Conservation Society; and
Lea Shanley, senior fellow, Nelson Institute for Environ
mental Studies, University of Wisconsin–Madison.

database of the entire Amazon basin that is available
for researchers, practitioners, and decision-makers.
Participants jointly define a large-scale question
that is general enough to attract multiple stakeholders, but simple enough to encompass questions at
smaller scales (see figure S8.2.1). Local partners work
with citizen scientists to identify what local questions
to answer, how to analyze and use the data, what
decisions to inform, and what audiences to target.
Citizen Science for the Amazon jointly designs,
tests, and adapts innovative solutions to the Amazon
context. Over time, partners have agreed on elements
of the data governance framework, including guiding
principles, variables, protocols, terms of use, credit,
and protection of privacy. Citizen science is supplanting traditional, prohibitively expensive, scientific survey methods and helping to bridge indigenous, local
knowledge and mainstream, professional science.
Public engagement fosters the sustainable use
and management of fish and natural resources, conserves key rivers, lakes, and wetlands, and improves
livelihoods. It also empowers local communities to
negotiate with government agencies and other stakeholders on issues such as securing fishing permits,
selling sustainably caught fish in niche markets
with higher prices, using evidence in grievance cases
against hydroelectric dams for their impact on reducing fish stocks, and requesting supplemental social
security income during no-fishing seasons. Leaders
of the United Nations Environment Programme have
recognized the significant contribution that citizen
science is making to achievement of the Sustainable
Development Goals.4
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Figure S8.2.1 Using a diverse set of open science and citizen science tools and
technologies in the Amazon basin
Where and when do fish migrate in the Amazon basin and what
environmental factors influence those migrations?

Source: Ciencia Ciudadana para la Amazonía (Citizen Science for the Amazon), Lima, Peru, https://www.amazoniacienciaciudadana.org/english/. Website
screenshot © Citizen Science for the Amazon Network, Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS). Used with permission; further permission required for reuse.
Photo credits (clockwise, from top left): © G. Da Roit/WCS; © J. Becerra/WCS; © V. Eyng/Instituto de Desenvolvimento Sustentável Mamirauá; © Julio Araújo/
Centro de Innovación Científica Amazónica. All images used with permission; further permission required for reuse.

Notes
1. Alho, Reis, and Aquino (2015, 412).
2. See Ciencia Ciudadana para la Amazonía (Citizen Science for the Amazon), at https://www.amazoniaciencia
ciudadana.org/english/.
3. See Citizen Science for the Amazon, Ictio (dashboard),
https://ictio.org/.
4. See UNEP (2019). In addition, citizen science is a core
component of open science (for example, see OECD 2015).
The United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO) is developing a global policy
and regulatory agenda on open science. As part of this
effort, UNESCO launched a global consultation on open
science, which has included consultation through the
Citizen Science Global Partnership. (See the website, at
http://citizenscienceglobal.org.) UNESCO “is expected
to define shared values and principles for Open Science
and identify concrete measures on Open Access and
Open Data with proposals to bring citizens closer to
science and commitments to facilitate the production
and dissemination of scientific knowledge around the
world.” (See “UNESCO Recommendation on Open Science,” United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization, Paris, https://en.uunesco.org/science
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-sustainable-future/open-science/recommendation.)
Such recommendations are legal instruments with the
aim of influencing the development of national laws and
practices that UNESCO member states will be asked to
report on. They represent a major opportunity for influencing the uptake of citizen science around the world.
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PART III

Moving toward an
integrated national
data system
9. Creating an integrated national data system
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Creating an integrated
national data system
Main messages
1

By building an integrated national data system, countries can realize the
full value of data for development. The system should provide a framework
for the trustworthy, equitable production, flow, and use of data.

2

An integrated data system is built on an approach to data governance
that is intentional, whole-of-government, and multistakeholder. The steps
needed to implement such a system depend on a country’s data maturity.
What works in one context may not work in another.

3

To be sustainable, an integrated national data system must be continually
improved. This will depend on having highly skilled human resources in
government, civil society, academia, and the private sector.

4

Robust data protection is critical to building an integrated national data
system. As the scope of such a system expands, the economic, social, and
development returns increase, as do the data protection requirements.
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Toward an integrated national
data system

T

his chapter describes how to create an integrated national data system designed to realize the potential of data for development. Such
a system relies on an approach to data governance
that is intentional, whole-of-government, multistake
holder, and collaborative. It explicitly builds data production, protection, exchange, and use into planning
and decision-making and integrates participants
from civil society and the public and private sectors
into the data life cycle and into the governance structures of the system. Although such a system is related
to a national statistical system, it differs in key areas
(box 9.1).
An integrated national data system is all about
people. A well-functioning system requires people
to produce, process, and manage high-quality data;
people to populate the institutions that safeguard
and protect the data from misuse; and people to draft,
oversee, and implement data strategies, policies, and
regulations. A well-functioning system also requires
people to use data as a factor of production in both
the public sector—for policy design and implementation—and the private sector—for decision-making
and innovations in products and services. People are
also needed to hold the public and private sectors
accountable. All this requires robust data literacy.1
Meanwhile, at the end of the day, it is people who
will benefit from an integrated national data system.
They will see better public policies, programs, and service delivery; more business opportunities and jobs;
higher market efficiency; and greater accountability.
It is vital that the public trusts that data are being
safely stored, exchanged, and used to create value
equitably, while protecting against misuse. Thus the
social contract for data is built into a well-functioning

national data system and should be recognized in
national development strategies.
When the foundation of an integrated national
data system is in place and a variety of participants
are included in the data life cycle, it can yield vast benefits for development. In fact, the more integrated the
system and the more participants involved, the higher
is the potential return. If two participants safely
exchange data with each other, data can flow in two
directions. If three participants exchange data, data
can flow in six directions, and with four participants,
in 12 directions. If data are reused and repurposed,
these connections can increase exponentially. When
government agencies, civil society, academia, and the
private sector securely take part in a national data
system, the potential uses of data expand and so does
the potential development impact. As the scope of the
system expands, so do the data protection requirements and the needs for safeguards against misuse.
An integrated national data system implies that
all participants and stakeholders collaborate in a
system in which data are safely produced, exchanged,
and used. It does not mean that all data are stored
in an integrated national database. And while such
collaboration requires close coordination and shared
governance between the participants, it does not necessarily require a centralized governance structure.
For many countries, a system in which highquality data flow and are used safely among various
participants remains a distant vision. A low-income
country suffering from high levels of poverty, fragility, and poor governance may struggle to produce
even the most fundamental data, let alone set up a
whole-of-government, multistakeholder approach to
data governance. Yet keeping sight of this vision matters for all countries, even those struggling the most
with data, because it can serve as a guide in making
decisions on how to develop their data systems.

Box 9.1 Relationship between an integrated national data system and
a national statistical system
A national statistical system is an ensemble of units
within a country that jointly collect, protect, process, and
disseminate official statistics.a As such, a national statistical system is a core part of the more expansive integrated national data system. The scope of the integrated
national data system goes beyond official statistics to
encompass the data produced, exchanged, and used by
participants from civil society and the public and private sectors for a variety of purposes. The blueprint for
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building an integrated national data system is a national
data strategy, which is a country’s plan for capturing
greater economic and social value from data in line with
the principles of a social contract for data. By contrast,
the blueprint for building a national statistical system is a
national statistical development strategy, which focuses
on official statistics.
a. See the definition of a national statistical system proposed by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD 2002, 220).

After envisioning what a well-functioning
national data system might look like in a frictionless
world, this chapter extends the use of the data maturity model of the last four chapters to discuss how
countries can move closer to realizing this vision,
depending on their context and their level of data
maturity. One size will not fit all. Concrete steps to
move closer to the vision will critically depend on
local factors, many of which are related to political
economy issues, such as the strength of institutions
and key decision-makers. Another important aspect
is the structure of the government: the system will
look different in a centralized government structure
than in a federal one, for example. But even for countries that remain far from the frontier of good data

governance, if their policies address lack of human
capital, trust, proper incentives, funding, and a culture of data use, the potential of data for development
can be better realized.

The vision of an integrated
national data system
An integrated national data system serves a number of important functions; it incorporates various
participants from government, civil society, and the
private sector; and it is built on the pillars discussed
in part II. These pillars rest on a foundation of human
capital, trust, funding, incentives, and data demand
(figure 9.1).

Figure 9.1 What happens in an integrated national data system?
Data are

produced

protected

open

quality controlled

used and reused

government
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academic
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the private
sector

international
organizations

By
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infrastructure
policies

laws and
regulations

economic
policies

institutions

Sustained by the foundation of

human capital

trust

funding
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data demand

Source: WDR 2021 team.
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Functions of an integrated national
data system
An integrated national data system enables the production of data relevant to development; the equitable
and safe flow of data among the participants in the
system; and their ability to use and reuse the data
while safeguarding against misuse.
Data production. A well-functioning
national data system produces data
relevant to policy planning, decisionmaking, and the national discourse. The
data meet the needs of the various participants and
cover and represent the population of interest. In line
with a multistakeholder approach to data production,
data produced by private sector entities, civil society
organizations, and academia, as well as by citizens,
are incorporated where appropriate into the national
data system to fill in gaps and enable synergies with
government data.
Data protection. To ensure rigorous protection of data and sensitive information, secure storage and transfer of data
and safeguards against misuse are in
place. This arrangement works as a catalyst for trust
and participation in the system. As the types and
volume of data expand, the producers and users of
data increase, and their interoperability improves,
data protection becomes increasingly important
for safeguarding the integrity of the system. To the
extent possible, robust data protection is achieved by
legal and technological solutions before restricting
access to data, which is a measure of last resort in an
integrated national data system.
Data openness and flow. Open data and
interoperability foster the flow of data
within government and between the
participants in the national data system.
Common standards enable the exchange of data
across government agencies to improve planning and
decision-making as well as to enable cross-border data
flows and collaboration.
Data quality control. To safeguard the
integrity and quality of the data produced, sound methodological foundations in data production and stringent
standards for quality control are adopted. Such foundations also improve the interoperability and comparability of data from different sources. To function
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well in this regard, the quality control processes must
have a high degree of political independence.
Data use and reuse. The frequent and
widespread use and reuse of data propel a successful national data system.
A critical aspect is the routine use of
data in planning and decision-making across government entities and the use and reuse of data beyond
their original purpose, including in business models
of data-driven companies, in academic research, in
policy making and policy reform, and in informing
media content and coverage.
Participants in an integrated national
data system
The integrated national data system incorporates
participants from the three development pathways—
government and international organizations, individuals and civil society, and the private sector. This
chapter discusses in more detail five groups of participants: government entities, civil society, academia,
the private sector, and international and regional
organizations. Although all five groups both produce
and use data, each plays a different role in the national
data system, which merits separate treatment.
Government entities. Government entities
are the primary producers of public
intent data for policy and government
functions, such as by collecting administrative data through censuses and surveys and
through the national statistical system at large. But
the role of government entities in the national data
system extends beyond producing data for reporting
and monitoring to exchanging data across entities
and with other participants and using data for policy
design and decision-making. Government entities
also act as data stewards, setting out the rules that
govern data use and ensuring data accessibility and
protection. And they act as data managers, laying out
and enforcing quality standards and ensuring secure
data transactions.
Civil society and individuals. Civil society
organizations (CSOs), national and
international nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), the media, and individuals play a critical role as the producers and users of
data that hold governments and the private sector
accountable and highlight issues of public concern.
This accountability function also applies to the

production of citizen-generated data that act as a
check on official government data if they are in
doubt, fill gaps in coverage, or otherwise complement public intent and private intent data. The data
produced by civil society are valuable beyond their
primary functions, and their value increases through
wider use and reuse by other participants in the
national data system.

middle-income countries, international organizations also frequently act as donors to support data
production. Furthermore, given economies of scale,
some goals for a national data system may best be
tackled at the supranational level (see spotlight 8.1).
Regional organizations can be effective mechanisms
for data governance and creating economies of scale
in data and statistical capacity.

Academia. Academic institutions, think
tanks, and research organizations both
produce and use data in their research
to guide and evaluate policy reforms
through impact evaluations and forecasting, for
example, and to inform and influence media and the
public debate. Academic institutions also provide
important education and training for data users and
producers in government, the private sector, and civil
society, as well as perform data research and development functions in the national data system.

Pillars of an integrated national
data system
An integrated national data system builds on the
infrastructure policies, laws and regulations, economic policies, and institutions outlined in part II of
this Report.

The private sector. Firms in the private
sector are prolific producers of data for
their business processes, needs, and
decisions. Some of these data are very
valuable to those making public policy and to the
public interest (see chapter 3). Thus the private sector
is an important contributor to data production in the
national data system, whose data are subject to common standards and quality control. In an integrated
national data system, businesses gain from a datadriven culture in terms of competitiveness and profitability, and the national data system facilitates the
transition to such a data-driven culture. Businesses
also routinely rely on public intent data to improve
business decisions and processes or to create new
products and services.

Infrastructure policies. In a well-functioning
integrated national data system, hard
and soft infrastructure policies are
designed to enable the equitable and
trustworthy production, processing, flow, and use
of data (see chapter 5). People have access to the
internet and can use it properly, consuming an adequate volume of data. Gaps in access—in terms of
coverage, usage, and consumption—are addressed.
These policies enable countries to improve access
to international connectivity, favoring competition
along the entire infrastructure supply chain. A proper
competitive environment facilitates development of
the more complex elements of data infrastructure.
The establishment of internet exchange points (IXPs),
which requires a competitive market for internet
providers, helps create a vibrant digital ecosystem.
Well-functioning IXPs attract content providers
locally and from abroad. The consequent growth of
data consumption generates investments from colocation data centers and cloud providers.

International and regional organizations.
These groups are de facto players in
the national data system. Many international organizations require their
members to engage in various types of reporting,
such as progress in meeting the United Nations’
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), which
affects national data production.2 International organizations develop methods and tools that cannot be
produced efficiently at the national level. They also
commonly act as standard setters. Best practice
standards and methods are central to the international comparability of the data produced in the
national data system (see spotlight 2.2). In low- and

Laws and regulations. In an integrated
national data system, laws and regulations guiding data openness, usage,
and protection are in place (see chapter
6). Open data laws and access to information legislation complement one another by requiring public
institutions to disclose data by default while granting
individuals the right to compel disclosure. The rights
of individuals on the use of their personal data are
recognized and reserved, and an independent data
protection authority safeguards those rights. Data
controllers and processors are held accountable to
ensure cybersecurity. Governments play a stewardship role by incorporating soft law around data use
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that reflects societal values, including standards,
terms and conditions of use, norms, codes of conduct,
and other voluntary frameworks. Both state and nonstate participants adhere to this body of soft law (see
chapter 6).
Economic policies. Executive-level decisionmakers in both the public and private
sectors view data as foundational for
creating value and are committed to
implementing policies to maximize the value of data
while ensuring that the proper safeguards are in
place. In the whole-of-government strategy for data
governance, policies set out norms, objectives, and
tools. Antitrust tools are adapted to data-driven markets, and antitrust authorities tackle anticompetitive
behavior by data-driven firms. Data can flow securely
across borders and facilitate cross-border services
transactions, such as in the financial services or
telecommunications sectors. Tax loopholes for datadriven businesses are addressed (see chapter 7).
Institutions. The institutions required
to effectively govern data are in place
(see chapter 8). They include those that
enact overarching strategic and policy
objectives, such as an executive-level cross-functional
group of key stakeholders that makes policy decisions, provides strategic direction, and mobilizes
the necessary resources. To execute the strategy and
manage the national data system, a repurposed existing institution or a newly created data governance
office is fully operational. A national statistical office
with sufficient financing, independence, and capacity to fulfill its role is in place. Institutions that monitor compliance, such as a data protection authority
and an antitrust authority, are operating. Institutions
that monitor and evaluate the system as a whole are
created—such as oversight agencies that effectively
monitor the accountability of data producers and
users and nongovernment watchdogs that monitor
public and private sector compliance with rules and
standards.
Foundations of an integrated national
data system
Putting these pillars in place for the national data
system is not easy. They need to be anchored in a
solid foundation of human capital, trust, funding,
incentives, and data demand. Trust in particular
plays a critical role in facilitating the integration of
participants and their data. It is essential to binding
the national data system to the social contract on data
(see chapter 8).
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Human capital. Human capital underpins
a well-functioning national data system.
Data producers have the skills needed to
produce high-quality data that measure
up to best practices and international standards for
processing, storing, and ensuring the interoperability
of data. The institutions that safeguard data, perform
quality checks, and ensure that data flow among participants are staffed with skilled workers, as are the
institutions that lay out the policies, laws, and regulations governing data flows. Individuals have the data
literacy needed to ensure that data can be used effectively and equitably, to be empowered, and to hold
governments accountable. Data literacy should be
understood in a broad sense to include understanding
basic statistical and numerical concepts; understanding how to analyze, interpret, and communicate data
using digital tools; understanding the place of data in
decision-making; and understanding data rights and
data governance essentials. Finally, the next generation of data users is trained in data literacy through
educational curricula, and the next generation of data
scientists and statisticians is trained through higher
education, ensuring the sustainability of the national
data system.
Trust. For data to flow securely within
the national data system, participants
in the system trust that the data will be
protected, that the information inherent
in the data will not be misused, and that the value
created from the data will be shared equitably. People
trust the ability of government, academia, and the
private sector to collect, protect, and safely share data
gathered from them. Firms trust that their data will
be used properly when those data are shared with
third parties. And, in general, participants trust that
the public sector enforcement systems are robust and
that appropriate measures will be taken in the event
of data misuse.
Funding. A well-functioning national
data system is sufficiently funded. Government agencies have the resources
to hire and pay highly skilled data scientists, statisticians, and data collectors at competitive levels, as well as the resources to purchase the
technical infrastructure needed to collect, process,
and manage data. Likewise, government agencies
have the funding needed to achieve the goals set out
in the national data strategy and to sufficiently staff
the safeguarding and enabling institutions. Academia
has funding to create, access, and analyze data. Civil
society and individuals have the financial resources

needed to acquire the technology often needed to
monitor government data, produce data themselves,
and use data from other participants.
Incentives. The right incentives and
power balances conducive to the equitable production, exchange, and use
of data are in place. To overcome the
reluctance of government entities to share data
openly because it could expose poor performance,
risk data protection breaches with little return, or
shrink their power, data exchanges are mandated
or encouraged through incentives, where relevant.
Incentives are similarly in place for the private sector, encouraging, and where relevant mandating,
businesses to exchange data. In the private sector,
such incentives deal appropriately with situations
in which corporations may have invested capital in
systems to accumulate data and wish to earn a return
on the investment, keep data out of the hands of competitors, or both.

move closer to the system envisioned here, focusing on how to integrate in the national data system
the various participants: government agencies, civil
society, academia, the private sector, and international and regional organizations.
Integrating these participants depends not only
on a country’s data maturity level, but also on other
context-specific factors such as the relative strengths
and weaknesses of the current institutions and
actors. Where relevant, this discussion explores how
local contexts might affect progress toward attaining
the vision.
The data maturity model is used as an organizing
framework to help determine the strengths and weaknesses of the existing data system and identify the
sequential steps that can be taken to establish an integrated national data system. The model differentiates
three stages. At low levels of data maturity, countries
should prioritize establishing the fundamentals of a
national data system. Once the fundamentals are in
place, countries should seek to initiate data flows. At
advanced levels of data maturity, the goal is to optimize the system (figure 9.2).

s

Data demand. An integrated national
data system has a high demand for data
Figure
9.2 (1 column plus margin 21p7)
and a culture of valuing
and prioritizing
Figure 9.2 A data maturity model for a hypothetical
data use. Data are viewed as foundational for creating public value through improved national data system
policy making, particularly by high-level management in both the public and private sectors. In the
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For a country suffering from fragility, poverty, and
poor governance, this vision of an integrated national
data system may seem unattainable. As discussed
in chapter 2, for many governments, just producing
high-quality data is a challenge. Thus data exchanges
and integration among various partners may not
seem feasible. Yet any country can take steps toward
fulfilling the vision of an integrated national data
system. Using the data maturity model, this section
describes the concrete steps countries can take to
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Source: WDR 2021 team.
Note: The figure shows steps in a data maturity model for a hypothetical national data system. The
inner circle is the first stage of maturity, the second the middle stage, and so forth. Darker colors
indicate steps accomplished; lighter colors indicate steps not accomplished. Thus for each participant,
segments may be dark or light. In this way, the figure illustrates that countries may be at different data
maturity stages at the same time and that some participants may be more integrated than others.
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In practice, deviations from these steps are likely
to occur as countries adapt them to their specific
circumstances and exigencies. Early steps will likely
need to be revisited, refined, and adjusted at later
stages. Some countries will be more advanced in
some domains but lacking in others—that is, elements identified as fundamentals may not be present
in some mostly advanced systems. In a few circumstances, it may be appropriate for a country to change
the sequencing of steps in certain domains.
Some countries may not have an intentional
whole-of-government approach to data governance
but still be advanced in data maturity. Although
these countries can have much to gain from taking
an intentional whole-of-government approach, an
integrated national data system does not call for discarding what has been established, but rather building on its strengths. Regardless of where a country’s
current data maturity stands, building an integrated
national data system will not happen overnight. It is a
long-term process of ongoing steps, refinements, and
improvements.

Integrating government
Government entities play a central role in the
national data system as the main producers of public intent data. To contribute to and sustain a strong
national data system, these entities must meet several objectives. They must address shortcomings in
the coverage, quality, and usability of public intent
data. They need to ensure the effective coordination
of public sector data producers and data exchanges
and the interoperability of data from various sources.
And they must make data available and accessible to
stakeholders across the system to promote use, reuse,
and repurposing (see figure 9.3).
Data strategy formulation. Recognizing the importance of an integrated national data system in a
high-level strategic document, such as a national data
strategy, is central to accomplishing these objectives
and to garnering the necessary political commitment and resources. The formulation of a national
data strategy should be a transparent, collaborative
process and include stakeholders from across the
government, civil society, academia, and the private

Figure 9.3 Steps to integrating the public sector into the national data system
Establishing fundamentals
• Policies: Recognize the
importance of an integrated
national data system in a
high-level strategic document.
• Laws and regulations: Put in
place robust data protection
regulations.
• Human capital and funding:
Strengthen the technical
capacity and financing of
NSOs.
• Institutions: Create technical
units in ministries to
strengthen administrative
data and coordinate data

Initiating data flows
• Data demand: Establish a
culture of data use in
ministries and among policy
makers and legislators.
• Incentives: Prioritize open
data for development and
use of common standards
throughout the data life cycle.
• Infrastructure policies:
Establish a secure, integrated
digital platform for storing
and providing access to
deidentified public intent
data.

• Incentives: Ensure that data
scientists and statisticians
in the public sector are
appropriately remunerated.

Source: WDR 2021 team.
Note: Categories overlap and are meant to be illustrative. NSO = national statistical office.
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Optimizing the system
• Institutions: Charge an
existing or new government
unit with responsibility for
overseeing and reporting on
implementation of a national
data strategy.
• Incentives: Empower the
NSO to take an active role in
the national data system.
• Policies: Define clear
institutional mandates for
the various government
institutions.

sector to encourage broad-based buy-in. To address
shortcomings in public intent data, the national data
strategy should reflect the priorities discussed in
previous chapters: robust data protection, political
commitments to the independence of data producers, adequate and sustained financing, investments
in human capital, and efforts to strengthen the data
literacy of the general populace, policy makers, legislators, and civil society. This process should also
establish a common framework for accountability
in and independent oversight of the national data
system. To achieve these priorities, the national data
strategy should include concrete policy steps, such as
the ones that follow, and it should be reflected in the
national development plans. For example, in Colombia, National Development Plan 2014–18 was used
as a vehicle to formally assign its National Statistical
Administrative Department (DANE) the role of coordinator and regulator of the national statistical system.3
Data protection regulations. Putting in place robust
data and privacy protection regulations is an early
priority in establishing an integrated national data
system. These regulations should be backed by
independent oversight of compliance with them, a
function that a data protection authority may serve
(see chapter 8). An example of independent oversight is the United Kingdom’s Information Commis
sioner’s Office, a nondepartmental body tasked with
upholding “information rights in the public interest.”
Reporting directly to Parliament, it oversees the Data
Protection Act, Freedom of Information Act, Privacy
and Electronic Communications Regulations (PECR),
Environmental Information Regulations, INSPIRE
Regulations, and Re-use of Public Sector Information (RPSI) regulations.4 Although these regulatory
steps need to be taken early, they remain relevant
for advanced data systems. Legal and institutional
arrangements will require adjustment as the data and
policy landscapes change.
NSO capacity. Because the NSO fulfills the core
function of producing official statistics, it is fundamental that the office be integrated into the national
data system. This requires strengthening the technical
capacity and financing of NSOs to fill data gaps and
produce high-quality official statistics (see chapter 2).
Technical data units. Within government ministries and agencies, the foundations of administrative
data should be strengthened. Creating and staffing
technical units dedicated to the production and management of administrative data are vital for the participation of ministries in the national data system.
Administrative data should be based on common
standards promoted across the national data system

for their production, processing, management, and
protection. In addition, ensuring the interoperability
and accessibility of administrative data must be a
priority of administrative data systems. For example, Argentina connects data registers through its
data interoperability platform for the public sector
(INTEROPER.AR).5 Statistical units at ministries
should centralize cataloging and storage of datasets, including of existing datasets. This will require
continually modernizing the technological and data
infrastructure for the production, management, safe
exchange, and secure storage of data.
Remuneration of data scientists. To ensure a functional integration of government institutions in the
national data system, civil servants need the incentives and capabilities to produce, safeguard, and use
data. To this end, governments could pursue civil
service reforms to ensure that data scientists and
statisticians in the public sector are appropriately
remunerated. These steps are needed to attract and
retain the human capital required to build and sustain
a successful national data system. Lack of competitive
salaries and career opportunities is a frequently cited
barrier to greater institutional performance and the
capacity of data producers, for instance in El Salvador,
Guatemala, and Peru.6
Culture of data use. To initiate data flows, it is
vital to establish a culture of data use in ministries
and among policy makers and legislators. Institutionalizing data-intensive management practices can
jump-start this process (see chapter 2). This effort
should be accompanied by ongoing investments in
the data literacy of policy makers and legislators.
Technical units should be required to periodically
deliver knowledge products based on administrative
data and disseminated in accordance with a public
release calendar. Such products should become an
integral part of monitoring, evaluation, and citizen
engagement efforts.
Common standards. Open access to public intent
data is central to realizing the broad benefits of
widespread data use, reuse, and repurposing. On the
political front, it is critical that governments prioritize open data for development and use common
standards throughout the data life cycle. Government
entities should view data stewardship as a strategic
function needed for the effective management and
use of internal data assets, as well as for seamless data
exchanges among entities. To undertake this function, each entity should receive the required financial and human resources and should use common
standards for the production, management, quality
assurance, and interoperability of public intent data.
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Integrated digital platforms. On the technical front,
establishing a secure, integrated digital platform for
storing and providing access to deidentified public
intent data deposited on the platform by producers
from across the public sector can initiate data flows
and spur further demands for data. The creation of a
unified platform should be conditional on putting in
place common technological, legal, and institutional
standards for safeguarding confidential and sensitive
information. An example is Open Data Philippines
(ODPH). ODPH was launched in January 2014 as part
of the multilateral Open Government Partnership
initiative, which also includes Brazil, Indonesia,
Mexico, Norway, South Africa, the United Kingdom,
and the United States.7 The ODPH repository works as
a core government program ensuring citizens’ rights
of transparency and access to information. The platform collects more than 1,237 datasets from 99 government agencies and organizations, which allows
the disclosure of specific data from different sectors.
ODPH acts as an intermediary between the national
government and its constituents. It also removes barriers limiting data sharing between agencies.
Data strategy oversight unit. A national data strategy
is key to optimizing the national data system. Central
to this process is charging an existing or new government unit with overseeing and reporting on implementation of the national data strategy. The unit will
play an important coordinating and integrating role
in optimizing data flows among participants in the
national data system. This role will include acting as
liaison with the technical data production teams in
ministries and the NSO to support the development
and use of common standards for activities across the
data life cycle. Of particular importance is ensuring
a common and robust approach to the protection of
personal data and sensitive information across the
system. The institutional home and reporting lines
for such a unit will likely differ, depending on the
country context. To be effective, the unit should have
both the political power to oversee the data agenda of
other government institutions and the technical and
legal know-how to understand the complexities of
data governance.
Many NSOs have the most extensive experience
of government agencies in dealing with important
data issues. To the extent that a strong and capable
NSO exists or that reforms can be readily undertaken
to shore up its independence, financial resources,
and technical capabilities in line with the recommendations put forth in chapter 2, the NSO may be well
placed to co-lead formulation of the national data
strategy and possibly to oversee its implementation.8
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In New Zealand, the NSO is branded as a data agency,
and the head of the NSO was appointed Government
Chief Data Steward by the State Services Commissioner in July 2017. A cabinet mandate empowers the
Chief Data Steward to facilitate and enable “an inclusive, joined-up approach across government to set
standards and establish common capabilities, including developing data policy, infrastructure, strategy,
and planning.”9
Estonia has opted for another institutional home
for the unit overseeing implementation of the national
data agenda. The steering body for implementing
the government’s digital strategy, which includes
overseeing its national data system, is the e-Estonia
Council.10 The council is chaired by the prime minister and organized by the Strategy Unit of Government Office, a public entity charged with assisting
the government in designing and implementing
policy.11 Estonia’s national data system centers around
X-Road, an open-source data exchange layer solution
that allows linked public and private databases to
automatically exchange information, ensuring confidentiality, integrity, and interoperability among
the parties exchanging data.12 X-Road’s cryptography
protocols enhance transparency because they log
entries into the system and give individuals detailed
insights into who is sharing their data and for what
purposes.
Similar to Estonia, Argentina has adopted a federated data sharing model that connects data registers
and has enabled the development of public services
through its data interoperability platform for the
public sector. This system includes the Smart Judicial
Investigation tool and the National Tax and Social
Identification System (SINTyS), which coordinates
database exchanges and single data requests at the
national, provincial, and municipal levels to support
better targeting and monitoring of social programs.13
NSO empowerment. Regardless of whether the NSO
houses the oversight unit, as the data system matures
the NSO should be empowered to take on an active
role (see chapter 2). In Estonia, although the NSO
does not oversee the national data system, it has been
elevated to national data agency status—“a center
of excellence for public sector data administration
and research, which would support the making of
data-based decisions nationwide, integrating data
administration and analytics.”14 In line with this recommendation, NSOs could take on a bigger role in
many ways, including conducting data literacy training for stakeholders in government, CSOs, the media,
academia, and the private sector, as well as by providing specialized technical assistance to government

departments aimed at improving methods for the
production, processing, management, deidentification, and dissemination of public intent datasets. As
part of an expanded role in training, NSOs could also
develop (or hire) staff to engage in research on new
methods for data collection and test the validity of
experimental statistics. In addition, NSOs could offer
independent quality assurance of the administrative
data products and related official statistics produced
outside of the NSO.
Institutional mandates. National data strategies
should be revisited periodically as the national data
system matures in light of evolving data needs and
technological improvements. The process of formulating a national data strategy is an opportunity to define
clear institutional mandates for the NSO, ministries,
and specialized government agencies for the production, quality assurance, exchange, and protection
of public intent data. Such mandates can minimize
overlapping and duplicated data production, thereby
making the whole system more efficient. Defining
clear institutional mandates also helps identify the
comparative advantages and expected contributions
of each institution and simplifies the task of securing
financial and human resources commensurate with
the mandates of each institution.
Integrating civil society and individuals
Civil society and individuals should be empowered
to participate in the national data system as users of

data and as data producers in their own right, whether
citizen-generated or collected by CSOs (figure 9.4).
A key function of CSOs, national and international
NGOs, individual citizens, and journalists and the
media is to hold the government and private sector
accountable. But the national data system also stands
to gain from the systematic incorporation of citizengenerated data for use by other participants. This
effort requires collaboration and shared governance
arrangements between government and civil society.
Because of the importance of civil society’s accountability function, these governance arrangements
must be set up to reinforce the unconditional independence of civil society data producers and users.
For civil society and individuals to be an integral
part of a national data system, several prerequisites
must be met.
Legal rights to data production. Laws and regulatory
frameworks are needed to protect people’s rights to
produce, use, and disseminate data. Laws should be
amended to support individuals’ role in, as well as
their accountability function for, the data system. At
the same time, laws and regulatory frameworks need
to credibly protect data and sensitive information on
people so they will trust they can safely participate
in the national data system. Instituting civil society
watchdogs to monitor public and private sector compliance with the rules and regulations of the data
system can act as additional safeguards for independence and data protection.

Figure 9.4 Steps to integrating civil society into the national data system
Establishing fundamentals
• Laws and regulations:
Institute laws protecting
people’s rights to produce,
use, and disseminate data.
• Incentives: Create civil
society watchdogs to monitor
compliance with the rules of
the system.
• Funding: Ensure that civil
and resources for data
production and use.

Initiating data flows
• Human capital: Improve data
literacy through joint projects,
training, and secondments
and through the education
system.
• Infrastructure policies:
Ensure adoption of common
standards that improve data
quality and interoperability.
• Trust: Promote trust
through establishment of an
independent scientific quality
control unit.

Optimizing the system
• Institutions: Institutionalize
collaboration for the
systematic use of citizengenerated data in
decision-making.
• Incentives: Include civil
society in planning, high-level
decisions, and strategy setting
for the national data system.

Source: WDR 2021 team.
Note: Categories overlap and are meant to be illustrative.
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Funding and resources. Civil society also needs sufficient funding and resources for data production
and use. Interviews with representatives of NGOs
in Argentina, Kenya, and Nepal revealed that lack of
funding can constrain citizen-generated data.15 Both
international donors and national funders could
improve funding by including specific budgets for
citizen data production alongside funding for institutional data collection.16 General funds for citizen
data collection akin to those for funding of scientific
research could also be created. When civil society has
limited access to data collection resources, such as
smartphones for computer-assisted interviewing or
collection of satellite-based global positioning system
(GPS) data, such resources could be directly distributed by funders or loaned through organizations dedicated to providing communities with technological
tools and training.17 Open-source software for data
collection, such as ODK, as well as free-of-charge software for data collection, such as Survey Solutions and
CSPro, could be supported.18 CSOs also need technical
support in adopting and operating such resources
and software to ensure they have the capability to
produce high-quality data.
Data literacy. Lack of data literacy in civil society
is a major barrier to the demand for high-quality,
accessible data, and it limits the accountability role
that civil society can play. It also leads to low levels
of trust in citizen-generated data by other participants, which, in turn, hinders data flows from civil
society to the national data system. Improving data
literacy through project partnerships, training, and
secondments can help address these skill gaps and
trust deficits. For example, the Ugandan Bureau of
Statistics and Ministry of Education supported the
CSO Twaweza in survey and sampling design for a
numeracy and literacy survey. Twaweza then independently carried out the data collection and processing, improving the quality of and trust in citizengenerated data. The data were later used by the
Ministry of Education.19 In addition to training, joint
projects, fellowships, and secondments of staff from
CSOs to data-driven institutions can increase the
technical capacities of CSOs.20 One private sector–led
initiative to increase digital literacy in civil society,
StoryLab Academy, uses online webinars and faceto-face training to improve digital literacy among
African journalists.21 The academy is a joint initiative
of Code for Africa, the World Bank’s Global Media
Development Program, and Google News Lab.
Data literacy should also be reinforced across society more broadly. One aspect is incorporating data
literacy in primary and secondary education curricula (chapter 2). Empirical studies on financial literacy
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suggest that integrating data literacy into school curricula may ultimately be more effective than targeted
adult education.22 Because of the relatively young
populations of lower- and middle-income countries,
incorporating data literacy programs in school curricula could reap valuable returns. For example, Rwanda
has supported initiatives to build digital skills through
its multistakeholder Digital Ambassador Program.23
In addition to general programs, targeted data literacy efforts to reach traditionally marginalized groups
such as women and indigenous communities may be
needed to reduce the digital divide.
Common standards. Data flows between civil society and other actors can also be promoted by adopting common standards that improve data quality
and interoperability. The efforts to promote adoption
of these standards should be augmented by efforts
aimed at strengthening analytical capacity to ensure
their proper implementation. For example, the collaboration between Twaweza and public institutions
helped ensure that data on literacy and numeracy
were collected in accordance with official educational
standards.24 Similarly, in Mozambique the standardization of community scorecards used by several
NGOs to assess school and health care services at the
local level allowed the data to be aggregated to the
national level, where they were used in research and
advocacy campaigns.25
Quality control unit. For citizen-generated data to
be reused—such as to inform policy decisions—their
quality and representativeness need to be guaranteed. One specific concern is advocacy bias in cases
in which the primary purpose of the data produced
by civil society is to advocate for certain issues. To
this end, the relevant government agencies and
CSOs could together establish an independent
scientific quality control unit to assess the methodological soundness and representativeness of citizengenerated data for possible use in national data portals and in SDG reporting.26 Closer collaboration and
the adoption of common standards do not mean that
civil society ceases to play its critical role of holding
other actors accountable by challenging their data,
views, or priorities. Methodological rigor and common standards may in fact empower civil society to
play an accountability role by increasing the credibility and interoperability of citizen-generated and CSO
data. At the same time, not all CSOs may opt for their
data to be used for policy purposes or SDG reporting
if advocacy is their primary concern. In any case, data
should flow to civil society to empower and inform
decisions of communities and individuals and ensure
that benefits from an integrated data system are
broadly shared.

Institutionalized collaboration. To optimize data
flows, the relationship between civil society and
other participants should evolve from a stage of ad
hoc collaboration to institutionalized collaboration
for the production and use of data. From the perspective of the government, this means that citizen
data production and use are by default integrated
into policy-making and administrative processes.27
An example is the framework developed by South
Africa’s Department of Planning, Monitoring and
Evaluation on how to include citizen-based monitoring in planning, budgeting, and evaluation systems.28
Institutionalized collaboration allows the government
to leverage civil society’s unique perspectives, local
expertise, and motivation, whereas civil society can
influence policies and services, highlighting problems
that may otherwise go unnoticed or be ignored. With
institutionalized collaboration, civil society could
have a designated role of collecting data that would
otherwise be too expensive or difficult to collect,
such as wildlife counts. Institutionalized collaboration on data would also serve as an incentive for relying on data for policy making more broadly, and thus
would bolster demand for data.
Joint planning and strategy setting. Finally, governments should take steps to include civil society in
planning, high-level decisions, and strategy setting
for the national data system. In Chile, where civil
society participation is mandated by the national Law
on Associations and Citizen Participation in Public
Management, the NSO has put in place a civil society

council.29 Once included in multistakeholder governance forums, civil society can progress from being
a standard-taker to a standard-maker. Including
citizens in the planning, production, and use of data
can also help empower individuals and enhance trust
between citizens and their governments.30
Integrating academia
In a well-functioning national data system, academia
(including universities, think tanks, and research
organizations) generates data and insights, advances
the methodological frontier, and trains other participants in data production and use (figure 9.5).
For academia to realize this potential, several conditions must be in place.
Technological infrastructure. Academics must have
adequate financial support and access to key information and communication technology (ICT) infrastructure. Higher education funding should prioritize and
include designated budgets for data infrastructure.
Where limited, access to ICT infrastructure required
for any work involving large datasets should be
expanded.
Data awareness. Any form of cooperation and data
exchange between academia and other participants in
the national data system requires awareness of which
databases are maintained by participants. A survey
of policy makers in 126 low- and middle-income
countries found that they learn about domestic data
sources primarily through consultations and informal communications, highlighting the important

Figure 9.5 Steps to integrating academia into the national data system
Establishing fundamentals
• Infrastructure policies:
Ensure that academics have
adequate financial support
and access to key ICT
infrastructure.
• Data demand: Promote
awareness of the datasets
of participants by building
relationships among partners
in academia and government.

Initiating data flows
• Data demand: Set up
data sharing agreements,
commission data production
by academics, and support
the repurposing of academic
data.
• Human capital: Promote data
literacy through quantitative
degree programs, workshops,
and secondments.

Optimizing the system
• Infrastructure policies:
Institutionalize access to data
through data portals and data
enclaves.
• Data demand: Support and
adopt data innovations by
academia.
• Incentives: Support initiatives
that provide legal access to
scientific journals.

Source: WDR 2021 team.
Note: Categories overlap and are meant to be illustrative. ICT = information and communication technology.
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role of personal interactions and social capital.31 At
low data maturity levels, promoting awareness of
the datasets of participants by building relationships
between partners in government and academia, such
as through workshops, is therefore a priority. As in
civil society, laws and regulations need to protect academics’ rights to collect and share data.
Data exchange agreements. To initiate data flows,
researchers can leverage relationships with other
participants in the national data system and set up
project-based data exchange agreements—for example, to access administrative data collected by the
government. Other participants may take advantage
of academia’s expertise and commission the generation of data for their needs. Data generated by academics as part of their research could be repurposed
by other participants in the national data system,
from government policy makers to students pursuing
higher education. An example of how researchers can
make their data available for repurposing is the Datahub for Field Experiments in Economics and Public
Policy, a public searchable database that researchers
affiliated with Innovations for Poverty Action (IPA)
and the Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty Action Lab (J-PAL)
use to publish their data from impact evaluations.32
It is critical to ensure that the data made available
for downstream use are sufficiently documented,
not only to confirm replicability of past findings but
also to properly inform future use.
Data literacy. Academia also plays an important
role in the flow of human capital and the promotion
of data literacy. Tertiary education programs should
be geared toward training professionals skilled in
using data who are prepared to join institutions in
the data system. At lower data maturity levels, any
programs providing skills in quantitative fields, such
as statistics, economics, or computer science, will be
useful. Beyond formal tertiary education, academia
can train participants from government agencies, the
private sector, or civil society by means of training
courses, workshops, and seminars. For example, the
Data Literacy pillar of the Data-Pop Alliance—an alliance created by the Harvard Humanitarian Initiative,
MIT Connection Science, and Overseas Development
Institute—has developed a framework and tools to
establish core competencies toward becoming data literate.33 The Nepal Data Literacy Program, established
in 2019 through a partnership between the Nepalese
government, the World Bank, and the United Kingdom’s Department for International Development
(since incorporated into the Foreign, Commonwealth
and Development Office), comprises a 100-hour modular, customizable pedagogy to support both building technical skills and efforts to enhance a culture
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of data use among Nepalis.34 The program is now
partnering with the Kathmandu University School
of Management to incorporate data literacy toolkits
into university programs and develop a data-driven
course that will be free to other institutions and thousands of students as a result.
Embedding a team of researchers in public institutions is another effective way of transferring skills.
In Peru, IPA and J-PAL partnered with the Ministry
of Education to embed a team of researchers in the
ministry. They then worked with public officials to
conduct several impact evaluations using administrative data. The ministry subsequently scaled up three
programs based on the evaluation results, and the
unit is now government-run.35
Data portals and enclaves. To optimize data flows
to academia, academia’s access to public intent data
could be institutionalized by establishing data portals and data enclaves. The latter enable researchers
to use confidential microdata from surveys and
government censuses behind secure firewalls. For
example, Mexico’s National Institute of Statistics and
Geography (INEGI) offers researchers data access
through its Microdata Laboratory, which is located
in secure enclaves on its premises, provided they
undergo an application and training process.36 Similar institutions have been set up in other countries,
such as DataFirst in South Africa37 and the Scientific
Research Center at the Palestinian Central Bureau of
Statistics in the West Bank and Gaza.38 Implementing
these models requires a secure infrastructure, skills
in the deidentification of data, trust, and sanctions for
misuse and attempts to reidentify individuals. When
public intent data are made accessible to researchers,
data producers should require that insights gained
from the data flow back to them such as in the form of
technical briefs or open-access journal articles. This
requirement helps ensure that data exchanges serve
broader development objectives. Microdata access
should also extend to metadata and syntax files to
increase ease of use and transparency.
Data innovations. Finally, innovations emanating
from academia should be supported and, where relevant, adopted. Academia can play a role in transferring
and applying global knowledge to local contexts. For
example, randomized experiments in international
development research were originally pioneered by
academics at elite universities, but since then they
have proliferated and been adopted as a decisionmaking tool by many governments, including those
in low- and middle-income countries.39 A prominent
example is Mexico’s National Council for the Evaluation of Social Development Policy (CONEVAL), which
was set up in 2004 with the mandate to coordinate

evaluation exercises of the National Social Development Policy, as well as to provide guidelines to define,
identify, and measure poverty.40 The agency, endowed
by the government of Mexico with budgetary, technical, and management autonomy, implements or commissions evaluations of the social policies developed
by the Mexican government.
Access to scientific journals. Local research institutions, partnering with governments, have acted as
important knowledge brokers in this process. Domestic researchers can also push the methodological frontier and develop methods tailored to the specific country contexts. For academia to play this role, it needs not
only sufficient funding and academic freedom, but
also access to international journals, databases, and
exchange opportunities. For example, in light of high
access fees, especially for scholars and institutions
in low- and middle-income countries, initiatives that
provide legal access to scientific journals should be
supported and scaled. One example of such initiatives
is Research4Life.41 Similarly, researchers from highincome countries should be more responsive to
requests for full-text publications from other researchers on platforms such as ResearchGate or LinkedIn.
Integrating the private sector
Targeted policies, initiatives, and incentives are
needed to support businesses through the transition to a data-driven culture and enable them to

become active participants in the national data system (figure 9.6).
High-speed wireless broadband. Establishing reliable,
efficient physical infrastructure is foundational to
the production and use of data and is an obvious
prerequisite to integrating the private sector into a
national data system. As data traffic expands globally
in volume and velocity, businesses can participate
in national and international data systems only if
they have access to reliable, affordable high-speed
wireless broadband.42 Notwithstanding the high
investment costs involved in the construction and
operation of the national transmission networks
(backbones) connected via fiber-optic cable and satellite to international links, governments need to find
ways to support this vital infrastructure (see chapter
5).43 Incentives, including subsidies, can be used to
encourage existing or new operators to invest in less
lucrative geographical areas. And there may be opportunities to leverage fiber-optic infrastructure in other
sectors such as utilities and railways. Fiber can also
be installed cost effectively in conjunction with new
road construction.44
Data literacy. Another priority in the early stages
of the integrated national data system is to equip
workers and businesses with the skills and appliances needed to produce and use data, including
having access to mobile devices and computing
and data management infrastructure. Data systems

Figure 9.6 Steps to integrating the private sector into the national data system
Establishing fundamentals
Initiating data flows

• Infrastructure policies:
Construct national
transmission networks for
high-speed wireless
broadband access.

• Infrastructure policies:
Increase IXPs and data
centers to improve the

• Human capital: Equip
workers and businesses with
the skills and appliances
needed to produce and use
data.

• Incentives: Adopt
compensation and
noncompensation schemes
to promote data exchanges.
• Data demand: Promote
the role of data stewards in
business.

Optimizing the system
• Incentives: Increase data
interoperability through
the adoption of stringent
data quality and privacy
standards that are also
pro-business.
• Infrastructure policies:
Promote the expansion of
and access to colocation data
centers.
• Trust: Engage business
through trusted data
intermediaries.

Source: WDR 2021 team.
Note: Categories overlap and are meant to be illustrative. IXPs = internet exchange points.
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require workers with specialized skills in statistics,
economics, computer science, geographic information systems, and data science to allow businesses
to collect, store, and process data in the first place.
Government-led or -funded training initiatives on
data literacy for the current labor force are essential
to equip workers with the skills required in today’s
labor markets and create the necessary data literacy
and demand for data. In particular, much more needs
to be done to scale up the availability—and gradually
the sophistication—of public data literacy programs
for the workforce outside of formal secondary or tertiary education systems. Government-funded examples include the Nepal Data Literacy Program and
the Sudan Evidence-Base and Data Literacy Capacity
Development Program, which has developed an introductory data literacy course and an intermediatelevel “data storytelling” curriculum.45
Installation of IXPs. Increasing the efficiency of data
transfers is central to initiating data flows within the
private sector and across the integrated national data
system. Governments can take steps to encourage
private-led investment in the installation of IXPs,
which reduce internet access costs and improve performance for users. For example, it is estimated that
the absence of an IXP regional interconnection infrastructure forced Latin America to pay nearly US$2 billion in international traffic costs in 2014; increasing
IXPs in the region could reduce overall traffic costs
by one-third.46 At the technical level, building an IXP
is relatively simple and inexpensive, but establishing
and maintaining the necessary level of trust and collaboration between stakeholders can be a challenge.47
To establish an IXP, internet service providers (ISPs)
and other actors (many of whom are competitors)
must agree on IXP location, mode of operation, and
management structure—all of which should be neutral to ensure buy-in.48 For example, when the first
IXP, KIXP, was established in Kenya in 2000, a legal
challenge filed by the incumbent telecom operator
led to its immediate closure. Only after a year of
appeals and persistent lobbying was KIXP allowed to
reopen.49 In Mexico, the first IXP was not established
until 2014 because of problems around trust and a
lack of collaboration between ISPs. The second was
installed in 2018.
Compensation and noncompensation schemes. To
initiate and maintain flows, proactive compensation
and noncompensation schemes to encourage private sector data exchanges are critical. Business-togovernment (B2G) data exchanges are generally based
on voluntary contractual agreements. The government should typically take a somewhat restrained
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approach to measures that force the private sector to
exchange data (see chapters 6 and 7). Although data
are a nonrival good and the reasons in favor of data
sharing are compelling, the private sector does not
necessarily have to provide the government with
access to its data for free. The European Commission
has suggested that compensation schemes could be
in the public interest. Options include free data; free
of charge plus tax incentives; marginal cost pricing;
marginal cost pricing plus a return on investment
markup; or market price.50 The Contracts for Data
Collaboration (C4DC) initiative has created an analytical framework and an online library of key elements
of data sharing agreements to reduce the transaction
costs of negotiating data sharing between the private
sector and policy makers.51
Other types of incentives to increase B2G data
exchanges without compensation include public recognition programs that showcase engagement. Such a
program could enhance the reputations of companies
and reduce the amount of compensation expected
(if any). By increasing the transparency of B2G data
exchange arrangements, societal expectations about
the utility of private intent data for public policy, as
well as expectations about B2G engagement, could
gradually shift, thereby encouraging other businesses
to join. Governments could also consider marketing
mechanisms such as labeling schemes that could be
used to highlight B2G data exchanges undertaken to
pursue public policy goals.52
Companies could be incentivized to share their
data through corporate social responsibility programs. For example, Facebook’s Data for Good initiative is offering innovative datasets intended to aid
public policy decisions. Other private companies may
be encouraged to share their data at a reduced cost
for public initiatives, with special grants for researchers or tax breaks for the data provider. If the private
sector considers the risks of data exchanges to be too
great, data intermediaries can facilitate arrangements
in which the relevant algorithms are sent to com
panies directly for local data analysis. For example,
OPAL (Open Algorithms), which describes itself as a
“non-profit socio-technological innovation,” provides
a platform that allows researchers to send companies
certified open-source algorithms that are then run on
big data behind companies’ firewalls.53 This arrangement allows governments and others to analyze and
gain insight from granular datasets collected by private companies that otherwise would be unavailable
for legal, commercial, or ethical reasons.
Data stewards. Data exchanges can be advanced by
businesses designating data stewards within their

organizations to oversee internal data governance
and engage with others. Data stewards play a vital
role in establishing good data management in the private sector and in pursuing and facilitating sustainable data exchange arrangements.54 Alongside their
business-led functions, data stewards could be tasked
with identifying data that could be shared to promote
the public interest and identifying and nurturing
potential collaboration with the government or others, such as data collaboratives. Data stewards can
also lead efforts to ensure that any insights gained
from exchanges are acted on. Although primary oversight of data protection issues should be assigned to a
chief privacy officer, in the context of data exchange
and reuse data stewards should be responsible for
protecting potentially sensitive information and
ensuring the protection of data when reused.55
Common standards. Transitioning to high data
maturity levels requires facilitating the interoperability of public and private data through the adoption of
stringent data quality and privacy standards that are
also pro-business. Like all participants in the national
data system, businesses must be incentivized to adopt
stringent standards for data quality and interoperability to facilitate integration with public systems. Businesses’ adoption of such standards could be promoted
through some of the incentive mechanisms discussed
earlier in this chapter and rolled out through advanced
training programs. Uptake by businesses can also be
increased as countries adopt international standards
that improve the cross-border interoperability of data
in the commercial sphere—such as the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) standard for
electronic data interchange between financial institutions (ISO 20022).56 For private sector data to be safely
integrated in the national data system, businesses
further need to comply with the data protection and
privacy regulations put in place as a fundamental step
in moving toward an integrated national data system.
Colocation data centers. As firms become more reliant on data systems, they will need access to colocation data centers to help manage their data processing
and storage needs and to reduce the costs associated
with running and certifying internal data centers.57
Access to data centers in lower-income countries
remains poor, in part because of these countries’ fragile business environments and low demand for data
(see chapter 5).58 Appropriate measures to promote
the expansion of data centers and increase access
will depend on the context. In high-capacity, highdemand contexts, data centers may need to be located
relatively close to users to maximize cost savings
and speed, and changes to the local business climate

may be sufficient to encourage the necessary investments. Where local capacity and demand are low,
however, regional efforts to promote investment in
regional data centers and other digital infrastructure
may be more appropriate. Governments might also
explore opportunities to work with large businesses
in-country that already have in-house data storage
systems and that could, if aggregated, create the
necessary scale for colocation data centers to meet
local needs. So long as the business of running
carrier-neutral colocation data centers proves profitable in a particular context, securing private investment should be straightforward.59 In Africa, at least
20 new private sector data centers are expected to
come online by 2021, which will bring the total to
more than 100 across the continent.60
Data intermediaries. Trusted data intermediaries
can be used to optimize B2G data flows in more
mature data systems (see chapter 8). Data intermediaries can provide sophisticated, data-driven
businesses with the assurances they need about the
security of their data, combined with strong accountability and transparency mechanisms that grant
them more control over and visibility of data use.61 For
example, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI), in response
to national guidelines introduced by the Ministry of
Electronics and Information Technology (MEITy) for
standardizing consent for data sharing, is institutionally separating the collection of customer consent
from data processing to enhance trust in their data
management processes and use.62
Integrating international and regional
organizations and collaborating across
borders
International and regional organizations, donors, as
well as international NGOs are important participants in the national data system by collecting their
own data, funding country-level data collection,
setting international standards, and using country
data for monitoring and analysis. International and
regional organizations are also forums for crossborder collaboration on data production and exchange
as well as data governance.
Although national governments have rather
limited control over international organizations and
their agendas, they can take steps to integrate these
institutions into the national data system in a beneficial fashion (figure 9.7).
Technical assistance. At low levels of data maturity,
countries often struggle with limited resources for
setting up a national data system, but they could utilize funding, technical assistance, and global public
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Figure 9.7 Steps to integrating international and regional organizations into the
national data system and collaborating across borders
Establishing fundamentals
• Funding: Seek the support
needed, including technical
assistance, to improve weak
parts of the data life cycle.
• Human capital: Increase
technical capacity and data
literacy.
• Institutions: Engage in
regional data cooperation
to save resources through
economies of scale and
facilitate peer-to-peer
learning.

Initiating data flows
• Data demand: Introduce
definitions and standards into
national data systems that are
comparable across countries.
• Infrastructure policies:
Adopt common standards
to enable cross-border data
flows.

Optimizing the system
• Incentives: Coordinate and
align data production and
information sharing across
international organizations
active domestically.
• Institutions: Help shape the
priorities of the data agendas
of international organizations.
• Economic policies:
Participate in negotiation of
trade agreements on data and
in international and regional
tax treaties.

Source: WDR 2021 team.
Note: Categories overlap and are meant to be illustrative.

goods from international organizations to address
weak spots in the data life cycle. International and
regional organizations are well placed to level the
playing field by putting in place the conditions that
would enable countries with the least data maturity
to begin catching up to their more data mature peers.
For some countries, this may mean obtaining funding
for core data production. For others, it may be seeking assistance with data storage and management.
For still others, international organizations can help
deidentify datasets, assist in the adoption of improved
methods and tools for data production, and suggest
modernization of statistical laws and regulations to
ensure they are conducive to safe data exchanges.
For these steps to be effective, governments need to
assess where in the data life cycle they might need
support.
Data literacy. At the early stages of data maturity,
governments may also rely on international organizations and development partners for programs
aimed at improving technical capacity and data literacy. The former could include short-term training,
such as the World Bank’s C4D2 Training Initiative,
which provides statisticians in low- and middle-income countries with specialized training in the collection, analysis, and use of microdata. It could also
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include twinning arrangements between statistical
agencies that could create opportunities for on-thejob or postgraduate training and staff exchanges
or secondments, such as those carried by Statistics
Norway.63 One example of a regional institution
created to address data literacy, among other things,
is the African Union Institute for Statistics.64 It is
important to keep long-term sustainability in mind
for such programs. Training a handful of staff in an
agency is of little value if the retention rate of these
staff is low. Through the Data for Policy Initiative, the
World Bank has committed to sustainable technical
support of national statistical systems in at least 30
low-income countries.65 Long-term institutional relationships with such agencies increase the ease with
which they can adopt demanding international best
practices.
Regional cooperation. Starting in the early stages of
data maturity, countries can use cross-border collaboration to save resources through economies of scale.
Countries can cooperate in setting up certain functions of the national data system at a supranational
level when trying to perform these functions in each
country individually would be inefficient and could
precipitate balkanization. For example, through the
Statistics for Development Division of the Secretariat

of the Pacific Community, nations are working
together on data collection, analysis, dissemination,
and methodology, thereby reducing costs across the
data life cycle.66 Regional collaboration in data-related
regulatory matters can also be beneficial. The African
Tax Administration Forum (ATAF) is one example (see
spotlight 7.2).67
Most countries are members of a regional network where peer-to-peer learning can facilitate the
adoption of best practices. In these networks, countries can learn from peers that are one step further
down the road. This learning can spur innovation and
help countries move up the data maturity model. For
example, experienced member countries of the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA),
a benchmarking initiative of the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD),
have shared their experiences with new program
members, facilitating comparable measurement of
educational outcomes internationally.68 In the area of
competition, international exchanges of knowledge
would be particularly useful in improving understanding of antitrust issues in data-driven markets.
Common standards. After the resource limitations
are addressed, data should flow from international
organizations to domestic participants and vice
versa, as well as across borders. To successfully and
securely initiate data flows to and from international
organizations, data must be internationally comparable and anchored in common standards. National
decision-makers could insist on introducing crosscountry comparable definitions and measures into
project monitoring, evaluation, and high-level strategic documents. Working closely with international
standard setting organizations is instrumental to this
end. For example, the System of National Accounts
(SNA), the international standard for measuring
economic activity, includes a set of internationally
agreed-on concepts, definitions, classifications, and
accounting rules. The SNA has facilitated the comparability of macroeconomic statistics internationally,
with 90 percent of countries using at least the 1993
SNA standard.69 Common standards also facilitate
comparisons across countries, allowing international
organizations to better prioritize resources.
Similarly, international organizations can play
an important role in coordinating and supporting
the development of national statistical systems that
are comparable and compatible across countries. For
example, the Cape Town Global Action Plan for Sustainable Development Data, adopted by the UN Statistical Commission, provides a roadmap for the funding
and modernization of national statistical systems

needed around the world to monitor the Sustainable
Development Goals.
Coordination. To integrate international organizations into the national data system and to avoid
overlapping and conflicting initiatives, domestic
actors need to ensure that the data roles and responsibilities of international agencies within a country
are coordinated. In India, this challenge was solved
by creating sectoral committees in which the country
offices of various United Nations (UN) organizations,
ministries, and research institutions participated.
Through these committees, the SDG-related activities
and technical support of the various international
agencies were divided across regions and domains
in a nonoverlapping manner, anchored in the UN
Resident Coordinator’s office.70 A similar model could
be replicated or refined to ensure the efforts of international agencies are coordinated. Although this step
is needed to optimize flows, such coordination is
crucial in countries with less developed national data
systems where many donors are active.
Data agendas of international organizations. As countries build their capacity and obtain more resources,
their scope for influencing the data agenda of international organizations increases. Countries can work
to ensure that the agendas of international organizations are guided by country needs and priorities. Such
an effort can minimize competing agendas and better
align data needs and data gaps between national
and international agencies, maximizing, in turn, the
relevance of data and thus data exchanges among
participants.
Trade agreements. At this stage, countries can also
seek to leverage international and regional organizations to participate in the negotiation of trade
agreements on data aimed at facilitating cross-border
trade in data. This may be tackled bilaterally—such
as the Digital Trade Agreement between Japan and
the United States71—or attempted through the World
Trade Organization (see chapter 7 and spotlight 7.2).
To capture tax revenues from the multinational digital economy, an international tax treaty will be necessary. Similarly, countries should seek to coordinate
their antitrust authorities’ regulatory actions on datadriven businesses across borders (see spotlight 7.2).
Integrating the national data system
A successful national data system creates an environment in which the value of data for development can
be maximized. The impact of data on development
increases with the number of participants safely producing, exchanging, using, reusing, and repurposing
the data. Incorporating the various participants in
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the national data system is a central task in building
an integrated system. This chapter has laid out steps
for how to approach this task. Some cross-cutting
themes that have emerged from this discussion have
the potential to tie together and strengthen the entire
system:
• Data literacy and data education are prerequisites for
people’s participation in the national data system.
Better data literacy improves policy-making and
business decisions and strengthens efforts to hold
governments and the private sector accountable.
Data literacy also boosts trust in data.
• 
Stringent and shared approaches to data protection
are necessary for participants to trust the integrity of data production and use and initiate data
exchanges.
• 
Data interoperability, comparability, and reliability
through common standards and quality control allow
data to be integrated from different sources and
boost their usefulness. These standards and quality
controls may need to be developed. Data stewards
can play an important role in ensuring quality and
interoperability.
• Data openness and accessibility through means such
as digital platforms make widespread data use and
reuse possible.
Investing in these cross-cutting steps can have
wide-ranging benefits for all participants in the
national data system and for development, but they
will require commensurate financial and political
commitments.
Meanwhile, countries are already constructing
national data systems, whether intentionally or not.
Some of this is happening through day-to-day government activities, such as service delivery and monitoring of programs. Some of this is happening because
events such as the COVID-19 pandemic are accelerating change. And some of this is happening because
technological advances are ushering in sweeping
transformations on an unprecedented scale. As the
country examples in this Report show, pushes and
pulls across the economy and society are shaping the
construction of national data systems implicitly or
explicitly.
This World Development Report on data for development advocates an intentional, comprehensive, multistakeholder, collaborative approach to constructing
an integrated national data system that aims to maximize the development benefits of data while minimizing the risks. This approach takes into account those
now left out of or marginalized in the data economy.
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It prescribes a data-driven culture that can creatively
and constructively use, reuse, and repurpose data. It
calls on countries to shape their system based on their
own circumstances, including their own capabilities,
values, and political economy. It recognizes the complexity of this endeavor but recommends a phased
approach to make it happen. It moves away from
reactive steps to proactive ones. It calls on the international community to help countries take these steps
and to provide the standardization, harmonization,
and tools necessary to make it work. And, not least, it
is the considered aim of this Report to foster a global
discussion that can truly help data improve lives.

Notes
1. A similar argument is made in MacFeely (2020).
2. International and regional organizations are also key
producers of data. One important role they have is
producing transnational data—flows, interactions, and
links between countries or phenomena that are difficult
or impossible for a country itself to record. For example,
the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime collects
data on illicit activities between countries, such as trafficking in drugs, that one country alone cannot collect
because the object of interest leaves the country of
origin without being detected.
3. Dargent et al. (2020).
4. British Academy and Royal Society (2017).
5. OECD (2019a).
6. Dargent et al. (2020).
7. See Department of Information and Communications
Technology, ODPH (Open Data Philippines) (dashboard), https://data.gov.ph/. See also Aceron (2018), Warwick (2017), and an example of open government data in
Australia at Digital Transformation Agency, Search for
Data (dashboard), https://data.gov.au/.
8. United Nations Statistical Commission (2021) contains
case studies of the role of national statistical offices in
national data systems.
9. Stats NZ (2018).
10. MKM (2018).
11. See Government Office, Government of Estonia,
“E-Estonia Council,” https://www.riigikantselei.ee/en
/supporting-government/e-estonia-council.
12. Kivimäki (2018); World Bank (2021).
13. OECD (2019a).
14. MKM (2018, 22).
15. Piovesan (2015).
16. Gray, Lämmerhirt, and Bounegru (2016); Lämmerhirt
et al. (2018).
17. Lämmerhirt et al. (2018).
18. See ODK (dashboard), https://getodk.org/. See also US
Census Bureau, Census and Survey Processing System
(CSPro) version 7.5.0 (dashboard), https://www.census
.gov/data/software/cspro.html; World Bank, Survey
Solutions version 21.01 (dashboard), https://mysurvey
.solutions/en/.

19. Carranza (2018); Gray, Lämmerhirt, and Bounegru (2016).
20. Wilson and Rahman (2015).
21. For more information, see Code for Africa, Academy
Africa: Courses (dashboard), https://academy.africa
/courses.
22. Bruhn, Lara Ibarra, and McKenzie (2014); Bruhn et al.
(2016); Frisancho (2018); Lührmann, Serra-Garcia, and
Winter (2018). However, the long-term effects are not
yet known (Entorf and Hou 2018).
23. Bizimungu (2017).
24. Gray, Lämmerhirt, and Bounegru (2016).
25. Lämmerhirt et al. (2018).
26. Cázarez-Grageda et al. (2020) and MacFeely and Nastav
(2019) present more elaborate proposals for how data
from civil society can be used for tracking SDGs and
in official reporting, and they establish quality frameworks enabling NSOs to engage with CSOs.
27. Lämmerhirt et al. (2018).
28. Lämmerhirt et al. (2018).
29. Carranza (2018).
30. Misra and Schmidt (2020).
31. Masaki et al. (2017).
32. Harvard Dataverse, Datahub for Field Experiments
in Economics and Public Policy (data repository),
https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataverse/DFEEP?q
=&types=dataverses%3Adatasets%3Afiles&sort=date
Sort&order=desc&page=1.
33. Data-Pop Alliance brings together researchers, experts,
practitioners, and activists to change the world with
data through three pillars of work: diagnosing local
realities and human problems with data and artificial
intelligence (AI); mobilizing capacities, communities,
and ideas toward more data-literate societies; and
transforming the systems and processes that underpin
societies and countries. In 2016 Flowminder Foundation
joined as the fourth Core Member. For more information, see ThoughtWorks, Data-Pop Alliance (dashboard),
https://datapopalliance.org/.
34. See Nepal Data Literacy Program, Data Literacy for Prosperous Nepal (data literacy portal), https://dataliteracy
.github.io/.
35. Ministry of Education, MineduLAB (dashboard), http://
www.minedu.gob.pe/minedulab/.
36. Volkow (2019).
37. University of Cape Town, DataFirst (data repository),
https://www.datafirst.uct.ac.za/.
38. Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics, “Research
Center,” West Bank and Gaza, http://www.pcbs.gov.ps
/site/lang__en/598/default.aspx.
39. Many governments have established dedicated monitoring and evaluation agencies or even ministries.
For Spain, see “Building a Monitoring and Evaluation
Framework for Open Government,” chapter 4, pages
117–40, in OECD (2019b).
40. See Consejo Nacional de Evaluación de la Política de
Desarrollo Social (National Council for the Evaluation
of Social Development Policy), “About Us? Features”
(¿Quiénes Somos? Funciones), Mexico City, https://
www.coneval.org.mx/quienessomos/Conocenos
/Paginas/Funciones.aspx.

41. Bohannon (2016). For information on Research4Life, see
https://www.research4life.org/about/.
42. Katz and Callorda (2018).
43. Vertically integrated operators have constructed most
national transmission networks. As long as there is
strong competition among several players, final consumer prices can be affordable and networks can be
resilient. Where private investment is lacking, a government could construct a state-owned transmission
network, although the implications for public debt could
be severe. Alternatively, a government could take on a
coordinating role among operators to create a heterogenous backbone, requiring open access to and cost-based
pricing for operator fiber routes.
44. An example is landlocked Mongolia’s north-south
fiber-optic backbone connecting it to China and the Russian Federation runs along the railway (Tsolmondelger
2019).
45. For a description of the Sudanese program, see Moscoso
(2016). For elements of the training course, see “Welcome to the Sudan Evidence Base Programme–Data
Literacy Training,” https://sudanebp.tuvalabs.com/.
46. Agudelo et al. (2014).
47. Rosa (2018).
48. Kenya’s IXP, launched in 2000, was Africa’s first IXP.
It was established and is run by the local ISP industry
association, the Telecommunication Service Providers
of Kenya. See Jensen (2012); Technology Service Providers of Kenya, “KIXP Background,” https://www.tespok
.co.ke/?page_id=11651.
49. Jensen (2012).
50. High-Level Expert Group on Business-to-Government
Data Sharing (2020).
51. Dahmm (2020). Contracts for Data Collaboration (C4DC)
is a joint initiative of SDSN TReNDS, New York University’s GovLab, the World Economic Forum, and the
University of Washington.
52. High-Level Expert Group on Business-to-Government
Data Sharing (2020).
53. OPAL was created by groups at MIT Media Lab, Imperial
College London, Orange, the World Economic Forum,
and Data-Pop Alliance. For more information, see the
OPAL website, https://www.opalproject.org/home-en.
54. High-Level Expert Group on Business-to-Government
Data Sharing (2020).
55. GovLab (2020).
56. See International Organization for Standardization,
About ISO 20022: Governance (dashboard), https://
www.iso20022.org/about-iso-20022/governance.
57. A colocation data center is a facility equipped with networked computers providing remote storage, processing, and distribution of data where multiple data service
providers may colocate. They are mainly operated by
global information technology (IT) companies, governments, and enterprises that host other companies’
data (known as colocation). For the relevant standard
of the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO), see ISO, “ISO/IEC 27001:2013(en),” at OBP (Online
Browsing Platform) (database), https://www.iso.org
/obp/ui/#iso:std:iso-iec:27001:ed-2:v1:en.
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58. This is often attributed to a lack of demand, as well as
aversion to a country’s perceived high risk of natural
disasters, unpredictable political environment, barriers
to doing business, and unreliable energy and internet
infrastructure (C&W 2016).
59. Munshi (2020).
60. ADCA (2020).
61. World Bank (2021).
62. RBI (2019).
63. SSB (2020).
64. More broadly, the Global Network of Institutions for
Statistical Training works to build sustainable statistical
capacities through efficient and harmonized training
programs.
65. Dabalen, Himelein, and Rodríguez-Castelán (2020).
66. Statistics for Development Division, Pacific Community, “Pacific Statistics Methods Board (PSMB),”
Nouméa, New Caledonia, https://sdd.spc.int/pacific
-statistics-methods-board-psmb.
67. ATAF (2020).
68. OECD (2018).
69. Fifty percent of countries are using the latest—the 2008
SNA standard. See Statistics Division, Department of
Economic and Social Affairs, United Nations, National
Accounts (database), https://unstats.un.org/unsd
/nationalaccount/; World Bank, Statistical Performance
Indicators (database), http://www.worldbank.org/spi.
70. Recently, a coordination forum was instituted in which
key stakeholders collaborate on issues related to support
for statistical monitoring of SDG goals and targets,
including the use of new technologies and capacity
development to track SDG-related outcomes.
71. Office of the United States Trade Representative,
U.S.–Japan Digital Trade Agreement Text (dashboard),
https://ustr.gov/countries-regions/japan-korea-apec
/japan/us-japan-trade-agreement-negotiations/us-japan
-digital-trade-agreement-text.
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Today’s unprecedented growth of data and their ubiquity in our lives are
signs that the data revolution is transforming the world. And yet much of the
value of data remains untapped. Data collected for one purpose have the
potential to generate economic and social value in applications far beyond
those originally anticipated. But many barriers stand in the way, ranging
from misaligned incentives and incompatible data systems to a fundamental
lack of trust. World Development Report 2021: Data for Better Lives explores
the tremendous potential of the changing data landscape to improve the
lives of poor people, while also acknowledging its potential to open back
doors that can harm individuals, businesses, and societies. To address this
tension between the helpful and harmful potential of data, this Report calls
for a new social contract that enables the use and reuse of data to create
economic and social value, ensures equitable access to that value, and
fosters trust that data will not be misused in harmful ways.
This Report begins by assessing how better use and reuse of data can
enhance the design of public policies, programs, and service delivery, as well
as improve market efficiency and job creation through private sector growth.
Because better data governance is key to realizing this value, the Report
then looks at how infrastructure policy, data regulation, economic policies,
and institutional capabilities enable the sharing of data for their economic
and social benefits, while safeguarding against harmful outcomes. The
Report concludes by pulling together the pieces and offering an aspirational
vision of an integrated national data system that would deliver on the
promise of producing high-quality data and making them accessible in a way
that promotes their safe use and reuse. By examining these opportunities
and challenges, the Report shows how data can benefit the lives of all
people, but particularly poor people in low- and middle-income countries.
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